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ABSTRACT

This repo,. revision incorporates new experimental evidence regarding AP600 behavior during small
break loss-of-coolant accidents.

This repon documents the results of Phenomena identincation and Ranking Table (PIRT) efforts for
the Westinghouse AP600 reactor. The purpose of this PIRT is to identify important phenomena so that
they may be addressed in both the experimental programs and the RELAP5/ MOD 3 systems analysis
computer code. In Revision 0 of this report, the responses of AP600 during small break loss-of-coolant
accident, main steam line break, and steam generator tube rupture accident scenarios were evaluated by a
committee of thermal hydraulic experts. Committee membership included Idaho National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory staff and recognized thermal-hydraulic experts from outside of the laboratory.
Each of the accident scenarios was subdivided into separate, sequential periods or phases. Within each
phase, the plant behavior is controlled by, at most, a few thermal-hydraulic processes. The committee
identi6ed the phenomena innuencing those processes, and ranked the in0uences as being of high, medium,
low, or insignificant importance. The primary product of this effon is a series of tables, cne for each phase
of each accident scenario, describing the thermal hydraulic phenomenajudged by the committee to be
important, and the relative ranking of that importance. The rationales for the pl enomena selected and their
rankings are provided.

This document issue (Revision 2) incorporates an update of the small break loss-of-coolant accident
portion of the report. This revision is the result of the release of experimental evidence from AP600-
related integral test facilities (ROSA /AP600. OSU, and SPES) and thermal hydraulic expert review. The
activities associated with this update were performed during the period from June 1995 through November
1996.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report revision incorporates new experimental evidence regarding AP600 behavior during small
break loss of coolant accidents. The following discussion Orst describes the baseline report then describes
the current revision.

AP600 is a new pressurized water reactor design of the Westinghouse Electric Company that has
been submitted to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for design certification. For its safety,
AP600 relies on operation of passive systems. Phenomena identification and Ranking Table (PIRT)
activity has been completed to determine the phenomena that are significant to the response of t!.e AP600
design during certain specific accidents. This report documents the findings of the PIRT activity; these
findings may be used as guidance for appropriately focussing analytical and experimental research
activities regarding AP600 behavior during accidents.

The accidents addressed in this PIRT were chosen from among Chapter-15 transients that (1) activate

or challenge new (passive) safety systems, and (2) produce interactions among those safety systems. This
PIRT addresses AP600 behavior expected during small break loss-of-coolant, main steam line break, and
steam generator tube rupture accidents. These three categories of accidents are those to be analyzed at the
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) using the RELAPS/ MOD 3 computer
code. AP600 large break loss-of coolant accidents are being separately analyzed at Los Alamos National
Laboratoy (LANL) using the TRAC-PFI computer code; these accidents are not addressed in this PIRT,
but rather will be the subject of future LANL reports. Other accidents, such as station blackout and
anticipated transient without scram events, may be addressed in later PIRT efforts at such time as the NRC
determines the need.

-

For this PIRT, the key plant response (also referred to as the Figure of Merit and Primary Safety
Criterion) is the minimum reactor vessel inventory.

This PIRT solely addresses the behavior of the full-scale AP600 plant. Although data from
experiments benefit this PIRT, no attempt has been made to include in the PIRT effects attributable to the
configuration, scaling, or operation of sub-scale experimental facilities designed to provide data for use in
assessing AP600 behavior during accidents. These issues will be addressed in a separate post-test analysis
report for each transient scenario that is investigated experimentally. These reports will compare: (1) the
data obtained in all sub scale integral experimental facilities, (2) the pertinent scaling issues, and (3) the
code capabilities for simulating the behavior observed in the experiments.

The small break loss-of-coolant accident scenario investigated in Revision 2 of this report represents
a variety of pipes break in the reactor coolant system. The main steam line break scenario assumed the
double-ended rupture of one main steam line inside containment. Two main steam line break scenarios
(one leading to ADS activation, and one not) were evaluated in the PIRT. Published analyses indicate that
ADS activation is likely to be precluded during a main steam line break accident. The steam generator
tube rupture accident scenario assumed the double-ended rupture of one steam generator tube at the
tubesheet, in either of the two steam generators. It has been determined these initiating events would not
lead to ADS activation, both possibilities were again evaluated in the PIRT, for future reference in multiple
failure scenarios.

Originally, the SBLOCA accident scenarios first were subdivided into logical phases (generally
involving different controlling thermal-hydraulic processes and behavior). For each accident phase, a key
plant response, important parameters for representing that response, and the thermal-hydraulic processes
important to the calculation of those parameters were identified. The expected plant behavior during each
accident phase was then evaluated and the phenomena believed to be of significance were selected and
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"
ranked. These phases have been combined into a short term phase and a long term phase in this revision,
as appropriate to evolving evidence that this is a suf0cient approach, ,

The findings of this study, including rationales for the selections and other descriptive and supporting
information, are documented in this report. The Ondings include 15 phenomena that are ranked high,34
phenomena that are ranked medium and 50 phenomena that are ranked low for the short term phase, in
the long term phase there were 11 high,17 medium, and 25 low ranked phenomena. Detailed findings for
both phases are presented in Tables 4 through 7 respectively.

This document issue (Revision 2) incorporates an update of the small break loss of coolant accident
portion of the report. This update is the result of release of the experimental evidence from AP600-related
integral test facilities (ROSA /AP600, OSU, and SPES). These tests simulated cold leg small break loss-
of coolant accidents and the PIRT was updated to re0cct the new evidence available from the quick-look
test data. The activities associated with this update were performed during the period from June 1995
through November 1996 (advities supporting this revision are discussed in Appendix A).

a
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NOMENCLATURE

ACRS Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
ADS Automatic depressurization system
ALWR Advanced light water reactor
AP600 Adsanced Passive 600 htWe Reactor
CCFL Countercurrent flow limiting
CilF Critical heat flux
Chit Core makeup tank
CSAU Code scaling, applicability, and uncertainty
DNB Departure from nucleate boilins
DVI Direct vesselinjection
LCC Emergency core coolant
ECCS Emergency core cool 6i t system
INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
INEEL Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (formerly INEL)
IRWST In containment iefueling water storage tank
UD Ratio oflength to diameter
LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory
LDLOCA Large break loss-of coolant accident
LOCA Loss of coolant accident
htSLB hiain steam line break

iNPP Nuclear power plant
NRC U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
OSU Oregon State University
PDL Pressure balance line
PCCS Passive containment cooling system
HRT Phenornena identification and ranking table
PhHR Passive residual heat removal
PSF Passive safety feature
RCS Reactor coolant system
ROSA Japanese ROSA test facility
S signal Safeguards initiation signal
SDLOCA Small break loss-of coolant accident
SET Separate etTects test
SO' Sterm generator
SGTR Steam generator tube rupture
SNL Sandia National Laboratories
SPES l'alian SPES test facility
SRV Safety relief valve
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PIIENOMENA IDENTIFICATION AND RANKING TABLES |

FOR WESTINGIIOUSE AP600
SMALL BREAK LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT,

MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK, AND
STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE SCENARIOS

1. INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Passive 600 MWe (AP600) Reactor is a new reactor design that has been submitted i

by the Westinghouse Electric Company to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for design !

certification. AP600 is a prescurized water reactor that utilizes passive safety features (PSFs). The reactot .

design includes: (1) a low core volumetric heat generation rate,(2) a low peak to average fuel heat flux |

ratio,(3) a reliance solely upon natural forces, such as gravity and gas pressurization, for safety system
operation, and (4) a dependence upon natural phenomena, such as natural convection and condensation,
for safety system performance. All PSFs are integrated into the containment, which incorporates heat
exchange devices to accommodate removal of core decay heat from the reactor coolant systern (RCS) to
containment and from the containment to the environment. As a result, during accidents the RCS and
containment of this plant interact in a more integral fashion than in current generation light water reactor
designs. AP600 accident safety analysis therefore requires consideration of the interactions among the
RCS, containment, and PSFs. This report evaluates the response of AP600 and interactions among its
systems during accidents.

The AP600 design is documented in References 81 and 8 2; a schematic of the plant is shown in
Figure 1. Reference 8 3 provides a detailed discussion of the thermal hydraulic aspects of the AP600
design on a component by-component basis. The AP600 is a two loop pressurized water reactor arranged
in a two-hot leg, fcur-cold leg configuration. AP600 is equipped with passive emergency core cooling
systems (ECCS). The AP600 design calls for lost coolant to be replenished by RCS pressure balanced
c. ore makeup tanks (CMTs), gas pressurized accumulators, and an elevated, gravity drain, containment-
pressure equalized in containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST) Once the contents of this tank
have been discharged, the resulting containment liquid level exceeds the elevation of the coolant loops,
causing liquid to be injected back into the RCS via sump valves. Vaporized coolant that is condensed on
the interior of the containment shell is collecte'l and retumed to the IRWST. An automatic
depressurization system (ADS)is prc.ided to ensure viability of the passive ECCS by limiting the
differential pressure between the RCS and containment. A passive decay heat removal system (PRilR)is
included to remove decay heat to the IRWST; this is a full pressure / full decay-heat system. Passive
containment cooling is provided by gravity driven evaporative cooling extemal to the containment and is
sustainable during dry air " .tural draft conditions.

Operation of the AP600 PSFs is based upon thermal hydraulic processes that use low driving forces,
.such as gravity pressure heads and buoyancy. These processes are significantly different than those found
;a existing plants, which instead use high driving forces (primarily pump heads) for operation of their
safety systems. Therefore, the NRC undertook a research program to improve the reactor thermal-
hydraulic simulation computer programs for evaluating the new plant designs. These computer programs
generally were developed and verified for evaluating the performance of safety systems in the existing
plants.

A methodology termed Code Scaling, Applicability, and Uncertainty (CSAU)" was developed by the
NRC and its contractors as an optional "best-estimate plus uncertainty" approach for determining plant
safety margin with respect to the safety criteria required by Federal regulation." One of the key features

|
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of the CSAU process is the Phenomena identincation and Ranking Table (PIRT) process in which
phenom ma signincant to the plant response are determined, and a relative importance rank is assigned to
each. The PIRT process, by providing researchers with information regarding the signincance of the
various phenomena for the specine plant design and accident scenarios, provides a method by which
research efforts can remain properly focussed. The NRC research staff and its contractors have embarked
upon a code development and assessment process which utilizes principles developed for CSAU, including
establishment of a PIRTt the process for this advanced light water reactor thermal hydraulle research
program is shown in Figure 2 (the role of PIRT in this program is described in Section 2). The purpose of
PIRT is to assure that the important phenomena are being addressed in both the transient analysis computer
codes (Element 3 in the Figure) and the experimental assessment base (Element 2).

The development and use of the AP600 PIRTs are being conducted in three phases. The first PIRT
phase (Preliminary) began in 1990 and continued through October 1993. The preliminary PIRTs primarily
focussed on phenornena of high and medium importance and on the operation of the new PSFs. The
preliminary PlRTs were directed toward experimental facility dennition, scaling and test selection, code
development of early versions of the RELAPS/ MOD 3 computer code, and the initial development of a
detailed AP600 plant model. The second phase (interim) began in October 1993, concluded in September
1994, and was directed toward a more detailed listing and ranking of phenomena. Revision 0 of this repon
documented this second phase.

Revision 1 of this report represented the first step of the final PIRT phase. Bis revhion incorporated
an update of the SBLOCA portion of the PIRT repon based on recently released experimental evidence
from AP600 related integral test facilities (ROSA /AP600, OSU, and SPES). The major impacts of this
update on the SBLOCA PIRT were to: (1) change the break defimtion from 8 inch diameter and smaller
breaks at an unspecified location, to 2 inch diameter and smaller breaks in a cold leg,(2) redefine the time
phases, and (3) reconsider both the phenomena selected and their rankings. A discussion of the basis for
these changes is provided in Section 5.3.

Revision 2 of this report represents the final PlRT phase. His stage focused on consideration of the
new evidence provided in the integrated experimental data analysis of the PBLD and DVI line SBLOCA,
the integrated experimental data analysis of the IADS, the SBLOCA short term AHP analysis, SBLOCA
P!RT confirmation sensitivity s'udies, and the short. and long term scaling analyses. See Appendix G,
Table G-4, code E3 for the new experimental evidence used and Appendix A, Table A 4 for a summary of
the review activities associated with this revision. A significant impact of this update is the reduction of
PIR~ '9LOCA phases to a short term phase and a long term phase. A discussion of this change is
provided in Appendix D.

As a matter of definition, the term " phenomena" as used in this report should be taken to mean
" phenomena, processes, component functions, behavior, conditions, and status". As a convenience, and
for brevity, we have broadly interpreed the term " phenomena" to include all of these attributes of the
thermal hydraulic systems and their responses. All of the following examples are, therefore, identified as
" phenomena" in this tcport, ever though only the first example is truly one: flashing, break mass flow,<

decay heat, steam genera:or secondary level, steam generator secondary pressure, noauniform steam / air
distribution, subcooling margin, and primary to-secondary heat transfer.

Also as a matter of definition, the term "CMT level", as used in this report, refers to the percentage of
total core makeup tank volume that is occupied by liquid. This dennition is consistent with that used by
Westinghouse Electric Company in their AP600 related documents. However, this definition is contrary to
that normally associated with indicated levels (such as in steam generators and pressurizers) that instead
are based upon differential pressure measurements.

3 NUREG/CR 6541
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Figure 2. ALWR overall thermal-hydraulic research plan.
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The accidents addressed in this PIRT were chosen from among Chapter 15 transients that:
(1) activate or challenge new (psssive) safety systems and (2) produce interactions among those safety |

systems. His PIRT addresses AP600 behavior expected during small break loss of coolant (SBLOCA),
main steam line break (MSLB), and steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) accidents. These three accident
categories are those to be analyzed at the INEEL using the RELAPS/ MOD 3 computer code. AP600 large
break loss of coolant accidents are being separately analyzed at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
using the TRAC Pfl computer code; these accidents are not addressed in this PIRT, but rather will be the
subject of future LANL reports. Other accidents, such as station blackout and anticipated transient without
scram events, may be addressed in later PIRT effarts at such time as the NRC determines the need. This
PIRT solely addresses the behavior of the AP600 plant. Although data from experiments benent this
PIRT, no attempt has been made to include in the PIRT effects attributable to the condguration, scaling, or
operation of sub scale experimental facilities desigred to provide data for use in assessing AP600 behulor
during accidents. These issues will be addressed in a separate post. test analysis report for each transient
scenario that is investigated experimentally. These reports will compare: (1) the data obtained in all
sub scale integral experimental facilities,(2) the pertinent scaling issues, and (3) the code capabilities for
simulating the behavior observed in the experiments.

A more detailed discussion of the CSAU and PIRT processes is given in Section 2. Section 3
describes the accident scenarios, their subdivision into accident phases, the parameters considered

important for characterizing the plant response, and the dominant thermal hydraulic processes affecting
those parameters. Section 4 summarizes the results of the PIRTs. Section 5 discusses analytical and
experimental activities related to this PIRT. A summary of the PIRT Dndings is provided in Section ti and
references are provided in Sections 7 and 8. Appendix A discusses the history of this PIRT effort.
Detailed information regarding assumptions, rationales for decisions, and terminology used in the PIRTs is
documented in Appendixes D through G, and is referenced from within the main body of the report.
Reference 8-4 presents summary descriptions of the AP600 plant systems, automatic plant actions, and
interactions among the systems expected during the types of accidents evaluated in this report.
Appendices 11 and I discuss the top-down realing analyses and the Analytical Hierarchy Process that

,

supported this I' mal PIRT revision.

.
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2. METilODOLOGY |

l

in September 1988, the NRC issued a revised ECCS rule (10 CFR 50.46) for light water reactors that f
allows for, as a 1 option to the traditional, conservative " evaluation model" approach, the use of best-
estimate computer codes in safety analyses. The key feature of this licensing cption is that the licensee |
must quantify the uncenainty of the calculations and include that uncertainty w hen comparing calculated

'

results with the acceptance limits. The CSAU methodology is one means by which the uncertainty
quanti 6 cation may be performed. He PIRT activities are a ponion of the CSAU process. he CSAU
methodology is the culmination of 20 years of ECCS research on current light water reactors. This
research has involved extensive iteration among experiments and analyses,in which the developmental

process has matured. As indicated in the introduction, for this application, CSAU and PIRT methods are
being employed to properly focus NRC research on the issues relevant to understanding AP600 behavior
Ifor example, through code assessment plans, code development plans, and evaluations of experiment
suitability). Section 2.1 summarizes the CSAU methods and Section 2.2 summarizes the PIRT methods.

2.1 CSAU Methodology

The CSAU methodology is shown in Figure 3. The methods r.re subdivided into three elements:

Under the first element, " Requirements and Code Capabilities," scenario modeling requirements are
identined and compared against code capabilities to determine the applicability of the code for the specific
plant and accident scenario. Code limitations are also noted during this element. The steps included in
this element are identification of the specific plant and accident scenario, identification and ranking of

phenomena (the *PIRT", discussed further in Section 2.2), the identification of a " frozen" version of a
computer code, obtaining a full set of documentation on that code, and finally a determination of the code's
applicability for this situation.

Under the second element," Assessment and Ranging of Parameters," the capabilities of the code are

assessed by comparing calculations against experimental data to determine code accuracy, scale up
capability, and to determine appropriate ranges over which parameter variations must be considered in
sensitivity studies. The steps included in this element are: establishing an assessment matrix, defining an
appropriate model nodalization, determining the code and experiment accuracies, and determining the
effects of scale.

Under the third element," Sensitivity aad Uncertainty Analysis," the individual contributors to
uncertainty are calculated, collected, and combined into a total uncertainty. The steps included in this
element are: determining the effect of reactor input parameters and state, performing sensitivity
calculations, combining biases and uncertainties, and calculation of the total uncertainty.

2.2 PIRT Methodology

The purpose of PIRT is to identify the phenomena that are imponant to the thennal hydraulic
behavior of a particular plant during a particular accident scenario. In addition, each phenomenon that is
deemed of significance is assigned a relative imporunce ranking, either high, medium, or low in the case
of the work documented here. The PIRT activities are conducted by a committee of experts.

The PIRT is developed by first identifying the plant (in this case AP600) and the accident scenarios
(in this case, SBLOCA, MSLB and SGTR). In practice, identification of the accident scenario can be
problematic. As an example, for the SBLOCA scenario, exactly where is the break? In what pipe, at what
orientation, at w hat distance from the reactor vessel, of what size, and of what opening time? These are all

questions that must be answered before the evaluation can proceed.

NUREG/CR C541 6
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The accident scenario is then subdivided into time phases. Typically, this subdivision is based upon a
logical progression of key characteristic features of overall plant behavior during the accident sequence.
I or example, during the AP600 main steam line break, the Erst part of the sequence is dominated by the
blowdown of the secondary coolant system. However, after a time, this behavior ceases (because the
secondary system has reached the containment pressure) and a new behavior arises (in this case, reheating

of the RCS).

A key step in establishing the context for evaluat ng candidate phenomena is to determine thei

evaluation criteria. Figure 4 illustrates the hierarchy of evaluation criteria used in this process. The higher
levels are the most general and safety oriented, in this figure, Levels 1 through 4 are contained in NRC
regulations or regulatory guidance. This report deals with Levels 5 through 8 for AP600 SDLOCA,
MSLD, and SGTR accidents. Each level must meet the envelope of requirements of criteria for all levels
above it. For example, vessel inventory (the Level 5 criterion chosen for SBLOCA assessment) must
always be evaluated in a manner that assures acceptable peak fuel rod cladding temperatures, if, for a
particular SDLOCA accident sequence, vessel inventory does not provide that assurance, then either the
higher-order criteria must be used or a new criterion must be chosen.

For each accident phne, a key response is identined (Level 5 in Figure 4), along with important plant
parameters affecting that response (Level 6). The processes that dominate the calculation of the important
parameters are then identined (Level 7). Level 8, then, represents the phenomena to be evaluated. The
portion of the overall PIRT hierarchy applied and documented in this report is shown in Figure S. Figures
such as this are provided in Section 3 to give the specific evaluation criteria used for each accident time
phase.

The PIRT committee then evaluates the phenomena representing or affecting the identified processes

and assigns a relative ranking for each phenomenon.

The analytical and experimental supporting evidence used as bases forjudging the relative
importance of phenomena in this report are identified in Appendix G, Table G-4.

Each phenomenon was assigned a rank using the following simple approach. For each process
identined, the PIRT committee decided upon a list of pertinent candidate phenomena and a top level rank
(either high, medium, or low) for the process itself. Then, using their collective expertise, the committee
members developed a consensus regarding separation of phenomena on the list into two groups:
controlling and contributing. Further, within the contributing group, the members differentiated the
phenomena into two subgroups (major contributors and minor contributors) depending upon the expected
innuence upon the controlling phenomenon. Controlling phenomena were assigned the top level rank,
major contributing phenomena were ranked one level lower, and minor contributing phenomena were
ranked two levels lower. Phenomena for which this approach resulted in a ranking ofless than " low" were
considered insignincant and were discarded. De end product of this effort is a series of tables (one for
each phase of each accident) showing the identined phenomena and their relative rankings.

i
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Conser- ICharac-
Level Source Criteria vatism teristic
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Figure 4. Evaluation criteria hierarchy.
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Figure 5. Hierarchy of the AP600 PIRT Process
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3. DESCRIPTION OF SEQUENCES, PIIASES, IMPORTANT
PAILOIETERS, AND DOMINANT PROCESSES ;'

This PIRT covers SBLOCA, htSLB, and SGTR AP600 accident scenarios. Dese scenarios were
chosen from among Chapter-15 transients that: (1) activate or challenge the new (passive) safety systems
and (2) produce interactions among those safety systems. In all cases, the accident scenarios are assumed
to begin at a time when the reactor is operating at full power. The key plant response (also referred to as
the Figure of hierit and Primary Safety Criterion) for all three accident scenarios is the minimum reactor
vessel inventory.

His section summarizes the accident scenarios investigated, the phases into which the scenarios were
subdivided, and the important parameters and dominant processes for each phase. Figure 6 provides
ovciviews of the SDLOCA, htSLB, and SGTR accident sequence progressions, the actions and conditions
which define the time phases, and the signincant plant behavior and events occurring within each phase.
Section 3.1 describes the SBLOCA. For the h1SLD and SGTR accidents, ADS actuation, based on Ch1T
level, was uncertain, therefore, both possibilities were considered. Published analyses indicate that ADS
activation is likely to be precluded during a MSLB accident. Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, describe
the MSLD accident without and with ADS activation. Similarly, Sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively,

describe the SGTR accident without and with ADS activation. He discussions in this section are
_

summaries of the more detailed discussions presented in Appendixes B through F, and the reader is

referred tLere for further information.

3.1 Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident
4

%e SBLOCA scenario represents AP600 response to a small pipe break, assuming availability only
of safety. grade plant systems. The break orientation is unspecified. Note that this scenario description has
been changed significantly in this report revision.

The SBLOCA sequence was originally subdivided into four accident phases. However for this
revision, these phases have been combined into two time phases as supported by additional evidence. The
short term phase includes the high pressure phase, the ADS blowdown phase and the initial start of the
long term IRWST phase. The long term phase includes the rest of the IRWST phase and the long-term
sump phase. Figure 6A shows the correlation of the new phase definitions with the Revision 1 phases that
are summarized in the following paragraphs. Figures 7 and 8 show the key plant responses, important

parameters and processes identified for the two Revision 2 phases.
.

The short term phase begins at the time the break opens and proceeds until the IRWST injection flow
becomes stable. The reactor and turbine trips occurs when the pressurizer level falls to its scram setpoint
value (see Reference 8 4, Table H 2, for a list of plant automatic actions and their corresponding signal set
points). Dreak flow and fluid shrinkage cause the pressurizer level to continue to fall to the S signal set
point pressure. S Signal generation causes CMT actuation, main feedwater isolation and reactor coolant
pump trip. CMT actuation, in tum, causes the PRHR system actuation. Accumulator injection begins
when the RCS pressure falls to the initial accumulator pressure. When the level in either CMT falls to ,

67.5%, the ADS stage 1 is actuated, followed by stages 2 and 3 at specified time intervals, discharging
coolant directing through spargers into the IRWST, ADS stage 4 actuates at a CMT level of 20% with an
additional time delay, discharging directly into the containment loop compartments. When the RCS
pressure drops sufficiently, the 28 foot driving head of the IRWST begins to inject coolant into the vessel,
Onset of stable IRWST injection marks the end of the short-term phase.
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VesselInventory Key Plant Response

RCS pressure ;

CMT level i

ADS flow rate
RCS mass / energy distribution important Parameters

,

'

Gas bubble expansion
'

Dreak/ ADS critical flow
PR!lR heat transfer
CMT recirculation
R_CS loop natural circulation
Steam generator heat transfer
RCS mass / energy balances Dominant Processes

Figure 7. Ranking criteria for the SBLOCA short tenn phase.

VesselInventory Key Plant Response

RCS/containtnent differential pressure important Parameters

ADS flow and pressure drop
Transient IRWST/ sump inventory
Containment mass / energy balances
RCS mass / energy balances Dominant Processes

Figure 8. Ranking criteria for the SDLOCA long term phase.

The parameters of primaiy importance during the short term phase are RCS pressure, CMT level,
ADS flow rate and the RCS mass and energy distributions. The processes important for accurate
simulation of these parameters are: gas bubble expansion, break and ADS critical flow, PRHR heat
transfer, CMT recirculation, natural circulation in the RCS loops, steam generator heat transfer, and the
RCS mass and energy balances. Later in the short term phase the CMT level and ADS flow rate are
important because they determine the timing of ADS staging and the RCS depressurization rate. The
processes important for accurate simulation of these parameters later in the process are the discharge flows
(ADS and break. critical and friction-dominated) and the RCS mass and energy.

The long term phase begins when stable flow is established from the IRWST, through the direct
vessel injection lines into the vessel downcomer. Steam and water from the break and ADS stage 4 are
passed into the containment where they can collect and flow into the containment sump. The onset of
gravity driven sump injection occurs when the sump level has been equalized with the IRWST level. At
this point the sump replaces the IRWST as the source of RCS injection. The plant end state for the
SDLOCA includes core-inventory maintenance from sump injection, and decay heat removal across the
containment shell to the atmosphere.

15 NUREG/CR 6541 *
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The RCS-to containment differential pressure isjudged to be the primary parameter ofimportance
during the long term phase because it determines the magnitude of the IRWST and sump injection flow
rate. %e processer,important for accurate simulation of this paremeter are: ADS Dow and pressure drop,
the transient IRWST and sump inventories, and the containment and RCS mass and energy balances.

Additional discussions of the SBLOCA sequence are provided in Appendix B and Reference 8-4. ,

!

3.2 Main Steam Line Break Without ADS |

De htSLB without ADS accident scenario represents the AP600 response to the double ended
rupture of one steam line, assuming availability of only safety grade plant systems. The inner diameter of

I

the ruptured pipe is about 29 inches, but now limiters, located at the steam line nozzles on the stearn
generators, have an equivalent diameter of about 16 inches. Therefore, break flow is restricted at the Dow l

limiters rather than at the break location. Other than being inside containment, the break location is

unspecified; it may be situated in either steam line. A htSLB results in an overcooling of the RCS system.
As the RCS Culd is cooled, it contracts, and the resulting fluid shrinkage has the potential to lower the
Ch1T levels in this scenario, it is assumed that the ChtT level decline (if any) is not sufficient to activate
ADS Published analyses (Reference 7 3) have indicated that it is likely that this assumption is correct.
Those analyses evaluated AP600 response to a main steam line break event in which bounding
assumptions were applied to muimize the potertial for ADS actuation. The analyses show that, even
when those assumptions are employed, ADS activation is not indicated.

He htSLD without ADS sequence was subdivided into two accident phases (see Figure 6B) that are
summarized in the following paragraphs. Figures 9 and 10 show the key plant responses, important
parameters and processes identified for the two phases.

The initial depressurization phase begins at the time of the pipe break and proceeds until the time !
when the affected (i.e., the one connected to the broken steam line) steam generator secondary has
depressurized to the containment pressure. The reactor trip occurs during this phase. The steam line
piping arrangement is such that both steam generators initially blow down through the double-ended pipe
break. Ilowever, relatively early in this phase, a steam line isolation signal is generated that results in a
blocking of the path for steam from the unaffected steam generator to reach the break location. Behavior
during thu phase is otherwise dominated by the blowdown of the affected steam generator into the
containment and the resulting overcooling of the RCS, due to heat removal across the tubes of the affected
steam generator, it is noteworthy that this process is asymmetric, with significant differences in heat loads
and fluid temperatures between the affected and unaffected coolant loops. The steam generator primary-
to-secondary heat transfer was judged to be the parameter of primary importance during this phase because
it dominates the RCS cooldown. The processes important for accurate simulation of this parameter are.
break flow, steam generator secondary behavior (level swell and depletion, liquid carry-over, flashing,
entrainment), flow through the RCS loops, and asymmetric loop cooldown.

The passive decay heat removal phase begins when the affected steam generator blowdewn into the
containment has been completed and continues thereafter. This phase is marked by establishment of a
final RCS energy balance where heat sources (core decay heat and reverse heat transfer from the
unaffected steam generator) are balanced by the heat sink (PRHR heat removal to the IRWST, and from
there to the environment via the passive containment cooling system). He effects of ChtT cooling during
this phase are temporary. Reheating and repressurization of the RCS is expected. The RCS energy
distribution was judged to be the parameter of primary importance during this phase. He processes
important for accurate simulation of this parameter are: core, steam generator, PRHR, and containment-to-
ambient heat transfer, and loop asymmetry effects.

NURECvCR 6541 16



Vessel Inventory Key Plant Response

SG Primary to-Secondary llent Transfer important Parameters

Break Dow
SO secondary behavior (level swell
and depletion, liquid carryover,
Dashing, and entrainment)
RCS loop flow
Asymmetric loop cooldown Dominant Processes

figure 9. Ranking criteria for the MSLB initial depressurization phase.

VesselInventory Key Plant Response
_

-

RCS Energy Distribution Important Parameters

Loop assymetry effects
Core heat transfer
SG heat transfer
PRilR heat transfer
Containment shell heat transfer Dominant Processes

Figure 10. Ranking criteria for the MSLB passive decay heat removal phase.

Additional discussions of the MSLB without ADS sequence are provided in Appendix C and

Reference 8-t

3.3 Main Steam Line Break With ADS

The MSLB with ADS accident scenario represents the AP600 response to the double-ended rupture
of one steam line, with a complicating failure to open the check valve in the discharge line of one of the
CMTs. The availability of only safety grade plant systems is assumed. The inner diameter of the ruptured
steam pipe is about 29 inches, but now limiters, located at the steam line nozzles on the steam gcnerators,
have an equivalent diameter of about 16 inches. Therefore, break flow is restricted at the flow limiters
rather than at the break location. Other than being located in the containment, the break location is

unspecified; it may be situated in either steam line.

A main steam line break results in an overcooling of the RCS. As the primary system fluid is cooled,
it contracts, and the resulting Guld shrinkage is assumed to cause the level in the single active CMT to
reach the 67.5% setpoint level that results in ADS actuation in the MSLB-without ADS accident scenario
described in Section 3.2, it was assumed that the CMT level decline would not be sufficient 'o activate

17 NUREG/CR-654I
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ADS. This sequence assumes that an additional failure to open the check valve on one of the CMT
discharge lines will lead to ADS actuation. The rationale for this assumption was that, with only one CMT
active, the total fluid shrinkage of the RCS Duid will lead to a greater decline of the level in the single
active CMT, thus increasing the potential for ADS actuation. Published analyses (Reference 7 3) indicate
it is likely that the level decline in the active CMT will not be suf0cient to initiate ADS. Rose analyses
evaluated AP600 response to a main steam line break event, in which bounding assumptions were applied
to maximize the potential for ADS actuation. One of the bounding assumptions was the CMT discharge
line check valve failure. These analyses show that, even when the bounding assumptions are employed,
ADS retivation is not indicated. The "with ADS" scenario has been left in to accommodate analysis of

,

additional failures that may cause ADS to be activated.

The MSLB.with ADS sequence was subdivided into five accident phases (see Figure 6B) that are
|summa ized in the following paragraphs. Figures 11 through 15, sequentially, show the key plant

responses, important parameters and processes identined for the five phases.

VesselInventory Key Plant Response

S0 t&imary to Secondary Heat Transfer important Parameters

|

Break Dow.

SO secondary behavior (level swell
and depletion, liquid carryover,

,

flashing, and entrainment)
RCS loop flow
Asymmetric loop cooldown Dominant Processes

Figure 11. Ranking criteria for the MSLD with ADS initial depressurization phase.

VesselInventory Key Plant Response

RCS Energy Distribution important Parameters

Loop assymetry effects
Core heat transfer
SO heat transfer
PRHR heat transfer Dominant Processes

Figure 12 Ranking criteria for the MSLB with ADS passive decay heat removal phase.
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VesselInventory Key Plant Response

Ch1T Level
RCS hiass/ Energy Distribution imponant Parameters

Core heat transfer
PRHR heat transfer
Steam generator heat transfer ;

Dominant ProcessesRCS loop natural circulation
__

Figure 13. Ranking criteria for the htSLB with ADS CMT draining to ADS actuation phase.
.

!

VesselInventory Key Plant Response

CMT Level
ADS Flow Rate important Parameters

ADS discharge flow
RCS mass / energy balar,es Dominant Processes

Figure 14. Ranking criteria for the MSLD with ADS blowdown phase.

VesselInventory Key Plant Response

RCS/ Containment Differential Pressure Important Parameters

ADS flow and pressure drop
Transient IRWST inventory
Transient su'9 inventory

-

Containment mass / energy balances
RCS mass / energy balances - Dominant Processes

Figure 15. Ranking criteria for the MSLD with ADS IRWST and sump injection phase,

The initial depressurization phase begins at the time of the pipe break and proceeds until the time
when the affected (i.e., the one connected to the broken steam line) steam generator secondary side has
depressurized to the containment pressure. The reactor trip occurs during this phase. The steam line
piping arrangement is such that both steam generators initially blow down through the double-ended pipe
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break. Ilowever, relatively early in this phase, a steam line isolation signal is generated that blocks the
path for steam from the unaffected steam generator to reach the break location. Behavior during this phase
is otherwise dominated by thd 's. down of the affected steam generator into the containment and the
resulticg overcooling of the RCS due to heat removal across the tubes of the affected steam generator. it
is noteworthy that this procco b usymmetric, with significant differences in heat loads and Guid
temperatures between the affected and unaffected coolant loops. The steam generator primary to-
secondary heat transfer was judged to be the parameter of primary importance during this phase because it I

dominates the RCS cooldown. The procenes important for accurate simulation of this parameter are: |
break How, steam generator secondary behavior (level swell and depletion, liquid carry over, Dashing,
entrainment), How through the primary coolant loops, and asymmetric loop cooldown.

The passive decay heat removal phase begins when the affected steam generator blowdown into the
containment has been completed and proceeds until CMT recirculation ceases (due to voiding in the CMT ia

or its inlet line). This phase is marked by natural circulation driven coolant loop, CMT, and PRilR Dows; j

asymmetries in RCS temperature distributions are expected. The RCS heat sources are decay heat and
reverse heat transfer from the unaffected steam generator CMT recirculation and the PRHR system are
the heat sinks for the RCS The itCS energy distribution was judged to be the parameter of primary
importance because it determines the decay heat removal. The processes important for accurate simulation
of this parameter are: core, steam generator, and PRliR heat transfer, and loop asymmetry effects,

The CMT draining to c.DS actuation phase begins when CMT recirculation ceares and proceeds
until the ADS actuation signal is generated (caused by the CMT level falling to 67.5%). The dominant
plant behavior during this phase is the draining of the unaffected CMT. The RCS continues
depressurizing, and accumulator injectut 4 initiated during this phase. The parameters of primary i

'

importance during this phase were judged to be the CMT level, and the RCS mass and energy
distributions. The processes important for accurate simulation of these parameters are: core, steam
generator, and PRIIR heat transfer and natural circulation in the RCS isops.

ne ADS blowdown phase begins when the unaffected CMT level has fallen to 67.5% and continues
until IRWST injection begins. The dominant plant behavior during this phase is accelerated RCS
depressurization as the ADS valve opening sequence proceeds. IRWST irdection begins (and this phase.

ends) when the RCS to-containment differential pressure is reduced below the available IRWST static
head. The parameters of primary importance during this phase werejudged to be the CMT level and ADS
How rate. The processes important for accurate simulation of these parameters are ADS discharge flow
(critical and friction-dominated) and RCS mass and energy balances.

The IRWST and sump injection phase begins when IRWST Dow to the RCS is initiated and proceeds,

thereafter. The domir ant plant behavior during this phase consists of gravity Dow of water from the
IRWST and sump into the RCS, now from the core into the containment via the ADS fourth stage, and
passive cooling of the containment to the environment, ne parameter of primary importance during this
phase wasjudged to be the RCS to containment differential pressure, ne processes important for
accurate simulation of this parameter are: transient IRWST inventory, transient sump inventory, ,

containment energy balance, and RCS energy balance

Additional discussions of the MSLB with-ADS sequence are provided in Appendix D and
Reference 2 4
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3.4 Steam Geuerator Tube Rupture Without ADS

The SGTR without ADS accident sequence is initiated by a double ended rupture of a single steam
generator tube at the tubesheet. The asailability of only safety. grade plant systems is assumed. The
accident results in the release of RCS coolant into the secondary coolant system and potentia |ly to the
atmosphere if the secondary system pressure rises suf0ciently to open the steam generator t.afety relief
valves (SRVs). A successful outcome for this accident includes not only assuring that the core is
suf0ciently cooled, but also assuring that any release through the SRVs is terminated. Although the break
size is specified for this accident, its precise location is not. The break may be located in either steam
generator, and at either the hot or cold end of the tube. Note that the break con 0guration results in tw o
Cow paths opening between the prirnary and secondary coolant systems. With the tube broken at the
tubesheet, one path is from either the inlet or outlet plenum through the tubesheet into the boiler region.
The other path is from the other plenum into the boiler region through the full length of the broken tube.
Ilreak Dow through the Orst of these paths is much greater than that through the second path. The net loss
of primary coolant and Duid shrinkage due to cooling may allow the level in either CMT to reach the
67.5% setpoint level that results in ADS actuation, in this scenario, it :s assumed that the CMT level
decline is not suflicient to activate ADS. Published analyses (Reference 7 4) have indicated that it is likely
this assumption is correct. Those analyses, which studied the effects of 1,3,5, and 25 tubes tupturing,
indicated that without additional failures, ADS actuation is not indicated.

The SGTR.without ADS sequence was subdivided into two accident phases (see Figure UC) that are
summarized in the fol!owing paragraphs. Figures 16 and 17 show the key plant responses, important
parameters and processes identified for the two phases.

Vessel Invernory Key Plant Response

RCS Pressure important Parameters

Gas bubble expansion
llroken tube critical now
Transient pressurizer inventory
Net RCS masvenergy balances Dominant Processes

Figure 16. Ranking criteria for the SGTR initial depressurization phase.
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VesselInventory Key Plant Response

RCS Pressure important Parameters

I

Core heat transfer i
|

SO heat transfer
PRilR heat transfer
Containment shell heat transfer
RCS Imp natural circulation

150 safety relief valve critical Cow
Loop asymmetries Dominant Processes

Figure 17. Ranking criteria for the SOTR passive decay heat removal phase.

He initial depressurization phase begins at the time of the tube rupture and proceeds until break Dow
and Duid shrinkage effects reduce the pressurizer pressure to the setpoint that generates the S signal. The
reactor trip occurs during this phase. The steam generator secondary pressure rises, and the SRVs may be
lifted, releasing a mixture of primary and secondary Duld to the atmosphere. The RCS pressure was
judged to be the parameter of primary irnportance becruse it determines the tube rupture now rate and
generation of the S signal, %e processes important for accurate simulation of this parameter are gas
bubble expansion, the net RCS mass and energy balancer, broken steam generator tube critical Cow, and
transient pressurlier inventory.

The passive decay heat removal phase begins at the time of the S signal and continues thereafter. The
S signal actuates the CMT system, trips the reactor coolant pumps, and isolates feedwater. CMT system

' actuation also results in PRl!R system actwition. This phase is marked by establishment of a final
RCS/ containment energy balance whereby core decay he.at is removed through the PRilR and IRWST
systems to containment, and from there to the environment via the passive containment cooling system. To
terminate the atmospheric release, the PRilR system must be capable of removing the decay heat at a RCS
pressure that is below the opening setpoint pressure of the steam generttor SRVs. The RCS pressure was
judged to be the parameter of primary importance during this phase because it determines the duration of
the atmospheric release. The processes haportant for securate simulation of this parameter are core, steam
generator, PRilR and containment to ambient heat transfer, natural circulation in the RCS loops including
asymmetries, and steam generator SRV critical Cow.

Additional discussions of the SGTR without ADS sequence are provided in Appendix E and

Reference 8 4.

3.5 Steam GeneratorTube Rupture With ADS

The SOTR with ADS accident sequence is initiated by a double ended rupture of a single steam
generator tvbe at the tubesheet, with a complicating additional failure to open the check valve in the
discharge line of one CMT. The availability only of safety-grade plant systens is assumed. The accident
results in the release of RCS coolant into the secondary coolant system and potentially to the atmosphere if
the secondary system pressure rises sufficiently to open the steam generator EVs. A successful outcome
for this accident includes not only assuring that the core is sufficiently cooled, out also assuring that any
release through the SRVs is terminated. Although the break size is specified for this accident, its precise
location is not. The break may be located in either steam generator, and at either the hot or cold end of the
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tube. Note that the break con 0guration results in two Cow paths opening between the primary and
secondary coolant systems. With the tube broken at the tubesheet, one path is from either the inlet or outlet
plenum through the tubesheet into the boiler region. He other path is from the other plenum into the
boiler region through the full length of the broken tube. Break Dow through the Orst of these paths is
much greater than that through the second path.

In the SGTR without ADS accident scenario described in Section 3.4,it was assumed that the Ch1T
level decline would not be suf6cient to activate ADS. The SGTR with ADS sequence assumes that an
additional failure to open the check valve on one of the Ch1T discharge lines is suf0cient to lead to ADS
actuation. The rationale for this assumption is that, with only one Chit active, the mass lost from, and
Huid shrinkage of, the RCS fluid would lead to a greater decline of the les el in the single active Chit, thus
increasing the potential for ADS actuation. Other complicating failures that also might lead to the
activation of ADS can be postulated. In particular, simply increasing the number of steam generator tubes
that are r.ssumed to rupture can be expected to lead to ADS actuation. The PIRT team dismissed using that
approach because assuming rupture of multiple tubes: (1) significantly reduces the probability of sequence
occurrence and (2) will result in a RCS break so Nrge that plant response will be similar in many respects
to that of the SBLOCA scenario described in Section 3.1. The "with ADS" scenario was left in to
accommodate analysis of additional failures.

The SGTR with ADS sequence was subdivided into five accident phases (see Figure 6C) that are
summarized in the following paragraphs. Figures 18 through 22, sequentially, show the key plant
responses, important parameters and processes identined for the five phases.

Vessel Inventory Key Plant Response

RCS Pressure important Parameters

Gas bubble expansion
Broken tube critical now
Transient pressurizer inventory
Net RCS mass / energy balances Dominant Processes

Figure 18. Ranking criteria for the SGTR with ADS initial depressurization phase.
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VesselInventory Key Plant Response

RCS Pressure important Parameters

Core heat transfer
SG heat transfer
PRiiR heat transfer
RCS loop natural circulation
SG safety relief valve critical flow
Loop asymmetries Dominent Processes

Figure 19. Ranking criteria for .be SGTR with ADS passive decay heat removal phase.

VesselInventory Key Plant Response

CMT Le iel
RCS mais/ energy distribution important Parameters

Loop asymmetries
Core heat transfer
PRHR heat transfer
Steam generator heat transfer
RCS toop natural circulation Dominant Processes

Figure 20. Ranking criteria for the SGTR with ADS CMT draining to ADS actuation phase.

VesselInventory Key Plant Response

CMT Level
ADS Flow Rate important Parameters

ADS discharge flow
RCS mass / energy balances Dominant Processes

N

Figure 21. Ranking criteria for the SGTR with ADS blowdown phase.
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VesselInventory Key Plant Response

RCS/ Containment Differential Pressure important Parameters

ADS Dow and pressure drop
Transient IRWST inventory
Transient sump inventory
Containment mass / energy 5 alances
RCS mass / energy balances Dominant Processes

Figure 22. Ranking criteria for the SGTR with ADS IRWST and sump injection phase.

The initial depressurization phase begins at the time of the tube rupture and proceeds until break flow
and fluid shrinkage effects reduce the pressurizer pressure to the pressure setpoint that generates the S
signal. The reactor trip occurs during this phase. The affected steam generator secondary pressure rises
and the SRVs may be lifted, rcleasing a mixture of primary and secondary fluid to the atmosphere. The
RCS pressure wasjudged to be the parameter of primary importance because it determines the tube rupture
Dow rate and generation of the S signal. The processes important for accurate simulation of this parameter

'

the net RCS mass and energy balances, broken steam generator tube critical flow, transient pressurizerare:
inventory, and gas bubble expansion.

The passive decay heat removal phase begins at the time of the S signal and proceeds until Chit
recirculation ceases (due to voiding in the Ch1T or its inlet line). The S signal actuates the Chit system,
trips the reactor coolant pumps, and isolates feedwater. ChiY actuation also results in PRHR system
actuation. This phase is marked by natural circulation-driven coolant loop, unaffected Ch1T, and PRHR
flows. Due to break and unaffected steam generator effects, asymmetries in RCS mass and energy
distributions are expected Decay heat is removed through break energy release, PRHR heat removal, and
ChtT recirculation. The unaffected steam generator may act as a heat source to the RCS system during this
phase. The RCS pressure wasjudged to be the parameter of primary importance during this phase because
it determines the duration of the atmospheric release through the affected steam generator SRVs. The
processes important for accurate simulation of this parameter are: core, steam generator, and PIUiR heat
transfer, natural circulation in the RCS loops including asymmetries, and steam generator SRV critical$

flow.

The Ch1T draining to-ADS actuation phase begins when unaffected Ch1T recirculation ceases and
proceeds until the ADS actuation signal is generated (caused by the Ch1T level falling to 67.5%). The
dominant plant behavior during this phase is the draining of the unaffected Chit. The parameters of
primary importance during this phase were judged to be the Ch1T level and the RCS mass and energy
distributions. The processes important for accurate simulation of these parameters are: core, steam
generator, and PRHR heat transfer and natural circulation in the RCS loops including asymmetries.

De ADS blowdown phase begins when the unaffected Chit level has fallen to 67.5% and continues
citil IRWST injection begins. The dominant plant behavior during this phase is accelerated RCS
depressurization as the ADS valve-opening sequence proceeds. IRWST injection begins (and this phase
ends) when the RCS-to-containment differential pressure is reduced below the available IRWST static
head, it is noteworthy that, during this and the following phase, the break flow (i.e., that through the two
Cow paths of the broken tube)is expected to reverse. This reverse break Dow will result in mass and
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energy additions to the RCS. The parameters of primary importance during this phase werejudged to be
the CMT level and ADS flow rate. The processes important for accurate simulation of these parameters
are: ADS discharge now (critical and friction-dominated) and RCS mass and energy balances.

The IRWST and sump injection phase begins when IRWST Dow to the RCS is initiated and proceeds
thereafter. The dominant plant behavior during this phase consists of gravity Dow of water from the
IRWST and sump into the RCS, How from the core irito the containment via the ADS fourth stage, and
passive cooling of the containment to the environment. The parameter of primary importance during this
phase was judged to be the RCS to-containment differential pressure. The processes important for
accurate simulation of this parameter are: ADS Dow and pressure drop, transient IRWST inventory,
transient sump inventory, containment mass and energy balances, and RCS mass and energy balances.

Additional discussions of the SGTR with ADS segnence are provided in Appendix F and

Reference 8 4.

NUREG!CR 6541 26
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4.RESULTS

Table i provides a ccndensation of the master PIRT tables for all accident scenarios investigated in
this report. The accident phases (numbered I through 5 near the top of the table) correspond to the
chronological order of phases described for the accident scenarios in Appendixes B through F. Note that
the actual phase names and definitions vary among the scenarios.

The detailed PIRT results are found in the following appendixes of this report:

Accident Results presented in

Small break loss of coolant accident Appendix B

Main steam line break Appendix C

Main steam line break with failure Appendix D
leading to ADS actuation

Steam generator tube rupture Appendix E

Steam generator tube rupture with Appendix F
failure leading to ADS actuation

For each accident, the key results are displayed in the master tables at the beginning of the
corresponding appendix. A separate table is used for each accident phase. The left sides of the master
tables show all phenomena that were ranked high, medium, or low. The tables are organized
alphabetically by component name (with the exception that containment components are listed last).
Within each component listing, the high ranked phenomena (shown as "H" in the tables) are shown first,
the medium ranked phenomena ("M") second, and the low ranked phenomena ("L") third.

The right sides of the master tables refer the reader to information supporting the selection and
ranking of the phenomena and to background information. The most important of the supporting
information is the specific phenomena ranking rationale that is referenced by an "R" code. The table
where this information is found is listed at the top of the ranking rationale column; in each appendix, this
ranking rationale table immediately follows the master PIRT tables. The remaining codes refer the reader
to background information: phenomena definitions, component descriptions, component-specific
phenomena considerations, analytical and experimental supporting information, and possible relationships
among phenomena. A common set of PIRT background information is used for all accident scenarios; this
information is provided in Appendix G and the appropriate reference tables for the background

,

information codes are shown at the tops of the columns in the master PIRT tables.
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5. RELATED ACTIVITIES

Section 5.1 discusses the results of RELAPS AP600 SBLOCA plant analyses and code capabilities
particuiarly pertinent to this PIRT. Section 5.2 discusses investigations into facility scaling that are related
to this PIRT. Section 5.3 evaluates the htSLB and SGTR PIRTS based on SBLOCA experience.

5.1 RELAP5 AP600 SBLOCA Plant Analysis Activities

Analyses using RELAP5/h10D3.2.1.2 and models of the AP600 and experimental facilities at SPES,
OSU, and ROSA have been used to assess RELAP5's ability to represent signincant AP600 transient
phenomena and to confirm PIRT rankings. These analyses have been grouped into three main areas:
short-term behavior, long-term behavior, and PIRT specific sensitivity studies.

5.1.1 AP600 SBLOCA Short-term Behavior

Code capabilities for predicting the impor ant AP600 SBLOCA PIRT short term phase phenomena
were assessed using test data from the ROSA, SPES, and OSU integral effects experimental facilities. The
short term phase extends from the time the break opens until steady In Containtnent Refueling Water
Storage Tank (IRWST) injection flow is established. These capabilities were evaluated for three different
AP600 SBLOCA scenarios initiated by: a 1 in. diameter cold leg break, a double-ended Direct Vessel
Injection (DVI) line break and a 2 in. diameter Pressure Balance Line (PBL) break. Overall assessment
results were compiled by combining the assessment results from among the various accident scenarios,
phases, and experimental facilities. The integral effects assessments indicate that the code has the
capability to acceptably predict all of the AP600 S?LOCA PIRT high-ranked phenomena as observed in
the experiments. Additional information may be found in Reference 8 5.

In review of the PIP.T rankings based on these analyses, only one phenomena was recommended for a
different ranking. Core flow resistance, previously rated high, is only a small part of the total resistance
that flow through the core has to overcome. In fact, it is two orders of magnitude smaller than the
re.;istances of the recirculation loops. Accordingly, phenomena is now rated as low.

5.1.2 AP600 SBLOCA Long-Term Behavior

Analyses were performed to investigate the cesponse of AP600 during the long-term phase of
SBLOCA transients. The long-term phase is defined as the remainder of the IRWST injection period and
the, sump injection period. The analyses used test data from OSU integral effects experiments for the three

- accident scenarios: a 1 inch diameter cold leg break, a double ended break in a direct vessel injection line,
and a 2-inch diameter break in a pressure balance line leading to a Chit. Analyses using a simplified
Long Term Cooling hiodel of both the OSU facility and the AP600. The AP600 containment was
modeled simply, using a combination of control volumes and boundary conditions. Bounding sensitivity
calculations were performed to investigate the effects of containment pressure, condensate temperature,
fraction of condensate from the cor.taimnent shell to the sump as opposed to the IRWST, and the amount
ofliquid flowir.g inte dead-end rooms in the containment on long term behavior.

Overall RELAPS/h10D3 version 3.2.1.2 and the LTChis represented the long term phase of the data
reasonably well and was shown to be capable of predicting most of the important phenomena during the
long term phase There were no recommendations for changes to the PIPT rankings, other than to include,

IRWST temperature with Sump temperature as a single phenomena in the long term PIRT. Additional
information may be found in Reference 7-5.
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5.1.3 PIRT Specifle Sensitivity Analyses )

1

- Six sensitivity analyses were performed as part of a systematic assessment of the PIRT rankings.
Each sensitivity was performed using the simplified AP600 RELAPS model to calculate a 1 inch diameter

I
cold leg SBLOCA. The six sensitivities performed were AUS actuation, flow resistance, ADS 4
entrainment, Cold Leg condensation, CMT condensation, and PRHR heat removal. Results of these |

sensitivity studies were compared to a base case calculation with respect to the figure-of merit (FOM),
minimum vessel inventory. Additional information on these studies can be found in Reference 7 6.

Results of these sensitisity studies showed no core heatup, recovery of core inventory and limited
changes in the minimum reactor vessel inventory for realistic variations in the parameters ofinterest. Only
the CMT condensation sensitivity showed a moderate effect on minimum vessel inventory, confirming its

ranking in the PlRT.

5.2 AF600 Experimental Facility Scaling.

Top-down scaling analyses were performed to evaluate the global system behavior of the
experimental data base used for the integral effects code assessments facili'v. The top-down scaling
analyses had three objectives. First, the analges were performed to determine the sufficiency of the

-integral test data base for code assessment. He evaluation criterion for sufficiency was whether the
-

expected AP600 behavior is bounded by that observed in the test data. Second, the analyses were
performed to detennine the relevancy of the data. The evaluation criterion for relevancy was typicality; if
the test behavior was typical of AP600, then it was relevant. Third, the analyses were performed to
uncover, through comparisons between test data and the corresponding code calculations of the tests, any
biases included in the code calculations that pertained to code calculations of AP600 accident behavior. A

top-down scaling methodology to attain these objectives was developed and applied. Additional i

discussion cf scaling can be found in Appendix H and in References 7-7 and 7-8.

The results of the top-down scaling analyses indicate that the integral experiment data base is
sufficient tojustify extending the experimental coda assessment results to AP600. The analyses
demonstrate that the experimental data base prosided by the integral test data encompasses the important

- phenomena and ranges expected of AP600 during a SBLOCA as defined by the PIRT, While each of the
experimental facilities has known sources of dist tions, none of these was found to cause the data from !

any of the facilities to be irrelevant for AP600. The scaling analysis considered these known distortions
and included their effects in the data-collapsing process.

' Review of the PIRT rankings from a scaling standpoint brought out one significant comment. Break
flow, rated high, is less significant to system behavior and minimum vessel inventory than ADS flow and
should be rated medium.

5.3 MSLB/SGTR PIRT Evaluation

his section discusses the applicability of the SBLOCA PIRT to MSLB and SGTR transients. The
SBLOCA, as documented in this report, was approached systematically, using experimental data and
computer code calculations. Additional SBLOCA sensitivities were also performed to confirm the PIRT
rartkings. This systematic approach was not (miertaken for the MSLB and SGTR transients under the .

assumption that these transients do not lead to activation of the depressurization sequence in AP600 and |
that key phenomena characteristic for AP600 accident system response was similar for the three transient j

types.-

|

|

-|
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The current SBLOCA PIRT focuses on a reduced number of phases; only short term and long term
phases were considered. The MSLB and SGTR scenarios were divided into more detailed phases for *

which their PIRTs were developed. This section discusses both scenarios in terms of the original PIRT
phases discussed in Sections 3.2 through 3.5 and Appendices C through F. This section evaluates the
identified PIRT highly ranked phenomena in light of the more dmiled SBLOCA findings. The evaluation
is based solely on judgement and was not supported with analyses of any MSLB or SGTR experiments,
nor with AP600 sensitivity analyses with the newest code version.

As stated previously, when the MSLB/SGTR P!RTs were developed, it was unclear whether either
transient would activate ADS. Studies to date (References 7-3 and 7 4) indicate neither transient will
actuate ADS. Ilowever, both MSLB and SGTR with ADS transients are incorporated in this report as they
are pertinent for cases where multiple additional failures are assumed.

53.1 Main Steam Line Breakwithout ADS

This transient, discussed in Section 3.2 and Appendix C, differs significantly from the SBLOCA
transients because there is t.o breach of the primary system. In particular, the initial depressurization phe e
is governed by different processes than the initial depressurization phase of a SBLOCA. The coolant mass
inventory does not change in this scenario, ahhough rapid cooling and shrinkage of the primary coolant
will cause the coolant levels in the vessel to decrease.

Initial Denressurization Phase

With respect to the vessel inventory, steam generator primary-to-secondary heat transfer is the most
important parameter during this phase. This heat transfer controls the pressure of the primary system and
shrinkage of the primary coolant as heat is removed through the affected steam generator. This process
differs markedly from a SBLOCA and its phenomenology (particularly break flow and steam generator
secondary behavior cannot be confirmed by SBLOCA experiments end analyses.

Passive Decay Heat Removal Phase

The most important parameter during this phase is the RCS energy distribution. The dominant
processes that controlled this phase were loop asymmetry effects, core heat transfer, steam generator heat
transfer, PRHR heat transfer and containtient shell heat transfer. This phase is similar to a SBLOCA later
portion of the high pressure phase when the PRHR removes heat from the primary system and a
recirculation of the CMT occurs. For this phase, only decay heat and PRHR-to-IRWST heat transfer were
ranked high. The SBLOCA PIRT also rates these phenomena high and this experience is directly
applicable to the MSLB transient since these phenomena define the essential energy input and output for
both transients.

The SBLOCA PIRT also rates CMT related phenomena such as thermal stratification and level high.
CMT behavior is very important and determines if and how the automatic depressurization sequence
occurs. Therefore, although SBLOCA experience is applicable for the MSLB, CMT phenomena may need
to be ranked higher.

53.2 Main Steam Line Break with ADS

This transient is similar to the transient discussed in Section 5.3.1; however, it is assumed that the

overcooling induced by the steam line rupture is sufficient to shrink the primary coolant to levels allowing
activation of the ADS. To maximize coolant shrinkage, only one CMT is assumed to drain. Previous
analyses have shown that even with this assumption, it is unlikely that a MSLB will lead to ADS
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activation. No new analyses were perfonaed. More information on this transient is included in Section 3.3
and Appendix D.

Initial Deoressurization Phase

This phase is defined as in Section 5.3.1 and is dominated by primary-to-secondary heat transfer.
His phase is not typical of a SBLOCA and the results of those studies are not directly applicable.

Passive Decay Heat Removal Pliase

Energy distribution wasjudged to be the most important parameter during this phase. Only decay
heat and PRHR-to-!EWST heat transfer were ranked high. The MSLB system behavior is similar to the
SBLOCA system behavior in the later portion of the high pressure phase before ADS activation. Both
phenomena were also ranked high in the SBLOCA PIRT. The MSLB transient may also depend on which
steam generator and which CMT is affected, signifying asymmetric effects.

The coolant shrinkage and associated level drop in the reactor vessel and cold legs will be different
from those in the SBLOC A, where mass is removed through the h eak and flashing occurs in the upper

plenum. The processes lue. ding to CMT draining will therefore be differm:in these two transients.
Recognition of the higher importance of CMT related phenomena is applicable to the MSLB.

CMT Draining to ADS Aentation Phase

The behavio of the unaffected CMT and the energy distribution (decay heat and PRHR-to-IRWST
heat transfer werejudged the most important parameters affecting this phase. In SBLOCA these same
parameters are similarly important. He SBLOCA analyses have shown that the steam generator in the
CMT loop has a determining effect on CMT draining. In a MSLB, this effect may be even more
pronounced depending on which steam generator is affected. Based on the SBLOCA analyses, the
addition of voiding / draining behavior of SG-C to the high ranked phenomena is recommended.

<

ADS Blowdown Phase

The MSLB PIRT ranks the accumulator noncondensible effects, ADS energy and mass release, two-

phase mixture level in the core, CMT level, decay heat, and phase separation in tees as high. This phase of
the MSLB is very similar to the ADS blowdown phase in SBLOCA. The transient is dominated by the
processes associated with coolant and energy depletion through the ADS valves. The effects of steam
generators, PRHR cr breaks is secondary. It is judged that the SBLOCA phenomena during this phase are
representative enough for the MSLB transient and thus the SBLOCA PIRT rankings can be directly
adopted.

IRWST and Sumo Injection Phase

For this phase, the effects of the transient initiator (the MSLB) are overridden by the ADS actuation
and blowdown. Thus, the transient has similar characteristics to tb "BLOCA transient. The dominant
phenomena and their importance are the same. This phase of the 3LB is fully confirmed by SBLOCA

experience.

I

1
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5.3.3 Steam Generator Tube Rupture without ADS

The SGTR transient evaluated in this report (Section 3.4 and Appendix E) assumes a double ended

rupture of a single steam generator tube at the tube sheet. The phenomena are ranked with regard to vessel
inventory. The scenario assumes that RCS coolant loss through the break and coolant shrinkage are not
sufficient to reduce the level in the CMT to initiate the ADS sequence.

Initial Deoressuriration Phase

The most important parameter in this phars is RCS pressure which controls the break flow. In
SBLOCAs, the breaks are located in different places, so the results of the SBLOCA analyses and
experiments are not directly applicable and cannot be used to confirm the importance of choking or the
cffects of the SGTR's complex flow paths. The break mass flow rate controls the events very early in the
transient and should be ranked high. The pressurizer will control the RCS more in a SGTR event because
the break is smaller and the discharge occurs against higher pressure; thus the pressurizer phenomena is
more important in this transient. Primary-to-secondary heat transfer also plays a more important role in a
SGTR event because the process is removes more energy that the break. In SBLOCA, the reverse is true.
Therefore, the ranking of this heat transfer mechanism for SGTRs cannot be confirmed by the SBLOCA

analyses.

Passive Decav Heat Removal Phan

In this phase, flow of primary coolant into the affected steam generator continues. The energy from
the RCS is removed by PRHR, CMT, and break flow. The flow distribution and processes within the RCS
are sufficiently different from SBLOCA processes that the SGTR cannot be directly confirmed by the
SBLOCA PIRT enalyses. Phenomena associated with the affected steam generator, such as break flow,
Safety Relief Valve mass, and energy release, are exceptionally unique for this transient.

Containment heat transfer, rated high for this phase, should not be too different from the SBLOCA
containment heat transfer; therefore it is recommended that this phenomenon's ranking be downgraded in
the future. Also, the experience of SBLOCA indicated that entrainment and de-entrainment in the upper
plenum is less important than previously judged. This experience is applicable to the SGTR event and
these rankings are recommended for downgrading.

5.3.4 Steam Generator Tube Rupture with ADS

The Steam Generator Tube Rupture event discussed in Section 3.5 and Appendix F assumed that one
of the CMT check valves failed and the CMT did not drain. The unaffected CMTs draining was enhanced

and lead to ADS actuation.

Initial Depressurization Phase

This phase is similar to the first phase of the SGTR without ADS (Section 5.3.3) and all comments
are applicable to this event as well.

Passive Decav Heat Removal Phase

This phase is similar to the second phase of the SGTR without ADS (Section 5.3.3) and all comments
are applicable to this event as well.
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CMT Drainine to ADS Actuation Phase
~

,

Recirculation through the CMT is interrupted at the beginning of this phase and draining begins.
? This draining eventually leads to ADS actuation. The draining process in this SGTR event is very similar
to the draining in any transient. The experience of SBLOCA is directly applicable.

ADS Blowdown Phase --

This phase in the SGTR transient is very similar to the ADS blowdown phase in SBLOCA. The.
transient is dominated by processes associated with coolant and energy depletion through the ADS valves, .

- Effects of the steam ' generators, PRHR, or break are secondary. SBLOCA phenomena for this phase are
'

,

.

enough representative and the PIRT rankings can be used.,

IRWST and Sume Injection Phra.;

I - For this phase, the effects of the transient initiator (SGTR) are overridden by ADS blowdown and the
: transient becomes very similar to the long term phase of SBLOC ' with the same dominant processes and
phenomena. This part of the SGTR transient is fully confirmed by the SBLOCA analyses. ,

,

i
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6. SUMMARY
&

PIRT activities have been completed for AP600 response to SBLOCA, MSLB, and SGTR accident
scenarios, in particular, the PIRT for the SBLOCA accident scenario has been further developed based on
new evidence from AP600 related experimental test facilities, AHP and scaling analyses, and additional
thermal-hydraulic expert review. The findings from these PIRTs may be used to provide general guidance
for the focussing of research efforts. These findings are summarized in Table 1 (that is presented in

Section 4).

Many users of this PIRT may find the summary information in Table 1 more useful ifit is rearranged
in different ways. The following tables are included for that purpose:

Table 2 summarizes the PIRT findings with the phenomena sorted alphabetically by phenomena
name. The number of occurrences of high, medium, and low rank shown in this table are the sum of
all such occurrences among the 16 phase; comprising the 5 accidents evaluated in this PIRT.

Table 3 summarizes the PIRT findings with the phenomena sorted alphabetically according to
component name. The number of occurrences of high, medium, and low rank shown in this tab'.e are
the sum of all such occurrences among the 16 phases comprising the 5 accidents evaluated in this

PIRT.

Finally, the PIRT findings are summarized with the phenomena sorted by the number of occurrences
(again, with a maximum of 16) at each particular rank. Tables 4,5, and 6 show this information for
high , medium , and low ranked phenomena, respectively.

The components, phenomena, and rankings shown in Tables 1 through 6 are identical; these tables
differ only in the manner in which the information is sorted and presented.
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Table 2. AP600 PIRT summary - frequency of occurrence of ranks sorted by phenomena.

Phenomena Comhnent Frequency at Indicated Rank
High Medium Low

Air flow Containment (exterior) 0 4 2

Asymmetric behavior Steam generators 0 3 0

Atmospheric temperature Containment (exterior) 0 4 2

Boiling Core 0 2 0

Boron reactivity feedback Fuel rods 0 1 I

CCFL Hot legs 0 4 i

Pressurizer 0 2 I

CHF/dryout Fuel rods 0 3 1

Chimney effects Containment (exterior) 0 4 2

Choking in complex geometries Break 4 3 0

Choking in complex geometry ADS 0 1 0

CMT to-IRWST differential head CMT 0~ 2 0

CMT-to-loop differential density CMT 1 3 3

Coastdown performance Pumps 2 0 3

Condensate transport Containment (interior) 0 4 6

-Condensation CMT 0 2 2

Cold legs 0 0 4

Containment (interior) 0 6 4

Downcomer/ lower plenum 0 4 3

Hot legs 0 0 2

Pressurizer 0 0 1

PRHR 0 6 1

Upper head / upper plenum 0 0 2

Condensation in stages 1,2, and 3 ADS

and spargers (in IRWST) ADS 0 0 2

Condensationin U tubes Steam generators 0 0 3

Core channeling Core 2 0 2

Core power / decay heat Fuelrods 16 0 0

Countercurrent flow Hot legs 0 4 2.

(Differential density PRHR 0 8 3

Discharge line flashing IRWST 0 2 0

Dischargeline flashing Sump 0 2 0

6 0 0
Energy release _ ADS

Break 5 6 0

Entrainment Hotlegs 0 3 1
~

Entrainment Steam generator (secondarv) 2 0 0

Entrainment/de-entrainment Pressurizer 0 3 0

Upoer head / upper plenum 2 4 0

Exterior to ambient heat transfer Containment (exterior) 4 2 4

Flashing CMT 0 2 2

Cold legs 0 1 3

Core 1 6 2 l

Downcomer/ lower plenum 0 0 3

Hotlegs 0 7 2

Pressurizer 2 5 0

PRHR 0 0 3
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Table 2. (continued).

Phenomena Component Frequency at Indicated Rank
High Medium Low

Rashing Upper head / upper plenum 0 6 2

Rashing (SG and feedwater line) Steam gertrator(secondarv) 2 0 0

Flow Accumulators 3 0 0

Row and temperature distnbution in
PRHR bundle region IRWST 0 6 1

Flow distnbudon Downcomer/ lower plenum 0 0 4

Flow resistance ADS 0 5 0

Break 0 6 5

Chfr 1 1 6

Core 0
'

2 8

IRWST 2 2 0

Pumps 0 0 9

Sump 0 3 0

PRHR 0 6 3

Row split (upper plenum) Upper head / upper plenum 0 4 0

Ruid temperature Sump 1 2 0

Heat transfer between PRHi; and IRWST PRHR 6 5 2

Heater power Pressurizer 2 0 0

Horizontal fluid stratification Hot legs 0 7 i

Humidity Containment (e,.terior) 0 4 2

Interior to wall heat transfer Containment (interior) 4 4 2

Interphasic condensation IRWST 0 2 8

Level CNrr 5 2 0

Downcomer/ lower plenum 3 1 3

Sump 1 3 0

Level (inventory) Pressurizer 3 8 0

Level swell Pressurizer 0 3 0

Level swell and depletion Steam generator (secondarv) 2 0 0

Liquid carry-over Steam generator (separator /drver) 2 0 0

Liquid distribution Containment (interic r) 0 6 6

Liould holdup Containment (interior) 0 4 6

Liquid subcooling Containment (interior) 0 0 2

Loop asymmetry effects Coldlegs 0 4 1

Com 0 0 4

Downcomer/ lower plenum 0 4 2
~

Hot tees 0 4 1

Upper head / upper plenum 01 4 1

Mass flow ADS 6 0 0

Break 8 3 0

Mass flow, including bypass Core 0 2 1

Mixing Pumps 0 0 1

Moderator temperature feedback Fuel rods 0 1 1

Natural convection Containment (interior) 0 4 6

Noncondensible eff: cts Accumulators 0 3 1

ADS 0 3 3

Break 0 0 2j
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Table 2. (coutinued).

Phenomena Component Frequency at Indicated Rank

High Medium Low

Noncondensible effects CMT 0 1 5

Cold legs 0 0 6

Containment (interior) 0 4 6

0 0 3Core
Downcomer/ lower plenum 0 0 3

Hot legs 0 2 5

Pressurizer 0 2 9

PRHR 0 8 3

Steam generator (primarv) 0 0 2

Steam generators 0 3 0-

Upper head / upper plenum 0 0 2:

Noncondensible secregation Containment (interior) 0 4 6{

Nonuniform steam / air distribution Containment Gnterior) 0 4 61

Passive heat sink Containment (interict) 0 8 2

PBL-to-cold legs tee phase separation Cold legs 3 0 2

PCCS evaporation Containment (exterior) 0 6 0

PCCS mixture convective heat transfer Containment (exterior) O 4 2

PCCS water flow Containment (exterior) 0 4 2

PCCS wetting Containment (exterior) 0 4 2

Hot legs 5 2 2
Phase separation in tees .

PRHR 0 0 3

Pool flow IRWST 0 3 6

Poollevel IRWST 1 6 3

Pool thermal stratification IRWST 1 10 3

Pool to tank structure heat transfer IRWST 0 0 6

Preferential loop cooldown Steam generator (primarv) 2 0 0

Pressure Contaimrent (interior) 0 2 0

Primary to secondary heat tr asfer Steam generator (primarv) 2 0 0

Primarv to secondary heat transfer Steam generators 5 4 5

Radiation heat transfer Containment (exterior) 0 4 2
_

Secondary level Steam generators 0 3 6

Secondarv pressure Steam generators 0 5 6

Sparger pipe level IRWST 0 l' 1

SRV energy release Steam generators 3 2 0

SRV mass flow Steam generators 3 2 0{

Steam-noncondensible mixing Contair. ment (interior) 0 4 6

Stored energy release Cold legs 0 0 8

Core 0 2 6

Downcomer/ lower plenum 0 0 8

Fuelrods 0 1 8

Hot legs 0 0 8

Pressurizer 0 0 5

Upper head / upper plenun-. 0 0 7

Subcooling margin Core 1 3 0-

Thermal driving head Steam generator (primary) 0 2 0'

Thermal Stratification Cold legs 0 1 0

\
i
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Table 2. (continued).
---

Phenomena Component Frequency at Indicated Rank I
High Medium Low

Thermal stratificanon and mixing CMT 0 4 6

Tube drvout (affected SG) Steam generator (secondary) 0 2 0
Tube voiding Steam generators 0 6 1

Two-phase level in upper plenum Upper head / upper plenum 1 0 1

Two-phase mixture level Core 6 0 0-

U per head /downcomer bypass flow Upper head / upper plenum 0 0 1J
Vapor space behavior Pressurizer 2 4 0

Vapor space compression Upper head / upper p!cnum 0 1 0

Voiding CMT 0 1 1

Voiding Core 0 4 01

Voiding Hot legs 0 6 1

Voiding PRHR 0 8 1

Voiding Upper head / upper plenom 0 7 1

Voidine (unaffected loop) Steam eenerator(primarv) 0 2 0
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Tabte 3. AP600 PIRT summary - frequency of occurrence of ranks sorted by components.

-

Component Phenomena Frecuency at Indicated Rank

High Medium | Low

Accumulators Row 3 0 0

Noncondensible effects 0 3 1

ADS Enercy release 6 0 0

Mass flow 6 0 0

Choking in complex geometrv 0 1 0

Flow resistance 0 5 0

Noncondensible effects 0 3 3

Condensation in stages 1,2, and 3 ADS
and spargers (in IRWST) 0 0 2

Break Choking in complex geometries 4 3 0

Energy release 5 6 0

Flow resistance 0 6 5

Mass flow 8 3 0

Noncondensible effects 0 0 2

Cold legs Condensation 0 0 4

Rashing 0 1 3

Loop asymmetry effects 0 4 1

Noncondensible effects 0 0 6

PBL to-cold legs tee phase separation 3 0 2

Stored enerev release 0 0 8

Thermal Stratification 0 1 0

Core Boiling 0 2 0

Core channeling 2 0 2

Flashing 1 6 2

Row resistance 0 2 8

Loop asymmetry effects 0 0 4

Mass flow, including bypass 0 2 1

Noncondensible effects 0 0 3

Stored energy release 0 2 6

Subcooling margin 1 3 0

Two-phase mixture level 6 0 0
_

Voiding 0 4 0

CMT CMT-to-loop differential density 1 3 3

CMT to-IRWST differential head 0 2 0

Condensation
_

0 2 2

Flashing 0 2 2

Row resistance 1 1 6

Level 5 2 0

Noncondensible effects 0 1 5

Thermal stratification and mixing 0 4 6
,

Voiding 0 1 1

Downcomer/ lower plenum Condensation 0 4 3

Flashing 0 0 3

Flow distribution 0 0 4

Level 3 1 3

Loop asymmetry effects 0 4 2
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Table 3. (continued),

Phenomena Frequency at Indicated Rank
Component

High Medium Low

Downcomer/ lower plenum Noncondensible effects 0 0 3

Stored energy release 0 0 8

Fuelrods Boron reactivity feedback 0 1 1

CHF/dtvout 0 3 1

16 0 0Core power / decay heat
Moderator temperature feedback 0 1 1

0 1 8.

Stored energy release!

0 4 1CCFL
: Het legs -

0 0Condensauon ,

Countercurrent flow 0 4 .

0 3 1Entrainment
0 7 2Flas!.ing

Horizontal Guid stratification 0 7 1

0 4 1,

Loop asymmetry effects

Noncondene.ible effects 0 2 5

Phase separation in tees 5 2 2

Stored ene:gy release 0 0 8

0 6 1Voiding

IRWST Discharge line flashing 0 2 0

Flow and temperature distribution in
PRHR bundle region 0 6 1

2 2 0
Flow resistancei-

Interphasic condensation 0 2 8

Pool flow 0 3 6-

Poollevel 1 6 3

Pool to tank structure hear transfer 0 0 6

Pool thermal stratification 1 10 3

Sparger pipe level 0 1- 1

Pressurizer Condensation 0 0 1

CCFL 0 2 1

Entrainment/de-entrainment 0 3 0

2 5 0Flashing
2 0 0Heater powe-

Level (inventorv) 3 8 0

Level swell 0 3 0

Noncondensible effects 0 2 9

Stored energy release 0 0 $

Vapor space behavior 2 4 C'

PRHR Condensation 0 6 1

Differential density 0 8 3

Flow resistence -0 6 3

0 0 3Flashing

Heat transfer between PRHR and IRWST 6 5 2

Noncondensible effects 0 8 3

Phase separation in tees 0 0 3

PRHR Voiding 0 8 1
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Table 3. (continued).

Component Phenomena Frequency a!!ndicated Rank
High Medium Low

sinps Coastdown performance

~ 0 0 9

2 0 3

Row resistance
Mixing 0 0 1

Steam generators Asymmetric behavior 0 3 0

Condensation ir. U-tubes 0 0 3

Noncondensible effects 0 3 0
Primary to secondary heat transfer 5 4 5

Secondary level 0 3 6

Secondrf pressure 0 5 6
SRV energy release 3 2 0

SRV mass flow 3 2 Oi

Tube voiding 0 6 1

Steam generator (primary) Noncondensible effects 0 0 :
Preferentialloop cooldown 2 0 0
Primary to secondary heat transfer 2 0 0
Thermal driving head 0 2 0
Voiding t unaffected loop) 0 2 0

Steam generator (secondary) Entrainment 2 0 0
Flashing (SC. and feedwater line) 2 0 0
Level swell and depletion 2 0 0

Tube dryout (affected SG) 0 2 0

Steam generator (separator / dryer) Liquid carry-over 2 0 0

Sump Discharge line flashing 0 2 0
Flow resistance 0 3 0
Fluid temperature 1 2 0-

Level 1 3 0

Upper head / upper plenum Condensation 0 0 2

Entrainment/de-entrainment 2 4 0
Rashing 0 6 2

Flow solit(uper plenum) 0 4 0
Loop asymmetry effects 0 4 1

Noncondensible effe:ts 0 0 2-

Stored enerev release 0 0 7

Two-phase levelin upper plenum 1 0 1

Upper head /downcomer bypass flow 0 0 1

Vapor space compression 0 1 0
Voiding 0 7 1

' Containment (interior) Condensate transport 0 4 6

Condensation 0 6 4

Interior to wall heat transfer 4 4 2

Liquid distribution 0 6 6

Liquid holdup 0 4 6l

Liquid subcooling 0 0 21

Natural convection 0 4 6
Noncondensible effects 0 4 6.

Nonuniform steam / air distribution 0 4 6|
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Table 3. (continued).

Component Phenomena Frequency at Indicated Rank
High Medium Low

Contamment (intenor) Nicondensible serregation 0 4 6

Passive heat sink 0 8 2

Pressure 3 2 0
Steam noncondensible mixing 0 4 6

Containment (esteriod Air flow 0 4 2

Atmospheric temperature 0 4 2

Chimney effects 0 4 2

Exterior to ambient heat transfer 4 2 4

Humidity 0 4 2

PCCS evaporation 0 6 0

PCCS water flow 0 4 2

PCCS wetting 0 4 2

PCCS mixture convective heat transfer 0 4 7
Radiation heat transfer 0 4 2
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Table 4. AP600 PIRT sumrnary - high rartked phenomena sorted by frequency of occurrence

Phenomena Component Frequency of
High Rank

Core power / decay heat Fuel rods 16

Mass flow Break 8

Energy release ADS 6

Mass flow ADS 6

Two phase mixture level Core 6

Heat transfer between PRHR and
IRWST PRHR 6

Energy release Break 5

Level CMT 5

Phase separation in tees Hot legs 5

Primary to secondary heat transfer Steam generators 5

Choking in complex geometries Break 4

Exterior to ambient heat transfer Containment (exterior) 4

Interior to wall heat transfer Containment (interior) 4

Flow Accumulators 3

PBL-to-cold legs tee phase
separation Cold legs 3

Level Downcomer/ lower plenum 3

Level (inventory) Pressurizer 3

SRV energy release Steam generators 3

SRV mass flow Steam generators 3

Core channeling Core 2

Flow resistance IRWST 2

Flashing Pressurizer 2

Heater power Pressurizer 2

Vapor space behavior Pressurizer 2

Coastdown performance Pumps 2

Liquid carry-over Steam generator (separator /drver) 2

Preferentialloop cooldown Steam generator (primary) 2

Primary to secondary heat transfer Steam generator (primarv) 2

Entrainment Steam generator (sec' ,dary) 2
'

Flashing (SG and fecctwater line) Steam generator (secondary) 2

Level swell and de Steam generator (secondary) 2

Entrainment/de en. .aent Upper head / upper plenum 2

CMT to-loop differential density CMT 1

Flow resistance CMT I

Flashing Core 1

Subcooling margin Core 1

Pool level IRWST 1

Pool thermal stratification IRWST 1
-

Fluid temperature Sump 1

Level Sump 1

Two phase levelin upper plenum Upper head / upper plenum I

i

)
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Table 5. AP600 PIRT summary - medium ranked phenomena sorted by frequency of

occurTence.

Phenomena Component Frequency of
Medium Rank

Pool thermal stratification IRWST 10
,

Passive heat sink Containment Onterior) 8

Level (inventory) Pressurizer 8

Differential density PRHR 8

Noncondensible effects PRHR 8

Voiding PRHR 8

Rashing Hot legs 7

Horizontal fluid straufication Hot legs 7

Voiding Upper head / upper plenum 7

Energy release Break 6

Flow resistance Break 6
PCCS evaporation Containment (exterior) 6

Condensation Contdnment (interior) 6

Liquid distribution Containment (interior) 6

Flashing Core 6
Voiding Hot legs 6
PRHR bundle region IRWST 6

Pool level IRWST 6

Condensation PRHR 6

Flow resistence PRHR 6

Tube voiding Steam generators 6

Flashing Upper head / upper plenum 6

Flow resistance ADS 5

Flashing Pressurizer 5

Heat transfer between PRHR and IRWST PRHR 5

Secondary pressure 0;eam generators 5

Thermal stratification and mixing CMT 4

Loop asymrietry efrects Cold legs 4

Air flow Containment (exterior) 4

Atmospheric temperature Containment (exterior' 4 )
Chimney effects Containment (exterior) 4 |

Humidity Containment (exterior) 4

PCCS mixture convective heat transfer Containment (exterior) 4 !

PCCS water flow Containment (exterior) 4

PCCS wetting Containment (exterior) 4

Radiation heat transfer Containment (exterior) 4

Condensate transport Containment (interior) 4 i

Interior to wall heat transfer Containment (interior) 4

|Liquid holdup Containment (interior) 4

Natural convection Containment (interior) 4

Noncondensible effects Containment 6eterior) 4
|

hencondensible secregation Containment (interior) 4
|

' Nonuniform steam / air distribution Containment (interior) 4 i

Steam noncondensible mixing Containment (interior) 4 |
Voiding Core 4 _l
Condensation Downcomer/ lower plenum 4
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f Table 5. (continued).

Phenomena Component frequency of
Medium Rank

Loop asymmetry effects Downcomer/ lower plenum 4

CCFL Hot legs 4

Countercurrent flow Hot legs 4

Loop asymmetry effects H<- tegs 4

Vapor space behavior Pressurizer 4

Primary to secondary heat transfer Steam generators 4

Entrainment/de-entrainment Upper head / upper plenum 4

Flow solitfupper plenum) Upper head / upper plenum 4

Loop asymmetry effects Upper head / upper plenum 4

Noncondensible effects Accumulators 3

Noncondensible effects ADS 3

Choking in complex geometries Break 3

Mass flow Break 3

CMT-to-loop differential density CMT 3

Subcooling margin Core 3

CHF/dryout Fuelrods 3

Entrainment Hot legs 3

Pool flow IRWST 3

Entrainment/de-entrainment Pressurizer 3

Level swell Pressurizer 3 1

A symmetric behavior Steam generators 3

Noncondensible effects Steam generators 3

}Secondary level Steam generators 3

Flow resistance _

Sump 3

Level Sump 3

2CMT to IRWST differential he CMT
_

2Condensation CMT

Flashing CMT 2

Level CMT 2

Exterior to ambient heat transfer Containment (exterior) 2

Pressurr. Containment (interior) 2

Boiling Core 2*

Flow resistance Core 2

Mass flow, including bypass Core 2

Stored energy release Core 2

Noncondensible effects Hot legs 2

Phase separation in tees Hot legs 2

Dischargeline flashing IRWST 2

Flow resistance IRWST 2

Interphasic condensation IRWST 2

CCFL Pressurizer 2

fNoncondensible effects Pressurizer 2

' Thermal driving head Steam generator (primarv) 2

Voiding (unaffected loop) Steam tenerator(primarv) 2

Tube dryout(affected SG) Steam g:ner:. tor (secondarv) 2

,SRV energy release Steam gr nerators 2
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Table 5. (continued).

Phenomena Component Frequency of
Medium Rank

SRV mass flow Steam generators 2

Discharge line flashing Sump 2

Fluid temperature Sump 2

Choking in complex geometry ADS 1

Flow resistance CMT 1

Noncondensible effects CMT 1*

Voiding CMT I

Flashing Cold legs 1

Thermal Stratification Cold legs 1

Level Downcomer/ lower plenum 1

Boron reactivity feedback Fuel rods 1

Moderator temperature feedback Fuel rods 1

Stored energy release Fuelrods 1

Sparger pipe level IRWST 1

Vapor space compression Upper head / upper plenum 1

?
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Table 6. AP600 PIRT sunanary -low ranked phenornena sorted by frequency of occurrence.

Phenomena Component Ficquency of
Lt,s Rank

Flow resistance Pumps 9

Noncondensible effwets Pressurizer 9

Flow resistance Core 8

Interphasic condensation rRWST 8

Stored energy release Cold legs 8

Stored energy releve DowncomerMower plenum 8

Stored energy release Fuel rods 8

Stored energy release Hot legs 8

Stored energy release Upper head / upper plenum 7

Condensate transport Containment (interior) 6

Flow resistance CMT 6

Liquid distribution Containment (interior) 6

Liquid holdup Containment (interior) 6

Natural convection Containment (interior) 6

Noncondensible effects Cold legs 6

Noncondensible effects Containment (interior) 6

Noncondensible segregation Containment (interior) 6

Nonuniform steam / air distribution Containment (interior) 6

Pool flow IRWST 6

Pool to tank structure heat transfer IRWST 6

Secondary level Steam generators 6

Secondary pressure Steam generators 6

Steam noncondensible mixing Comainment (interior) 6

Stored energy release Core 6

Thermal stratification and mixing CMT 6

Flow resistance Break 5

Noncondensible effects CMT 5

Noncondensible effects Hotlegs 5

Primary to secondary heat transfer Steam generators 5

Stored enerry release Pressurizer 5

4
Condensation Cold legs

Condensation Containment (interior) 4

Exterior to ambient heat transfer Containment (exterior) 4

Flow distribution DowncomerAower plenum 4

Loop asymmetry effects Core 4

CMT to-loop differential density CMT 3

Coastdown performance Pumps 3

Condensation DowncomerAower plenum 3

Condensation in U-tubes Steam generators 3

Differential density PRHR 3

Flashing Cold legs 3.

Flashing Downcomernower plenum 3

Mashing PRHR 3

Bow resistence PRHR 3

Level DowncomerAower plenum 3 |
Noncondensible effects ADS 3
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Table 6. (continued).
|

'

Phenomena Component Frequency of

P Low Rank

Noncondensible effects Core 3'

Noncondensible effects DowncomtrMower plenum 3
,

Noncondensible efrects PRHR 3
,

Phase separation in tees PRHR 3
_

Pool level IRWST 3

Pool thermal stratification IRWST 3

Air flow Containment (exterior) 2

Atmospheric temperature Contahment (exterior) 2

Chimney effects Containment (exterior) 2

Condensation CMT 2*

Cor.densation Hot legs 2 |

Condensation Upper head / upper plenum 2

and spargers (in IRWST) ADS 2 l

Core channeling Core 2

Countercurrent flow Hot legs 2

Flashing CMT 2

Eashing Core 2

Flashing Hot legs 2

Flashing Upper head / upper plenum 2

Heat tracsr between PRHR and IRWST PRHR 2

Humidity Containment (exterior) 2

Interior to wall heat transfer Containment (interior) 2

Liquid subcooling Containtrent (interior) 2

Lcop asymmetry effects Downcomer/ lower plenum 2

Noncondensible effects- Break 2

Noncondensible effects Steam generator (primarv) 2

Noncendensible effects Upper head / upper plenum 2

Passive heat sink Containment (interior) 2

PBL-to-cold legs tee phase separation Cold legs 2

PCCS mixture convective heat transfer Containment (exterior) 2

PCCS water flow Containment (exterior) 2

PCCS wetting Containment (exterior) 2

Phase separation in tees Hot legs 2

Radiation heat transfer Containment (exterior) 2

Boron reactivity feedback Fuelrods 1

CCFL Hot legs . _l,
CCR. Pressurizer 1

CHF/drvout Fuelrods 1

Condensation Pressurizer 1

Condensation PRHR 1

Entrainment Hot legs 1

'PRHR bundle region IRWST I

Horizontal fluid stratification Hot legs 1

Loop asvmmetrv effects Cold legs 1

Loop asymmetry effects Hotlegs 1

Loop asymmetry eiiects Upper head / upper plenum 1
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Table 6. (continued).
;-

IPhenomena Component Frequency of
Low Rank

i

Mass flow, including bypass Core ,1 |

Mixing Pumps 1

Moderator temperature feedback Fuel rods 1

Noncondensible effects Accumulators 1

Sparger pipe level IRWST - 1

Tube voiding Steam generators 1

Two-phase level in upper plenum Upper head / upper plenum 1

Upper head /downcomer bypass flow Upper head / upper plenum i
Voiding- CMT 1

Voiding Hot legs !

Voiding PRHR 1

Voiding Upper head / upper plenum i

1

4
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Appendix A- AP600 PIRT Development Precess

The AP600 LWR is a new advanced passive design that has been subraitted to the USNRC for design
certification. Within the certification process the USNRC is performing selected system thermal hydraulic ;

i
response audit studies to help confirm parts of the vendor's safety analysis submittal. Because of cenain
innovative design features of the safety systems it was also necessary for the USNRC to develop new
experimental data and related advances in the system thermal hydraulic analysis computer code. The i

'

compressed design certification whedule required parallel, rather than series, execution of the design
certification related research. Therefore, the PIRT process was used to initsm1.c and focus the

experimental and analytical work to obtain a sufficient and cost effective research effort.

The PIRTs were based on information originating in AP600 specific experiments, the integrated
analyses of the data from these experiments, scaling analyses related to the experimental facilities and the
plant design, and sensitivity calculations related to computer code simulation of the plant. The
experimental program included separate effect tests (SET) in the PRHR, CMT and ADS facilities. Integral
effect test (IET) data were centered in the SPES, ROSA, and OSU facilities. The integrated experimental
data analyses included test series related to cold leg breaks, direct vessel injection (DVI) line breaks,
pressure balance line breaks, MSLB and SGTR transients. The scaling analyses were directed toward
understanding the degree of prototypicality of the experimental facilities as related to the AP600 plant
design, so that the data could be compared as a whole. Sensitivity studies were directed toward
determining the effects of one-by-one variations in highly ranked phenomena on the plant response for
reasonable ranges of une:rtainty in these parameters.

The primary role of the AP600 PIRTs was to provide a technically based structure for the efficient
and phenomenologically correct development of the thermal hydraulic systems analysis codes that are
being used by the NRC in the process of reactor design certification. In the context used here, " code
development" includes the development of new experimental data needed to validate a code for its
intended use and, thereby, for thmde assessment activities. Thus, the PIRTs were used to guide
development of:

Experimental facility specifications,
Experimental test specific tiore,
Code development, and
Code assessment

* Ideally, PIRTs are developed to a reasonably mature state, then are followed by the above activities in
the sequence shown. This does not preclude the necessary continual feedback between all of these
elements as they develop. However, the compressed sebedule for the AP600 design certification process
required some deviation from this ideal. A!though the basic sequence shown above remained, it was
necessary to telescope each of the activities, with overlap common among the related research effort. That
is, the PIRTs were developed at the same time that other elements of the overall process were being
conducted. Accordingiy the PIRTs were developed in four stages:

* Preliminary PIRTs
* Original Interim PIRTs (Original issue of this report, commonly referred to as the Rev. O PIRTs)
* Updated Interim PIRTs (Revision I issue of this report, Rev 1 PIRTs)

Final PIRTs (Revision 2 issue of this report, Rev 2 PIRTs).

The PIRT development is pictorially highlighted in Figure A 1 and described in the following
sections. T1.e use of the PIRTs to help guide other related AP600 research projects is also illustrated in
Figure A l.

A-1 NUREG/CR-6541
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The initial PIRT development and use between July 1990 and October 1993 was designated the
" preliminary" phase. The PIRTs developed during this phase pri.narily focussed on the initial designs of
the new AP600 passive safety systems and relied on existing information available for the current
generation oflight water reactors. The summary information related to this stage of developmental is
provided in Table A 1, ,

,

The "Rev,0 interim" phase of PlRT development, reported in original version of this report, was
structured specifically to address SBLOCA, MSLB, and SGTR events. Rev. O included the work
accomplished between October 1993 and September 1994. The focus of this development stage was to
expand the preliminary PIRTs to include all subsystems active during the transients of interest. Summary
information is provided in Table A 2.

The continuation ofinterim PIRT development activities, resulted in the "Rev.1 interim" PIRTs.
This stage of development focused on the SBLOCA transient in the context of making the PlRT more
realistic as warranted by the evolving new evidence from the experimental research results and it; analysis.
The 2 inch SBLOCA integrated experimental data analysis was a key data source in this stage of the
development. Summary information is show in Table A 3. These activities were performed between
October 1994 and July 1995.

The completion of the PIRT development resulted in the Rev 2 PIRTs that are reported elsewhere in
this issue of this report. This stage of development focused on consideration of the new evidence provided
in the integrated experimental data analysis of the PBLB and DVI line SBLOCA, the integrated /

experimental data analysis of the IADS, the SBLOCA short-term AHP analysis, SBLOCA PIRT
confirmation ,ensitivity studies, and the short- and long-term scaling analysis. Summary information is
provided in Table A-4. These activities were performed between July 1995 and May 1996.
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Table A-1. Supplemental information for the p climinary phase of AP600 PIRT development.

PIRT Associated Activity . Key Participants PIRT Releated Infonnation Sources'

REVIEW OF METilODOLOGY &
PRELIMINARY PIRTS:

March 3.1992: ACRS T-il Phenomena NRC-RES & INEL S. M. Modro, Results ofRELAPJ Reviewfor Applicability to AP600,
Subcommittee Me:: ting staff Presentation llandout

S. M. Modro, Key Phenomena. Capability & Limitations ofROSA-lYto
Simulate AP600, Presentation Ilandout

July 2.1992: Nuclear Safety Research Review NRC-RES staff G. N. Lauben, CSA U Approach to RELAPS ALWR Code Development,
Committee, Advanced Reactors Subcommittee Presentation llandout

December 2.1992: Nuclear Safety Rescatch NRC-RES & INEL S. M. Modro, Application ofthe CSAU Alethodology to AP600 Analytical
Review Committee, Advanced Reactors statT Capabilities Developnnnt, Presentation llandout
Subcomriittee

March 4-5. I993: ACRS T-II Phenomena NRC-RES & INEL G. N. Lauben, ALWR Code Development & Assessment Process, Presentation

Subcommittee Meeting staff Ilandout
S. M. Modro, Identification ofKey Phenomena & Code Alodelsfcw Aru: lysis
ofAP600 Plant Design, Presentation llandout

EXPERIMENTS: Scaling and Design of LSTF Modifications for AP600 Testing, NUREG/CR->a 6066(Draft, August 1994)

CODE DEVELOPMENT: RELAP/Af0D3 Code Afanual,NUREG!CR-5535

Code Description Volumes: 1 (neory),2 (Input Description), & 4 (Models and corre,lations)

Assessment:
Developmental Volume 3 (Developmental Assessment)

ludependent, including summary of code Volume 7 (Independent Assessment)
version changes

AP600 NPP MODEL DEVELOPMENT: R. 3. L~ relman, et al, AP600 Quality Assured RELAPS Input Alodel
Description (Interim), EGG-NRE-10824 (Proprietary) ( August 1993)
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Table A-2. Supplemental information for the Rev. O interim phase of AP600 PIRT developmentz
C;c ._ _

.@
PIRT Associated Activity - Key Participants PIRT Related Information Sources

.h UVELOPMENT AND/OR REVIEW OF
& DETAILED PIRTS: Focus ofmeetines

October 1993: Establish common approach NRC-RES & NRR Establish certification related elements, transients to be audressed,

to develop detailed AP600 & SBWR P1RTs BNL,INEL, LANL code assessment criteria, and phenomena ranking criteria

December 1993: Progress Review, NRC NRC T-II Consultants T-II Consultants review of and input to initial AP600 & SBWR

T-il Expert Panel, AP600 & SBWR detailed (full panel) detailed PIRTs

PIRTs - NRC-RES & NRR
BNL,INEL, LANL

February 1994 AP600 PIRT Working NRC T-II Consultants T-II Consultants, BNL & LANL input to AP600 ouailed PIRTs

Meeting (full panel)
NRC-RES & NRR
BNL,INEL, LANL

April 1994: AP600 PIRT Wuking Meeting NRC T-II Consultants T-II Consultants, BNL, LANL & S7L input to AP600 detailed
(full panel) PIRTs, including special focus on containment
NRC-RES & NRR>

& BNL,INEL, LANL, SNL
ACRS Observer

September 1994: AP600 PIRT Working NRC T-il Consultants T-II Consultants, BNL & LANL input to final AP600 interim

Meeting (full panel) PIRTs, including documentation
NRC-RFS & NRR
BNL,INEL, LANL
ACRS Observers

EXPERIMENTS: Scaling and Design of LSTF Modifications for AP600 Testing,
NUREG/CR-6066(November 1994)

CODE DEVELOPMENT: RELAP5/ MOD 3 Code Manual, ?!UREGICR-5535 (Update to be
published 1st quarter CY-1995)

Code Description Volumes: 1 (Theory),2 (Input Description), & 4 (Models and
conclations)

Assessment:
Developmental Volume 3 (Developmental Assessment)

Independent, including summary of Volume 7 (Independent Assessment)
code version changes



Table A-2. (continued).

PIRT Associat.d Activity . Key Participants PIRT Related Information Sources

PIRT CONFlRMATION: C. B. Davis,SimplifiedAP600 Afedelfor PIRT Validations, Letter
Report GEW-29-94 (August 3,1994)

C. B. Davis, AP600 AGLB uish Afaximum cooldours, Letter Report
PDB-33-94 (November 22,1994)

AP600 NPP MODEL DEVELOPMENT: R. J. Beelman, et al., AP600 Quality Assured RELAPS Input Afodel
Description (Interim), EGG-NRE-10824 (Proprietary) (To be

~

updated)
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Table A-3. Supplemental information for the Rev.1 interim phase of AP600 PIRT development. . ,

:= Key Participants PIRT Related Information Sources -
| @ :-

PIRT Associated Activity' .-

h DEVELOPMENT AND/OR REVIEW OF .
Focus ofmeetinns:& DETAILED PIRTS: '

t --- November 29 - December 2.1994 - NRC-RES & NRR T-H Consultants review of new experimental data and input to
'

First AP600 Phenomenology Meeting NRCT-II Consultants potential revisions to the Rev. O SBLOCA PIRT

Typical participants are listed in Table A-5 ' (full panel) y
'

INEL, LANL
,

January 12-13_'1995 NRC-RES &INEL Completion of SBLOCA PIRT revisions began in previous meeting

February I.1995 NRC-RES & NRR Review ofrevised SBLOCA PIRT(Rev.1)
Second AP600 Phenonienology Meeting NRC T-II Consultants
Typical participants are listed in Table A-5 (full panel) [

' INEL, LANL -

March 27-28.1995 NRC-RES & NRR Review ofrevised SBLOCA PIRT(Rev.1)
ACRS T/II Subcommittee PIRT Review ' NRC T-II Consultants

:

INEL, LANL
,

? June 13-15.1995 NRC-RES & NRR Continued review of revised SBLOCA PIRT(Rev.1),

" ' Third AP600 Phenomenology Meeting NRC T-II Consultants:
Typical participants are listed in Table A-5 (full panel)

INEL, LANL
.

July 1995
;

| Issue of Rev.1 PIRT Report .

,

N

,

1

i
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Table A-3, (contimied).

!'

PIRT Associated Activity Key Participants PiRT Related Information Sources

EXPERIMENTS: Small Cold-Leg Break LOCA Experiment Results:

R. A. Shaw, T. Yonomoto, and Y. Kukita," Quick Look Report -
for ROSA /AP600 Experiment AP-CL-03," Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute, Memo 06-249, October 1994.

^

Westinghouse Electric Company," Quick Look Report for SPES-
2 Matrix Test S00401," PXS-T2R-020 (Proprietary), Preliminary,
July 1994.

Westinghouse Electric Ccmpany," Quick Look Report for OSU .
Matrix Test SBI," LTCT-T2R-021 (Proprietary), Preliminary,
Revision 0, August 1994

Westinghouse Electric Company," Quick Look Report for OSU
Matrix Test SB3," LTCT 'UR-023 (Proprietary), Preliminary,
Revision 0, August 1994.

>
6 Westinghouse Electric Company," Quick Look Report for OSU

Matrix Test SB4," LTCT-T2R-024 (Proprietary), Preliminary,
Revision 0, August 1994.

Westinghouse Electric Company," Quick Look Report for OSU
Matrix Test SB5 " LTCT-T2R-025 (Proprietary), Preliminary, ,

Revision 0, August 1994.

Westinghouse Electric Company," Quick Look Report for OSU
Matrix Test SB7," LTCT-T2R-027 (Proprietary), Preliminary,
Revision 0, August 1994.
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- ... Table A-4, Supplemental information for the Rev. 2 final phase of AP600 PIRT development.

;c ____

Key Participants PIRT Related Information Sources -
@

PIRT Associated Activity

M DEVELOPMENT AND/OR REVIEW OF
Focus of meetines

& DETAILED PIRTS:

i C. bnber 19-21. 1995 NRC-RES & NRR T-il C,asultants review of new experimental data and input tow

Fourth AP600 Phenomenology Meeting NRC T-II Consultants potential revisions to the Rev. I SDLOCA PIRT

Typical participants are listed in Table A-5 (full panel)
INEL, LANL

'

January I l-12.1996 NRC-RES & INEL Review AlIP analysis and suggested Rev. I SBLOCA PIRT revisions

NRC T-Il Consultants
(PIRT r .bgroup)
INEL, LANL

January 1996 NRC-RES & NR.R T-II Consultants review of new experimental data, integrated data

Fifth AP600 Phenomenology Meeting NRC T-il Consultants analyses, and input to potential revisions to the Rev.1 SBLOCA PIRT

Typical participants are listed in Table A-5 (full panel)
INEL, LANL

> February 22-23.1996 NRC-RES & NRR Review of poposed Rev.2 SBLOCA PIRT

$ ACRS T/II Subcommittee PIRT Review NRC T-II Consultants
INEL, LANL

March 20-21.1996 NRC-RES P NRR Finalize Rev.2 SBLOCA PIRT

PIRT subgroup meeting NRC T-Il Consultants
(PIRT subgroup)
INEL, SNL

EXPERIMENTS & INTEGRATED DATA " Adequacy Evaluation of RELAP5/MCD3 fi>r Simulating AP600
Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accidents" Idaho National EngineeringANALYSES
Laboratory, INEL-96/0330 (Proprietary), October 1996.

- _ - _ - _ _ - _
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Table A-5. Typicci participants at fu!I panet PIRT review meetings. .

Sanjoy Banerjee, University of California, Santa Barbara Jose N. Reyes, Oregon State University

Paul Bayless, Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory Gene Rhee, NRC/RES

Ron Beelman. Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory Michael Rubin, NRC
David Bessett., NRC/RES 1larold Scott, NRC

Brent Boyack, Los Alamos National Laboratory Louis Shotkin, NRC

Ralph Caruso. NRC/NRR Sandra Sloan, Idalv National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory

Marino DiMarzo, NRC Donald Solberg, NRC

David Ebert, NRC Neil Todreas, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Farouk Eltawila, NRC Graham Wallis, Dartmouth College

Don Fletcher, Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory Gary Wilson, Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory
Peter GritTith, Massachusetts Institute of Tecimology James T. Ilan, NRC/RES Paul Boehnert, ACRS O'.) server

Yassin liassan, Texas A&M University Novak Zuber, ACRS Consultant Observer

Mamoru Ishii, Purdue University
Barclay G. Jones, University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana
Joe M. Kelly, NRC
Tom King, NRC
Gunot Kojasey, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
T. K. Larson, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

? Norm Lauben. NRC/RES
~

Tim M. Lee, NRC
Gerald S. Lellouche,TDS
Alan Levin, NRC/NRR
Dennis Liles, Los Alamos National Laboratory
John Mahaffy, Pennsylvania State University
S. Michael Modro, Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory
Frank Odar, NRC/RES
Marcos G. Ortiz, Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory -
Michael Podowski, RPI
Victor Ransom, Purdue University
Walter Rettig, DOE-Idaho
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Appendix B - Detailed Results, Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident PIRT

This appendix presents the detailed results of the small break loss-of coolant accident (SBLOCA)
PIRT. The detailed PIRT results are shown in Tables D l and B-2, and the transient description, overall
phenomena ranking criteria, and specific ranking rationales are shown in Table B-3. The information in
Tables B-1 and B 2 is arranged to correspond with the two phases of the accident scenario. These tables
are organized in alphabetical order according to the component name. Within the listings for each
component, the pertinent identified phenomena are arranged by order of ranking. The right sides of these
tables contain identifier codes that refer the reader elsewhere in this report for further information:

The code labeled " Ranking Rationale"(for example,"Rl") leads the reader to a description of the
logic leading to the ranking of each specific phenomenon; this inforraation is found in Table B-3 in
this appendix.

The code labeled " Phenomena Description"(for example "Dl") leads the reader to a general
description of each phenomenon; this information is found in Appendix G, Table G-1.

Two codes labeled " Type Geometry"(for exampic "C1/Gl"). The "C" code leads the reader to the
physical geometries and general functions of the component under discussion; this information is
found in Appendix G, Table G-2. The "G" code leads the reader ta more detailed discussion of the
specific phenornena associated with each of the components; this information is found in
Appendix G, Table G 3.

The "Suppoiting Evidence" code (for example, "El") leads the reader to references (geometrical,
experimental, and analytical) that provides background and corroborating information. This
information is found in Appendix G, Table G-4. It is noted that the supporting evidence |3 currently
being developed in experimental and analytical tasks both inside and outside the PIRT task. Thus,
the information in this table can be expected to increase as the supporting tasks are completed.

The " Sublevel Phenomena" code (for example, "Sl") leads the reader to a list of contributing
phenomena affecting the primary phenomenon. The sublevel phenomena information is found in
Appendix G, Table G 5.

l.

|

l

!

|
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z Tcbic C-1. PIRT for the short-term ph:se of a SBLOCA.
C-
P For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:y
d B-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5
% -

i Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

i Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Accumulator Flow 11 R1 D46 Cl/G2 E2 S20

Noncondensible effects M R2 D50 C1/G2 E2 S12

ADS Energy release H R60 D19 C2/G3 E2 S21

Mass flow 11 R61 D46 C2/G3 E2 S21

Choking in complex geometry M R62 D9 C2/G3 E2 S66

Flow resistance M R63 D27 C2/G3 E2 Sil

Noncondensible efTects M R64 D50 C2/G3 E2 SI2

Condensation in stages 1,2, and 3 ADS L R136 D87 C2 E2 S77

and spargers (in IRWST)

Break Mass flow 11 R4 D46 C3/G4 E2 Si

h Energy release M R3 Dl9 C3/G4 - E2 St

Flow resistance M R65 D27 C3/G4 E3 SI1

Noncondensible effects L R66 D50 C3/G4 E2 S12

Cold legs PBleto-cold leg tee phase separation 11 R8 D56 C4/G8 E2 S8

Thermal stratification M RIO D73 C4 E3 Sl9

Flashing M R6 D21 C4 E3 SS

Loop asymmetr'r effects L R7 D45 C4/G9 E3 S9

Noncondensible effects L R67 D50 C4 E3 S12

Condensation L R5 D9 C4 E3 S18

Stored energy release L R9 D68 CA/G7 E2 S2 |

Core Flashing 11 Ril D21 C5/G12 E2 SS

Flow resistance L R12 D27 C5/G12 E3 St!
'

Iloiling M R101 D94 C5 E2 S78

Loop asymmetry effects L R24 D45 C5/G12 E2 S9

__- -_ _. _. . _ - -



Table B-1. (continued).

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

B-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel
Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Core, Subcooling margin 11 R68 D69 C5 E2 'S52
Continued Two-phase mixture level 11 R69 D76 | C5 E2- S31

Mes flow, including bypass M R13 D46 CS/GIO E2 S3

Stored energy release M R14 D68 CS/Gli E3 S2-

CMT Flow resistance 11 R18 D27 C6/G13 E3 Sll

Level 11 R19 D39 C6/G14 E2 S13

CMT-to-loop differential head M RI5 Dl7 C6/G13 E3 S10

CMT-to-loop differential density M RIS D17 C6/G13 E3 SIO

Flashing M R17 D21 C6/Gl4 E3 SS

m 'llermal stratification and mixing M R20 D73 C6/G14 E3 S19
,

0 '

Condensation M R16 D9 C6/G14 E3 SIS

Noncondensible effects L R132 D50 C6 E3 S12 :

Downcomer/ Condensation M ~ R21 D9 C7/G18 E2 -SIS
lower plenum Level M R23 D39 C7/G17 E2 E13 1

Flow distribution L R22 D24 C7/G16 E3 S64

Loop asymmetry efrect I, R24 D45 C7/Gl6 E3 S9

Stored energy release L R25 D68 C7/G15 E2 'S2
Flashing L R70 D21 C7/G18 E2 SS

Noncondensible effects L R71 D68 C7/G9 E2 S12

GNel rods Core power / decay heat 11 R26 D12 C8/G20 E2 S4 ;

y CilF/dryout M R72 D92 C8/G20 E2 S57 f

$ Stored energy release M ) R27 D68 C8/G21 E3 S2
9 '

o
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f, Tchte B-1. (continued).
c

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

B-3 G-1 G-2iG-3 G-4 G-5} _

g Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

d: Component Phenomena Rank Ratiocale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

flot legs Phase separation in tecs 11 R31 D56 C9/G24 E2 S8

Flashing M R28 D21 C9 E2 SS

Iforizontal fluid stratification L R29 D35 C9/G25 E2 S33

Voiding L R33 D78 C9/G25 E2 S54

CCFL L R73 D14 C9/G25 E3 S27

Condensation L R74 D9 C9 E3 SIS
_

Countercurrent flow L R75 D13 C9/G25 E3 S32

Entrainment L R76 D20 C9/G23 E3 S23

Noncondensible effects L R77 D50 C9 E2 S12

Loop asymmetry effects L R30 D45 C9/G23 E2 S9
m
E Stored energy release L R32 D68 C9/G22 E2 S2

1RWST Flow resistance 11 R135 D27 C10Ki27 E2 Sil

Sparger pipe level M R79 D89 C10 E3 S75

Pool thermal stratification M R38 DS9 CIO/G26 E2 S19

Pool flow M R36 D57 C10/G26 E2 S24 ;

Flow and temperature distribution in L R34 D23 C10/G26 E3 S24
PRilR bundle region

Pool level L R37 D39 C10/G26 E3 S25 [

Interphasic condensation L R35 D37 C10/G29 E3 S18

Pool to tank structure heat transfer L R78 D60 C10/G28 E2 S26

Pressurizer Level (inventory) 11 R41 D39 Cl4/G33 E2 SI3
,

Flashing M R40 D21 C14/G33 E2 SS

Entrainment/de-entrainment M R81 D20 Cl4/G36 E2 S23

Level swell M RS2 D40 C14/G36 E2 S13

CCFL L R80 Dl4 Cl4/G34 E3 S27 "

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _



Table B-1. -(continued).

I- For codes slurvn in these columns, See Tables:
IB-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4- G-5

-,--

Ranking Phenomena . Type Supyrting Sublevel -

Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Pressurizer, Noncondensible effects L R83 D50 Cl4 E2 Sl?
Continued Stor-d energy release L- R84 D68 Cl4/G35 E2 S2

PRIIR Ileat transfer between PRIIR ad IRWST M R45 D32 Cl2/G30 E3 S23

Voiding L R47 D78 Cl2/G31 E3 S54

Condensation L R42 D9 Cl2/G30 E3 S18

Differential density L R43 D17 Cl2/G30 E3 S10

Flow resistance L R44 D27 C12/G30 E3 S1I

Noncondensible effects L R46 D50 Cl2/G31 E3 S12

Flashing L RB5 D21 Cl2 E2 SS

Phase separation in tees L R86
, D56 Cl2/G31 E2 S8m

b Pumps Mixing L R50 D9G CIS E3 S73

Coastdown perfonnance L R48 D7 C15/G37 E2 S14

Flow resistance L R49 D27 C15/G38 E2 -SIS

Steam Primary to secondary heat transfer M R53 D33 C16/G39 E2 S$3

generators Secondary pressure L RS2 D64 C16/G39 E3 S17.

Tube voiding L RS4 D75 C16/G39 E3 S16

Secondary level L RSI D63 C16/G39 E2 S7

Upper head / Voiding M R59 D78 Cl8 E2 S54

upper pienum Etrainment/de-entrainment M R88 D20 C18/G46 E2 S23

Flashing L RSS D21 C18/G45 E3 S5

y Condensation L . R87 D9 CI8 E3 S18

$ Stored energy release L R57 D68 C18/G47 l E2 S2
a _
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Table B.1. (continued).z
C

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

8 B-3 ' G-1 G-2iG-3 G-4 G-5
:n
g Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting - Sublevel

t Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Upper head / Upper head /downcomer bypass flow L R58 D91 C18 E2 S74-'9

upper plenum, Loop asymmetry effects L RS6 D45 C18/G46 E2 S9
Contmued

Noncondensible efTects L hl37 D50 Cl3 E2 S12

Two-phase level in upper plenum L R138 D95 Cl3 E2 '580

Containment Pressure M R89 D93 C19 E2 S76

(interior)[1] Liquid distribution M R139 D96 C19 E3 S81

Liquid subcooling L R140 D97 Cl9 E2 SE2

| Sump Level M '1141 D39 C17 E2 S13
__

9 [1] It is recognized that the interactions between the containment and RCS are more in AP600 than in current reactor designs. De most
important of these are reflected in this PIRT through the indicated parameters. Other parameters, essentially subservient to those*

indicated here, will be considered in the research associated with containment integrity and adequacy. Rus, the containment parameters
identified and ranked here are considered sufficient for the purposes of this PIRT. ,

_ -_____ . _ - _



Tchle B-2. PIRT for the long-term pir_se of a SBLOCA.

For codes shown m these columns See Tables:

B-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 ' G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

' Accumulators Noncondensible effects L R142 D50 C1/G2 E3 S12
l

ADS Energy release II R90 D19 C2/G3 E2 S21

Mass flow 11 R91 D46 C2/G3 E2 S21 -

Condensation in stage 1,2 and 3 ADS and L R94 D87 C2 E2 S77

sparger(in IRWST)

Noncondensible effects L R93 D50 C2/G3 F2 S12

Break Energy release M R95 D19 C3/G4 E2 St

Mass flow M R96 D46 C3/G4 E2 Si j

Noncondensible effects L R97 D50 C3/G4 E2 S12

Flow resistance L R143 D27 C3/G4 E2 S11
cn
L Cold legs Condensation L R98 D9 C4 E2 SI8

Noncondensible effects L R99 D50 C4 E2 S12
,.

PBleto-cold leg tee phase separation L R100 D56 C4/G8 E2 .S8

Stored energy release L R144 D68 C4/G7 E2 S2

Core Two-phase mixture level 11 R106 D/6 C5 E2 S31

Boiling M R101 D94 C5 E2 S78

Mass flow, including bypass M R104 D46 C5/G10 E2 S3

Subcooling margin M R105 D69 C5 E2 S52 ;
"

Stored energy release M R145 D68 C5/GlI E3 S2

Flow resistance L R103 D27 C5/G12 F3 Sil

2: Flashing L R102 D21 C5/G12 E3 SS
C
g Loop asyminetry efTects L R146 D45 C5/G12 E2 S9

9 CMT CMT-to-IRWST difTerential head M R107 D88 C6 E3 S79
O
? Condensation M RIOS D9 C6/G14 E3 S18

Noncondensible effects M RI10 D50 C6 E3 S12



_ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

k
2 Tchle 11-2. (continued). \C
b For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:
O ;

.

F5 B-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 - G-5
:c
h Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

e Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

CMT, Flow resistance L R109 D27 C6/G13 E3 SI1

Continued

Downcomer/ Level 11 Ril2 D39 C7/G17 E2 S13

lower plenua Condensation M Rlli DO C7/G18 E2 S18

Loop asymmetry efTects L R146 D45 C7/G16 E3 S9

Stored ener;;y release L R147 D68 C7/G15 E2 S2 |

Fuel rods Core power / decay heat 11 RI14 D12 C8/G20 E2 S4 |
-

CilF/dryout L Ril3 D92 C8/G20 E3 S57

Ilot legs Entrainment M Ril7 D20 C9/G25 E2 S23

llorizontal fluid stratification M Ril6 D35 C9/G25 E2 S33 i

c2
so Countercurrent flow L RI15 Dl3 C9/G25 E3 S32

Condensation L R74 D9 C9 E2 S18
i

IRWST Flow resistance 11 R1I8 D27 C10/G27 E2 .Sl1

Pool level 11 RI19 D58 C10/G26 E2 S25

Pool thermal stratification 11 R121 DS9 C10/G26 E2 Sl9

Pool to tank structure heat transfe. L R120 D60 C10!G28 E2 S26

Sparger pipe level L R122 D89 CIO E3 S75

Interphasic condensation L R143 D37 C10/G29 E3 28

Sump Fluid Temper $tture 11 R134 D29 C17 E2 S34

Level 11 R125 D39 C17 E2 S13
,

Flow resistance M R133 D27 C17 E3 Sii

Pressurizer Level (inventory) M R123 D39 Cl4/G33 E2 S13

| Sicam generator Primary to secondary heat transfer L R124 D33 C16/G39 E2 S53 |

,
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Table B-2.- (continued).. ,

'

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

I B-3' ' G-l' : G-2/G-3 G-4 '- - G-S -

Ranking Phenomena Type- - Supporting Sublevel
'

Rank' Rationate Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena
'

Component Pt-s-w.s :

Upper head i': Two-phase levelin upper plenum H- R128- D95 - Cl8 E2 - S80

upper plenum i Entrainment/de-entrainment M R149 'D20 C18/G46 .E2| .S23J
-

Condensation ; L .R126 D9 CIS E2' S18:

Noncordea<ible efTects L R127 D50 Cl8 E2 SI2 j

Containment - Pressure-- M R130 D93 ~C19 'E2 S76- : ;

(interior)(see Liquid distribution M -R129 'D96 'C19' E3 S81-

footnote I of -
Table B-1) Liquid subcooling . L R131 D97 Cl9 E2 S82 :

.
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Tchte B-3. Tr:nsient d:scription and rank 8ng ration:le for the SBLOCA PlRT.

Overall Transient Description and Top-level Ranking Rationale

This sequence is initiated by the opening of a small break (2 inch diameter or smaller circular hole) in
the reactor coolant system (RCS) cold leg piping without an accompanying single failure in a safety
system. On!, safety grade plant systems are assumed to be available. I is assumed that the plant responset

to this event satisfies the basic plant design objective of core uncovery avoidance. Therefore, at the top
level, phenomena were selected and ranked in this PIRT according to the expected influence upon the
reactor vessel inventory response.

He small break loss-of-coolant accident (SBLOCA) was initially subdivided into four time phases.
Ilowever, beginning with Revision 2, the four phases have beca combined into two time phases. The two
phases are now referred to as the short term phase and the long term phase. The short-term phase is a |
combination of what was previously referred to as the high pressure phase and the ADS blowdown phase
and the initial part of the long-term IRWST phase. He long. term phase is a combination of the long term
IRWST phase and the long term sump phase. The following sections provide the phase descriptions, the
phase-specific PIRT phenomena ranking rationales, and the detailed rations!es for the ranked phenomena.

Phase Descriptions and Medium-level Rr.nking Rationales

Short-Term Phase:

Descriotion - This phase begins when Ge break opens with the reactor operating at full power (the initial
plant thermal-hydraulic conditions are provided in Reference 6, Table H 1). The RCS experiences a
blowdown into the containment through the pipe rupture. This process initially is controlled by critical
flow at the break and flashing within the pressurizer (where the only initially-saturated fluid in the RCS is
located). The mass loss through the break causes the pressurizer level to fall along with the RCS pressure.
Reactor and turbine trips are initiated when the pressurizer pressure falls to its scram set point value
(Reference 6, Table H 2, provides a list of plant automatic actions and their corresponding signal set
points). This occurrence results in the shutdown of the core nuclear reaction and in turbine stop valve
closure. Reactor power is quickly reduced to the decay heat rate, and this power reduction causes the
average RCS temperature to fall, the RCS fluid to shrink and, therefore, the RCS pressure to fall more
rapidly. The steam generator secondary pressures rise rapidly, potentially reaching the safety relief valve
opening set point pressure. Brcak flow and fluid-shrinkage effects cause the pressurizer pressure to
continue falling to the S signal set point pressure. S signal generation causes core makeup tank (CMT)
actuation, main feedwater isolation, and reactor coolant pump trip. CMT actuation, in turn, causes passive
residual heat removal (PRHR) system actuation. The RCS loop flows decline rapidly from a forced-
circulation to a natural-circulation condition. Core decay heat is removed from the RCS through a
combination of break energy release, CMT recirculation, and PRHR and steam generator heat transfer.
The RCS inventory declines further, causing thu pressurizer to empty, Continued PRHR cooling causes
the RCS to depressurize below the secondary system, and this causes the steam generator heat transfer to
reverse. CMT recirculation warms the water in the pressure balance lines (PBLs) and CMTs. The
declining RCS pressure and inventory eventually lead to saturation and voiding in the PBLs or CMTs and
interruption of CMT recirculation. Accumulator injection begins as the RCS pressure falls to the initial
accumulator pressure. When the level in either CMT has declined to 57.5% the Automatic
Depressurization System (ADS) stage 1 is actuated (see Reference 6 Table H-2, for details of ADS
sequencing). ADS actuation results in a blowdown of the RCS; ADS first. second, and third stages
discharge through spargers submerged t.nder water in the IRWST. As the RCS pressure declines, regions
with the warmest fluid and those at the lowest pressure preferentially flash first, followed by cooler and

!
higher pressure regions. Actuations of the ADS second and third stages occur at specified time intervals
following ADS first stage actuation. De pressurizer refills as flow exits ADS stages I,2, and 3. |

Actuation of ADS fourth stage occurs upon attaining a level in either CMT ef 20%, with an additional )

NUREG/CR-6541 B-10 ;
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Tchle Ib3 (continued)c

time delay requirement. Unlike the other stages, ADS fourth stage discharges directly into the containment
loop compartments. As described for the following phase, the distribution of condensate produced on the
containment shell, structures, and equipment can be significant. Plant behavior during this phase is
dominateo by the RCS blowdown, and this is determined by the RCS mass and energy distributions,-
especially as they affect the break and ADS flow rates and the CMT level. Flows from the accumulators

- increase during this phase. Accumulator levels fall, and, eventually, nitrogen is injected from the
accumulators into the RCS. Cold water entering the reactor vessel upper plenum / upper head regions may
cause condensation induced rapid refill events in these regions. As the F.CS pressure approaches that in '

L the containment, flows through the break and ADS change from choked to friction-dominated. The RCS
inventory declines after accumulator injection ends, and it is critical that the core remain covered until1

IRWST injection begins. This phase ends when the differential pressure between the RCS and
containment has been reduced to 12.1 psic This pressure difference is equivalent to the initial 28 ft static
head available for driving fluid from the IRWST into the reactor vessel. The initial IRWST injection rate
may be unsteady. Increased injection rates may lead to decreased core steam pmduction, decreased quality
and volumetric flow at the fourth stage ADS and, therefore, RCS repressurization which results in a
decreased injection rate. Intermittent pressu-izer draining may influence this unsteady IRWST injection
behavior. Onset and establishment of stable IRWST injection marks the end of the short-term phase.

.

Imnortant narameters and dominant processes The parameters of primary importance during this phase
are RCS pressure, CMT level, ADS flow rate and the RCS mass and energy distributions. The S signal is
generated based on the RCS pressure response, ADS actuation is based on the CMT level response. Both
of these parameters are controlled by the RCS mass and energy distributions. The processes important for
accurate simulation of these parameters are: gas bubble expansion, break critical flow, PRHR heat transfer,
CMT recirculation, natural circulation in the RCS loops, steam generator heat transfer, and the RCS mass

'

and energy balances. Later in the short-term phase the CMT level and ADS flow rate are importance
occause they determine the timing of ADS staging and the RCS depressurization rate. The processes
important for accurate simulation of these parameters later in the process are the discharge flows (ADS and
break, critical and friction-dominated) and the RCS mass and energy.

,

Long Term Phese:
:

Descriotion - This phase begins when stable flow is established from the IRWST, through the direct vessel
injection lines,into the downcomer of the reactor vessel. This How replenishes RCS inventory and*

reverses the downward core level trend. Steam and water flowing from the core are passed out the break
and ADS stage 4 into the containment. In the containment, the water from the break and ADS flows into
the containment sump. Steam from the break and ADS stage 4 may be condensed on containment
structures and internal equipment; this condensate will flow to the containment sump. Steam from the
break and ADS stage 4 also raay be condensed on the inside of the containment shell, and this condensate
:s returned via gutters to the IRWST. Core decay heat is removed through the. containment shell to its
ultimate heat sink (the environment) via evaporative, convective, and radiative heat transfer on the outside
.of the containment shull. Rapid condensation-induced CMT refills may occur. Most liquid that escapes
retuming to the IRWST (for example, that flowing from a break or from the ADS fourth stage) is collected

..in the containment sump, a portion of which is elevated above the core. Gravity-driven injection from the
sump, similar to that from the IRWST, returns liquid to tne reactor vessel downcomer. The onset of sump
injection begins when the sump level has been equalized with the IRWST levelc This equalization may

' occur as a result of flow from the break into the sump, or by opening of valves in the sump discharge lines
that allow the IRWST and sump levels to equilibrate. These valves are opened automatically when the
IRWST level reaches a minimum set point value. The sump replaces the IRWST as the source of RCS
injectionc Combined or attemating IRWST/ sump injection modes also are possible. Steam and water
flowing from the core are passed out the break and ADS stage 4 into the containment. In the containment,

~

the water flowing from the break and ADS stage 4 flows into the containment sump. Steam flowing from

B-11 NUREG/CR 6541
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Table B-3. (continued).

the break and ADS stage 4 may be condensed on containment structures and internal equipment; this
condensate will Dow to the containment sump. Steam Dowing from the break and ADS stage 4 also may
be condensed on the inside of the containment shell, and this condensate is returned via gutters to the
IRWST (from where it, too, may now into the sump). Core decay heat is rernoved through the
containment shell to its ultimate heat sink (the environment) via evaporative, convective, and radiative heat
transfer on the outside of the containment shell. He sump injection rate may be unsteady. Increased
injection rates may lead to decreased core steam production, decreased quality and volumetric How at the
fourth stage ADS and, therefore, RCS repressurization which results in a decreased injection rate.
Gravity driven injection from the sump, similar to that from the IRWST, returns liquid to the reactor vessel
downcomer. Rapid condensation induced refills of the hot or cold leg regions may occur. The plant end-
state for this accident includes core-inventory maintenance from sump injection, and decay heat removal,
across the containment shell, to the atmosphere.

Imoortant carameters and dominant crocesses ne RCS to-containment differential pressure isjudged to
bc the primary parameter of importance because it determines the magnitude of the IRW3T and sump
injection flow rate. The processes important for accurate simulation of this parameter are: ADS flow and
pressure drop, the transient IRWST inventory, and the sump inventories and the containment and RCS
mass and energy balances.

Detailed Phenomena Ranking Rationales *

Rankine rationale for the ohenomena in Tables B-1 throuch B-2
I

Coa. Ranking Ratenale

R1 Accumulator now is ranked high during tne short term phase. Accumulator injection flow
is large and a major contributor to the RCS mass and energy balances. When the
accumulator is depleted ofliquid, noncondensible gas (nitrogen) is expelled into the RCS
through the DV! lines. Tests indicate that accumulator flow is essential to inventory
replacement through this phase for the DEDVI transient and during the ADS blowdown
sub phase for the remaining SBLOCAs. Tests indicate that accumulator flow provides
significant core subcooling and therefore helps set the initial conditions for reactor vessel

,

liquid boiloff to the minimum level prior to IRWST injection.

R2 Accumulator noncondensible effects are ranked medium during the short term phase.
Accumulator flow is a significant contributor to the reactor coolant system energy balance
(see RI) and this flow is determined by the differential pressure between the accumulator
gas bubble and RCS. Expansion of the nitrogen gas bubble within the accumulator controls
the differential pressure between the accumulator and RCS and, therefcw, the rate at which
liquid flows from the accumulator into the RCS and the time at which tb w.ceumulator is
depleted ofliquid. The effects of nitrogen entering the RCS are discussed separately for
each component.

R3 Break energy release is ranked medium during the short term phase. RCS mass less at the
break wasjudged more important than the RCS energy loss at the break (which is ranked
high, see R4) because RCS depressurization is controlled by the loss of mass and resulting
expansion of vapor spaces (for example, in the pressurizer and reactor vessel upper head).
However, the break energy release is a major term in the RCS energy balance and directly
affects distribution of fluid energy within the RCS.

NUREG/CR 6541 B-12
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Tcble B 3, (continued).

Rankine rationale for the nhenomena in Tables B-1 throuch B-2

Code Isanking Rationale

R4 Break mass How is ranked high during the short term phase. During the early stages of this
phase, the dominant processes include critical flow at the break and net RCS mass balance.
During this period the break now dominates the RCS mass balance,

llowever, during ADS blowdown the break mass flow isjudged to be less signi0 cant than
the ADS mass Dow. The break is the main source ofinventory depletion, which eventually
leads to CMT draining, which in turns leads to ADS actuation, and ar. increased rate of
inventory depletion. More important, however,is the fact that the ADS actuation causes the
RCS to depressurize to the level at which the AP600 can transition to long-term-cooling.
Thus, the break has a dominant impact on all four of the key system level processes, i.e.,
depressurization, inventory depletion, inventory replacement, and core cooling.

RS Cold leg condensation is ranked low during the short-term phase. Cold leg condensation
effects may alter the break flow, alter reactor vessel downcomer and core levels, or result in
water hammer events. The steam for this condensation may be passed from the reactor

vessel upper plenum and head regions, through the vessel internal bypass paths, into the
upper downcomer and cold leg regions. However a SBLOCA sensitivity study addressing
condensation in 'he cold leg shows that condensation in the cold legs has little effect on the
overall transient results, Thus, the ranking has been reduced to " Low".

R6 Cold leg Dashing is ranked medium during the short term phase. RCS flashing during this
phase is preferential (i.e., it is based on localized pressures and temperatures). Flashing
affects the RCS mass distributior one of the important parameters for this phase. In
addition, steam produced by Cashing in the cold legs (or elsewhere, and convected into the
cold legs) may enter the pressure balance lir.e to replace liquid drained from the CMT. The
CMT dreining process determines the staging of ADS. RCS flashing affects the RCS mass
and energy distributions during the ADS blowdown phase.

R7 Cold leg loop asymmetry effects aie ranked low during the short-term phase. Asymmetric
conditions (pressures, temperatures, now rates) within and/or between RCS components
may be present. The sources of these asymmetries are the break location (i.e., it is situated
at a single location in the RCS), and the plant configuration (the pressurizer and PRHR
system are connected on one coolant loop while the CMTs are connected on the other).
Asymmetric effects in the cold leg were ranked low only because they may influence Guid
conditions present at the break and, thereby, alter the distribution of RCS mass and energy.

RS PBL-to-cold leg tee phase separation is ranked high during the short-term phase. As the
CMT drains, void may be convected into the pressure balance line through this tee and this
process has a direct effect upon the CMT level that is one of the important parameters for
this phase.

R9 Cold leg stored energy release is ranked low during the short-term phase. The rate of stored
energy release from piping walls was judged smaller than the other contributors to the RCS
energy balance (fuel rod decay heat, and PRHR and steam generator heat transfer).
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Tcble B 3. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the phenomena in Tables B 1 throt.ch B 2

Code , Ranking Rationale

R10 Cold leg thermal strati 0 cation is ranked medium during the short term phase. Experimental
data from ROS A/AP600 test AP CL 03 (1 inch cold leg break) indicate extreme thermal
stratification of water withi.i the cold legs (with wann water residing over cold). This
stratification alters the break flow because, even though the cold leg may be liquid Giled,
the temperature of water exiting the break becomes a function of the break location on the
circumference of the pipe.

Ilowever; this stratification is believed to be cwed by the con 0guration of the ROSA
facility and is not typical cf AP600.

RI1 Core flashing is ranked high during the short term phase. RCS Dashing affects the RCS
mass and energy distributions during the ADS blowdown phase. Flashing is preferential,
with the RCS regions with the warmest water and lowest pressure flashing Orst. Therefore,
the core region will be one of the first to Hash. Core flashing also has implications for core
cooling (see R68, R69, and R72).

R12 Core flow resistance is .anked low during the short terte phase. The core Dow is large and

positive, during the ADS blowdown sub-phase as RCS fluid rushes toward the ADS system
inlets (all are located on the hot legs). However, core flow resistance produces a pressure
drop that is a two orders M magnitude lower than the pressure drop for Cow from ths RCS,
through the ADS, into the containment. i

R13 Core mass flow (hcluding bypan)is ranked medium during the short term phase.
Although tht -henomenon affects the coolant loop differential pressures, it has a minimal
innuente e ' primary system mass and energy distributions, as compared with the other
ranked pht < :,ena in the break, core, PRIIR, and steam generator components.

R14 Core stored energy releu is ranked medium during the short term phase. The rate of
stored energy release from non fuel struer.res in the core region wasjudged comparable to
the other contributors to the RCS energy balance (fuel rod decay heat, and PRHR and steam
generator heat transfer). Fuel rod stored ener3y release is listed separately (see R27) from
the core region non fuel structures.

R15 CMT to loop differential density and head is ranked mediuin during the short term phase.
This phenomenon refers to the difference in fluid densities between the vertical sections of
the CMT inlet and outlet regions. The inlet region primarily consists of the pressure
balance line (PDL). The outlet region primarily consists of the CMT itself, and its
discharge line. The PDL volume is small and so it is readily fiushed with warm water
entering from the cold legs. The CMT volume is large, its water is initially very cold (at the
containment temperature) and, therefore, it is only slowly warmed by now entering from the
PDL. It is this CMT to loop differential density from which the driving head for CMT
recirculation, a dominant process duing this pl ee s.ises. The equilibrium CMT
recirculation now rate is that which balances this driving head with the loop frictional

pressure drop.

R16 CMT condensation is ranked medium during the short tenn phase. The CMT level
response is primarily determined by phenomena external to the CMT (primarily those
affMting the RCS mass and energy balances and distributions) or from flashing within the

MT. Condensation induced CMT refill events can alter the manner in which the CMTs
c;rdns.

!
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Table H-3. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the rihenomena in Tables B 1 through B 2

Code Ranking Rationale

R17 Ch1T Dashing is ranked medium during the short term phase, if water in the Chit flashes,
then steam will rise to the top of the tank and enter the high point of the pressure balance
line. Sufficient void collected at that location breaks the siphon path through the pressure
balance line and results in termination of Ch1T recirculation. The importance phenomenon
is break site dependent. Onset of ChtT draining due to Dashing occurs for smaller break
sizes, where the period of ChtT recirculation is longer. The manner in which the Chit
flashes influences the Ch1T level behavior. Actuation of the A DS fourth stage (a rnajor
event during the ADS blowdown phase)is based upon the Chit level attaining a minirnum
set point level.

R18 ChtT flow resistance is ranked high during the short term phase. The Ch1T Dow resistance
(in particular that associated with its discharge line, check valve, and orifice) significantly
affects the Chit recirculation and draining rates. Actuation of the ADS fourth stage (a
major event during the ADS blowdown phase)is based upon sufficient ChfT draining so
that the Ch1T level attains a minimum set point. Tests indicate that after ADS 4 actuation,
and just prior to IRWST injection, the remaining source of coolant for the core is from the
ChtTs, Chit flow, dictated by Chit level and line resistance is essential to inventory
teplacement

R19 Chit level is ranked high during the short term phase. ADS actuation is based upon Chit
level attaining a minimum set point level. See R18 for additionaljustification.

R20 Chit thermal stratification and mixing is ranked medium during the short term phase.
Thermal stratification and mixing influences affects the Ch1T flashing and draining
behavior, and, therefore, the Chit level response. Actuation of the ADS fourth stage (a

,

major event during the ADS blowdown phase) is based upon the Chit level attaining a
minimum set point. In addition, tank thermal strati 0 cation also has a minor effect on the
Ch!T recirculation rate because it alters the ChtT recirculation driving head (see RIS).

R21 Downcomer condensation is ranked medium during the short term phase. RELAPS AP600
plant SBLOCA simulations (see Reference 8) have shown that interphasic condensation of
steam Dowing from the upper head through the bypass into the upper portion of the reactor :

'

vessel downcomer can significantly alter the break flow and progression of a SDLOCA
sequence. Steam condensed in the downcomer or cold legs is unavailable to Dow out the
break. Data from ROSA /AP600 test AP CL 03 (1 inch diameter cold leg break) indicate
that significant redistribution of RCS inventory can result from this phenomenon.
Subcooled water is supplied to the downcomer from the ChtTs and accumulators via the
DVI lines. Steam is supplied to the downcomer from RCS Bashing and from upper head-
to-downcomer bypass flow. )

R22 Downcomer/ lower plenum Dow distribution is ranked low during the short term phase. The l

Dow rates and temperatures of Hulds in the cold legs are asymmetric. These asymmetries |
are related to the break location, the Chits being connected to the cold legs of only one of
the two coolant loops, and the PRHR system being connected to the other loop. j

Downcomer now distribution represents the Duld mixing processes that determine the RCS
energy distribution, one of the important parameters listed for this phase.
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Tchte B 3. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the nhenomena in Tables B 1 through H 2

Code Ranking Rationale

R23 Downcomer level is ranked medium during the sh' ort term phase. A downcomer level 1
!

forms during this phase because of steam flow (from the upper head into the upper
downcomer through the bypass nozzles), Dashing, and asymmetries in the cold leg Guid
conditions between the CMT and pressurizer loops (see R7). Ilowever, during this phase,
the downcomer level has only a minimal effect on the CMT level and RCS mass and energy
distributions, the important parameters for this phase.

R24 Co e and downcomer/ lower plenum loop asymmetry effects are ranked low during the
short term phase. Asymmetric conditions (pressures, temperatures, How rates) within
and/or between RCS components may be present. The sources of these asymmetries are the
break location (i.e., it is situated at a single location in the RCS), and the plant configuration
(the pressurizer and PRilR system are connected on one coolant loop while the CMTs are
connected on the other). Downcomer fluid temperature asymmetries may affect Guld
conditions present at the break, and, thereby, significantly alter the distribution of RCS
mass and energy (also see R22, and R23).

R25 Downcomer/ lower plenum stored energy release is ranked low during the short term phase.
De rate of stored energy release from vessel walls and system internals was judged smaller
than the other contributors to the RCS energy balance (fuel rod decay heat, and PRIiR and

steam generator heat transfer).
!

R26 Fuel rod core power / decay heat is ranked high during the short term phase. This
phenomenon is the primary energy source in the RCS energy balance. Removal of this heat
is the basic safety issue for a SBLOCA. Subsequent to ADS 4 operation, liquid boiloff due

|to core decay heat is the primary mechanism for reactor vessel inventory depletion.

R27 Fuel rod stored energy release is ranked medium duringt the short term phase. With the
reactor in operation, the fuel stored energy is considerab e. liowever, release of this energy
into the reactor coolant occurs only over a short period following reactor trip. This
phenomenon therefore affects the RCS energy balance, but is temporary, so its influence is
small as compared with that of the core power / decay heat (that is ranked high, see R26).

R28 Ilot leg flashing is ranked medium during the short term phase. RCS flashing affects the
RCS mass and energy distributions during the high pressure and ADS blowdown phases.
Flashing is preferential, with the RCS regions with the warmest water and lowest pressure

~

flashing first. In the hot leg, the flashing rate affects the hot leg flow regime. liigh flashing
rates result in homogeneous conditions while low Cashing rates result in stratified
conditions (steam over water)in the hot legs. This distinction significantly affects the state
of fluid exiting all ADS stages.

R29 Ilot leg horizontal fluid stratification is ranked low during the short term phase. The PRHR
system inlet and the ADS stage 4 lines connect to the tops of the hot leg pipes. If steam
resides in the upper portion of the hot leg, then it may freely enter the PRiiR and ADS-4 ,

systems; this steam flow may entrain liquid. The hot leg likely will be stratified during this i
J

phase. This phenomena affects the state of the Guid entering the PRHR and ADS-4 systems
!

and, thereby, PRilR system heat removal and ADS-4 energy and mass Cow.
I
.

!
l

!

l

;
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Table H 3. (continued).

Rankinglationale for the nhenornena in Tables 11 1 through ib2

Code Ranking Rationale

R30 llot leg loop asymmetry effects are ranked low during the shon term phase. Asymmetric
conditions (pressures, temperatures, flow rates) within and/or between RCS components
may be present. The sources of these asymmetries are the break location (i.e., it is situated
at a single location in the RCS), and the plant con 0guration (the pressurizer and PRHR
system are connected on one coolant loop w hile the CMTs are connectal on the other).
During this phase, asymrnetry between the two hot legs may result because the PRIIR inlet
is connected to only one hot leg and this effect may alter the overall plant response (for

'

example, through its affect on Dashing behavior).

R31 110t leg phase separation in tees is ranked high during the short. term phase. This
phenomenon inDuences ADS energy release and mass flow because it controls the quality
of the fluid entering ADS stages 1,2, and 3 (via the pressurizer surge line tee) and ADS
stage 4 (through the ADS 4 tees). A recent ADS-4 phase separation sensitivity study shows
that phase separation in the ADS 4 tees has little effect on the overall transient results.

10 2 llot leg stored energy release is ranked low during the short term phase. The rate of stored
energy telease from piping walls was judged smaller than the other contributors to the RCS
energy balance (fuel rod decay heat, and PRRR and steam generator heat transfer). During
the ADS blowdown phase the flow of heat is expected to be a minor contributor to the
overall RCS energy balance; energy loss through the ADS is expected to dominate that

balance.

R33 llot leg voiding is ranked low during the short term phase, llot leg voiding affects both the
state of the Guld entering the PRIIR system and the natural circulation flow rate through the
RCS coolant inops.

R34 IRWST Dow and temperature distribut!on in the PRiiR bundle region is ranked low during
the shon term phase, lleat transfer between the PRIIR and IRWST is listed as a dominant
process for this phase (see R45). The flow rate and temperature of the IRWST fluid
flowing through the PRIIR bundle significantly influence PRilR heat transfer because they'

affect the tube outer wall heat transfer coefficient and heat sink temperature.

R35 IRWST interphasic condensation is ranked low during the short term phase. ADS stages 1,
2, and 3 discharge RCS fluid into the IRWST through two spargers. The fluid Bowing
through the spargers has a high steam content, perhaps superheated, at the near atmospheric
pressure inside the tank, llowever, the IRWST fluid is initially subcooled, so high
interphase condensation rates are anticipated. This phenomenon affects: (1) the manner in
which the IRWST performs the quenching process, (2) the state of the IRWST fluid (that
later is injected into the RCS), and (3) the containment pressure.

R36 IRWST pool flow is ranked medium during the short term phase. This phenomenon
affects: (1) the manner in which the IRWST performs the quenching process, (2) the state
of the IRWST fluid (that later is injected into the RCS), and (3) the containment pressure.

R37 1RWST pool level is ranked low during the short term phase. The initial IRWST pool level
is only slightly above the elevation span of the upper horizontal PRIIR tube bundle region.
Boit off from the IRWST pool lowers the usable PRIIR bundle heat transfer area. During
this phase, pool inventory can only be replenished by condensate returning from the interior
of the containment shell(steani may be supplied to the shell from break effluent or IRWST
boil-off). After ADS stag;s 1,2, and 3 unchoke, the pool level has a minor effect upon the
pressure at the ADS sparger and, therefore, upon the ADS flow rate.
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Table 113. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the rihenomenn in Tables f31 through Q 2

Code Ranking Rationale

R38 IRWST pool thermal strati 0 cation is ranked medii m during the shordterm phase. Pool
thermal stratification affects the heat sink temperature on the outside of the PRIIR tubes.
The heat sink temperature is that of the Duld flowing through the PRiiR tubc aundle and
not that of the Guld residing in the pool away from the bundle, llowever, pool thermal
stratification affects the temperature of the Duld that is convected from the open pool into
the PRilR tube bundle region. During the ADS blowdown phase this phenomenon affects:
(1) the manner in which the IRWST performs the quenching process,(2) the state of the
IRWST fluid (that later is injected into the RCS), and (3) the containment pressure.

10 9 Not used, i

R40 Pressurizet Dashing is ranked medium during the short term phase. RCS depressurization
is Orst controlled by Cashing within the pressurizer because during normal reactor operation
it contains the only initially saturated water in the RCS After the pressurizer empties, RCS
depressurization is controlled by flashing elsewhere (core, hot leg, s eactor vessel upper

head).

R41 Pressurirer level (inventory) is ranked high during the short. term phase. The first part of
the ADS blowdown occurs through stages I through 3, the inlets for which are conr.ccted to
the top of the pressurizer. The pressurizer Duld mass is large during this phase. The fluid
residing at the top of the pressurizer flows through the ADS system, affecting its energy
release and mass flow (these phenomena are also ranked high, see R60 and R61). After
ADS 4 actuation, and just prior to IRWST injection, one of the remaining sources of
coolant for the core is from the pressurizer. Draining of the pressurizer acts as an inventory
replacement mechanism.

R42 PRilR condensation is ranked low during the short term phase. This phenomenon is a
contributor to PRilR to lRWST heat transfer (that is ranked medium, see R45). The
convective thermal resistance inside the PRiiR tubes is sensitive to (among other thinp)

the presence or absence of the condensation process.

R43 PRIIR differential density is ranked low during the short term phase. This phenomenon is
a contributor to the PRilR to-lRWST heat transfer (that is ranked medium, see R45). The
differential density (i.e., the difference in density between the Gulds in the innow and
outuow sides of the PRIIR system piping) is the driving force for flow through the prima.y

-

sid: of the PRl!R system. The flow through the PRIIR tubes affects the convective
thennal resistance on the inside surfaces of the PRilR tubes (also see R42).

R44 PRilR flow resistance is ranked low during the short term phase. The total resistance of the
PRilR system (including the entire Dow loop through the core) balances the driving force
created by the differential density (see R43). The PRIIR system flow rate is detennined by
this balance, and the total loop resistance is domit ut by the PRIIR system components
(the heat exchanger and the inlet and outlet piping) and not by the non PRIIR components
(such as the core and RCS loop piping). The flow through the PRHR tubes affects the
convective thermal resistance on the inside surfaces of the PRiiR tubes.

NUREG/CR-6541 B-18
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''tble 113. (continued).

Rankiny rationale for the obenomena in Tables B l through 11-2

Cate Ranking Ratienale

41 transfer between the PRllR and IRWST is ranked medium during the short term
| M41 ,

pase. During the early portion of this phase, the PRIIR system represents the main'

inechanism by which the core decay power is removed from the RCS to the containment.
,

During the latter part of short term phase the RCS energy balance is dominated by the ADSe

energy release and not by PRiiR to IRWST heat transfer, ne data from ROSA /AP600 test.

AP CL.03 (1 inch diameter cold leg break) indicate that PRHR effects are diminished
following ADS actuation.

R46 PRIIR noncondensible effects are ranked low during the short term phase. Noncondensible
gas (hydrogen) evolves from solution during the RCS depressurization. Noncondensible
effects can altet the heat transfer processes on the inside of the PRHR tubes. In addition, a
large volume of noncondensible gas accurnulated at the high point of the PRIIR inlet line (it
is an inverted trap configuration) may block the path for now through the PRHR heat
exchanger.

R47 PRilR voiding is ranked low during the short term phase. This phenomenon has many
innuences on the PRHR to IRWST heat transfer (that is ranked medium, see R45). As
steam void increases, the PRilR system differential density, flow rate, and heat transfer rate
increase, liowever, voiding due to noncondensible gas entering the PRilR system may
have the opposite reruit if a gas bubble blocks the line (see R46).

R48 Pump coastdown performance is ranked low during the short term phase. The reactor
coolant pump coastdown behavior innuences steam generator and PRHR system heat
transfer because it determines the Dow rates inside the steam generator and PRHR system
tubes. Ilowever, this 'nuuence is limited by the short duration of the coastdown (it lasts
only about 2 minutes) and because the pump head declines exponentially following pump
trip.

R49 Pump now resistance is ranked low for the short term phase, liere, the pump Dow
resistance is the locked rotor resistance that is present following the pump coastdown
period. This resistance affects natural circulation Dows through the RCS loops (i.e.,
through the core, hot legs, steam generators, pumps, and cold legs). However, this loop
natural circulation pattem is short lived, ending when the RCS temperatures fall below
those of the steam generator secondary systems. This resistance also affects the How rate
through the PRHR system natural circulation loop (i.e., through the core, hot leg, PRifR
inlet, PRHR heat exchanger, PRHR outlet, pump, and cold leg). Flows through this loop
are expected to continue throughout this phase, liowever, for this natural circulation loop,
the total Cow resistance is dominated by the PRHR system components (the heat exchanger
and the inlet and outlet lines) and not by the pump locked rotor resistance.

.
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Tcble Il 3. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the rhenomens in Tables B 1 through B-2

Code Ranking Rationale

R50 Pump mixing is ranked low during the short term phase. This mixing refers to turbulence
~

induced by water now through the reactor coolant pump impellers following pump
coastdown. This phenomenon influences thermal stratification of water within the cold legs
(that was observed in ROSA /AP600 test AP CL 03 and is ranked medium, see R10). The
PRilR system outlet is connected to the outlet plenum of the steam generator on one RCS
coolant loop. Water flowing out of the PRiiR system is cold (approaching the temperature
of the water in the IRWST). Cold water entering the plenum preferentially flows
downward, through the reactor coolant pump impellers, into the two cold legs on that RCS
coolant loop. The test data indicate the cold water stratifies on the bottom of the cold leg
piping, thus potentially affecting break flow. He influence of this phenomena has on the
cold leg thermal stratification may be determined by the status of the impeller (i.e., whether
it is locked, or free wheeling in this situation).

R$1 Steam generator secondary level is ranked low during the short term phase. A low level can
reduce the available tube heat transfer area. A reduction of the secondary level swell (due
to the declining steam generator heat load) will tend to reduce the mixture level on the
outside of the steam generator tubes.11owever, the secondary level likely will remain
sufficiently high to cover the U tubes.

RS2 Steam generator secondary pressure is ranked low during the short term phase. The
secondary system generally is saturated (subcooling existing at full power operation is i

removed shortly following reactor trip). The secondary pressure is, therefore, an indication
of the secondary side temperature available to exchange heat with the RCS through the
steam generator tubes.

R53 Steam generator tube heat transfer is ranked medium during the short term phase. The
steam generator secondary system is a heat sink for the RCS during the early part of this
phase, but it becomes a heat source to the RCS later during the phase because the RCS
temperatures fall below those of the secondary (due to CMT and PRHR cooling effects).
This phenomenon is ranked medium because it is a major term in the RCS energy balance
equation durmg the time when heat flow is from the primary to secondary systems. Reverse
heat flow (l.c. secondary to primary)is a temporary phenomenon because heat addition to
the RCS fluid inside the tubes causes boiling and voiding within the tubes. His voiding
blocks the path for further RCS loop natural circulation flow through the steam generators,
and intermption of this How loep thermally decouples the primary and secondary systems.
During the ADS blowdown pnase the RCS energy balance is dominated by decay heat
addition and ADS energy removal and not by steam pnerator heat transfer during this
phase. He steam generators are essentially thermally-decoupled from the RCS from a lack
ofliquid inside the steam generator tubes.

R54 Steam generator tube voiding is ranked low during the short-term phase. This phenomenon
is the mechanism for interruption of RCS loop natural circulation flow (see R53).

R$$ Upper plercen/ upper head flashing is ranked low during the short term phase. RCS ,

'

flashing affects the RCS mass and energy distributions during the ADS blowdown phase.
Flashing is preferential, with the RCS regions with the warmest water and lowest pressure
flashing first. Data from ROSA /AP600 test AP-CL-03 (1 inch diameter cold leg break)

!

indicated that hot Guid was convected upward from the core into these regions during the
previous phase. The fluid temperatures were altered by this Dow, thereby affecting the
pressures at which these regions flash.

|

|
l
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Table B 3, (continued).

Panking rationale for the nhenomenn in Tables R 1 through B 2

Code Ranking Rationale

RS6 Upper plenum loop asyrnmetry effects are ranked low during the short term phase.
Asymmetric conditions (pressures, temperatures, flow rates) within and/or between RCS
components may be present. The sources of these asymmetries are the break location (i.e.,
it is situated at a single location in the RCS), and the plant configuration (the pressurizer
and PRHR system are connected on one coolant loop while the CMTs are connected on the
other). Asytr 1etric effects in the upper plenum are potentially ofimportance because the
flow split at .ais location affects the conditions of the Guid entering the PRHR system inlet
that is located on only one hot leg.

R$7 Upper plenum / upper head stored energy release is ranked low during the short term phase.
The RCS pressure and saturation temperature fall rapidly during this phase. As a result,
remaining stored heat in metal structures of this component is available to flow into the
RCS coolant. Ilowever, this How of heat is expected to be a minor contributor to the
overall RCS energy balance; energy loss through the ADS is expected to dominate that
balance.

R58 Upper head to-downcomer bypass now is ranked low during the short-term phase. Steam
flowing through this path may be condensed in the downcomer or cold legs or may reach
the break. The cold legs are thermally stratified during this phase. His behavior is of
irnportance as it affects the temperature of fluid presented at the break and, therefore the
break flow rate. Although small, this flow path is the most direct communication path
between the hot and cold leg regions and may be active during the chaotic RCS fluid
conditions expected du ing this phase. See RS, RIO and R21 for more discussion.

R$9 Upper head / upper plenum voiding is ranked medium during the short term phase. Data
from ROSA /AP600 test AP CL-03 (1 inch diameter cold leg break) indicated that hot fluid
was convected upward from the core into the upper plenum / upper head regions during the
previous phase. The fluid temperatures were altered by this flow, affecting the pressures at
which the these regions flashed, in that test, these regions first voided, then were refilled
due to condensation. This behavior resulted in a significaat redistribution of RCS
inventory.

R60 ADS energy release is ranked high during the shon term phase. This release is the
dominant outDow term in the RCS energy balance.

R61 ADS mass flow is ranked high during the short term phase. His flow is the dominant
outuow term in the RCS mass balance.

R62 AD5 choking in complex geometry is ranked medium during the short term phase.
Choking in the ADS lines, valves, and fittings controls the ADS flow (ranked high, see
R61) through all stages until the differential pressure between the RCS and containment has
been sufficiently reduced. He piping configurations of the ADS stages are different and all
are complex, resulting in uncertainty regarding the choking locations, fluid states, and
discharge coefficients. His uncertainty affects the choked flow rate. A portion of this
uncertainty regards phase separation at tees located within the ADS piping networks.

R63 ADS flow resistance is ranked medium during the short term phase. The ADS flow
resistance controls the ADS flow (ranked high, see R61) through all stages after unchoking
occurs (when the differential pressure between the RCS and containment has been
sufficiently reduced).

.
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Table H 3. (continued).

kankinc rationale for the nhenomena in Tables B 1 throuch B.2

Code Ranking Rationale

R64 ADS noncondensible effects are ranked medium during the short tenn phase.
Noncondensible gases (nitrogen, expelled into the RCS from the accumulators and

.

hydrogen emerging from solution due to RCS depressurization) will find their way to all
ADS stages. Noncondensible gas in the RCS fluid affects the ADS flow (ranked high, see
R61) and energy release (ranked higt., see R60) in both the choked and unchoked

situations.

R65 Break flow resistance is ranked medium during the short term phase. The break flow
resistance controls the break now (ranked high, see R4) after unchoking occurs, mainly
during the ADS blowdown sub-phase (when the differential pressure between the RCS and
containment has been sufficiently reduced).

Break noncondensible effects are ranked low during the short term phase. NoncondensibleR66
gases (nitrogen, expelled into the RCS from the accumulators and hydrogen emerging from
solution due to RCS depressurization) will find their way to the break. Noncondensible gas
in the RCS fluid affects the break flow (ranked high, see R4) and energy release (ranked
medium, see R3) in both the choked and unchoked situations.

Cold leg noncondensible effects are ranked low during the short tenn phase. NitrogenR67
expelled from the accumulators accumulates in this region of the RCS and disposition of
nitrogen affects the ADS and break mass flow and energy sclease rates (see R60, R61, R3
and R4).

R68 Core subcooling margin is ranked high during the short term phase. In this PIRT, the core
is assumed to remain covered (the core two phase mixture level is ranked high, see R69)
and, in that case, the fuel rods will not heat up. The subcooling margin affects core flashing
and boiling behavior.

R69 Core two-phase mixture leveiis ranked high during the short term phase. This
phenomenon affects core cooling; the core two-phase mixture level must be above the top
of the core to present fuel rod heat up.

R70 Downcomer/ lower plenum flashing is ranked low during the short term phase. RCS
flashing affects the RCS mass and energy distributions during the ADS blowdown phase.

R71 Downcomer/ lower plenum noncondensible effects are ranked low during the short-term
phase. Nitrogen expelled from the accumulators accumulates in this region of the RCS and
disposition of nitrogen affects the ADS and break mass flow and energy release rates (see
R60, R61, R3 and R4) and may affect the CMT level response.

R72 Fuel rod critical heat flux /dryout is ranked medium during the short term phase. This
phenomenon affects core cooling. During this phase, RCS pressure falls, RCS mass is lost,
RCS voids increase, and this provides a possibility for core uncovery and fuel rod heat up.

Hot leg CCFL is ranked low during the short term phase. This phenomenon contributes toR73
the hot leg phase separation process (see R31) because it affects the fluid state and flow
regime in the hot leg.

Ilot leg condensation is ranked low during the short term and long term phases. Data fromR74
ROS A/AP600 test AP-CL 03 (l inch diameter cold leg break) indicate that, in general,

!

significant redistribution of RCS inventory can result from condensation phenomenon.
Steam may be supplied to the hot legs through the steam generators while subcooled liquid
may be supplied to the hot legs through the core.
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Tchle B 3. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the nhenomena in Tacles B 1 through B 2

Code Ranking Rationale

R75 llot leg countercurtent flow is ranked low during the short term phase. This phenomenon
contributes to the hot leg phase separation process (see R31) because it affects the fluid
state and How regime in the hot leg.

'

R76 ilot leg entrainment is ranked low during the short term phase. This phenomenon
contributes to ue hot leg phase separation process (see R31) because it affects the fluid
state and How regime in the hot leg.

R77 l-lot leg noncondensible effects are ranked low during the short term phase.
Noncondensible gases (nitrogen expelled from the accumulators and hydrogen emerging
from solution during RCS depressurization) compete with steam for flow through all stages
of the ADS. These gases affect the ADS energy release (ranked high, see R60). However, !

the effects of noncondensible gases are both temporary and diminishing. The total
noncondensible mass is limited to that available from the accumulators plus that available
in solution; this mass is small when compared with the RCS water mass. Once expelled to
the containment through the ADS or break, noncondensible gases can no longer affect RCS
behavior.4

R78 1RWST pool to tank heat transfer is ranked low during the ADS short term phase. Over the
long term, the energy removed from the pool to its surroundings may be important, but
during this phase this term in the IRWST energy balance was judged to be significantly
smaller the ADS energy addition term.

R79 IRWST sparger pipe level is ranked medium during the short term phase. Wall
condensation inside the ADS stage 1,2, and 3 discharge lines (in the regions of these pipes
submerged under water in the IRWST) may affect the ADS flow rates through these pipes.
This phenomenon also may be associated with water hammer events in these pipes.

R80 Pressurizer CCFL is ranked low during the short term phase. ADS activation causes
significant refill of the pressurizer (that had drained during the short term phase). As ADS
stage 1,2, and 3 How declines, the pressurizer liquid inventory drains back into the RCS,
and this draining is affected by CCFL at the pressurizer tank / surge line connection.

R81 Pressurizer entrainment/de entrainment is ranked medium during the short term phase.
This phenomenon affects both the level swell within the pressurizer tank and the carryover
ofliquid droplets into ADS stages 1,2, and 3. The ADS energy release and mass flow are
ranked high, see R60 and R61.

R82 Pressurizer level swellis ranked medium during the short term phase if the pressurizer
level resides below the top of the tank then steam exits ADS stages I through 3, the inlets
for which are connected to the top of the pressurizer. However, if the level swells to the top
of the tank, then two phase mixture (or single phase liquid) enters ADS stages I through 3.
This phenomenon therefore affects the ADS mass flow and energy release rates that are
ranked high (see R60 and 61).
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Tchle ib3. (continued).

Rankine rationale for the nhenomens in Tables B 1 throuch B-l

Code Ranking Rationale

R83 Pressurizer noncondensible effects are ranked low'during the short term phase.
Noncondensible gases (nitrogen from the accumulators and hydrogen emerging from
solution during RCS depressurization) will flow out the ADS stages 1,2 and 3, the inlets
for which are connected to the top of the pressurizer. These noncondensible gases will
affect the ADS energy release (rated high, see R60). However, the effects of
noncondensible gases are both temporary and diminishing. The total noncondensible mass
is limited to that available from the accumulators plus that available in solution; this mass is
small when compared with the RCS water mass. Once expelled to the containment through
the ADS or break, noncondensible gases can no longer affect RCS behavior.

R84 Pressurizer stored energy release is ranked low during the short term phase, ne RCS
pressure and saturation temperature fall rapidly during this phase. As a result, remaining
stored heat in metal structures of this component is available to flow into the RCS coolant.
Ilowever, this flow of heat is expected to be a minor contributor to the overall RCS energy
balance; energy loss through the ADS is expected to dominate that balance.

R85 PRHR flashing is ranked low during the short term phase. RCS flashing affects the RCS
mass and energy distributions during the ADS blowdown phase.

R86 PRHR phase separation in tees is ranked low during the short-term phase. His is the only
instance where phase separation in tees has been ranked for the PRHR component. For
normal PRHR flow situations, tee phase separation is primarily ofinterest at the PRHR inlet
line connection on the hot leg and, for these normal situations, this phenomenon was
included in the listings for the hot leg component. However, for the ADS blowdown
situation, RCS conditions are chaotic, and the question is the manner in which the PRHR
system outlet tee (on the steam generator outlet plenum) might perform under potential
reverse flow conditions. Because the PRHR inlet line is connected directly to one of the
ADS fourth stage inlet lines, reverse flow through the PRHR system is likely to develop as
RCS fluid rushes out the ADS fourth stage.

R87 Upper plenum / upper head condensation is ranked low during the short-term phase. Data
from ROSA /AP600 test AP-CL-03 (1 inch diameter cold leg break) indicate that hot fluid
was convected upward frem the core into these regions during the low pressure phase. The
Guid temperatures were altered by this flow, affecting the pressure at which these regions
flashed during ADS blowdown. Additionally, in that test, these regions first voided, then
refilled due to condensation events. This behavior resulted in a significant redistribution of

RCS inventory.

R88 Upper plenum entrainment/de-entrainment is ranked medium during the short term phase.
The entrainment, de-entrainment, and storage ofliquid in the upper plenum region affects
the pressure drop and convection of fluid through the hot legs to all ADS stages.

R89 Containment interior pressure is ranked medium during the short-term phase. The
containment interior receives flow directly from ADS stage 4. In addition, the IRWST (that
receives the Dow from ADS stages 1,2, and 3) resides in the containment interior. The j

containment interior pressure determines the RCS pressures and the times at which the
various ADS stage flows unchoke. Thereafter, the ADS mass flow and energy release ;

(ranked high, see k60 and 61) are determined by the differential pressure between the RCS
and the containment interior.

!
1
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Tchle 43. (continu:d).

Ranking rationnie for the obenomena in Tables D 1 through B 2

Code Ranking Rationale
~

R90 ADS energy release is ranked high during the long term phase. The release through ADS
stage 4 is the dommant outdow terrn in the RCS energy balance. ADS stages 1,2, and 3
are inactive during this phase unless the IRWST level is below the spargers or, if the
spargers are cos cred, the head created by their submergence is less than the differential
pressure between the RCS and containment. The energy release and mass How rate through
ADS 4 dictate the back pressure to IRWS7 injection. Tests indicate that multiple failures
of ADS 4 valves would tamper IRWST injection causing the teactor vessel lesel to drop
significantly. ADS 4 How affects both inventory depletion and replacement.

R91 ADS mass now is ranked high during the long term phase. He Dow through ADS stage 4
is the dominant outdow term in the RCS mass balance. ADS stages 1,2, and 3 are inactive
during this phase unless the head of the submergence of the ADS spargers under water in
the IRWST becomes less than the differential pressure between the RCS and containment.
See R90 for additionaljustification.

R92 Not used.

R93 ADS noncondensible effects are ranked low during the long term phase. Noncondensible
gases (nitrogen expelled into the RCS from the accumulators and hydrogen emerging from
solution due to RCS depressurization) will Ond their way to all ADS stages.
Noncondensible gas in the RCS Duld affects the ADS mass Dow and energy release (that
are ranked high, see R90 and R91). Ilowever, these effects will be to a lesser extent than
during the short term phase (where they were ranked medium, see R64). Peak flow of
nitrogen from the accumulators into the RCS and peak dissolution of hydrogen occur during
ADS blowdown.

R94 ADS condensation (in stages 1. 2, and 3 piping and spargers in IRWST) is ranked low
during the long term phase. ADS stages 1,2, and 3 are active during this phase when the
head of the submergence of the ADS spargers under water in the IRWST becomes less than
the differential pressure between the RCS and containment. Wall condensation inside the
ADS stage 1,2, and 3 discharge lines (especially in the regions of these pipes submerged
under water in the IRWST) may affect ADS flow through these pipes, nis phenomenon
also may be associated with water hammer events in these pipes.

R95 Break energy release is ranked medium during the long term phase. This release is a
contributing outflow term in the RCS energy balance. Ilowever, because the break si e is
assumed to be small, the break energy release wasjudged to be less significant than the
ADS energy release (that is ranked high, see R90).

R96 Break mass now is ranked medium during the long term phase. The break flow contributes
to the RCS mass balance. However, because the break size is assumed to be small, the
break mass How wasjudged to be less significant than the ADS mass flow (tha:is ranked
high, see R91).

R97 Break noncondensible effects are ranked low during the long term phase. Noncondensible <

gases (nitrogen expelled into the RCS from the accumulators and hydrogen emerging from
solution due to RCS depressurization) will find their way to the break. The presence of
noncondensible gas in the RCS fluid affects the break energy release and mass flow (that
are ranked medium, see R95 and 96).
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Tchle B-3, (continued).

Ranli ng rationale for the nhenornena in Tables B 1 through B 2i

Code Ranking Rationale

R98 Cold leg condensation is ranked low during the long term phase. Experimental data from
Oregon State University cold leg SBLOCA tests indicate CMT refill behavior due to
condensation during this phase. Refill is caused by cold water ente:ing the CMTs through
the pressure balance lines. Condensation in the cold leg may be a precursor or contribute to
this behavior, ne potential for a similar cold leg refill behavior is present in the long term
sump phase. Subcooled water is supplied from the reactor vessel downcomer and steam is
available from the upper head to downcomer bypass path. As with the CMT refill behavior,
cold leg refill events would alter the distribution of the RCS inventory.

R99 Cold leg noncond.nsible effects are ranked low during the long term phase.
Noncondensible gases (nitrogen expelled into the RCS from the accumulators and hydrogen
emerging from solution due to RCS depressurization) will find their way to the break that is
assumed to be located in the cold leg. The presence of noncondensible gas in the RCS tiuid
affects the break energy release and mass flow (that are ranked medium, see R95 and 96).
In addition, noncondensible gases in the cold legs may influence the CMT refill behavior
during this phase (see R98 and R100).

R100 Cold leg to PBL phase separation is ranked low during the long term phase. Experimental
data from Oregon State University cold leg SBLOCA tests indicate CMT refill behavior
due to condensation during this phase. The refill was caused by cold water entering the
CMTs through the pressure balance lines. Phase separation at the cold leg to-PBL tee may
affect fluid conditions in the pressure balance line, innuencing this behavior,

R101 Core boiling is ranked medium during the short term and long term phase. Fuel rod decay
heat (ranked high, see R26 and Rll4) is removed to the RCS ce . ant by convection or

,

boiling heat transfer, increased core steam production due to boiling results in increasing
fluid velocities and pressure drops in the flow through the ADS.

R102 Core flashing is ranked low during the long term phase. Core flashing will occur during
periods when the RCS is depressurizing. The steam produced by flashing adds to that
produced by boiling (see R101), thus increasing the velocity and pressure drop of fluid
exiting the RCS via the ADS.

R103 Core flow resistance is ranked low during the long term phase. The core flow resistance is
a portion of the total loop flow resistance (this loop is from the IRWST, through the reactor
vessel downcomer, core, hot legs, and out ADS stage 4 to the containment). Therefore the
core flow resistance can affect the ADS mass flow and energy release that are ranked high

(see R90 and R91).

R104 Core mass flow (including bypass)is ranked medium during the long term phase. His
flow supplies coolant to the core so that fuel rod decay heat (ranked high, see RI14) may be
removed.

R105 Core subcooling margin is ranked medium during the long term phase, nis phenomenon
affects core cooling, in this PIRT, the core is assumed to remain covered (the core two-
phase mixture level is ranked high, see R106) and, in that case, the fuel rods will not heat i

up. The subcooling margin affects core flashing and boiling behavior that influences the
ADS mass now nd energy release.

R106 Core two phase levelis ranked high during the long-term phase. This phenomenon affects
core cooling. The core two phase mixture level must be above the top of the core to
prevent fuel rod heat up. Steam produced by boiling and flashing in the core swells the
core level upward, influencing the upper plenum mixture level (see R128).
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Tcble Ib3. (contiriued). t

Ranking rationale for the nhenomenn in Tables B 1 th:ough B 2

Code Ranking Rationale

R107 Ch1T to IRWST differential head is ranked medium durii., the long term phase. The
Chits may refill during this phase (see R108). The subsequent processes by which the
IRWST and Chits drain will be affected by the relative levels and temperatures of water in
the Ch1T and IRWST.

R108 Ch1T condensation is ranked medium during the long term phase. Some tests at the APEX
facility it Oregon State University experienced Ch1T refills due to condensation. However,
additional analysis determined that these refills were a scaling artifact of the facility and
condensation is n'ot expected to cause the same reaction in AP600.

R109 CMT flow resistance is ranked low during the long term phase. The Chits may refill
during this phase (see R108). The CMT flow resistance (in particular that associated with
its discharge line, check valve, and orifice) determines the subsequent CMT draining rate.

RI10 Chit noncondensible effects are ranked medium during the long-term phase.
Noncondensible gases (nitrogen expelled into the RCS from the accumulators and hydrogen
emerging from solution due to RCS depressurization) may find their way to the pressure
balance lines and Chits. The presence of noncondensible gas in the RCS fluid may
influence the Ch1T refill behavior (see R108).

Rlli Downcomer condensation is ranked medium for the long term phase. Subcooled water is
supplied to the downcomer through the DVI lines. Steam may flow through the upper
head /downcomer bypass path. If condensation occurs in the downcomer, it can alter the
high ranked downcomer level (see Ril2).

Ril2 Downcomer level is ranked high during the long term phase. This level creates a major
portion of the driving force for flow through the core. The static head created by this lewl
is a significant term affecting the RCS/ containment pressure balance. The inventory in the
Downcomer represents the coolant immediately available to the core during long term
cooling, it is an important part of the reactor vessel inventory replacement.

R113 Fuel rod critical heat flux /dryout is ranked low during the long term phase. This
phenomenon affects core cooling, but core decay heat is lower during this phase than it was
in the previous phase, where this phenomenon is ranked medium (see R72).

Rll4 Fuel rod core power / decay heat is ranked high during the long term phase. This
phenomenon is the primary energy source in the RCS energy balance. Removal of this heat
is the basic safety issue for a S3LOCA. Subsequent to ADS 4 operation, liquid bolloff due
to core decay heat is the primary mechanism for reactor vessel inventory depletion.

Ril5 llot leg countercurrent flow is ranked low during the long-term phase. This phenomenon
contributes to the highly ranked hot leg phase separation process (see Ril7) because it
affects the fluid state and Dow regime in the hot leg and affects the condition of the duid
exiting ADS.

RI16 Ilot leg horizontal Guid stratification is ranked medium during the long term phase. The
hot leg Dow regime affects the condition of the Guid exiting ADS (see Rll7).
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Table W3. (continued).

Rankinc rationale for the phenomena in Tables B 1 throuch B 2

Code Ranking Rationale

RI17 Phase separation in hot leg tees is ranked medium during the long term phase. This
phenomenon (at the ADS stage 4 hot leg tee) con:rols the quality of the fluid entering ADS
stage 4 and, thereby, controls the ADS energy release and flow rates. ADS stages 1,2, and
3 are inactive during this phase unless the head of the submergence of the ADS spargers
under water in the IRWST becomes less than the differential pressure between the RCS and
containment. If ADS stages 1,2, and 3 are active, phase separation at the hot leg to-
pressurizer surge line tee controls the quality of fluid passed to the pressurizer (and from
there out ADS stages 1,2, and 3).

R118 1RWST flow resistance is ranked high during the long term phase. The IRWST flow
resistance (in particular, that associated with its discharge line, orifice, valves, and fittings)
is one portion of the total resistance of the flow loop (from the IRWST, through the reactor
vessel downcomer, core, hot legs, and out ADS to the containment). Therefore this
phenomenon affects the core coolant flow rate. IRWST flow rate is governed by IRWST
line resistance, IRWST liquid level and primary system pressure. Excessive flow resistance
in the IRWST injection lines affects the IRWST injection flow rate. If the vessel liquid
bolloff rate exceeds the IRWST injection rate, the reactor vessel liquid level will drop.

R119 IRWST pool level is ranked high during the long term phase. The IRWST level provides
the driving force to push flow through the total resistance of the flow loop (from the
IRWST, through the reactor vessel downcomer, core, hot legs, and the ADS to
containment). Therefore, the IRWST pool level controls the core cooling flow rate. See
R118 for additionaljustification.

R120 IRWST pool to-tank heat transfer is ranked low during the long term phase. Because this
phase extends over a long period, the energy removed from the pool to its surrounding walls
may have some effect on the IRWST water temperature.

R121 IRWST pool thermal stratification is ranked high during the long term phase. This
phenomenon affects the temperature of the water that is injected into the RCS. During prior
phases the IRWST has been warmed from PRHR heat transfer and from ADS stage 1,2,
and 3 discharge, ne warming ofIRWST water from these processes will be nonuniform to
some extent. During this phase, however, these processes have ceased and the IRWST
water will tend to thermally stratify, due to buoyancy effects, into a condition where the
warmer water resides over colder water. His effect is significant because water injected
into the RCS is drawn from the bottom of the IRWST. Because the tank is thermally-
stratified, the temperature of the injection water is expected to increase with time. IRWST
liquid temperature governs the inlet subcooling to the core and therefore affects the vapor
generatian rate in the core.

R122 IRWST sparger pipe level is ranked low during the long-tenn phase. ADS stages 1,2, and
3 are active during this phase when the head of the submergence of the ADS spargers under
water in the IRWST is less than the differential pressure between the RCS and containment.
Wall condensation inside the ADS stage 1,2, and 3 discharge lines (especially in the
regions of these pipes submerged under water in the IRWST) may affect the ADS flow
rates through these pipes. This phenomenon also may be associated with water hammer
events in these pipes.
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Table 6-3, (continued).

Ranking rationale for the nhenomena in Tables B 1 through B 2

Code Ranking Rationale

R123 Pressurizer level (inventory)is ranked medium diring the long term phase. During the '

short term phase, the pressurizer empties (see R40), partially refills and then partially drains
(see R80). Cold leg SBLOCA experiments in the Oregon State University facility indicate
that draining of the remaining pressurizer inventory affects the behavior ofIRWST
injection and ADS Dow during this phase. Oscillatory behavior is observed, and
pressurizer draining innuences these oscillations.

R124 Steam generator tube heat transfer is ranked low during the long term phase. The RCS
energy balance is dominated by decay heat addition and ADS energy removal and not by
steam generator heat transfer during this phase. The stearn generators are thermally.
decoupled from the RCS because the fluid in the secondary system is significantly hotter
than the RCS fluid and the tubes have volded. This phenomenon can be important if water
can be reintroduced into the steam generator tubes, for example, due to oscillatory behavior
in the RCS primary system.

R125 Sump level is ranked high during the long term phase. Sump injection begins when the
sump level has been equalized with the IRWST level. This equalization may occur as a
result of How from the break into the sump, or by opening of valves in the sump discharge
lines that allow the IRWST and sump levels to equilyrate. These valves are opened
automatically w hen the IRWST level reaches a minimum setpoint value. As with the
IRWST level, the sump level provides a driving force to push flow through the total
resistance of the Dow loop (from the sump, through the reactor vessel downcomer, core, hot
legs, and the ADS to containment). Therefore, this phenomenon affects the core cooling
How rate. During long term cooling, the sump liquid level will dictate the recirculation
rates through the core aad the " flood up" level for the entire system. Sump level directly
affects core cooling and inventory replacement.

Rl26 Upper plenum / upper head condensation is ranked low during the long tenn phase.
Refilling of the upper head / upper plenum regions due to rapid condensation events may
alter the state of Guid passed to the hot legs, affecting the ADS energy release and mass
flow.

R127 Upper plenum / upper head noncondensible effects are ranked low during the long term
phase. Noncondensible gases (nitrogen expelled into the RCS from the accumulators and
hydrogen emerging from solution due to RCS depressurization) may affect the state of the
Guid passed into the hot legs and out the ADS (see R93 and R128). In addition
noncondensible gases may affect the potential for upper head condensation induced refill

events (see R126).

R128 Upper plenum two-phase level is ranked high during the long term phase. This level
directly affects the ADS energy release and mass now (ranked high, see R90 and R91)
because it determines the condition of the Guid passed into the hot legs and affects
differential pressures in this region. See Rll5 through Ril7 for related discussions of the
hot leg phenomena.

R129 Containment interior liquid distribution is ranked medium during the long tenn phase. This
phenomenon affects the IRWST and sump levels during this phase.
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Tchle B-3. (continued).

Rankine rationale for the obenomena in Tables B 1 throuch B-2

Code Ranking Rationale '

R130 Containment interior pntssure is ranked medium during the long term phase. The
containment interior receives How directly from ADS stage 4. In addition, the IRWST(that
may receive flow from ADS stages 1,2, and 3 during this phase) resides in the containment
interior. The ADS mass flow and energy release (ranked high, see R90 and R91) are j
determined by the differential pressure between the RCS and the containment interior. i

R131 Containment interior liquid subcooling is ranked low during the icng term phase. This
phenomenon affects the ternperature of the IRWST and sump Duids that are the source of
RCS injection during this phase.

R132 CMT noncondensible effects are ranked low during the short term phase .loncondensible :

gases (nitrogen expelled into the RCS from the accumulators and hydrogen emerging from
solution due to RCS depressurization) may find their way to the pressure balance lines and
CMis, The pre:ence of noncondensible gas in the RCS fluid may influence the CMT refill
behavior later, in the long term phase (see R108).

R133 Sump flow resistance is ranked medium dur!ng the long term phase. The sump flow
resistance (in pasticular, that associated with its discharge line, valves, and fittings) is a
portion of the total resistance of the flow loop (from the sump, through the reactor vessel
downcomer, core, hot leFs, and out ADS to the contauuant). Therefore, this phenomenon
affects the core coolant flow rate.

R134 Sump fluid temperature is ranked high during the long term phase. This phenomenon
represents the temperature of a portion of the water that is injected into the RCS and,
therefore, it affects the RCS energy balance. During the short term phase, the sump has
been filled with water expelled from the break and ADS; to some extent, this water has
been cooled via heat transfer to containment structures. Fluid in the sump may thermally
stratify, in a manner similar to the behavior described for the IRWST (see R121). The
temperature of tl.e water injected from the sump into the RCS is that of the fluid residing at
the sump-to-DVI line intake. Unlike the corresponding IRWST configuration, this intake is
located at an elevation far above the bottom of the sump. Therefore, the temperature of the
water injected from the sump may be at the high end of the sump water temperature range.
During long term cooling, the fluid temperature in the sump governs the inlet subcooling to
the core and therefore affects the vapor generation rate in the core which is the primary
mechanism for reducing reactor vessel liquid inventory,

R135 IRWST flow resistance is ranked high during the short term phase. The IRWST flow
resistance (in particular, that associated with its discharge line, orifice, valves. and fittings)
is a large portion of the total resistance of the flow loop (from the IRWST, through the
reactor vessel downcomer, core, hot legs, and out ADS to the containment). Therefore this
phenomenon affects the core coolant flow rate. The flow resistance in the IRWST injection
lines afTects behavior of the start ofIRWST injection and subsequent reactor vessel refill
rates. The IRWST injection rate significantly affects the vessel liquid inventory.

R136 ADS condensation (in stages 1,2, and 3 piping and spargers in IRWST) is ranked low
during the short term phase. ADS stages 1,2, and 3 are active during this phase when the
head of the submergence of the ADS spargers under water in the IRWST becomes less than
the differential pressure between the RCS and containment. Wall condensation inside the
ADS stage 1,2, and 3 discharge lines (especially in the regions of these pipes submerged
under water in the IRWST) may affect ADS flow through these pipes. This phenomenon
also may be associated with water hammer events in these pipes.
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Table B 3. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the nhenomena !n Tables B 1 through B.2

Code Ranking Rationale

R137 Upper plenum / upper head noncondensible elYects'are ranked low during the short-terrn
phase. Noncondensib gases (nitrogen expelled into the RCS from the accumulators and
hydrogen emerging from solution due to RCS depressurization) may affect the state of the
Guld passed into the hot legs and out the ADS (see R64 and R138).

R138 Uppe-r plenum two phase luel is ranked low during the short term phase. This level affects
the ADS energy release and mass flow because it determines the condition of the fluid
passed into the hot legs and affects differential pressures in this region.

R139 Containment interior liquid distribution is ranked m :dium during the short term phase.
This distribution of water determines the IRWST and sump levels during this phase.

R140 Containment interior liquid subcooling is ranked low during the short term phase. This
phenomenon affects the temperature of the IRWST fluid that is used as the source of RCS
irdection during this phase. In addition, this phenomenon affe ts the temperature of the
sump fluid that is used as the source of RCS injection during the next phase. ,

n.141 Sump level is ranked medium during the short term phase in anticipation ofits greater
influence during the long term phase.

R142 Accumulator noncondensible effects are ranked low during the long term phase. Expansion
of the nitrogen gas bubble within the accumulator controls the differential pressure between
the accumulator and RCS. and, therefore, the rate at which the temnining nitrogen Dows
from the accumulator into the RCS. The efTects of nitrogen entering the RCS are discussed
separately for each component.

R143 Dreak flow resistance is ranked low during the long term phase. The break flow resistance
controls the break flow but this flow is small as compared with ads 4 flow.

R144 Cold leg stored energy release is ranked low during the long term phase. The rate of stored
energy release from piping walb was judged smaller than the other contributars to the RCS
energy balance.

R145 Core stored energy release is ranked medium during the long term phase. The rate of stored
energy release from non fuel structures in the core region wasjudged smaller than the other
contributors to the RCS energy balance.

R146 Core and downcomer/ lower plenum loop asymmetry effects arc ranked low during the long-
term phase. Asymmetric conditions (pressures, temperatures, flow rates) within and/or
between RCS components may be present. The sources of these asymmetries are the break
location (i.e., it is situated at a single location in the RCS), and the plant configuration (the
pressurizer and pRHR system are connected on one coolant loop while the CMTs are
connected on the other). Downcomer fluid temperature asymmetries may affect fluid
conditions present at the break, and, thereby, significantly alter the distribution of RCS
mass and energy.

Rl47 Downcomer/ lower plenum stored energy release is ranked low during the long term phase.
The rate of stored energy release from vessel walls and system internals wasjudged smaller
than the other contributors to the RCS energy balance. *
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Table 15 3. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the nhenomenn in Tables B i through B 2

Code Ranking Rationale

R148 1RWST interphasic condensation is ranked low during the long term phase. ADS stages 1
2, and 3 discharge RCS Ould into the IRWST through two spargers. He Culd Cowing
through the spargers has a high steam content, nerhaps superheated, at the near atmospheric i

pressure inside the tank.11owever, the IRWS tlu|d is iniually subcooled, so high
interphase condensation rates are anticipated. This phenomenon affects: (1) the manner in
which the IRWST performs the quenching process,(2) the state of the IRWST Culd (that
later is injected into the RCS), and (3) the con'sinment pressure.

R149 Upper plenum entrainment/de entrainment is ranked medium during the long term phase.
The entrainment, de-entrainment, and storage of liquid in the upper plenum regicn affects
the pressure drop and convection of Guld through the hot legs to all ADS stages.

l
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Appendix C - Detcil:d Results, McIn Ste m Line Bre k Without ADS PJRT !
l
!
f

This appendix presents the detailed results of the main steam line break (MSLB) sequence without i

Nstore1e Depressurization System (ADS) activation PIRT. The detailed PIRT results are shown in |4

Tables C 1 and C 2, and the transient description, overall phenomena ranking criteria. and specific ranking !
.

rationaks are shown in Table C.J. The information in Tables C-1 and C.2 is arranged to correspond with
the two phases of the accident scenario. These tables are organized in alphabetical order according to the !

; component name. Within ths listings for each con ponent, the pertinent identified phenomena are arranged |
ty order of ranking. The right sides of these tables contain identifier codes that refer the reader elsewhere

1 in this report for further information: |
.

|
.

TU code labe'ed " Ranking Rationale"(for example,"Rl") leads the reader to a description of the'

logic leading to the ranking of each specific phenomenon; this information is found in Table C 3 in |
;

this appendix.
l

'

The code labeled "Phenemena Description"(for example,"Dl") leads the reader to a general,

4description of each hnomenon; this information is found in Appendix 0. Table G 1.i1

Twc codes are 16eled " Type Geometry"(for example "C1/Gl"). The "C" code leads the reader m j

the phyiio! xecrb and general functions of the compor:ent under discussion; this information is |i 3
found iri Appr.edi . 0, Tab!c G 2. The "G" code leads the reader to more detailed discussion of the

'

'
specific phenome.a associated with each of the components; f.% information is found in
Appendix 0, Table G 3.

'

The " Supporting Evidenci' code (for example, "El") leads the reader to references (geometrical,
experimental, and analytical) that provide background and corroborating information. This

- Information is found in Appendix 0, Table G 4. It is noted that the supporting evidence is currently
*

teing developed in experimental and analytical tasks both inside and outside the PIRT task. Thus,
i the information in this table can be expected to increase as the supportmg tasks are completed. ;

The " Sublevel Phenomena" code (for example,"Sl") leads the reader to a list of contributing !

phenomena affecting the primary phenomenon. The sublevel phenomena information is found in i

Appendix 0, Table G $.

*

a

i

,

,

!

;

!

!

,

;
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z Tchie C-1. FIRT for the initial depressurirtion phase of a MSLB with no single friture.
C
~A

y for codes shown in these columns, See ! stiles:

d C-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5
;c

h Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

t Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometrv Evidence Phenomena

Break Mass flow 11 RI D25 C3/G5 El St

Energy release II R1 D26 C3/GS El S1

Flow resistance L RI D27 C3/G5 El StI
,

| Cold legs Loop asymmetry efTects M RS2 D45 C4/G9 El S9

Stored energy release L RSI D68 C4/G7 El S2 :

Core Core channeling 11 R2 D11 C5 El S55

Flashing M R3 D21 05/G12 El SS

Voiding M R3 D78 C5/G12 El SS4

NoncorAensible :fTects L R4 D50 C5 El S12

, Stered energy release L R51 D68 C5/GII El S2

CMT-to-loop differential density L R5 D17 C6/G13 El S10
{ CMT !

!
'

Noncondensible efTects L R4 D50 C6/G14 El S12

Thermal stratification L R5 D73 C6/G14 El S19

Downcomer/ Loop asymmetry eisects M RS2 D45 C7/Gl6 El S9

1 wer plenum Stored energy release L RSI D68 C7/G15 El S2

Fuel 1ods Core power / decay heat 11 R8 Dl2 C8/G20 El S4

CilF M R7 D15 C8 El S57

1 Boron reactivity feedback L R6 D3 C8 El SS6 |

Moderator temperature feedback L R6 D47 C8 El S58

Stored energy release L RSI D68 C8!G21 El S2

Ilot legs Flashing M R9 D21 C9 El S5 !

Loop asymmetry efTects M RS2 D45 C9/G23 El S9

Voiding M R9 D78 C9/G25 El SS4

Noncondensible cfTects L R4 D50 C9 El S12

Stored energy release L RSI D68 C9/G22 El S2

:
.
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Table C-l. (continued).

For codes shown in these columns. See Tables:
,

C-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublesel

Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

IRWST Pool thermal stratification L RIO DS9 C10/G26 El S19

PRilR Condensation M Ril D9 Cl2/G31 El Sl3

Differential density M RI1 D17 Cl2/G30 El S10

lleat transfer between PRIIR and IRWST M R12 D32 C12/G30 El S28

Noncondensible effects M RII D50 C12/G3I El S12
,

Voiding M Ril D78 Cl2K41 El SS4

Pressurizer Flashing M R13 D21 CI G 23 El S5 |
;.

Level (inventory) M R14 D39 Cl4/G ,3 El S13

i Vapor space behavior M R14 D77 Cl4/G33 El S60 ;

Noncondensible effects L RIS D50 C14 El S12n
0

Pumps Coastdown performance 11 R16 D7 C15/G37 El S14

Flow resistance L R53 D27 C15/G38 El SI5

Steam generator Preferential loop cooldown 11 R18 D61 C16/G40 El S61

(primary) Primary to secondary heat transfer 11 R20 D31 C16/G39 El S53

Thermal driving head M R19 D72 C16/G41 El S59

Voiding (unaffected loop) M R17 D78 C16/G39 El SS4

Noncondensible effects L R21 D50 C16/G39 El S12

I Steam generator Entrainment 11 R22 D20 C16/G42 El S23

(secondary) Flashing (steam generator & feedwater 11 R22 D21 C16/G42 El S5

line)
!

z Level swell & depletion 11 R22 D41 C16/G42 El S7i

C
;o Tube dryout (afTected SG) M R23 D74 C16/G42 El S62
m
9 Steam generator Liquid carry-over 11 R24 D42 C16/G43 El S63

O (separator / ,

h dryer) Q

t



z Table C-1. (continued).
C
M
g For codes shown in these columns. See Tables:

N C-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5
3
g Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

i Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Gemnetry Evidence Phenomena

Upper head / Flashing M R25 D21 C18.G5 El SS

t'pper plenum Flow split (upper plenum) M R47 D28 C18/G46 El S65

Loop asymmetry effects M RS2 D45 Cl8/G46 El S9

Voiding M R25 D78 C18/G45 El SS4

Stored energy release L RSI D68 C18/G47 El S2

Containment Interior to wall heat transfer M R26 D36 C19/G48 El S72

(interior) Passive heat sink M R26 D81 C19/G48 El S67

Condensate transport L R26 DS C19/G48 El S37

Condensation L R26 D9 C19/G48 El SIS

n Liquid distribution L R26 D43 C19/G48 El S38
E Liquid holdup L R26 D44 C19/G48 El S38

Natural convection L R26 D48 C19/G48 El S36

Ncncondensible e.fects L R26 D50 C19/G49 El S12

Noncondensible segregation L R26 D84 C19/G49 El S71

Nonuniform steam / air distribution L R26 D5i C19/G49 El S35

Steam-noncondensible mixing 1, R26 D67 C19/G49 El S35

Containment Exterior to ambient heat transfer L R26 D83 C20/G50 El S70

(exterior)



Table C-2. FIRT for the passive decry hett removcl phase of a MSI.B with no single failure.
,

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables-

C-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel ,

Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena ,

Core Flashing M R30 D21 CNG12 El SS

Voiding M R30 D78 C5/G12 El S54

Channeling L R31 D4 C5 El S55

Flow resistance L R59 D27 CSIG12 El SI1

CMT Level M R33 D39 C6/G14 El SI3

CMT-to-loop differential density L R32 D17 C6/G13 El S10

Flow resistance L RSS D27 C6/G13 El SIl

Noncondensible cfTects L RS6 D50 C6/G14 El S12

Voiding L R28 D78 C6/Gl3 El S$4,

Downcomer/ Flow distribution L R35 D24 C7/G16 El S64n
0. Iower pienum

| Fuel rods Decay heat 11 R8 D12 C8/G20 El S4

Ilot legs Noncondensible effects M R36 D50 C9 El .512

Phase separation in tecs M R36 D56 C9/G24 El S8 |

Voiding M R36 D78 C9/G25 El S54

IRWST Flow & temperature distribution in bundle M R38 D23 C10/G26 El S24

region

Poollevel M R38 D39 C10/G'6 El S25

Pool thermal stratification M R38 DS9 C10/G26 El S19

Interphasic condensation L R57 D37 C10/G?9 El S18

! Pool flow L R57 D57 CIO/G26 El S24
7

PRilR lleat transfer between PRIIR and IRWST 11 R39 D32 Cl2/G30 El S28

o Condensation M R40 D9 Cl2/G31 El SI8

h D:fferential density M R40 D17 Cl2/G30 En S10 ;

@ Flow resistance M RSS D27 Cl2/G30 El StI
h !

.
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z Table C-2- (continued).
C
b For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:
O
8 C-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

a m
' g Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

f- Ccmponent Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena
'

PRilR,' Noncondensible efTects M R40 D50 C12/G31 El S12

Continued
| Voiding M R40 D78 Cl2/G31 El S54*

Pressurizer Level (inventory) M R41 D39 Cl4/G33 El S13 (
Noncondensible efTects M R42 D50 C14 El S12 i

Vapor space behavior M R41 D77 Cl4/G33 El S60

Condensation L R43 D9 Cl4 El SIR

Pumps Flow resistance L RL D27 I Cl5/G38 El SIS

Steam Asymmetric behavior M R45 D85 C16/G40 El S61 i

generators Noncondensible efTects M R46 DS9 C16/G39 El S12

g Primary to secondary heat transfer M R44 Di3 C16/G39 El SS3'

* Tube voiding M R46 D78 C16/G39 El S54 ;.

Secondary level L R61 D63 C16/G39 El S7 |
Secondary pressure L R61 D64 C16/G39 El -S17

Upper head / Flow split (upper plenum) M R47 D28 C18/G46 El S65
apper plenmn Vapor space compression M R60 D77 C18/G45 El S60

Voiding M R60 D78 C18/G45 El SS4 [

Containment Interior to wall heat transfer 11 R50 D86 C19/G48 El S72

(interior) Condensate transport M R48 D8 C19/G48 El S37 |

t
i Coidensation M R48 D9 Cl9/G48 El SIR L

fLiquil distribution M R48 D43 C19/G48 El S38
i

Liquid holdup M R48 D44 C19/G48 El S38 i

Natural convection M R49 D48 C19/G48 El S36

Noncondensible segregation M R49 D84 C19/G49 El S71

Noncondensible effects M R49 D50 C19/G49 El S12

Nonuniform steam / air distribution M R49 D51 C19/G49 El S35
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Table C-2. (continued).

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables-
_

C-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

_ Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Containment Steam-noncondensible mixing M R49 D67 C19/G49 El S35
(interior),

Passive heat sink M R49 DEI C19/G45 El S67continued

Containment Exterior to ambient heat transfer 11 R50 D83 C20!G50 El S70

(exterior) Air flow M R50 D2 C20/G50 El S69

Atmospheric temperature M R50 D2 C20/G50 El S43

Chimney effects M R50 D5 C20!G50 El S41

PCCS evaporation M R50 D52 C20/G50 El S39

PCCS mixture convective heat transfer M R50 D54 C20/G50 El S39

PCCS water flow M R50 D53 C20/G50 El S40

2 PCCS wetting M R50 D55 C20/G50 El S42

Ilumidity - M R50 D36 C20/G50 El S46

Radiation heat transfer M R50 D62 C20/G50 El S45

;
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Table C-3. Transient description and ranking rationale for the htSLB without ADS PlRT

Overall Transient Description and Top-level Ranking Rationale

This sequence is initiated by the double ended rupture of a main steam line inside containment. The
availability only of safety. grade plant systems is assumed.1}e' subsequent plant response is assumed to be
within the design goal of recovery to a long term quasi steady condition that does not require ADS
actuation.

Phase Descriptions and Medium level Ranking Rationales

initial Depressurization l'hase:

Dsarription This phase begins at the time of the pipe break. Both steam generators begin blowing dowa
into the containment. The flow rates through the two sides of the break are restricted by the steam line
flow limiters and are significantly less than those allowed by critical Dow through the full open pipe areas.
A steam line isolation signal is generated (due either to low steam line pressere, high containment pressure,
or low cold leg temperature). This signal results in closure of the main steam isolation valves. hiain steam
isolation valve closure isolates the unsffected steam generator; its blowdown is arrested, and afterward it
scts as a heat source to the reactor coolant system (RCS). Flow from the affected stearn generator into
containment can not be isolated. During blowdown, steam generator secondery fluid Dashes and boils, and
the steam produced swells the boiler mixture level, entrains liquid, and sweeps it through and around the
separators and dryers and out the break, Performances of the separators and dryers degrade as they are
flooded with liquid. Primary to-affected secondary heat transfer is at a high rate and the RCS fluid is
cooled, causing it to shrink, RCS cooling is preferential to the loop containing the affected steam
generator; cold leg temperatures differ markedly between the affected and unaffected loops. Because the
reactor vessel lower plenum is not necessarily well mixed, this thermal asymmetry may persist into the
core, upper plenum, and hot leg regions. The RCS pressure and pressurizer level fall; the reactor vessel
upper head Dashes, if not already generated, a reactor trip signal is generated due to low pressurizer
pressure. Reactor trip causes the core power to be quickly reduced to the decay heat rate, and this power
reduction causes the average RCS temperature to fall faster, the RCS fluid shrinkage rate to increase, and,
therefore, the RCS pressure to fall even more rapidly. Declining core pressures and potentially (due to the
positive reactor kinetic feedback effects of declining RCS Ould temperatures) increasing core power may
cause a departure from nucleate boiling in the core. An S signalis generated due to low pressurizer
pressure, low cold leg temperature, low steam generator pressure, or high containment pressure. The S
signal causes core makeup tank (Ch1T) system actuation, reactor coolant pump trip, and feedwater
isolation. Ch1T actuation also results in passive residual heat removal (PRHR) system activation. Note
that PRHR may be actuated also by low steam generator level signals, and this may occur prior to ChtT
actuation (see Reference 6, Table H 2, for details of the PRHR system actuation logic). The RCS loop
flows decline rapidly from a forced-circulation to natural circulation condition and this reduces the RCS
heat removal rate. Flow through the unaffected loop ceases, since its steam generator now acts as an RCS
heat source. The containment behavior is important because the affected steam generator blowdown
proceeds against the containment pressure. In the containment, the break effluent is mixed with nitrogen,
and steam is condensed from the mixture on the inside of the containment shell. The heat released to the
shell is removed to the atmosphere by evaporation, convection, and ladiation to air on the outside of the,
shelic These processes continue, with the affected secondary inventory and pressure continuously
decreasing, until the blowdown of the affected steam generator has been completed. When the affected

,

s;eam generator secondary has completely dried out, its pressure equilibrates with the containment i

pressure, an event marking the end of this phase,

importar2t paramutrund dominant processes - The steam generator primary to secondary heat transfer i

rate is judged to be the parameter of primary importance because it dominates the RCS cooldown durmg ;

!
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Table C.3. (continu:d),

this phase. Processes important for accurate simulation of this parameter are. break Dow, steam generator
secondary behavior (level sw cll and depletion, liquid carry-over, flashing, entrainment), now through the
RCS loops, and asymmetric loop cooldown.

'

Passive Decay 11 eat Removal Phase:

Descrintion This phase begins when the affected steam generator blowdown is complete. RCS heat
sources are decay heat and reverse heat transfer from the unaffected steam generator. CMT recirculation
acts as a temporary RCS heat removal mechanism, and the PRIIR system acts as the long term heat
removal mechanism. Because the PRiiR system is connected to only one of the loops, behavior during this
phase is dependent upon which loop is assumed to contain the affected steam generator. Natural
circulation driven RCS loop, CMT, and PRilR flows and asymmetries in RCS temperature distributions
are expected. PRiiR heat removal may lead to thermal strati 0 cation in the in containment refueling water
storage tank (IRWST) that would degrade PR11R performance. Reprer:urization and heating of the RCS
coolant tuay occur during this phase. RCS temperatures must rise until they are high enough to allow the
core decay heat to be removed through the PRIIR heat exchanger to the IRWST tark. Because the RCS is
a closed system, RCS Culd heating is accompanied by repressurization,

important r!ntameters and dominant nrecesses The RCS energy distribution is judged to be the parameter
of primary importance because it determines the removal of core decay heat to its ultimate heat sink The
processes important for accurate simulation of this parsmeter are: core, steam generator, PR11R, and
containment shell heat transfer, and loop asymmetry effects.

Detailed Phenomena Rauldng Rntionales

Ranking rationale for the chenomena in Tables C-1 through C-2

Code Ranking Rationale

R1 Dreak mass How and break energy release are ranked high, and break Dow resistance is
ranked low during the initial depressurization phase. For the main steam line break
(MSLD) accident, the break processes are controlled at the flow limiter that effectis ely
limits the size of the break (the flow area of the Dow limiter is sign 10cantly less than that
of the ruptured steam pipe). The mass Dow and energy release control the blowdown of
the affected steam generator secondary system that determines the primary to secondary
heat transfer, the parameter of primary importance during this phase. The flow resistance
is ranted low because the break is controlled by critical flow, not frictional flow, processes
during most of this phase. 'the break will unchoke (and, therefore, its flow resistance will
be of significance) cnly near the end of this phase when the affected secondary pressure
nears that in the containment.

R2 Core channeling is ranked high during the initial depressurization phase. Fluid
mixing / channeling processes within the core directly affect the hot leg Guld temperatures.
A large temperature asymmetry exists between the cold legs on the two RCS loops, and it
may survive to the core exit. This asymmetry causes the hot leg Guid temperatures to be
different. These temperatures are the sources for steam generator primary-to secondary
heat transfer, the parameter of primary importance during this phase.

R3 Flashing and voiding in the core are ranked medium during the initial depressurization
phase. These phenomena affect the RCS pressure response (which has some influence on
the steam generator primary to secondary heat transfer). They also affect the distribution

of Guld in the RCS (also see R9).
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Table C-3. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the chenomena in Tables C-1 throuch C 2

Ccde Ranking Rationale

R4 Noncondersible effects (due to hydrogen evolving from solution during RCSt

depressurization) in the core, CMT, and hot legs are ranked low during the initial
depressurization phase. Voiding from, and transport of, this hydrogen may influence
steam generatoc primary-to-secondary heat tr msfer, PRHR system heat transfer, and CMT
recirculation. In all three cases, noncondensible gasses collected at the tops of piping

networks may interrupt flow through the networks (also see R21).

RS CMT-to-loop differential density and CMT thermal stratification are ranked low durmg the
initial depressurization phase. CMT cooling of the RCS is small compared with the
affected steam generator primary to-secondary heat transfer. These phenomena are
introduced here because they influence the fluid conditions within the CMTs and the CMT
recirculation rate. CMT thermal stratitication established during this phase is important
during the next phase when flashing in the PBL or CMT can interrupt CMT recirculation.

R6 Boron and moderator-temperature reactivity feedback are ranked low in the fuel rod
component during the initial depresst.rization phase. A return to a critical reactor
condition is a general concern during the severe RCS fluid overcooling encountered in
MSLB accidents. Negative reactivity is iratroduceo by scram rod insertion (at the time of
reactor trip) and boron addition to the RCS from the CMTs (after they are activated at the
time of the S signal). Positive reactivity is introduced by moderator temperature feedback
due to the declining RCS fluid temperatures. Assuming all scram rods are inserted, a
return to a critical core condition is not expected; these phenomena were included only to

highlight their importance should this assumption later be changed.

R7 Fuel rod critical heat flux is ranked medium during the initial depressurization phase. The

pctential for a return to a critical core condition is described in R6. This potential, coupled
with declining RCS pressure (caused by RCS fluid shrinkage effects), provides the
possibility for a fuel rod heat-up due to departure from pucleate boiling. The medium
ranking was assigned due to the safety-significance of any such fuel rod heat up.

R8 Fuel rod core power / decay heat is ranked high during the initial depressurization and
passive decay heat removal phases. This phenomenon is ranked high because: (1) it is a
major heat source in the RCS energy balance and (2) therr is a potential for a return to a
critical core condition (see R6 and R7).

R9 Flashing and voiding in the iiot legs are ranked medium during the initial depressurization
phase. These phenomena affect the natural circulation driving heads of the RCS and'

PRHR system loops, and, thereby, the steam generator and PRHR heat transfer rates. The
natural circulation loop driving heads are enhanced when void is passed from the from hot
legs into the steam r,enerators and PRHR system (also see R3).

RIO IRWST pool thermal stratification is ranked low during the initial depressurization phase.
This phenomenon affects PRHR to-IRWST heat transfer (that is ranked medium, see

R12).

_ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ .



Tcble C-3. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the chenomena in Tables C-1 through C-2

Code Ranking Rationale

R11 Condensation, differential density, noncondensible effects, and voiling in the PRHR are
ranked medium during the initial depressurization phase. The convective thermal
resistance on the inside surface of the PRHR tubes is sensitive to (among other things) the
presence or absence of the condensation process. This sensitivity affects the PRHR heat
transfer. The other three phenomena affect the flow through the primary side of the
PRHR heat exchanger flow as follows: the differential density (i.e., the difference in
density between the fluid in the inflow and outflow sides of the PRHR system piping) is
the driving force for flow through the primary side of the PRHR system. Noncondensible
effects (hydrogen, see R4) can alter the heat transfer processes on the inside of the tubes.
In addition, if large volumes of noncondensible gas accumulate at the high point of the
PRHR inlet line (its configuration includes an inverted trap), the path for flow through the
PRHR heat exchanger may be blocked by localized voiding in the inlet line.

R12 Heat transfer between the PRHR and IRWST is ranked medium during the initial
depressurization phase. This phenomenon atTects the RCS cooldown in a manner similar
to primary to-affected steam generator heat transfer (that is ranked high, see R20), but
during this phase, the magnitude of the heat removal to the PRHR wasjudged to be
smaller then that to the affected steam generator.

R13 Flashing in the pressurizer is ranked medium during the initial depressurization phase.
During RCS depressurization, this flashing adds steam volume to the RCS that slows its
depressurization. The RCS pressure response affects the fuel rod critical heat flux during
this phase (see R6 and R7), in addition, this phenomenon affects the distribution of the

RCS mass (the distribution is altered as fluids in various locations flash at different times).

R14 Pressurizer level and vapor space (expansion) behavior are ranked medium during the
initial depressurization phase. For a given RCS cooldown rate, these two phenomena,
along with flashing, determine the RCS pressure response (see R13 for the significance of
this effect). Similar behavior exists in the reactor vessel upper head (see R25).

Rl5 Noncondensible effects in the pressurizer are ranked low during the initial |
depressurization phase. Hydrogen gas will evolve from solution during the l

depressurization of the RCS, Accumulations of hydrogen in the pressurizer affect the )
species of the gas in the pressurizer bubble. However, this effect wasjudged to have less
impact on the RCS pressure response than do the effects described in R13 and R14.

R16 Reactor coolant pump coastdown performance is ranked high dur' 3 the initial
depressurization phase. This phenomenon affects both steam generator primary-to- i

secondary and PRHR heat transfer through its influence on tube inner-surface convective
heat transfer coefficients.

Rl7 Voiding in the primary side of the steam generator u-tubes is ranked medium during the
initial depressurization phase. This ranking refers to the tubes of the unaffected steam |

igenerator. During this phase, heat removal to the affected steam generator cools the RCS
fluid below the temperature of the unaffected steam generator secondary system. ;

Following reactor coolant pump coastdown, the flow through both RCS loops is due to
natural circulation. Heat flowing from the unaffected steam generator secondary into the
RCS fluid inside the u-tubes can boil this fluid and void the insides of the tubes. This
voiding is significant because it blocks the path for further natural circulation flow through
the unaffected steam generator u tubes. SufTicient tube voiding, therefore, thermally
decouples the unaffected steam generator from the RCS. l
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Tchle C 3. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the nhenomena in Tables C-1 through C-2

Code Ranking Rationale !

R18 Preferential RCS loop couldown (listed in the steam generator primary component) is ,

ranked high during the initial depressurization phase. The asymmetries in cold leg l
temperatures caused by cooling to the affected steam generator and heating from the l

unaffected steam generator inDuence the entire RCS cooldown process. If the
asymmetries survive to the core inlet (i.e., fluid mixing in the reactor vessel downcomer is
not complete), they may impact core criticality (see R6 and R7). If the asymmetries
further survive to the core outlet, they cause the hot leg temperatures will be different, and
this affects the heat transfer behavior of both steam generators.

R19 Steam generator primary side thermal driving head is ranked medium during the initial
depressurization phase. This phenomenon refers to the potential to drive natural
circulation flow through the RCS loops that is created by the density difference between
the Duids in the vertical sections of the steam generator u tubes, steam generator plena, hot
legs, reactor vessel downcomer, core, and upper plenum regions. Natural circulation loop
flow is responsible for core and steam generator heat transfer following coastdown of the
primary coolant pumps.

R20 Steam generator primary-to-secondary heat transfer is ranked high during the initial
depressurization phase. This phenomenon is the parameter of primary importance during
this phase.

R21 Noncondensible effects in the steam generator primary system are ranked low during the
initial depressurization phase (see R4). It is believed that the affected RCS loop natural
circulation flow will be sufficiently high to preclude significant hydrogen accumulation in
the U tubes during this phase.

R22 Entrainment, flashing, and level swell ud depletion in the steam generator secondary are
all ranked high during the initial depressurization phase. These phenomena determine the
convective thermal resistance and sink temperature on the outer surfaces of the affected
steam generator u-tubes and, therefore, directly affect primary-to-secondary heat transfer.

R2? Tube dryout (on the outer u tube surfaces) in the affected steam generator secondary is
ranked medium during the initial depressurization phase. This phenomenon influences
primary-to-secondary heat transfer because it can reduce the affected steam generator tube
area that can effectively semove heat (to be effective, the outer surface must be wetted).

R24 Liquid carry-over in the steam generator separators and dryers is ranked high during the
initial depressurization phase. Secondary-side liquid mass that is entrained through or
around the separators and dryers by steam flow is lost out the break into the containment.
Liquid lost in this manner is not available to remove heat from the RCS. Therefore, this
phenomenon has significant influence on the affected steam generator primary-to-
secondary heat transfer,

R25 Flashing and voidin;; in the upper head / upper plenum are ranked medium during the initial
depressurization phase. The rationale for the upper plenum region ranking is similar to
that given for the core and hot legs in R3 and R9. The rationale for the upper head region
ranking is similar to that given for the pressurizer in R13 and R14.
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Tabla C-3. (continued).

Egnking rationale for the_ phenomena in Tables C-1 through C-2

Code Ranking Rationale

R26 Two phenomena are mnked medium and nine phenomena are ranked low in the
containment interior during the initial depressurization phase. For this MSLB accident,
ADS is not activated and the containment interior is important to the plant response only
because the break discharges into the containment and this affects PRHR heat removal to
the IRWST The low ranked phenomena werejudged to have minimalinfluence on RCS
behavior, especially prior to flow limiter (break) unchoking that occurs very late during
this phase. Interior-to-wall heat transfer and passive heat sink are ranked medium to
indicate the significance of storing energy in the containment shell and internal structures
during this phase (when the temperature differences between the conta:nment atmosphere
and these stmetures are the greatest).

R27 The containment exterior-to-ambient heat transfer is ranked low during the initial
depressurization phase. This pheno.menon has only a small influence on RCS behavior
(through its effect on PRHR system heat removal, see R26) prior to flow limiter (break)
unchoking and only a moderate influence afterward.

R28 Volding in the CMT is ranked low during the passive residual heat removal phase.
Sufficient voiding in the CMT or its inlet line (the PBL) leads to disruption of CMT
recirculation. For sequences leading to ADS actuation, this disruption is an important
event. However, one of the assumptions of this MSLB accident scenario is that the
subsequent CMT draining is inadequate to initiate ADS. Therefore, disruption of CMT
recirculation is only significant in this scenario for its minor effect on the RCS energy
balance.

R29 Not used.

R30 Flashing and voiding in the core are ranked medium i.uring the passive residual heat
removal phase. These phenomena affect the condition of the fluid passed to the hot legs
and PRHR system. Therefore, they affect PRHR system natural circulation and heat
transfer and the RCS energy balance.

R31 Core flow channeling is ranked low during the passive heat removal phase. This
phenomenon is of reduced significance in this phase as compared with the previous phase.
Here, the blowdown of the affected steam generator (that was a major cause of asymmetric
loop conditions) has been completed. A retum to a critical core is of less concern during
this phase than during the first phase due to RCS boration from CMT recirculation and
increasing RCS temperatures. However, the PRHR system that removes core decay heat
to the IRWST is connected to only one loop. Because the temperature of fluid leaving the
PRHR system will be very cold, extreme asymmetries in the cold leg temperatures may
exist, if there is limited mixing in the downcomer and lower plenum (sce R35), and if the
core flow is channeled rather than well-mixed, then these asymmetries can survive into the

hot legs. Temperature asymmetry in the hot leg affects the fluid entering the PRHR
system, and, thereby, its heat removal.

R32 CMT-to-loop differential density is ranked low during the passive decay heat removal
phase. During the portion of this phase when the CMTs are recirculating, this
phenomenon detennines the recirculation rate. If recirculation is lost (see R28), then this
phenomenon affects the balance between levels in the CMT and PBL, and this is of
significance because ADS actuation (that is assumed not to occur here) is based upon
attaining a CMT low-level setpoint.
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Tchle C-3. (continu:d).

Rankine rationale for the ohenomena in Tables C-1 throuch C-2

Code Ranking Rationale

R% The CMT level is ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal phase. This
MSLD accident scenario assumes the CMT level will not fall to the low level setpoint that
initiates ADS. This phenomenon is included here only to assure that the appropriateness
of that assumption is considered.

R34 Not used.

R35 Flow distribution in the downcomer/ lower plenum is ranked low during the passive decay
heat removal phase. The rationale for this ranking is the same as described for core
channeling during this phase (see R31).

P

R36 Voiding, phase separation in tees, and noncondensible effects in the hot legs are ranked
medium during the passive decay heat removal phase. These phenomena all affect the
PRHR to-IRWST heat transfer because they influence the condition of fluid entering the
PRHR system. The PRHR system inlet is connected to the ADE stage 4 line that leaves
the top of one hot leg. If that hot leg voids, then steam may be passed into to the PRHR
system. If noncondensible gas (hydrogen, see R4) is present in the het leg and is passed
into the PRHR system, then the PRHR system performance may be degraded or terminated

(see RI1).

R37 Not used.

R38 in the IRWST, flow and temperature distributions in the PRHR bundle region, pool
thermal stratification, and pool level are ranked medium during the pass;ve decay heat
removal phase. These phenomena affect the PRHR to !RWST heat transfer that is ranked
high (see R39). Flow and temperature distribution in the PRHR bundle region and pool
thermal stratification affect the locat sink temperature and convective therma' :sistance on
the outer surfaces of the PRHR tubes. The IRWST pool level determines th. 'RHR tube
effective heat transfer area; only tube regions below the pool level will efficiently transfer
heat. The pool level response during this accident has not yet been established: The
IRWST pool inventory is depleted by boil-off to the containment and is replenished by
condensate from the containment shell. A significant fraction of the total PRHR heat
transfer area resides in the upper horizontal region of the tube bundle, and this region is
only slightly submerged below the pool level present at the time the MSLB occurs.
However, the MSLB discharged virtually all of the contents of one steam generator
secondary into the containment during the previous phase. A substantial return of
condensate from the containment shell to the IRWST is therefore expected, and, therefore,
during this phase, the IRWST may be filled to the point of overflowing.

R39 Heat transfer between the PRHR and the IRWST is ranked high during the passive heat
removal phase. PRHR heat transfer represents the only continuous means by which the
core decay power is removed from the RCS during this phase.
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Tchte C-3. (continu:d).

Rankint rationale for the nhenomena in Tables C-1 throuch C-2

Code Ranking Rationale

R40 In the PRHR component, condensation, differential density, voiding, and noncondensible
effects are ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal phase. The convective
thermal resistance on the inside sur.' ice of the PRHR tubes is sensitive to (among other

things) the presence or absence of the condensation process. This sensitivity affects the
PRHR heat transfer. The other three phenomena affect the flow through the primary side
of the PRHR heat exchanger as follows: the differential density (i.e., the difference in
density between the Guid in the inflow and outflow sides of the PRHR system piping) is

.

the driving force for flow through the primary side of the PRHR system. Noncondensible
effects (hydrogen, see R4) can alter the heat transfer processes on the inside of the tubes.
In addition, if large volumes of noncondensible gas accumulate at the high point of the
PRHR inlet line (its cor. figuration includes an inverted trap), the path for flow through the
PRHR heat exchanger may be blockea by localized voiding in the inlet line.

R41 Pressurizer level and vapor space (compression) behavior are ranked medium during the
passive decay heat removal phase. During this phase, the RCS cooldown is reversed and
the RCS is heated to the extent necessary so that the PRHR system may remove the core
decay power. The pressurizer level increases, and the vapor bubble within the pressurizer
is compressed. During this phase, the RCS pressure is determined by the behavior of the
pressurizer bubble, along with any bubble present in the reactor vessel upper head (see

R60).

R42 Noncondensible effects in the pressunzer are ranked medium during the passive decay
heat removal phase. The composition of the gas in the pressurizer bubble that controls
RCS pressure during this phase (see R41) is steam and hydrogen (see R4). The gas bubble
expansion and contraction characteristics are affected by the gas composition.

R43 Condensation in the pressurizer is ranked low during the passive decay heat removal
phase, This condensation influences the RCS pressure through its effect on the mass and
composition of the pressurizer gas bubble (see R42). Both wall and interphase
condensation remove steam from the bubble,

R44 Steam generator primary to-secondary heat transfer is ranked medium during the passive
decay heat removal phase. The affected steam generator secondary system blew down and
dried out during the prior phase. However, heat exchange between the RCS and
unaffected steam generator remains a contributor to the RCS energy balance. The
unaffected steam generator may act as an RCS heat source or sink, depending upon the
relationship between the RCS and unaffected steam generator temperatures. During the
prior phase, the unaffected steam generator experienced a partial blowdown; however, the
full blowdown of the affected steam generator cooled the RCS below the temperature of
the unaffected steam generator secondary. During this phase, the RCS is heated to the
temperature needed to remove the core decay power through the PRHR system to the
IRWST. If this temperature is below that of the fluid in the unaffected steam generator,
then that generator acts as a heat source to the RCS. In this case, the PRHR system must
therefore remove both the core decay heat and any heat added to the RCS from the
unaffected steam generator. Whenever this equilibrium temperature is above the

. temperature of the water in the unaffected steam generator secondary, that generator acts
as an RCS heat sink.

,
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Tcble C 3 (continu:d).

Rankinc rationale for the ohenomena in Tables C-1 throuch C 2

Code Ranking Rationale

R45 Steam generator asymmetric behavior is ranked medium during the passive decay heat
removal phase. This asymmetry arises because the affected generator blowdown has been
completed, its secondary system has dried out, and there is only limited potential for heat
transfer between the RCS and this generator. On the other hand, the unaffected steam
generstor may continue to exchange heat with the RCS (see R44) during this phase. This
thermal asymmetry, coupled with the asymmetry of the PRHR system configuration (it isj

connected to only one of the two coolant loops), provides the potential for fluids of
different temperature to enter the PRHR system. This behavior depends upon (among
other things) which steam generator is assumed to have been connected to the broken<

steam line. The PRHR to-IRWST heat transfer is directly affected by the temperature of
the Guid entering the PRHR system.

R46 Voiding and noncondensible effects inside the unaffected steam generator u-tubes are
ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal phase. These phenomena provide a
potential to interrupt unaffected RCS loop natural circulation now and heat exchange with
the unaffected steam generator. Here, noncondensible effects refer to hydrogen (see R4),
while voiding refers to the possible accumulation of hydrogen at the tops of the u tube
bends in a volume sufficient to block the Dow path through the tubes. Voiding also can be
caused by boiling of water inside the u-tubes due to heat addition through the tubes
(similar to the rationale provided for the previous phase in R17).

R47 Flow split in the upper plenum is ranked medium during the initial depressurization and
passive decay heat removal phases. In the first phase, this How split affects heat removal
to the affected steam generator because it determines the Dow through the primary side of
that steam generator. In the second phase, this now split affects heat removal / addition
to/from the unaffected steam generator (see R44 and R45) for the same reason.

R48 Condensate transport, condensation, liquid distribution, and liquid holdup in the
containment interior are ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal phase.
These phenomena affect PRHR to-IRWST heat transfer (ranked high, see R39) through
their in0uence on the IRWST pool level (see R38).

R49 Natural convection, noncondensible segregation, noncondensible effects, nonuniform
steam! air distribution, steam noncondensible mixing, and passive heat sink in the
containment interior are ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal phase.
These phenomena affect heat transfer processes on the inside surface of the containment
shell(interior-to wall heat transfer is ranked high, see R50).

R50 The containment interior-to-wall and exterior-to ambient heat transfer are ranked high
during the passive decay heat removal phase. When combined, these phenomena
represent the removal of the reactor decay power across the containment shell to its
ultimate heat sink. Nine other containment-exterior phenomena are ranked medium during
the passive decay heat removal phase. These phenomena control the heat transfer
processes on the containment shell exterior.

i

I
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Table C-3. (continued).

Rankinc rationale for the ohenomena in Tables C-1 throuch C 2

Code Ranking Rationale

R$1 Stored energy release in the cold legs, core (non fuel structures), downcomer/ lower
plenum, fuel rods, hot legs, and upper head / upper plenum is ranked low during the initial
depressurization phase. This phenomenon represents the removal, to the RCS fluid, of '
heat stored in the piping walls and other structures during normal reactor operation. The
low ranking indicates this phenomenon has a smaller influence on the RCS energy balance
than do the other contributors to that balance: core decay power (as distinguished from
release of the initial fuel stored energy), steam generator heat transfer, and the PRHR-to-
IRWST heat transfer.

RS2 Loop asymmetry effects in the cold legs, downcomer/ lower plenum, hot legs, and upper
plenum are ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal phase. The rationales
for these rankings are the same as described in R45 and R47.

RS3 Flow resistance in the reactor coolant pumps is ranked low during both the initial
depressurization and passive decay heat removal phases. Following the pump coastdown,
the locked-rotor resistance of the pump is a significant portion of the total flow resistance
through the RCS loops. Therefore, this resistance affects the RCS coolant loop natural
circulation flow rates and, thereby, heat exchange between the RCS and the affected and
unaffected steam generators. This flow resistance is also present in the PRHR system flow
loop; however, total resistance through this flow loop is instead dominated in the PRHR
piping and heat exchanger.

RS4 Not used.

RSS In the CMT component, flow resistance is ranked low during the passive decay heat
removal phase. This flow resistance is dominated in the CMT discharge lines, that include
both orifices and check valves. This phenomenon influences the RCS energy balance
through its effect on the CMT recirculation rate. If CMT recirculation is interrupted (see
R28), this phenomenon also limits the rate at which the CMT may drain.

RS6 In the CMT component, noncondensible effects are ranked low during the passive decay
heat removal phase. Accumulation of noncondensible gas (hydrogen, see R4) at the top of
a PDL (the CMT inlet line) is one mechanism by which voiding may interrupt CMT

recirculation (see R28).

R57 Interphase condensation and pool flow in the IRWST are ranked low during the passive
decay heat removal phase. These phenomena affect PRHR-to-IRWST heat transfer
through their influences on the flow and temperature distributions in the PRHR bundle
region (this phenomenon is ranked medium, see R38).

.R58 The PRHR flow resistance is ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal phase.
The flow resistance through the entire PRHR primary system cooling loop is dominated by
components within the PRHR system itself(piping, fittings, and heat exchanger), and not
in the associated RCS components (see RS3). The PRHR flow resistance determines the .

"

PRHR system natural circulation flow rate and, thereby, affects PRHR-to-IRWST heat
transfer (by influencing the tube inner surface convective thermal resistance).,

R59 - The core flow resistance is ranked low during the passive residual heat removal phase.
This phenomenon affects PRHR-to-IRWST heat transfer through its influence on the
PRHR system natural circulation flow rate. However this influence is less than that of the
PRHR system flow resistance (see R53 and R58).
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Tchle C-3. (continued).

; Rankine rationale for the obenomena in Tables C-1 throuch C-2

Code Ranking Rationale

R60 Voiding and vapor space compression in the upper head / upper plenum component are
ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal phase. Both of these phenomena
affect the RCS pressure response. The upper head region flashed and voided during the i

previous phase. During this phase, the vapor bubble is compressed, as the RCS is heated
'

and pressurized in a manner similar to the bubble in the pressurizer (see R41). In addition,
if the upper plenum region is voided, then void will enter the hot legs from where it can
affect both steam generator and PRHR system heat transfer (see R36, R44, R46, and R47).

R61 Steam generator secondary level and pressure are ranked low during the passive decay heat
removal phase. During the prior phase, a portion of the unaffected steam generator
inventory was lost out the break. This loss was terminated when the main steam isolation
valves closed. A low level in the unaffected steam generator can influence the heat
transfer between it and the RCS (see R44) because it may reduce the effective tube heat
transfer area. The unaffected steam generator secondary pressure also affects this heat
transfer through its influence on the secondary systern saturation temperature.

NUREG/CR-6541 C-18
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Appendix D - Detailed Results, Main Steam Line Break With ADS PIRT

This appendix presents the detailed ruults of the main steam line break (MSLB) with Automatic
Depressurization System (ADS) activation PIRT. The detailed PIRT results are shown in Tables D-1
through D-5, and the transient description, overall phenomena ranking criteria, and specific ranking
rationales are shown in Table D-6, The information in Tables D-1 through D-5 is arranged to correspond
with the Ove phases of the accident scenario. These tables are organized in alphabetical order according to
the component name. Within the !istings for each component, the pertinent identified phenomena are
arranged by order of ranking. The right sides of these taUes contain identiner codes that refer the reader
elsewhere in this report for further information:

The ccde labeled " Ranking Rationale"(for example,"Rl") leads the reader to a description of the
logic leading to the ranking of each specific phenomenon; this information is found in Table D-6
in this appendix.

The code labeled " Phenomena Description"(for example, "Dl") leads the reader to a general
description of each' phenomenon; this information is found in Appendix G, Table G-1.

Two codes are labeled " Type Geometry"(for example "Cl/Gl"). The "C" code leads the reader
to the physical geometries and general functions of the component under discussion; this
information is found in Appendix G Table G-2. The "G" code leads the reader to more detailed
discussion of the specific phenomena associated with each of the components; this information is
found in Appendix G, Table G-3.

The " Supporting Evidence" code (for example,"El") leads the reader to references (geometrical,
experimental, and analytical) that provide background and corroborating information. This
information is found in Appendix G, Table G-4. It is noted that the supporting evidence is
currently being developed in experimental and analytical tasks both inside and outside the PIRT
task. Thus, the ic. formation in this table can be expected to increase as the supporting tasks are
completed.

The " Sublevel Phenomena" code (for example, "Sl") leads the reader to a list of contributing
phenomena affecting the primary phenoraenon. The sublevel phenomena information is found in
Appendix G, Table G-5.
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Tchte D-1. PIRT for the initial depressuriction pluse of a MSLB with single failure leading to ADS.y

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:
.

N D-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5
W

h Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

t Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Break Mass flow Il R1 D25 C3/G5 El S1-

Energy release 11 R1 D26 C3/G5 El SI

Flow resistance L RI D27 C3/G5 El SI1

Cold legs Loop asymmetry effects M R104 D45 C4/G9 El S9

Stored energy release L R103 D68 C4/G7 El S2

Core Core channeling 11 R2 D11 C5 El S55

Flashing M R3 D21 C5/G12 El SS

Voiding M R3 D78 C5/G12 El S54

Noncondensible effects L R4 D50 C5 El S12

Stored energy release L R103 D68 C5/GI1 El S2
'

{ CMT CMT-to-loop differential density L R5 D17 C6/G13 El S10

Noncondensible effects L R4 D50 C6/Gl4 El S12

Thermal stratification L R5 D73 C6/G14 El Sl9

Downcomer/ Loop asymmetry effects M R104 D45 C7/G16 El S9

lower plenum Stored energy release L R103 D68 C7/G15 El S2

Fuel rods Core power / decay heat II R8 D12 C8/G20 El S4

CIIF M R6 D3 C8 El S56

Boron reactivity feedback M R7 D15 C8 El S57

Moderator temperature feedback M R6 D47 C8 El S58

Stored energy release L R103 D68 C8/G21 El S2

Ilot legs Flashing M R9 D21 C9 El SS

Loop asymmetry effects M R104 D45 C9/G23 El S9

Voiding M R9 D78 C9/G25 El S54

Noncondensible effects L R4 D50 C9 El S12

Stored energy release L R103 D68 C9/G22 El S2
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Tchie D-1. (continued).

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

D-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence lhenomena

IRWST Pool thermal stratification L RIO DS9 C10/G26 El S19

PRIIR Condensation M Ril D9 Cl2/G31 El SIS

Differential density M RI1 D17 C12/G30 El S10

lleat transfer between PRIIR and IPWST M R12 DT C12/G30 El S28

Noncondensible efTects M RI1 D50 Cl2/G31 El S12

Voiding M RI1 D78 C12/G31 El S54

Pressurizer Flashing M R13 D21 Cl4/G33 El SS

Level (inventory) M R14 D39 Cl4/G33 El S13

Vapor space behavior M R14 D77 Cl4/G33 El S60

Noncondensible effects L R15 D50 Cl4 El S12g
Pumps Coastdown performance 11 R16 D7 C15/G37 El S14'"

Flow resistaace L R105 D27 C15/G38 El SIS

Steam generator Preferentialloop cooldown 11 1 RIS D61 C16/G40 El - S61

(primary) Primary to secondary heat transfer 11 R20 D31 C16/G39 El S53

Thermal driving head M R19 D72 C16/G41 El S59

Voiding (unaffected loop) M kl7 D78 C16/G39 El S54

Noncondensible effects L R21 D50 C16/G39 El S12

Steam generator Entrainment 11 R22 D20 C16/G42 El S23

(secondary) Flashing (steam generator & feedwater 11 R22 D21 C16/G42 El S5

line)

-z Level swell & depletion 11 R22 D41 C16/G42 El S7

Tube dryout (affected SG) M R23 D74 C16/G42 El S62

9 ' Steam generator Liquid carry-over 11 R24 D42 C16/G43 El S63

9 (separator /
h, Jryer)
t

.



y Tchie D-1. (continued).
d
W'g For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

N D-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5
W
g Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel
t Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Upper head / Flashing M R25 D21 Cl8/G45 El SS

.
upper plenum Flow split (upper plenum) M R47 D28 C18/G46 El S65

Loop asymmetry effects M R104 D45 C18/G46 El S9

Voiding M R25 D78 C18/G45 El S54

Stored energy release L R103 D68 C18/G47 El S2

C utainment Interior to wall heat transfer M R26 D86 C19/G48 El S72
(interior) Passive heat sink M R26 DRI C19/G48 El S67

Condensate transport L R26 D8 Cl9/G48 El S37

Condensation L R26 D9 C19/G48 El SIS

Liquid distribution L R26 D43 C19/G48 El S38

{ Liquid holdup L R26 D44 C19/G48 El S38

Natural convection L R26 D48 C19/G48 El S36

Noncondensible effects L R26 D50 C19/G49 El Sl2
Noncondensible segregation L R26 D84 C19/G49 El S71

. Nonuniform steam / air distribution L R26 D51 C19/G49 El S35

Steam-noncondensible mixing L R26 D67 Cl9/G49 El S35

Containment Exterior to ambient heat transfer L R27 D83 C20/G50 El S70
(exterior)

__ - _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _



Table D-2. PIRT for the passive decay hett remov:1 phase of a MSLB with single fiilure leading to ADS.

For codes shown in these columns, See Tabis:

D-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel
Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometrv Evidence Phenon.cna

Core Flashing M R30 D21 C5/G12 El SS

Voiding M R30 D78 C5/G12 El SS4

Channeling L R31 D4 C5 El S55

Flow resistance L R107 D27 C5/G12 El Sii

Noncondensible effects L R32 D50 C5 El S12
'

CMT CMT-to-loop differential density M R33 D17 C6/G13 El S10

Thermal stratification M R33 D73 C6/G14 El S19
'

Voiding M R28 D78 C6/G13 El SS4

Flow resistance L R108 D27 C6/G13 El Sil

Noncondensible effects L R32 D50 C6/G14 El S12p
" Downcomer/ Flow distribution L R35 D24 C7/G16 El S64

lower plenum

Fuctrods Decay heat H R8 D12 C8/G20 El S4

Ilot legs Voiding M R36 D78 C9/G25 El S54

Noncondensible effects M R36 D50 C9 El S12

Phase separation in tees M R36 D56 C0/G24 El S8

IRWST Flow & temperature distribution in bundle M R38 D23 C10/G26 El S24
region

Pool level M R38 D39 C10/G26 El S25

Pool thermal stratification M R38 D59 C10/G26 El S19

Interphasic condensation L R109 D37 C10/G29 El S187
% Pool flow L R109 D57 C10/G26 El S24

h Pressurizer Level (inventory) M R41 D39 Cl4/G33 El S13

O Noncondensible effects M R42 D50 C14 El S12

Vapor space behavior M R41 D77 C14/G33 El S60

--



z' Tabit- D-2. (continued).
C
W
g For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

N D-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5
m
h Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

i Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometrv Evidence Phenomena <

PRi!R lleat transfer between PRIIR and IRWST 11 R39 D32 ' C12/G30 El S28

Differential density M R40 Dl7 Cl2/G30 El S10-

Flow resistance M R110 D27 Cl2/G30 El Sit

Noncondensible effects M R40 D50 Cl2/G31 El S12

Voiding M R40 D78 C12/G31 El S54

| Pumps Flow resistarce L R105 D27 C15/G38 El SIS
-

Steam Asymmetric behavior M R45 D85 C16/G40 El S61

generators Noncondensible effects M R59 D50 C16/G39 El S12

Primary to secondary heat transfer M R43 D33 C16/G39 El S53

Tube voiding M R58 D78 C16/G39 El S54

O Secondary level L R44 D63 C16/G39 El S7

Secondary pressure L R44 D64 C16/G39 El S17

Upper head / Flow split (upper plenum) M R47 D28 Cl8/G46 El S65
upper plenum Voiding M R46 D78 Cl8/G45 El S54

Containment Condensate transport L R48 D8 C19/G48 El S37
(inierior) Condensation L R48 D9 C19/G48 El SIS

Interior to wall heat transfer L R48 D86 C19/G48 El S72

Liquid distribution L R48 D43 C19/G48 El S38

Liquid holdup L R48 D44 C19/G48 El S38

Natural convection L R48 D48 Cl9/G48 El S36

Noncondensible effects L R48 D50 Cl9/G49 El S12

Noncondensible segregation L R48 D84 C19/G49 El S71

Nonuniform steam / air distribution L R48 D51 Cl9/G49 El S35

-_ __ _ _ _ _ .
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: Table D-2. . (continued).-

! For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

' D-6 ' G-1 ' G-2/G-3 G-4 ' G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type. . Supporting . - SublevelJ
I- Component Phenomena -- Rank- Rationale Descripdon Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Containment ~ Passive heat sink L 'R48 . D81 : C19/G48 ' : El . S67. '

(interior), .
continued . Steam-noncondensible mixing . -L- R48 D67 C19/G49 El : S35

;. .

Containment Exterior to s.mbient heat transfer ' 'L' R27- D83 - C20/G50 El 'S70.
(exterior)

'

r

. g-
u

. *

-b

h
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!
Tchte D-3. PIRT for the CMT draining-to-ADS actuation pfese of a MSLB with single fiilure leading to ADS.

: For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

d D-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5
:c
h Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

t Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometrv Evidence Phenomena

| Cold legs Loop asymmetry effects M R50 D45 C4/G9 El S9

Core Flow resistance L R107 D27 C5/G12 El SIl

! CMT Level 11 R52 D39 C6/G14 El 313

; Condensation L R53 D9 C6/G14 El S18

Flow resistance L R53 D27 C6/G13 El SI1

Thermal stratification L RS3 D73 C6/Gl4 El Sl9

Downcomer/ Flow distribution L R54 D24 C7/G16 El S64

lower pleaum

pelrods Decay heat 11 R8 D12 CE/G20 El S4

flot legs llorizontal fluid stratification M R55 D35 C9/G25 El S33

p Flashing L R55 D21 C9 El SS

Phase separation in tees L R55 D56 C9/G24 El S8

Stored energy release L R5! D68 C9/G22 El S2

IRWST Flow & temperature distribution in PRilR M R38 D23 C10/G26 El S24
bundle region

Pool level M R38 D39 C10/G26 El S25

Pool thermal stratification M R38 D59 C10/G26 El Sl9

Interphasic condensation L R109 D37 C10/G29 El S18

Pool flow L R109 D57 C10/G26 El S24

PRIIR lieat transfer between PRIIR and IRWST 11 R39 D32 Cl2/G30 El S28

Differential density M R40 D17 Cl2/G30 El SIO

Flow resistance M R110 D27 Cl2/G30 El Sii

Noncondensible effects M R40 D50 Cl2/G31 El S12

Voiding M R40 D78 Cl2/G31 El S54

Pressurizer level (inventory) M RS6 D39 Cl4/G33 El S13

._ _ - _ - - - - . _ _ _ - _ _ _. - - - _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ -



_ _ _ _ - _ _ .

Table D-3. (continued).

l'or codes shor;n in these coi nms, See Tables:

D-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-S

Ranking Phenorr.ena T/pe Supporting Sublevel

Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Pumps Coastdown performance L R57 D27 C15/G38 El SIS

Steam Asymmetric behavior M R45 D85 C16/G40 El S61

generators Noncondensible effects M R59 D50 C16/G39 El Si2

Primary to secondary heat transfer M R43 D33 C16/G39 El S53

Tube voiding M R58 D78 CI6/G39 El S54

Secondary level L R44 D63 C16/G39 El S7
J

Secondary pressure L R44 D64 C16/G39 El S17

Upper head / Voiding M R46 D78 Cl8/G45 El S54

]upper plenum

Containment Condensate transport L R60 D8 CI9/G48 El S37

(interiod Condensation L R48 D9 Cl9/G48 El SIS

Interior to wall heat transfer L R48 D86 C19/G48 El S72

Liquid distribution L R48 D43 C19/G48 El .S38 !
<

Liquid holdup L R48 D44 C19/G48 El S38

Natural convection I, R60 D48 C19/G48 El S36 ,

Noncondensible effects L R48 D50 CI9/G49 El S12

Noncondensible segregation L R48 D84 CI9/G49 El S71

Nonuniform steam / air distribution L R60 D51 CI9/G49 El S35

Passive heat sink L R48 D81 CI9/G48 El S67

Steam-noncondensible mixing L R48 D67 CI9/G49 El S35

z Contain nent Exterior to ambient hea: transfer L R27 D83 C20/G50 El S70I

a

% (exterior)
m

n
'A
i:r.

$.-

, . . _ _ _ _
_- . . . . . . .

.
. . , ...,i . . . . . . . . . . , . . _ . . . . _ . . . , .._ . _ _ _ _



Tchie D-4. PIRT for the ADS blowdown ph:x of a MSLB with single frilure Icading to ADS. -

g
c:

-

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:
|

h D-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

h Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

t Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Dewription Geometry Evidence 1%enomena

i Accumulators Mass flow 11 R62 D46 C1/G2 El S20

Noncondensible effects M R61 D50 C1/GI El S12

ADS Energy rekase 11 R63 D19 C2/G3 El S21
,

_

Mass flow 11 R53 D46 C2/G3 El S21

Flow resistance M R63 D27 C2/G3 El SI1

Noncondensible effects M R63 D50 C2/G3 El S12

Cold legs Noncondensible effects L R64 D50 C4 El S12

Flashing L R66 D21 C4 El SS

Stored energy release L, R65 D68 C4/G7 El S2

Core Two-phase mixture level li R67 D76 C5 El S31

[ Flashing M R80 D21 C5/G12 El SS

Stored energy release L R65 D68 CS/GII El S2

CMT Level 11 R68 D39 C6/G14 El S13'

Flashing L R53 D21 C6/G14 El S5

Thermal stratification L RS3 D73 C6/G14 El Sl9

Downcomer/ Flashing L R69 D21 C7 El S5

lower plenum Level L R69 D39 C7/G17 El S13

Noncondensible effects L R69 D50 C7/Gl9 El S12

Stored energy release L R65 1 D68 C7/Gl5 El S2

Fu:1 rods Decay heat 11 R8 D12 C8/G20 El S4

Stored energy release L R65 D68 C8/G21 El S2

Ilot legs Phase separation in tees 11 R70 D56 C9/G24 El S8

CCFL M i R71 D14 C9/G25 El S27 ,

Countercurrent flow M R71 D13 C9/G25 El S32

Entrainment M R71 D20 C9/G25 El S23

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .



Ttble D-4. (continued).

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

D-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5
_

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

! Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

flot legs, Flashing M R71 D21 C9 El S5 -

. Continued Ilorizontal fluid stratification M R71 D35 C9/G25 El S33

Noncondensible effects L R69 D50 C9 El S12

Stored energy rclease L R48 D68 C9/G22 El S2
_

1RWST Interphasic condensation M R72 D37 C10/G29 El SIS

Pool flow M R72 D57 C10/G26 El S24

Pool thermal stratification L R72 DS9 C10/G26 El Sl9 "

Pool level L R73 D58 C 0!G26 El S25

Pool to tank structure heat transfer L R74 D60 ! C10/G28 El S26

cp PRilR lleat transfer between PRIIR and IRWST M R75 D32 Cl2/G30 El S28

Differential density L R76 D17 Cl2/G30 El S10~
-

Flashing L R76 D21 Cl2 El SS

Flow resistance L R76 D27 C12/G30 El SII

Noncondensible effects L R76 D50 Cl2/G31 1 El S12

Phase separation in tees L R76 D56 C12/G31 El S8
,

Pressurizer CCFL M i R77 D14 Cl4/G34 El S27

Entrainment-De-entrainment M R77 D20 Cl4/G36 El S23
y

Level swell M R77 D40 Cl4/G36 El S13
,

Noncondensible effects L R69 D50 Cl4 El S12

Stored energy release L R65 D68 C14/G35 El S2

y Steam Primary to secondary heat transfer L R78 D33 C16/G39 El S53

g generators

Q Upper head / Entrainment/De-entrainment M R79 D20 Cl8/G46 El S23
o g
? upper p enum Flashing M R80 D21 C18/G45 El S5

h Stored energy release L R65 li65 C18/G47 Ek S2 ,

_ __



. . _m . . . _ . _ __-_ .. - __. _.

'z Tchte D-4. (continued). i
C

~

,

:e - ,

;g. For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

'N- D-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 ' G-4 - ' G-5
:= i

g
_

Ranking Phenomena ' ' Type Supporting - Sublevel

2- Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena
~

Containment Condensation M RI15' 'D9 C19/G48 El 'SI8- L

(interior) Interior to wall heat transfer M RI15 D86 C29/G48 El :S72.

t Passive heat sink M RI15 D81 C19/G48 - El S67- ;
3 _. :-

Condensate transport L Ril5 D8 C19/G48 El S37

Liquid distribution L R115 D43 Cl9/G48 El S38- [
Liquid holdup 1. RI15 D44 C19/G48 El S38: j
Natural convection L RI15 D48 C19/G48 El -S36

Noncondensible effects L RI15 D50 C19/G49 El Sl2
Noncondensible segregation L RI15 D84 C19/G49 El S71 <

Nonuniform steam / air distribution L RI15 D51 C19/G49 El S35 .

{ Steam-noncondensible mixing ' I, RI15 D67 C19/G49 El S68
'

"
Containment Exterior to ambient heat transfer M RI15 D83 C20/G50 El S70-
(exterior) PCCS evaporation M Ril5 D52 C20/G50 El S39 |

Air Eow L RI15- D82 C20/G50 El S69 =f

_ Atmospheric temperature L RI15 D2 C20/G50 El- S43 [
,

Chimney efrects L RI15 D5 C20/G50 -El S4I

Ilumidity L Ril5 D36 C20/G50 El S46- I
-

!
PCCS mixture convective heat transfer L R115 D54 C20/G50 El 'S30

; PCCS water flow L RI15 D53 C20!G50 El S40 -

r

PCCS wetting L Ril5 DSS C20/G50 El S42
''

[Radiation heat transfer L R115 D62 C20/G50 El S45

c

.

-!
!

I

s-
,

,



Tc ble D-5. PIRT for the IRWST cnd sump injection phase of a MSLB with single friture leading to ADS.

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

D-6 G1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel
Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

ADS Energy release 11 R81 D19 C2/G3 El S21

Mass flow 11 RBI D46 C2/G3 El S21

Flow resistance M R81 D27 C2/G3 El Sil

Noncondensible effects L R81 D50 C2/G3 El S12

Cold legs Condensation L R82 D9 C4 El SI8 .

Noncondensible effects L R82 D50 C4 El S12
=.

Core Two-phase mixture level 11 R83 D76 C5 El S31

Flow resistance M R83 D27 C5/G12 El Sii

Downcomer/ Level 11 R84 D39 C7/G17 El S13
I wer plenum Condensation M RSS D9 C7/G18 El S18o

| Fuel rods Decay heat 11 R8 D!2 C8/G20 El S4
~

flot legs Phase separation in tees 11 R86 D56 C9/G24 El S8

CCFL M R87 Dl4 C9/G25 El S27

Countercurrent flow M RS7 D13 C9/G25 El S32

llorizontal fluid stratification M R88 D35 C9/G25 El S33
'

1RWST Discharge line flashing M RI12 D21 C10/G27 El SS

Flow resistance M R90 D27 C10/G27 El SI1

Pool level M R90 D58 C10/G26 El S25

Pool thermal stratification M R90 DS9 C10/G26 El S19

Pool to tank structure hent transfer L RI13 D60 C10/G28 El S26

[ | PRilR lleat transfer between PRIIR and IRWST L R92 D32 Cl2/G30 El S28-

$ Steam Primary to secondary heat transfer L R93 D33 C16/G39 El S53
generators

?
a
4-
-

|
'

__



_

z Tchle D-5. (continued).
C
70
m For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:
O
Ii D-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-S
:n
g Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

t Commnent Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Sump Discharge line flashing M RI12 D21 C17 El SS

Flow resistance M R94 D27 C17 El Sii

Fluid temperature M R94 D29 C17 El S34

1.evel M R94 D39 C17 El S13

Upper head / Entrainment/De-entrainment 11 R95 D20 C18/G46 El S23
upper plenum

Containment Interior to wall heat transfer 11 RI14 D86 C19/G48 El S72

(interior) Condensate transport M R98 D8 C19/G48 El S37

Condensation M R97 D9 Cl9/G48 El SIS

Liquid distribution M R98 D43 C19/G48 El S38

o li tuid holdup M R98 D44 C19/G48 El S38

E Natural convection M R97 D48 C19/G48 El S36

Noncondensible effects M R97 D50 C19/G49 El .S12

Noncondensible segregation M R97 D84 C19/G49 El S71

Nonuniform steam / air distribution M R97 D51 C19/G49 El S35

Passive heat sink M R99 D81 C19/G48 El S67

Steam-noncondensible mixing M R97 D67 Cl9/G49 El S68

__.



_

Table D-5. (continued).

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

D-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

Component Phenomena - Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Contaim.ient Exterior to ambient heat transfer li RII4 D83 C20/G50 El S70

(exterior) Air flow M R100 D32 C20!G50 El S69
_ _ . _

Atmospheric temperature M R101 D2 C20/G50 El S43-

Chimney effects M R100 D5 C20/G50 El S41

Ilumidity M R101 D36 C20/G50 El S46

PCCS evaporation M R100 D52 C20/G50 El S39

PCCS mixture convective heat transfer M RIDO D54 C20/G50 El S40

PCCS water flow M R100 D53 C20/G50 El S40

PCCS wetting M R101 D55 C20/G50 El S42

Radiation heat transfer M R101 D62 C20/G50 El S45
o
G

!

.

,

Z
C
'h
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Tcble D-6. Transi:nt description and ranking ration:le for the MSLB with single failure leuling to ADS
PIRT.

Overall Transient Description and Top-level Ranking Rationale |

. This sequence is initiated by a double-ended rupture of'a main steam line inside containment, with
Ian assumed additional single failure that promotes automatic depressurization system (ADS) actuation, A

number of additional failures could potentially lead to ADS actuation: A steam generator tube mpture j

(SGTR) combined with the MSLB would lead to reactor coolant system (RCS) mass loss, resulting in ADS J

actuation. However, this accident would represent a multiple failure event. The ADS could be j

inadvertently actuated by an operator. However, this event requires operator action considerations, which - |-

'

were not desired to be introduced into the PIRT (these actions will be addressed separately later). The
RCS cooldown and shrinkage would be increased if the RCS pumps failed to trip automatically, potentially !

'

leading to' ADS actuation. However, this event also requires operator action considerations. Failure of one
core makeup tank (CMT) discharge line check valve (stuck closed) would result in a greater level
reduction in the unaffected CMT, potentially leading to ADS actuation. Since the operators could not
correct this failure, a stuck closed CMT check valve was chosen as the single complicating failure for this
PIRT.

For this accident sequence, it is also assumed that only safety grade plant systems are available and
that no uncovery of the core occurs. One of the primary purposes of the PIRT is to ensure that the analysis
code (s) have adequate modeling capability for simulating reactor vessel inventory. The important
hierarchical elements in the code assessment structure are those affecting reactor vessel inventory as

described below.

Phase Descriptions and Medium-level Ranking Rationales

initial Depressurization Phase:

Description - This phase begins at the time of the pipe break. Both steam generators begin blowing down
into the containment. The flow rates through the two sides of the break are restricted by the steam line
flow limiters and are significantly less than those allowed by critical flow through the full pipe areas. A
steam line isolation signal is generated (due to low steam line pressure, high containment pressure, or low
cold leg temperature). This signal results in closure of the main steam isolation valves and isolation of the
unaffected steam generator from the broken steam line. Unaffected steam generator blowdown is arrested,
and afterward, it acts as a heat source to the RCS Flow from the affected steam generator into
containment can not be isolated. Performances of the separators and dryers degrade as they are flooded
with liquid. During blowdown, steam generator secondary fluid flashes and boils, and the steam produced
swells the boiler mixture level, entrains liquid, and sweeps it through and around the separators and dryers

- and out the break. Primary-to-affected secondary heat transfer is at a high rate, and the RCS fluid is
cooled, causing it to shrink. RCS cooling is preferential to the loop containing the affected steam
generator; cold leg temperatures differ markedly between the affected and unaffected loops, Because the
reactor vessel lower plenum is not necessarily well mixed, this thermal asymmetry may persist into the
core, upper plenum, and hot leg regions. The RCS pressure and pressurizer level fall; the reactor vessel
upper head flashes. If not already generated,'a reactor trip signal is generated due to low pressurizer
pressure. Reactor trip causes the core power to be quickly reduced to the decay heat rate, and this power
reduction causes the average RCS temperature to fall faster, the RCS fluid shrinkage rate to increase and,
therefore, the RCS pressure to fall even more rapidly. Declining core pressures and potentially (due to the 1

positive reactor kinetic feedback effects of declining RCS fluid temperatures) increasing core power may
cause a departurn from nucleate boiling in the core. An S signal is generated due to low pressurizer '

_ pressure, low steam generator pressure, low cold leg temperature, or high containment pressure. The S
signal causes: CMT system actuation, metor coolant pump trip, and feedwater isolation. If the passive
residual heat removal (PRHR) system has not already been actuated by low steam generator levels, then

- NUREG/CR-6541 D 16
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Table D-6. (continued).

CMT actuation results in PRHR actuation as well(see Reference 6, Table H 2, for details of the PRHR
system actuation logic). The RCS loop flows decline rapidly from a forced-circulation to natural-
circulation condition and this reduces the RCS heat removal rate. Flow through the unaffected loop
ceases, since its steam generator now acts as a RCS heat source: The containment behavior is important
because the atTected steam generator blowdown proceeds against the containment pressure. In the
containment, the break effluent is mixed with nitrogen, and steam is condensed from the mixture on the
inside of the containment shell. The heat released to the shell is removed to the atmosphere by

evaporation, convection, and radiation to air on the outside of the shell. Taese processes continue, with the
affected secondary inventory and pressure continuously decreasing, until the b|owdown of the affee,ed
steam generator has been completed. When the affected steam generator saencary has completely dried
out, its pressure equilibrates with the containmera piessure, an event marking the end of.his phase.

Imnortant carameters and dominant orocesses The primary to-secondary heat transfer rate isjudged to be
the parameter of primary importance because it dominates the RCS cooldown. Processes important for
accurate simulation of this parameter are: break flow, steam generator secondary behavior (level swell and
depletion, liquid carry-over, flashing, entrainment), now through the RCS loops, and asymmetric loop
cooldown.

Passive Decay Heat Removal Phase:

Descrintion - This phase oegins when the affected steam generator blowdown is complete. RCS heat
sources during this phase are fuel rod decay heat and reverse heat transfer from the unaffected steam
generator. RCS heat removal is accomplished by CMT recirculation and PRHR system operation.
Because the CMT and PRHR systems each are connected to only one of the RCS loops, behavior during
tnis phase is dependent upon which loops are assumed to contain the affected steam generator and affected
CMT. Natural circulation-driven RCS loop, CMT, and PRHR flows and asymmetries 7.i RCS temperature
distributions a.e expected. PRHR heat removal may lead to thermal stratification in the in-containment
refueling water storage tank (IRWST) that would degrade PRHR performance. This accident sequence;

assumes RCS cooling leads to fluid shrinkage and depressurization sufficient to cause ADS actuation. To
be consistent with this assumption, recirculation through the unaffected CMT must first be interrupted.
This interruption initiates draining in the unaffected CMT, which marks the end of this phase.

,

lImportant narameters and dominant orocesses - The RCS energy distribution is judged to be the parameter
of primary importance during this phase because it determines the RCS heat removal. The processes
important for accurate simulation of this parameter are: core, steam generator, and PRHR heat transfer and
loop asymmetry effects.

CMT Draining to ADS Actuation Phase:
|

Descriotion - This phase begins at the time that recirculation through the unaffected CMT is interrupted.
Plant behr ior during this phase is characterized by the CMT draining and the phenomena influencing it.
This phase ends when the level in the unaffected CMT has declined to 67.5% and ADS stage I is actuated.

Imoortant narameters and dominant nrocesses - The unaffected CMT level and RCS mass and energy

distributions arejudged to be the parameters of primary importance because they determine the timing of
ADS actuation. The processes important for accurate simulation of these parameters are core, steam
generator, and PRHR heat transfer and natural circulation in RCS teops.
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Tcble D-6. (continu:d).

. ADS Blowdown Phase:

Descriotion - This phase begins when the level in either CMT declines to 67.5%. This occurrence
produces an ADS actuation signal and, after a time delay, the ADS first stage is actuated (see Reference 6,
Table H.2, for details of ADS sequencing). ADS actuation results in a blowdown of the RCS; ADS first,
second, and third stages discharge through spargers submerged under water in the IRWST. As the RCS
pressure declines, regions with the warmest fluid and those at the lowest pressure preferentially flash first,
followed by cooler and higher pressure regions. Initiations of ADS second and third stages occur at
specified time intervals folicwing ADS first stage actuotion. Act tation of ADS fomth stage occurs upon
attaining a level of 20% in the unaffected CMT, with an additional time delay requirement. Unlike the
other stages, ADS fourth stage discharges directly into the containment loop compartments. Plant behavior
during this phase is dominated by the RCS blowdown, and this is determined by the RCS mass and energy
distributions, especially as they affect t! ADS flow rate and the CMT level. Accumulator injection begins
when the RCS pressure falls to the initial accurt.ulator p essure. Accumulator levels fall, and, eventually,
nitrogen is injected from the accumulators into the RCS As the RCS pressure approaches that in the
containment, flows through the ADS cronge from choked to fiiction-dominated. The RCS inventory
declines after the injection of accumulator water ends, and it is critical that the core remain covered until
IRWST injection begins. This phase ends when the differential pressure between the RCS and the
containment has been reduced to 12.1 psi. This pressure difference is equivalent to the 28 ft static head
available for driving fluid from the IRWST into the reactor vessel. Onset ofIRWST injection marks the
end of the ADS blowdown phase.

Imocrtant carameters and dominant nrocesses . The unaffected CMT level and ADS flow rate arejudged
to be the parameters of primary importance because they determine ADS staging and RCS depressurization
rate. The processes important for accurate simulation of these parameters are: ADS discharge flow
(critical and friction-dominated) and the RCS mass and energy balances.

IRWST and Sump Injection Phase:

Description - This phase begins when flow commences from the IRWST, through the direct vessel
injection lines, into the downcomer of the reactor vessel. This flow replenishes RCS inventory and
reverses the downward core level trend. Steam produced in the core is passed out the ADS valves into the
containment. Steam reaching the containment is condensed on the inside of the containment shell, and the
condensate is returned via gutters to the IRWST, where it is available as a core injection source. Core
decay heat is removed through the containment shell to its ultimate heat sink (the environment) via
evaporative, convective, and radiative heat transfer on the outside of the containment shell. The IRWST
injection rate may be unsteady. Increased injection rates may lead to decreased core steam production,
decreased quality and vokmetric flow at the fourth stage ADS and, therefore, RCS repressurization which
results in a decreased injection rate Most liquid that escapes returning to the IRWST (for example, that
flowing from the ADS fourth stage) is collected in the containmeat sump which, like the IRWST, is
elevated above the elevation span of the core. Some liquid may be trapped in locations where it cant.ot
retum to the IRWST or sump. Gravity driven injection from the sump, similar to that from the IRWST,
retums liquid to the reactor vessel downcomer. The plant end4 tate for this accident includes core
inventory maintenance from IRWST and/or sump injections and decay heat removal, across the
containment shell, to the atmosphere.

Imnortant carameters and dominant processes - The RCS to-containment differential pressure isjudged to
be the parameter of primary importance because it detennines the m. gnitude of the IRWST and sump
injection flow rates. The processes important for accurate simulation of this parameter are: ADS flow and
pressure drop, transient IRWST inventory, transient sump inventory, and the containment and RCS mass
and 6mergy balances.
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Table D-6. (continued),

betailed Phenomena Ranking Rationales

Ranking rationale for the nhenomena in Tables D 1 through D-5

Code Ranking Rationale

R1 Break mass flow and break energy release are ranked high, and break flow resistance is
ranked low during the initial depressurization phase. For the main steam line break
(MSLB) accident, the break processes are controlled at the flow limiter that effectively
limits the size of the break (the flow area of the flow limiter is significantly less than that
of the ruptured steam pipe). The mass flow and energy release control the blowdown of
the affected steam generator secondary system that determines the primary-to secondary

,

heat transfer, the parameter of primary importance during this phase. The flow resistance
is ranked low because the break is controlled by critical flow, not frictional-flow,
processes during most of this phase. The break will unchoke (and, therefore, its flow
resistance will be of significance) only near the end of this phase when the affected
secondary pressure nears that in the containment.

R2 Core channeling is ranked high during the initial depressurization phase. Fluid
mixing / channeling processes within the core directly affect the hot leg fluid temperatures.
A large fluid temperature asymmetry exists between the cold legs on the two loops, and
this asymmetry may survive to the core exit, causing the hot leg temperatures to be
asymmetric. The hot leg fluid temperatures are the sources for steam generator primary-to-
secondary heat transfer, the parameter of primary importance during this phase.

R3 Flashing and voiding in the core are ranked medium during the initial depressurization
phase. These phenomena affect the RCS pressure response (which has some influence on
the steam generator primary to-secondary heat transfer). They also affect the distribution

of fluid in the RCS (also see R9).

R4 Noncondensible effects (due to hydrogen evolving from solution during RCS
depressurization) in the core, CMT, and hot legs are ranked low during the initial
depressurization phase. Voiding from, and transport of, this hydrogen may influence
steam generator primary-to-secondary heat transfer, PRHR system heat transfer, and CMT
recirculation. In all three cases, noncondensible gasses collected at the tops of piping
networks may interrupt flow through the networks (also see R21).

RS CMT-to-loop difTerential density and CMT thermal stratification are ranked low during the
initial depressurization phase. CMT cooling of the RCS is small compared with the
Mfected steam generator primary-to-secondary heat transfer. These phenomena are
introduced here because they influence the fluid conditions within the CMTs and the CMT
recirculation rate that are important during the phases that follow. CMT thermal
stratification established during this phase determines when flashing in the PBL or CMT
ean interrupt CMT recirculation.
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Table D-6. (continued)

Ranking rationale for the ohuomena in Tables D-1 through D 5

Code Ranking Rationale

R6 Doron and moderator temperature reactivity feedback are ranked medium in the fuel rod
component during the initial depressurization phase. A retum to a critical reactor
condition is a general concern during the severe RCS fluid overcooling encountered in
MSLB accidents. Negative reactivity is introduced by scram rod insertion (at the time of
reactor trip) and boron addition to the RCS from the CMTs (after they are activated at the
time of the S signal). Positive reactivity is introduced by moderator temperature feedback
due to the declining RCS fluid temperatures. Assuming all scram rods are inserted, a
retum to a critical core condition is not expected; these phenomena were included cMy to
highlight their importance should this assumption later be changed. Note these
phenomena are ranked medium for this accident (while they were ranked low for the
MSLD accident not involving a CMT check valve failure) beccuse less negative boron
reactivity is available if only one CMT is operable.

R7 Fuel rod crit! cal heat flux is ranked medium during the initial depressurization phase. The

potential for a retum to a critical core condition is described in R6. This potential, coupled
with declining RCS pressure (caused by RCS fluid shrinkage effects), provides the
possibility for a fuel rod heat up due to departure from nucleate boiling. The medium
ranking was assigned due to the safety signincance of any such fuel rod heat up.

R8 Fuel rod core power / decay heat is rank.ed high during all five phases. His phenomenon is
ranked high because: (1) it is a major heat source in the RCS energy balance and (2) there
is a potential for a retum to a critical core condition (see R6 and R7).

R9 Flashing and voiding in the hot legs are ranked medium during the initial depressurization
phase. These phenomena affect the natural circulation driving heads of the RCS and
PRHR system loops and, thereby, the steam generator and PR"". heat transfer rates. The
natural circulation loop driving heads are enhanced w her' .s passed from the from hot
legs into the steam generators and PRHR system (also L 10).

RIO IRWST pool thermal stratification is ranked low during the initial depressurization phase.
This phenomenon affects PRHR-to IRWST heat transfer (that is ranked medium, see

R12).

R11 Condensation, differential density, noncondensible effects, and voidirg in the PRHR are
ranked medium during the initial depressurization phase The convective thermal
resistance on the inside surface of the PRHR tubet as ser,sitive to (among other things) the

presence or absence of the condensation process. This sensitivity affects the PRHR heat
transfer. The other three phenomena affect the now through the primary side of the
PRilR heat exchanger now as follows: the differential density (i.e., the dhforence in
density between the fluid in the in0ow and outflow sides of the PRHR system piping) is
the driving force for flow through the primary side of the PRHR system. Noncorlensible
effects (hydrogen, see R4) can alter the heat transfer processes on the luside of tt a tubes.
In addition, iflarge volumes of nonconden.ible gas accumulate at the high point of the
PRHR inlet line (its configuration includes an invened trap), the path for flow through the
PRHR heat exchanger may be blocked by k,:alized voiding in the inlet lire.

R12 Heat transfer between the PRHR and IRWST is onked medium during the initial
depressurization phase. His phenomenen affects the RCS cooldown in a manner similar
to primary to affected steam generator heat transfer (that is ranked high, see R20), but
during this phase, the magnitude of the heat removal to the PRHR wasjudged to be
smaller than that to the affected steam generator.
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Tcble D 6, (continued).

Ranking rationale for the nhenomenn in Tables D 1 through D $

Code Ranking Rationale

R13 Flashing in the pressurizer is ranked medium during the init:al depressurization phase.
During RCS depressurization, this flashing adds steam volume to the RCS that slows its
depressurization. The RCS pressure response affects the fuel rod critical heat flux during
this phase (see R6 and R7). In addition, this phenomenon affects the distribution of the

RCS mass (the distribution is altered as fluids in various locations flash at different times).

R14 Pressurizer level and vapor space (expansion) behavior are ranked medium during the
initial depressurization phase. For a given RCS cooldown rate, these two phenomena,
along with Hashing, determine the RCS pressure response (see R13 for the signiGcance of
this effect). Similar behavior exists in the reactor vessel upper head (see R25).

RlS Noncondensible effects in the pressurizer are ranked low during the initial
depressurization phase. Hydrogen gas will evolve from solution during the
depressurlution of the RCS. Accumulations of hydrogen in the pressurizer affect the
species of the gas in the pressurizer bubble. However, this effect wasJuds;ed to have less
impact on the RCS pressure response than do the effects described in R13 and R14.

Rl6 Reactor coolant pump coastdown performance is ranked high during the initial
depressurization phase, nis phenomenon affects both steam generator primary to-
secondary and PRilR heat transfer through its influence on tube inner surface convective
heat transfer coefficients.

R17 Volding in the primary side of the steam generator u tubes is ranked medium during the
initial depressurization phase. This rankmg refers to the tubes of the unaffated steam
generator. During this phase, heat removal to the affected steam generator cools the RCS
fluid below the temperature of the unaffected steam generator secondary system.
Following reactor coolant pump coastdown, the flow through both RCS loops is due to
natural circulation. Ileat flowing from the unaffuted steam generator secondary into the
RCS Ould inside the u-tubes can boil this fluid and void the insides of the tubes. This
voiding is significant because it blocks the path for further natural circulation flow through
the unaffected steam generator u tubes. Sufficient tube voiding, therefore, thermally
decouples the unaffected steam generator from the RCS.

R18 Preferential RCS loop cooldown (listed in the steam generator primary component) is
ranked high during the initial depressurization phase. The asymmetries in cold leg
temperatures caused by cooling to the affected steam generator and heating from the
unaffected stearn generator influence the entire RCS cooldown process if the
asymmetries survive to the core inlet (i.e., fluid mixing in the reactor vessel downcomer is
not complete), they may impact core criticality (see R6 and R7). If the asynmetries
further survive to the core outlet, the hot leg temperatures will be different, and this affects
the heat transfer behavior of both steam generators.

R19 Steam generator primary side thermal driving head is ranked medium during the initial
depressurization phase, his phenomenon refers to the potential to drive natural
circulation How through the RCS ioops that is created by the density difference between
the Guids in the vertical sections of the steam generator u-tubes, steam generator plena, hot
legs, reacto vessel downcomer, core, and upper plenum regions. Natural circulation loop
Dow is responsible for core and steam generator heat transfer following coastdown of the
prime.ry coolant pumps.

.
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Table D-6, (continued).

Ranking ratiorale for the phenomenn in Tables D 1 through D-5

Code Ranking Rationale

R20 Steam generator primary to-secondary heat transfer is ranked high during the initial
depressurization phase. This phenomenon is the parameter of primary importance during
this phase.

10 1 Noncondensible effects in the steam generator primary system are ranked low during the
initial depressurization phase. It is believed that the affected RCS loop natural circulation
flow will be sufficiently high to preclude significant hydrogen accumulation (see R4)in
the U tubes during this phase.

R21 Entrainment, flashing, and level swell and depletion in the steam generator secondary are
all ranked high during the initial depressurization phase. These phenomena determine the
convective thermal resistance and sink temperature on the outer surfaces of the affected
steam generator u tubes and, therefore, directly affect primary to secondary heat transfer.

R23 Tube dryout (on the outer u tube surfaces) in the affected steam generator secondary is
ranked medium during the initial depressurization phase. This phenomenon influences
primary to secondary heat transfer because it can reduce the affected steam generator tube
area that can effectively remove heat (to be effective, the outer surface must be wetted).

R24 Liquid carry-over in the steam generator separators and dryers is ianked high during the
initial depressurization phase. Secondary side liquid mass that is entrained through or
around the separators and dryers by steam flow is lost out the break into the containment.
Liquid lost in this manner is not available to remove heat from the RCS. Therefore, this
phenomenon significantly influences the affected steam generator primary to secondary
heat transfer,

10 5 Flashing and voiding in the upper head / upper plenum are ranked medium during the initial
depressurization phase. The rationale for the upper plenum region ranking is similar to
that given for the core and hot legs in R3 and R9. The rationale for the upper head region
ranking is similar to that given for the pressurizer in R13 and R14.

IC6 Two phenomena are ranked medium and nine phenomena are ranked low in the
containment interior during the initial depressurization phase. The ADS has not yet been
activated and the containment interior is important to the overall plant response only
because the break discharges into the containment and this discharge affects PRHR heat
removal to the IRWST. The low ranked phenomena werejudged to have minimal
influence on RCS behavior, especially prior to flow limiter (break) unchoking that occurs
very late during this phase. Interior to wall heat transfer and passive heat sink are ranked
medium to indicate the significance of storing energy in the containment shell and internal
structures during this phase (when the temperature differences between the containment
atmosrhere and these structures are the greatest).

R27 The containment exteifor to ambient heat transfer is ranked low during the initial

depressurization, passive decay heat removal, and CMT draining to-ADS actuation
phases. This phenomenon has only a small influence on RCS behavior (through its effect
on PRHR systet. heat removal, see R26) prior to flow limiter (break) unchoking and only
a moderate influence afterward.

J
R28 Voiding in f.e CMT is ranked medium during the passive residual heat removal phase.

SuffWem voiding h the CMT or its inlet line (the PBL) leads to disruption of CMT
recirdtion and this event mrks the end of this phase. Disruption of CMT recirculation ;

also hst a mipor effect on .*he RCS energy balance.

R29 Not used.
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Tah!e D 6. (continued).

Itankine rationale for the nhenomenn in Tables D 1 through D 5

Code Ranking Rationale

R30 Flashing and voiding in the core are ranked medium during the passive residual heat |
removal phase. These phenomena afTect the condition of the Guid passed to the hot legs
and PRIIR systern. Therefore, they affect PRIIR system natural circulation and heat
transfer and the RCS energy balance.

R31 Core now channeling is ranked low during the passive heat removal phase. This
phenomenon is of reduced significance in this phase as compared with the previous phase.
IIere, the blowdown of the affected steam generator (that was a major cause of asymmetric
loop conditions) has been completed. A retum to a critical core is ofless concern than in
the prior phase because the RCS temperatures are increasing and CMT recirculation is
borating the RCS. However, the PRliR system that removes core decay heat to the
IRWST is connected to only one loop. Ilecause the temperature of Guld leaving the PRIIR
system will be very cold, extreme asymmetries may exist in the cold leg temperatures. If
there is limited mixing in the downcomer and lower plenum (see R35), and if the core
Dow is channeled rather than well mixed, then these asymmetries can survive into the hot
legs. Temperature asymmetry in the hot leg affects the fluid entering the PRilR system
and, thereby, its heat removal.

R32 Noncondensible effects in the core and CMT are ranked low during the passive decay heat
removal phase. Ilydrogen (see R4) may affect core heat transfer and innuence CMT
recirculation.

R33 CMT to-loop differential density and thermal strati 0 cation are ranked medium during the'

passive decay heat removal phase. These phenomena are contributors to the driving force
for CMT recirculation.

R34 Not used.

R35 Flow distribution in the downcomer/ lower plenum is ranked low during the passive decay
heat removal phase. The rationale for this ranking is the same as described for core
channeling during this phase (see R31).

R36 Voiding, phase separation in tees, and noncondensible effects in the hot legs are ranked
medium during the passNe decay heat removal phase. These phenomena all affect the
PRilR to-IRWST heat transfer because they influence the condition of fluid entering the
PRIIR system. The PRiiR system inlet is connected to the ADS stage 4 line that leaves
the top of one hot leg. If that hot leg volds, then steam may be passed into to the PRIIR
system, if noncondensible gas (hydrogen, see R4)is present in the hot leg and is passed
into the PRiiR system, then the PRl!R system performance may be degraded or terminated

(see Ril).
R37 Not used.
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Tcble D-6. (continued).

Ranking rationalcAr.ths. phenomena in Tables D l through D 5

Code Ranking Rationale

10 8 in the IRWST, flow and temperature distributions in the PRiiR bundle region, pool
thermal stratification, and pool level are ranked medium during the passis e decay wat ;

temoval and Ch1T draining to-ADS actuation phases. Rese phenomena affect the
'

PRiiR to IRWST heat transfer that is ranked high (see R39). Flow and temperature
distribution in the PRIIR bundle region and pool thermal stratification affect the heat sink
temperature and convective thermal resistance on the outer surfaces of the PRiiR tubes,
ne IRWST pool level determines the PRIIR tube effective heat transfer area; only tube
regions below the pool level will efficiently transfer heat. The pool level response during
this accident has not yet been established: The IRWST pool inventory is depleted by boil-
off to the containment and is replenished by condensate from the containment shell. A
significant fraction of the total PRilR heat transfer area resides in the upper horizontal
region of the tube bundle, and this region is only slightly submerged below the pool level
present at the time the htSLB occurs, liowever, the htSLB discharged virtually all of the
contents of one steam generator secondary into the containment during the previous phase.
A substantial return of condensate from the containment shell to the IRWST is expected,
and, therefore, during this phase, the IRWST rnay be filled to the point of overflowing.

10 9 Ileat transfer between the PRIIR and the IRWST is ranked high during the passive heat '

removal and Chit draining to ADS actuation phases. PRIIR '1e nt transfer represents a
significant mechanism for heat removal from the RCS during these phases.

R40 in the PRilR component, differential density, voiding, and noncondensible effects are
ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal and Ch1T draining to ADS
actuation phases. These phenomena affect the flow through the primary side of the PRiiR
heat exchanger as follows: the differential density (i.e., the difference in density between
the fluid in the innow and outuow sides of the PRiiR system piping)is the driving force
for now through the primary side of the PRliR system. Noncondensible effects
(hydrogen, see R4) can alter the heat transfer processes on the inside of the tubes. In
addition, if noncondensible gas accumulates at the high point of the PRHR inlet line (its
configuration includes an inverted trap), the path for flow through the PRHR heat
exchanger may be blocked by localized voiding in the inlet line.

R41 Pressurizer !es el and vapor space (compression) behavior are ranked medium during the
passive decay heat removal phase. During this phase, the RCS pressure is determined by
the behavior of the pressurizer bubble, along with any bubble present in the reactor vessel
upper head.

R42 Noncondensible effects in the pressurizer are ranked medium during the passive decay
heat removal phase, ne composition of the gas in the pressurizer bubble that controls
RCS pressure during this phase (see R41) is steam and hydrogen (see R4). He gas bubble
expansion and contraction characteristics are affected by the gas composition.

R43 Steam generator primary to secondary heat transfer is ranked medium during the passive
decay heat removal and Ch1T draining to ADS actuation phases. The affected steam
genciator secondary system blew down and dried out during the first phase. However,
heat exchange between the RCS and unaffected steam generator remains a contributor to
the RCS energy balance. He unaffected steam generator may act as an RCS heat source I

or sink, depending upon the relationship between the RCS and unaffected steam generator
temperatures.
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Tcble D-6. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the r henomena in Tables D 1 throuch D-5

Code Ranking Rationale

R44 Stearn generator secondary level and pressure are ranked low during the passive decay heat
removal and Chit draining todDS actuation phases. During the initial depressurization
phase, a portion of the unaffected steam generator imentory was lost out the break. This
loss was terminated when the main steam isolation valves closed. A low level in the
unaffected steam generator can influence the heat transfer between it and the RCS (see
R43) because it may reduce the effective tube heat transfer area. The unaffected steam
generator secondary piessure also affects this heat transfer through its inDuence on the
secondary system saturation temperature.

R45 Steam generator asymmetric behavior ts ranked medium during the passive decay heat
removal and CMT draining to ADS actuation phases. This asymmetry arises because the
affected generator blowdown has been completed, its secondary system has dried out, and
there is only limited potential for heat transfer between the RCS and this generator. On
the other hand, the unaffected steam generator may continue to exchange heat with the
RCS (see R44) during this phase. This thennal asymmetry, coupled with the asyrnmetry
of the Ch1T and PRI?R system conDgurations (they each are connected to only one of the
two coolant loops), provide the potential for Duids of different temperature to enter the
PRilR system. This behavior depends upon (among other things) which steam generator
is assumed to have been connected to the broken steam line.

R46 Voiding in the upper head / upper plenurn component are ranked medium during the
passive decay heat removal and Ch1T draining to ADS actuation phases. This
phenomenon affects the RCS pressure response. The upper head region Dashed and
volded during the Orst phase. During these two phases, the vapor bubble in the upper
head affects RCS pressure in a manner similar to the bubble in the pressurizer (see R41).
In addition, if the upper plenum region is voided, then void will enter the hot legs, from '

where it can affect both steam generator and PRilR system heat transfer,

R47 Flow split in the upper plenum is ranked medium during the initial depressurization and,

passive decay heat removal phases. In the first phase, this now split affects heat removal
to the affected steam generator because it detennines the Dow through the primary side of
that steam generator, in the second phase, this flow split affects heat removal / addition
tdfrom the unaffected steam generator (see R44 and R45) for the same reason.

R48 Containment interior phenomena are ranked low during the passive decay heat removal
and Chit draining to-ADS actuation phases. These phenomena have only a minor effect
on PRIIR to IRWST heat transfer during these phases.

R49 Not used.

R50 Cold leg loop asymmetry effects are ranked medium during the Ch!T draining to ADS
actuation phase. Only one Ch1T is active, and its draining along with that of its PDL are
yet another source of loop asymmetry.

R51 Ilot leg stored energy release is ranked low during the Chit draining to-ADS actuation
phase. l{ cat released from the piping walls to the RCS Cuid has a minor effect on the RCS
energy balance.

RS2 The Chit level is ranked high during the Ch1T draining to ADS actuation phase. This
phenomenon is one of the important parameters listed for this phase. Activation of the
ADS is based upon the Chit level response, and this activation defines the end of this
phase.
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Table D 6. (continued).

Rankinc rationale for the nhenomenn in Tables D 1 throuch D 5

Code Ranking Rationale

R$3 The following phenomena in the Chit are ranked low during the CMT draining to ADS
actuation phase: condensation, flow tesistance, and thermal strati 0 cation. The CMT level
response is primarily determined by phenomena external to the CMT (primarily those
affecting the RCS mass and energy balances and distributions). The three Ch1T
phenomena listed above affect the manner in which the ChtT drains, but do not
significantly affect onset of CMT draining, and, therefore, these phenomena were ranked
low. Flashing and thermal strat10 cation in the CMT are ranked low during the ADS
blowdown phase. The entire RCS Dashes during this phase, and it is at this time that the
CMT fluid conditions and their distributions determine the CMT behavior.

R54 The Cow distribution in the downcomer/ lower plenum is ranked low during the CMT
d aing to-ADS actuation phase because the ilow rates and temperatures of Guids in the
cold legs are asymmetric. These asymmetries are related to the CMTs being connected to
the cold legs of only one of the two coolant loops and the PRHR system being connected
to the other loop. Downcomer now distribution represents the fluid mixing processes that
determine the RCS energy distribution, one of the important parameters listed for this
phase.

RS$ llorizontal fluid stratification is ranked medium and Dashing and phase separation in tees
are ranked low in the hot legs during the CMT draining to ADS actuation phase. RCS
Dashing is preferential (i.e., it is based on localized pressures and temperatures). Flashing
affects the RCS mass distribution, one of the important parameters for this phase. The
PRHR system inlet is connected to the ADS stage 4 line that exits the top of one hot leg
pipe, if steam resides in the upper portion of the hot leg, it may freely enter the PRHR
system; this steam now may entrain liquid. The PIRT committee believed the hot leg, if
volded, likely will be stratified during this phase. Fluid stratification and phase separation
at tees were included because they affect the state of the fluid entering the PRHR system.

_

RS6 Pressurizer level was ranked medium during the CMT draining-to ADS actuation phase.
Because the RCS is a closed system during this phase of the accident, the pressurizer may
refill if the RCS Duld is reheated. In that case, the RCS pressure will be determined by
compression of the bubbles inside the pressurizer and reactor vessel upper head.

R$7 The pump flow resistance is ranked low for the CMT draining to-ADS actuation phase,
liere, the pump flow resistance is the locked rotor resistance that is present following the
pump coastdown period. This resistance affects natural circulation Dows around the RCS
loops (i.e., through the core, hot legs, steam generators, pumps, and cold legs). This
resistance also affects the flow rate through the PRHR system natural circulation loop (i.e.,
through the core, hot leg, PRHR inlet, PRHR heat exchanger, PRHR outlet, pump, and
cold leg). Flow through this loop is expected to continue throughout this phase. However,
for this natural circulation loop, the pump locked rotor resistance is a small contributor to
the overall loop resistance.

R58 Voiding in the steam generator tubes is ranked medium for the passive decay heat removal
and CMT draining to-ADS actuation phases. This phenomenon is the mechanism for
interruption of RCS loop natural circulation Dow.

R59 Noncondensible effects in the steam generator primary are ranked medium during the
passive decay heat removal and CMT draining to ADS actuation phases. Hydrogen (see
R4) may reduce the ef0ciency of heat transfer between RCS fluid and the inner wall of the
u-tubes. In addition, suflicient quantities of hydrogen accumulated in the u bends may
intenupt loop natural circulation through the steam generators.
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Tchie D-6. (continued).

Rankinc rationale for the nhenomena in Tables D 1 through D-5

Code Ranking Rationale

R60 Containment interior phenomena are ranked low during the Ch1T draining to ADS
actuation phate. These phenomena have only a minor effect on PRHR to-IRWST heat
transfer during this phase.

R61 Noncondensible effects in the accumulators are ranked medium in the ADS blowdown
phase. Expansion of the nitrogen gas bubble within the accumulators controls the
differential pressure between the accumulator and RCS and, therefore, the rate at which
liquid flows from the accumulator into the RCS (this How is ranked high, see R62).

R62 The accumulator now is ranked high during the ADS blowdown phase. This now is a
major RCS mass addition source.

R63 The ADS mass now rate and energy release are controlling phenomena during the ADS
blowdown phase of the accident and are ranked high (ADS flow rate is listed as an
important parameter for this phase). The ADS flow resistance is ranked medium for the
ADS blowdown phase because it affects the ADS fourth stage discharge after it unchokes
(because the differential pressure between RCS and containment has been reduced). The
effects of noncondensible gases are ranked medium for the ADS blowdown phase; the
accumulators empty and vent a large volume of nitrogen into the RCS (note the
noncondensible gas volume grows as the RCS continues depressurizing). This nitrogen
can affect the ADS flow and energy release.

R64 Noncondensiole effects in the cold legs are ranked low during the ADS blowdown phase.
Nitrogen expelled from the accumulators accumulates in this region of the RCS and
disposition of nitrogen can affect the ADS mass flow and energy release rates (see R63).

R65 Stored energy release in the following components is ranked low for the ADS blowdown
phase: cold legs, core, downcomer/ lower plenum, fuel rods, hot legs, pressurizer, and
upper head / upper plenum. The RCS pressure and saturation temperature fall sharply
during this phase. As a result, remaining heat stored in metal structures in these
components is available to Dow into the RCS coolant. However, this flow of heat is
expected to be a minor contributor to the overall RCS energy balance; energy loss through
the ADS is expected to dominate that balance.

R66 Flashing in the cold leg is ranked low during the ADS blowdown phase. Liquid volume
drained from the Ch1T must be replaced by steam volume; flashing in this component
represents one possible source of steam for that purpose. Steam produced in the cold legs
(or elsewhere, and convected into the cold legs) must enter the pressure balance line to
replace liquid drained from the Ch1T. The ChtT draining proccss deterraines the actuation
of the ADS fourth stage.

R67 Core two phase mixture levelis ranked high for the ADS blowdown phase. Regarding
high core levels, a relationship betweer, the core level and ADS flow rate has not been
established with current evidence. However, core level behavior can dramatically afTect
the ADS discharge (if core level swells, an increased Dow ofliquid into the ADS will
result). This phenomenon was ranked high pending later evidence to the contrary.
Regarding low core levels, the minimum core level is attained at the end of the ADS
blowdown when the onset of!RWST injection reverses the declining core level trend.
Therefore, this phenomenon was also ranked high because it is an indicator of core
uncovery and coolability.
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Table D-6. (continu:d).

Rankine rationale for the nhenomena in Tables D 1 through D-$ ,

Code Ranking Rationale
~

R68 The CMT level is ranked high during the ADS blowdown phase. This phenomenon is an
important parameter listed for this phase because actuation of fourth stage ADS is based
upon attaining a 20% CMT indicated level.

R69 Flashing, level, and noncondensible effects in the downcomer/ lower plenum and
noncondensible effects in the hot lep .:nd pressurizer are ranked low during the ADS
blowdown phase. Noncondensible gas is expelled from the accumulators into the RCS at
the same time the Duld within the RCS is flashing. Flashing will be preferential based
upon location within the plant and upon the temperature of the fluid present. The presence
of noncondensible gas alters the flashing process. Therefore, during this phase, these
phenomena may hcVe some effect on the ADS flow rates and, perhaps, upon the core
level.

R70 Phase separation in hot leg tees is ranked high during the ADS blowdown phase. This
phenomenon controls the quality of the fluid entering ADS stages 1,2, and 3 (via the
pressurizer surge line tee) and ADS stage 4 (through the ADS-4 tees).

R71 CCFL, countercurrent flow, entrainment, flashing, and horizontal duid stratification in the
hot legs are ranked medium during the ADS blowdown phase. These phenomena control
the phase separation process at the hot leg tees (see R70). The inventory, inventory
distribution, and flow behavior in the hot legs determines the behavior at the pressurizer
surge line and ADS stage 4 tees.

R72 In the IRWST, interphasic condensation, pool flow, and pool thermal stratification are
ranked medium for the ADS blowdown phase. ADS stages 1,2, and 3 discharge RCS
fluid into the IRWST 'hrough two spargers. The fluid flowing through the spargers has a
high steam content, perhaps superheated, at the near atmospheric pressure inside the tank.
Ilowever, the IRWST fluid is initially subcooled, so high interphase condensation rates are
anticipated. The phenomena ranked here affect: (1)the manner in which the IRWST
performs the quenching process, (2) the state of the IRWST fluid (that later is in,iected into
the RCS), and (3) the containment pressure.

R73 The IRWST pool level is ranked low for the ADS blowdown phase. After ADS stages 1,
2, and 3 unchoke, the pool level has a minor effect upon the pressure at the ADS sparger
and, therefore, upon the ADS flow rate.

R74 IRWST pool to-tank heat transfer is ranked low for the ADS blowdown phase. Over the
long term, the energy removed from the pool to its surroundings may be important, but
during this phase this energy removal wasjudged to be significantly smaller than that
introduced into the pool through the ADS.

R75 11 eat transfer between the PRHR and IRWST is ranked medium during the ADS
blowdown phase. The importance of PRHR heat removal during this phase has not been
established. It is suspected that this heat removal may be overshadowed by ADS efrects
during this phase. Ilowever, PRHR heat transfer has the potential to be important, so it
was ranked medium pending better information.

1

i
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Tchle D-6 (continu:d).

Rankine rationale for the nhenomena in Tables D 1 throuch D-5

Code Ranking Rationale

R76 in the PRHR component, differential density, flashing, noncondensible effects, How
resistance, and phase separation in tees are ranked low in the ADS blowdown phase.
These phenomena can affect the PRHR heat removal rate (ranked medium, see R75) and,
therefore, have been ranked low. Note that this is the only instance where phase
separation in tees has been ranked for the PRHR component. For normal PRHR flow
situations, tee phase separation is primarily ofinterest at the PRHR inlet line connection
on the hot leg, and this phenornenon was included in the listings for the hot leg
component. However, for the ADS blowdown situation, RCS conditions are chaotic, and
the question here is the manner in which the PRHR system outlet tee (on the steam
generator outlet plenum) rnight perform under potential reverse flow conditions. Because
the PRHR inlet line is connected directly to one of the ADS fourth stage inlet lines,
reverse flow through the PRHR system is likely to develop as RCS Ould rushes out the
ADS fourth stage.

R77 In the pressurizer, CCFL, entrainment/de entrainment, and level swell are ranked medium
during the ADS blowdown phase. During this phase, the ADS mass flow and energy
release are ranked high (see R63). These phenomena detennine the upstream conditions
that control the ADS stage I,2, and 3 mass flow and energy release rates.

R78 Steam generator heat transfer is ranked low during the ADS blowdown phase. The RCS
energy balance is controlled by decay heat addition and ADS energy removal. The steam
generators are essentially thermally decoupled from the RCS because the affected steam
generator is dry and fluid in the unaffected secondary system is significantly hotter than
the fluid in the RCS.

R79 in the upper plenum, entrainment/de entrainment is ranked medium during the ADS
blowdown phase. During this phase, the ADS mass flow and energy release are ranked
high (see R63). This phenomenon has a major influence on the upstream conditions that
control the mass flow and energy release rates from a" ADS stages.

R80 Flashingin the core and upper plenum / upper head is ranked medium during the ADS
blowdown phase. This flashing will affect the RCS mass and energy distributions.
Flashing will be preferential and the warmest RCS fluid will reside in the core and upper
heaWupper plenum regions.

I(81 ADS mass flow and energy release are ranked high, ADS Dow resistance is rankea
medium, and ADS noncondensible effects are ranked low during the IRWST and sump
injection phase. The ADS mass and energy flow rates directly affect the differential
pressure between the RCS and the containment. The ADS flow resistance affects the mass
and energy flow rates. Noncondensibles affect the ADS mass and energy flows, but to a
lesser extent than during the previous phase (where they were ranked medium, see R63).
Peak flow of noncondensibles from the accumulators into the RCS occurs during the ADS
blowdown phase,

R82 in the cold legs, condensation and noncondensible effects are ranked low for the IRWST
and sump injection phase. The cold legs are expected to be an inactive RCS region during
this phase. However, these phenomena were left on the list because of the possibility for
efTects due to: (1) condensation of steam (entering this region through the reactor vessel
upper hea&downcomer bypass path), and (2) large expansions of nitrogen (caused by total
depressurization of the RCS).
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Table D4. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the nhenomena in Tables D 1 through D 5

Code Ranking Rationale

R83 Two-phase mixture level in the core is ranked high during the IRWST and sump injection
phase. The two phase mixture level determines the status of core coolability and affects
the differential pressure between the RCS and the containment (see R67). The core flow
resistance is ranked medium during the IRWST and sump injection phase. This resistance
affects the RCS to-containment differential pressure, but to a lesser extent than does the

mixture level.

R84 Downcomer level,is ranked high during the IRWST and sump injection phase. This level
is the driving force for flow through the core. De static head created by this level is a
significant term affecting the RCS/ containment pressure balance.

R85 Condensation in the downcomer is ranked medium during the IRWST and sump injection

phase. Steam may flow through the upper head /downcomer bypass path if condensation
is present, it can alter the high ranked downcomer level (see R84).

R86 Phase separation in tees in the hot leg is ranked high during the IRWST and sump
injection phase. Separation at the ADS fourth stage tees determines the energy and
content of the fluid mixture that is routed through the ADS.

R87 CCFL and countercurrent flow in the hot leg are ranked medium during the ADS
blowdown and IRWST and sump injection phases. These phenomena contribute to the
highly ranked hot leg phase separation process (see R86) because they affect the fluid state
and flow regime in the hot leg.

R88 llorizontal fluid stratification in the hot legs is ranked medium during the IRWST and
sump injection phase. Fluid conditions during this phase may be quiescent, and in that
case the hot leg would stratify. Whether or not the hot leg fluid stratifies has a direct
influence on the phase separation in the hot leg tees (ranked high, see R86) and the state of
the mixture being passed on to the all ADS stages.

R89 Not used.

R90 IRWST pool thermal stratification, pool level, and flow resistance are ranked medium
during the IRWST and sump injection phase. Stratification affects the injection
temperature (the fluid present at the bottorn of the tank is injected). Level provides the
driving force to push the injection flow through the total resistance (the IRWST piping
system flow resistance is an important part of the total). Therefore, the IRWST pool level
and flow resistance directly affect the injection flow rate.

R91 Not used.

R92 Ileat transfer between the PRIIR and IRWST is ranked low during the IRWST and sump

injection phase. The potential for this heat transfer remains, via condensation of steam on
the inside of the PRIIR tubes, flowever, the energy removal from the RCS is expected to
be dominated by the ADS fourth stage during this phase.

R93 Steam generator heat transfer is ranked low during the ADS blowdown and IRWST and
sump injection phases. During these phases, the RCS energy balance is controlled by
decay heat addition and ADS energy removal. The steam generators are essertially
thermally decoupled from the RCS because the affected steam generator is dry and fluid in
the unaffected steam generator secondary is significantly hotter than fluid in the RCS,
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Table D-6. (continued).

Rankiny rationale for the nhenomenn in Tables D 1 throuyh D-5

Code Ranking Rationale
.

,

R94 Sump Duid temperature, level, and How resistance are ranked medium during the IRWST
and sump injection phase. The sump Ouid temperature is the RCS injection temperature
(the Guid present at the bottom of the sump is injected). De sump level provides the
driving force to push the injection now through the total resistance (the sump piping
system now resistance is an important part of the total). Therefore, all these phenomena
contribute to the determination of the injection Dow rate and temperature.

R95 Entrainment/de entrainment in the upper plenum is ranked high during the IRWST and
sump injection phase. His phenomenon affects the state of the Guid entering the hot leg
(that, in tum, affects the state of Guld entering the ADS fourth stage). It also affects the
pressure drop between the core snd hot legs.

R96 Not used.

R97 Condensation, natural convection, noncondensible effects, noncondensible segregation,
steam.noncondensible mixing, and nonuniform air / steam distribution in the containment
interior are all ranked medium during the IRWST and sump injection phase. These
phenomena determine the containment pressure and the heat transfer processes on the
inside of the containment shell, a phenomenon that is ranked high Wall condensation is
the primary heat transfer mechanism on the inside of the shell. Natural convection is the
process inside the containment by which steam is transported from its source (i.e., the top
of the IRWST, or ADS stage 4) to the shell. Noncondensible effects may impede the flow
of heat from the containment atmosphere to the inner surface of the shell, and the
condensation process may cause noncondensible gases to build up near the shell
(noncondensible segr;;gation), a process that may starve the shell inner wall heat transport
process of steam. Steam noncondensible mixing, and nonuniform air / steam distribution
are phenomena indicating that mixture irregularities of the steam and noncondensible
gases rnay be signincant to the inner.shell heat removal processes.

R98 Condensate transport, liquid holdup, and liquid distribution in the containment interior are
ranked medium during the IRWST and sump injection phase. These phenomena
contribute to the disposition ofliquid within the containment. Liquid that is returned to
the IRWST or sump is available for injection into the RCS. Liquid escaping that return is
not available for that purpose; examples include: liquid inventory stored on the
containment shell during normal operation of the passive containment cooling heat
removal system and liquid that becomes trapped in other containment iegions (such as in
the reactor vessel cavity).

R99 The passive heat sink in the containment interior is ranked medium during the IRWST and
sump injection phase. The passive heat sink provided by the containment walls and
interior structures represents a signincant contribution to the containment energy balance
during transients.

R100 PCCS evaporation, PCCS mixture convective heat transfer, PCCS vater Dow, air Dow,
and chimney effects on the containment exterior are all ranked medium during the IRWST
and sump irtjection phase. These phenomena contribute to the containment shell exterior.
to ambient heat transfer that is ranked high (see Ril4). PCCS water will be sprayed on
the outer containment shell surface. This water will now downward on the outside of the
shell and heat will be removed to upwardly Dowing air. Heat transfer mechanisms from
the wall will include conduction and convection to water, evaporation of the water, and
cons ection to the upward.0owing air.
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TCble D-6, (cor'tinued).

Ranking rationale foLtht. phenomena in Tables D 1 through D-$

Code Ranking Rationale
_

R101 In addition to the phenomena described in R100,' the following containment exterior
phenomena are ranked medium during the IRWST and sump injection phase: atmospheric
temperature, humidity, PCCS werting, and radiation heat transfer, nese phenomena also
contribute te the containment shell exterior-to-ambient heat transfer that is ranked high

'

(st.e Ril4). The atmospheric temperature is that to which the containment shell exterior
heat transfer takes place. The humidity present in the air determines the ef0clency of the
evaporation process. PCCS wetting effects may alter the effective heat transfer area (if
water rivulets form, then evaporation may take place only on the outer shell regions,

covered by them). Radiation from the outer shell wall to the air and from the outer shell
wall to the containment support structure (across the air flow annulus), may be a
significant heat transfer mechanism.

R102 Not used.

R103 Stored energy release in the cold legs, core (non fuel structures), downcomer/ lower
plenum, fuel rods, hot legs, and upper head / upper plenum is ranked low during the initial
depressurization rhnse. This phenomenon represents the removal, to the RCS fluid, of
heat stored in the piring walls and other nuctures during normal reactor operation. The
low ranking indicates this phenomenon has a smaller inDuence on the RCS energy balance
than do the other contributors to that balance: core decay power (as distinguished frorr

'release of the initial fuel stored energy), steam generator heat transfer, and the PRiiR to-
1RWST heat transfer.

R104 Loop asymmetry effects in the cold legs, downcomer/ lower plenum, hot legs, and upper
plenum are ranked medium during the passive decay heat remcval phase, ne rationales
for these rankings are the same as described in R45 and R47.

RIOS Flow resistance in the reactor coolant pumps is ranked low during both the initial
depressurizr. tion and passive decay heat removal phases. Following the pump coastdown,
the locked rotor resistance of the pump is a significant portion of the total flow resistance
through the RCS loops. Therefore, this resistance affects the RCS coolant loop natural ;

circulation flow rates and, thereby, heat exchange between the RCS and the affected and :

unaffected steam generators. This flow resistance is also present in the PRHR system flow
loop; however, total resistance through this flow loop is instead dominated in the PRi!R
piping and heat exchanger.

R106 Not used. |

R107 The core flow resistance is ranked low during the passive residual heat removal and CMT
draining to-ADS actuation phases. This phenomenon affects PRIIR to IRWST heat
transfer through its influence on the PRilR system natural circulation How rate. Ilowev$r ;

this inauence is less than that of the PRiiR system Cow resistance. |

R108 in the CMT component. Gow resistance is ranked low during the passive decay heat
removal phase. This flow resistance is dominated in the CMT discharge lines, that include
both orinces and check valves. This phenomenon influences the RCS energy balance
through its etTect on the CMT recirculation rate.

R109 Interphase condensation and pool flow in the IRWST are ranked low during the passive
decay heat removal and CMT draining to ADS actuation phases. nese phenomena affect i

PRIIR to-IRWST heat trar.sfer through their in0uences on the Dow and temperature
distributions in the PRilR bundle region (this phenomenon is ranked medium, see R38),
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Table D-6. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the nhenomena in Tables D 1 throughD 1

Code Ranking Rationale

R110 The PRIIR Cow resistance is ranked medium during the passive decay heat ternoval and
CMT draining to ADS actuation phases. The Dow resistance through the entire PRIIR
primary system cooling loop is dominated by components within the PRiiR system itself
(piping, fittings, and hr.at exchanger) and not in the associated RCS components. The
PRilR Dow resistance determines the PRllR system natural circulation now rate and,
thereby, affects PRIIR to IRWST heat transfer (by innuencing the tube inner surface
convective thermal resistance).

RI11 Not used.

RI12 Discharge line flashing in the IRWST and sump injection lines is ranked medium during
the IRWST and sump injection phase. The temperatures of the injection Gulds will
depend upon behavior within the IRWST and containment. It is not known if 0uld in
these lines will Dash. liowever, if the Guid does flash, then the injection rate may be

signincantly affected by the increased injection line pressure drop.

Ril3 ilent transfer between the IRWST Duid and the tank walls is ranked low during the
IRWST and sump injection phase. The energy loss via this phenomenon is expected to be
much smaller than the other terms involved in the containment energy balance.

Ril4 During the IRWST and sump injection phase, the overall containment shell interior and
exterior heat transfer represent the removal of decay heat to the ultimate heat sink and are,
therefore, ranked high.

R115 During the ADS blowdown phase, containment phenomena impact the containment
pressure response, which affects the timing ofIRWST injection. Little analysis is
available to support the relative phenomena rankings. The PIRT committee ranked the
overall heat transfer on the interior and exterior surfaces of the containment shell medium,

along with the expected heat transfer processes on those surfaces (condensation on the
inside and PCCS evaporative cooling on the outside), in addition, passive heat sink is
ranked medium because the effects of wall heat transfer (containment shell, structural
walls, and internal equipm nt) are expected to be important during this phase because the
Guid to-wall temperature differentials are large. The other containment related
phenomena are ranked low.
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Appendix E - Detailed Results, Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Without ADS PIRT

This appendix presents the detailed results of the steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) sequence
without Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) activation PIRT. The detailed PIR( results are shown
in Tables E l and E 2, and the transient description, overall phenomena ranking criteria, and specific
ranking rationales are shown in Table E 3. The information in Tables E l and E 2 is arranged to
correspond with *.he two phases of the accident scenario. These tables are organized in alphabetical order
according to the component name. Within the listings for each component, the peninent identified
phenomena are arranged by order of rankir.g. The right sides of these tables contain identifier codes that
refer the reader elsew here in this report for further information:

He code labeled " Ranking Rationale"(for example,"Rl") leads the reader to a description of the
logic leading to the ranking of each specific phenomenon; this information is found in Table E 3
in this appendix.

The code labeled "Phenomene .1 escription"(for example, "Dl") leads the reader to a general
description of each phenomenon; this information is found in Appendix G Table G 1.

Two codes are labeled " Type Geometry"(for example "Cl/Gl"). The "C" code leads the reader
to the physical geometries and general functions of the component under discussion; this
information is foucd in Appendix G Table G-2. He "G" code leads the reader to more detailed
discussion of the specific phenomena associated with each of the cornponents; this information is
found in Appendix G, Table G 3.

The " Supporting Evidence" code (for example,"El") leads the reader to references (geometrical,
experimental, and analytical) that provide background and corroborating information. This
information is found in Appendix G, Table G 4. It is noted that the supporting evidence is
currently being developed in experimental and analytical tasks both inside and outside the P!RT
task. Thus, the information in this table can be expected to increase as the supporting tasks are
completed.

The " Sublevel Phenomena" code (for example, "Sl") leads the reader to a list of contributing
phenomena affecting the primary phenomenon. The sublevel phenomena information is found in
Appendix G, Table G 5.
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y Table E-1. PIR'l for the initial depressurization phase of a single SGTR.
C
;c _

g For codes slumn in these columns See Tables:

d- E-3 l G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5 ,

:n _

$ Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel
i Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Descriptkm Geometry Evidence I henomens

Break (single SG Choking in complex geometries II RII D6 C3 El S66
tube, two break paths) hiass flow II R1 D46 C3/G6 El St

Energy release M R2 D19 C3/G6 El St

Flow resistance M R7 D27 C3/G6 El Sii

Fuel rods Core power / decay heat - 11 R3 D12 C&T320 El S4

Stored energy release L R4 D63 C&'G21 El S2

Press 2rizer Flashing II R5 D21 Cl4/G33 El SS i

llenter power 11 R5 D34 Cl4/G35 El S49

Level (inventory) 11 R5 D39 Cl4/G33 El Sl3

Vapor space behavior II R5 D77 Cl4/G33 El S60

{ Noncondensible effects L R6 D50 Cl4 El S12 ;

Stored energy release L R4 D63 Cl4/G35 El S2

Steam generators Primary to secondary heat transfer 11 RE D33 C16Ki39 El SS3

Secondary runuis M RIO D64 C16/G39 El Sl74

SRV energy release M R9 D65 C16/G44 El SSI

SRV mass flow M R9 D66 C16/G44 El SSO

4

!

.
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Talde E-2. PIRT for the passive decay heat removal phase of a single SGTR.
'

; For codes shown m these columns. See Tables *

E-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel
Component Phenosnena Rank Rationale Description Geentetry Evidence Phenomena

,

Break; single SG Choking in complex geometries 11 RII D6 C3 El S66;.
' tube, two break paths) Energy re! case II Rl7 D19 C3/G6 El St

Mass flow II R17 D*6 C3/G6 El St

Flow re:istance M R7 D27 C3/G6 El S?I |

i Cold legs Stored enercy release L R14 D68 C4/G7 El S2 f

Core Subcooling margin M R13 D69 C5 El S52 !

Flow resistance L R12 D27 C5/G12 El SI1 6

i
Stored energy release L R14 D68 CSMI1 El S2 t

j CMT CMT-to-loop difTerential density M RIS D17 C6/G13 El S10

Thermal stratification M RIS D73 C6Til4 El S19m
" Level M RI6 D39 C6/G14 El S13 '

j Flow resistance L R31 l D27 CMG13 El SI1
,

i

Downcomer/ lower Stored energy release L R14 D68 C7/G15 El S2 ;

plenum

Fuelrods Decay heat 11 RIE D12 CSXi20 El S4

Stored energy release L R14 D63 C3/G21 El S2

; Ilot legs Flashing M R19 D21 C9 El SS

Loop asymmetry effects M R19 DIS C9/G23 S9

|Voiding M R19 D78 C9/G25 El S54

Stored energy release L R14 D68 C9/G22 El SS2 !

IRWST Flow & temperature distribution in M R20 D23 C10/G26 El S24 !g
PRIIR bundle region ..y

m
o Poollevel M R20 D58 C10/G26 El S25

,

!h Pool thermal stratification M R20 DS9 C10/G26 El Sl9

; interphasic condensation L R32 D37 cinto29 El sis.

-

.
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z Table E-2. (continued).
C
N For codes shown ~ : t!ce columns. See Tables:
O
6 E-3 41 G-2iG-3 G4 G-5
x
g Rznking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublesel

i Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Deciption Geometry Evidence Phenomena

IRWST, Continued Pcol flow L R32 D57 ClGU26 El S24

Pressurizer thshing M R38 D21 Cl4/G33 El SS

Level (inventory) M R38 D39 C14/G33 El S13

Noncondensible e!Tects L R6 D50 Cl4 | El 512

PRilR Heat transfer between PRHR and 11 R23 D32 C12tGO El S28
IRWST

_.

Condensation M R20 D9 C12/G30 El SIS

DifTerential density M R20 D17 C12/G30 El S10

Flow resistance M R20 D27 C12/G30 El SI1

Noncondensible efTects M R25 D50 C12,031 El S12'

Voiding M R20 D7R Cl2/G31 El S54
en
E Pumps Coastdown performance L R33 D7 C15.U37 El S14 ,

Flow resistance | L R26 D27 C15/G38 El SIS

5eam generators Primary to secondary heat transfer 11 R28 D33 C16'G39 El S53 !

SRV enerEy release 11 R27 D65 C16Ki44 El S5I

SRV mass flow II R27 D66 Cl&U44 El 550

Secondary level M R29 D63 C16039 El S7 j
Secondary r un m c M ".JZ9 D64 C16/G39 El S17

fTube voiding M R29 9 75 C16/G39 El 516

Condens . tion in U-tubes L R24 D9 Cl&G39 El S18.

Upper head / upper Flashing M R30 D21 Cl8/G45 El SS

plenmn Loop asymmetry efTects M R34 D45 Cl8/G46 El S9 !

Stored energy release L P14 D68 C18/G47 El S2 [
.

i
!
i

!
'
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Table E-2. (continued).

For codes shown in these cobnns See Tabics:

E-3 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5
;

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

Ccmponent Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometrv Evidence Phenomena
,

Containment (interior) Interior to wall heat transfer 11 R36 D56 C19/G48 El S72
' ! Condensate transport M R35 DS C19:048 El S37

Condensation M R35 D9 C19/G43 El S18 i

Liquid distribution M R35 D43 Cl9/G48 El S38 i

Liquid heidup M R35 D44 C19/Gt3" El S38
'

Natural convection M R36 D48 C19/G45 El S12

Noncondensible efTects M R36 D50 C19/G49 El S12 ;

Noncondensible segregation M R36 DS4 C19/G49 El S7I

Nonuniform steam / air distribution M R36 D51 C19/G49 El S35
|

Steam-nmcondensible mixing M R36 D67 Ci9/G49 El S68 ;m
b Passive heat sink M R36 DSI C19/G43 El S67 ii

I
Containment Exterior to ambient heat transfer 11 R37 D33 C20/G50 El S70 i

!(exterior) Air fiow M R37 D32 C20/G50 El S69

Atmospheric temperature M R37 D2 C20/G50 El S43

IChimney effects M R37 DS C20/G50 | El S4I

] Ilumidity R37 D36 C20/G50 El S46

Ii PCCS evaporation M R37 D52 C20!G50 El S39

; PCCS mixture convective heat M R37 D54 C20/G50 El S30
.

transfer !,

PCCS water flow M R37 D53 C20/G50 El S40 !
'

Z PCCS wetting M R37 DSS C20/G50 E! S42
~C

W Radiation heat transfer M R37 D62 C20/G50 El S45 !

m .

? I

o
W !

f
' i i

i
; i
! .E
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Table D3, Trc slent descriptio] rd rarki:3 rati=le f r the single SGTR PIRT, ,

i

!

Overall Transient Description and Top level Raaking Rationale

I
his sequence is initiated by a double ended rupture of a single steam generator (SG) tube at the

tubesheet, with no additional failures. Subsequent plant response is assumed to be within the design goal
that the active fuel remains covered throughout the transient with eventual recovery to a long terrn quasi-
steady condition that does not require ADS actuation. The availability only of safety grade plant systems
is assened. Although core uncovery is assumed to be avoided, a radioactive release to the atmosphere
occurs through the SG secondary safety tellef valves (SRVs). One of the primary purposes of the PIRT is
to ensure that the analysis code (s) have adequate modeling capabilities for simulating the vessel inventory
and release responses. The important hierarchical elements in the code assessment structure are those
affecting vessel inventory and release rate as described below.

Phase Descriptions and Medium level Ranking Rationales

initial Depressurization Phase:

Description . His phase begins at the time of the tube rupture, when two break paths are opened between
the RCS and the affected SG secondary system. He Dow through the tubesheet side break is much larger
than that through the longer tube side break, ne feedwater control system reduces the fodwater Dow rate
to compensate for the break Dow, and initially the affected SG secondary level does not increase. The
pressurizer heater power increases to compensate for declining RCS pressure, and this effect slows the rate
of RCS depressurization. De break in the RCS boundary causes the pressurizer level to decline and the
pressurizer gas bubble to expand. The RCS pressure eventually falls to the reactor trip low setpoint
pressure. This occurrence results in scram control rod insertion and turbine stop valve closure. Reactor
power is quickly reduced to the decay heat rate, causing RCS temperatures to fall, its fluid to shrink and,
therefore, its depressurization rate to increase. Affected SG SRV opening causes a release of radioactivity
to the atmosphere, and elimination of this release is the key to a satisfactory outcome for this event
sequence. Dreak flow and Duld shrinkage efTects cause the RCS pressure to continue falling to the S
signal setpoint pressure; this occurrence rnarks the end of this phase.

Important carameters and dominant nrocesses RCS pressure is judged to be the parameter of primary
imponance for this phase because it determines the flow rate from the RCS to the afTected SG secondary
system through the ruptured tube. The processes important for accurate simulation of this parameter nr..
gas bubble expansion, net RCS mass and energy balances, critical flow through the broken SG tube, and
transient pressurizer inventory.

Passive Decay Heat Removal Phase:

Descriotion . This phase begins at the time of the S signal, an occurrence that causes PRHR and ChtT
system actuations, reactor coolant pump trip, and feedwater isolation. The RCS loop Dows decline rapidly
from a forced circulation to a natural circulation condition. The affected SG inventory increases as a result
of How through the ruptured tube; this now also sustains the affected SG secondary pressure near the SRV
opening setpoint pressure. The combination of ChtT system recirculation, energy release through the
affected SG SRVs, ar.d PRHR system operation removes core decay heat from the RCS, ne performance
of the ChtT system eventually degrades as Guid in the ChtT tanks is warmed. Eventually, ChtT
recirculation may be interrupted by Cashing in the ChtT or its inlet line. However, ChtT levels are
assumed not to decline signi0cantly, and, therefore, ADS is assumed not initiated for this event sequence,
ne PRHR system eventually becomes the sole RCS core decay heat removal mechanism. IRWST tank
thermal strati 0 cation has the potential to degrade PRHR performance. When the PRHR system is capable
of removing all core decay heat at an RCS pressure below the opening set point pressure of the affected

NUREG/CR 6541 E6
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Tcble Ed (continu:d).

SO SRVs, the break and SRV 00ws cease. Afterward, the SRVs remain closed, and the radiation release
is terminated. Long-term decay heat remevril fiom the containment to environment is accomplished across
the containment shell. Steam boiled off from the IRWST is returned to the IRWST as condensate from the
containtnent shell. *

Imoortant parameters and dominant crocesses RCS pressure is judged to be the parameter of primary
importance for this phase becaut.e it determines the duration and magnitude of the atmospheric release
through the SO SRVs. The processes important for aceirate simulation of this parameter are: cota SG,
PRifR, $nd containment shell heat transfer, natural circulation How in the RCS coolant loops, loop
asymmetries, and SG SRV critical now.

Detailed Phenomena Ranklug Rationales

Ranking rationale for the ohenomena in Tables E 1 and E 2

. C.. ode
Ranking Rationale

R1 Break mass Dow is ranked high during the initial depressurization phase. This
phenomenon is the outflow term in the RCS mass balance. The pressurizcr level falla
becat 4 of the net outuow of coolant from the RCS.1he expansion of the pressurizer gas
bubb!c determines the RCS pressure, the parameter of primary importance during this
phase.

R2 Break energy release it ranked medium during the init;al depressurization phase. The
break energy release w ts judged less significant than the break m.sss flow (see RI).
While energy is remowd at the break, for a SOTR, the break size is small, and the
influence of the break on the RCS energy balance is smaller thtm other contributors (heat
addition from the core fuel rods and heat removal to the steam generators, see R3 and

R8).

10 Fuel rod core power / decay heat is ranked high during the initial depressurization phase.
This phenomenon is the major heat addition term in the RCS energy balan.c. In addition,
removal of this heat is a basic safety issue.

R4 Stored energy releases to RCS fluid from the fuel rods and pressurizer tr.nk wall are
ranked low during the initial depressurization phase. Signific mt energy is stored in the
fuel rods during normal reactor operation. This energy is retained in the fuel rods prior to
the time of reactor trip. Aftr tactor trip, most of the initial fuel rod stored energy is
quickly removed to the RC5 cwlant. Sirice this effect is temporary, fuel rod stored
energy release was judged less significant to the RC". energy balance than the continuous
fuel rod core power / decay heat phenomenon (that is ranked high, see R3). Stered energy
release from the pressurizer vessel wall to fluid inside the pressurizer has a minor
influence on the pressurizer gas bubble expansion process that controls RCS pressure
during this phase.

R5 Not used.

R6 Noncondensible effects in the pressurizer are ranxed low during the initial
depressurization and passive decay heat removal phases. Hydrogen gas will evolve from
solution durink epressurization of the RCS. Accumulations of hydrogen in thed

pressurizer affect the species of gas in the pressurizer bubble; expansiort contraNion of/

thi> bubble controls the RCS pressure.

E-7 NUREG/CR 6541
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Table D3. (continued).

Ranking ratienale for the nhenomena in Tables E 1 and E 2

Code Ranking Rationale

R7 Break flow resistance is ranked medium during the initial depressurization and passive
decay heat removal phases. This phenomenon affects the highly ranked break mass now.
Flow through both break paths is at first dominated by critical now (see Rll). The Dow
resistance affects the critical How, particularly through the longer break path. As the RCS
depressurizes and the affected SO secondary system pressurizes, flows through these
break paths unchoke and become dominated by frictional Dow resistance considerations.

R8 Steam generatorprimary to secondary heat transfer is tanked high during the initial
depressurization phase. This phenomenon is the major heat removal term in the RCS
energy balance.

R9 Steam generator safety relief valve (SRV) mass flow and energy release are ranked
medium during the initial depressurization phase. Existing analyses are irisufficient to
indicate whether the SRVs will be opened during this phase. While awaiting this
indication, these phenomena are assigned a medium ranking to show their potential
importance.

RIO Steam generator secondary pressure is ranked medium during the initial depressurization
phase. The break Doiv is delivered against the affected steam generator seconda y
pressure, and this pressure also determines if the safety relief valves are opened. The
pressures in the steam generator secondary systems determine the secondary-side
saturation temperatures affecthig heat exchange between the RCS and the steam
generators.

RI1 Choking in complex geometries is ranked high during the initial depressurization md
passive decay heat removal phases. This phenomenon determines the highly ranked
break mass flow for both break flow paths prior to the time when these paths unchoke
(see R7). Choking was ranked high (in comparison with the frictional resistance that is
ranked medium) because the modeling of critical now processes in the unique geometries
associated with broken steam generator tubes is particularly uncertain.

R12 Core Dow resistance is ranked low during the ~.ssive decay heat removal phase. A large
portion of the total resistance to RCS loop ns;.iral circulation How resides in the core.
This phenomenon therefore affects the RCS soop flow rate. Although this resistance is
also present for PRHR system !vop Dow, the resistance for that loop is dominated within
the PRiiR system itself(the PRHR system has a much lower design flow rate than do the
RCS loops).

R13 Subcoonng margin is ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal pha2e, This
ranking indicates the importance of: (1) core coolability and (2) the effects of core void
generation on PRHR system heat removal and RCS depressurization.

R14 Stored energy release to the RCS Duld from stmetures in the core, fuel rods, cold lega,
downcomer/ lower plenum, hot legs, and upper head / upper plenum is ranked low during
the passive decay heat removal phase. Heat that is initially stored in these structures
during normal reactor operation is released into the RCS as it depressurizes and cools.
However, these releases arejudged to be less significant contributors to the RCS energy
balance than are the core decay power heat source and the CMT, steam generator, and
PRHR system heat sinks (see R18, Ri$, R28, and R23, respectively).

NUREG/CR 6541 E-8
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Tchle E.3- (continued).

Ranking rationale for ths,$enomens in Tables E 1 and E 2

Code Ranking Rationale

RIS In the Chit component, Chit to loop differentral density and thermal strati 0 cation are
ranked medium during the passive decay heat remosal phase. These phenomena directly
influence ChtT recirculation and its effectiveness as an RCS heat sink. TMs heat sink is
an important contributor to the RCS energy balance until the time when Chit
recirculation is interrupted. The differential density is the driving force for Chit
recirculation. Thermal stratification affects this driving force, the manner in which Chit
recirculation is interrupted, and the temperature of Duld discharged from the ChtTs.

R16 Chil level is ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal phase. This SGiR
accident scenario assumes the Chit level will not fall to the low level setpoint that
initiates ADS. This phenomencn is included here only to assure that the appropristeness
of his assumption is later considered.

Rl7 Break energy release and mass How are ranked high during the passive decay heat
removal phase. These phenomena affect the RCS pressure response. Flow from the RCS
to affected steam generator secondary system through the two break paths may be
dominated by critical or friction dominated processes (see R7 and Ril).

Rl3 Fuel rod decay heat is ranked high during the passive decay heat removal phase. This
phenomenon is the major heat addition term in the RCS energy balance, and removal of
this heat is a basic safety issue.

R19 Flashing, loop asymmetry effects, and voiding in the hot legs are ranked medium during
the passive decay heat removal phase, liot leg behavior is of significance because fluid
conditions in this component determine the conditions of fluids entering the break, steam
generators, and PRiiR system. Of particular importance is the steam content of the hot
leg Huid, as this affects break flow and PRliR heat removal. Steam may be produced in
the core and passed into the hot leg, or it may be generated by flashing within the hot
legs, if the hot legs become sufficiently voided. then pure steam may be passed to the
steam generators and PRilR system. Loop asymmetry effects may be present because the
break, PRIIR system, and ChtT system each are located on only one coolant loop.
Therefore, plant response may be sensitive to which steam generator is assumed to
contain the tube rupture. Existing analyses are insufficient to indicate whether these
phenomena will be important during this phase. While awaiting this indication, these
phenomena are assie,ned a medium rarking to show their potential importance.

E-9 NUREG/CR-6541
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Tcble f 3. (continued).

Ranking rationale for the nhenomenn in Tables E 1 and E 2

Code Ranking Rationale

R20 In. the IRWST component, pool level, flow and temperature distribution in tne PRiiR
bundle region, and pool thermal stratification are ranked medium during the passive
decay heat removal phase, in the PRilR cornponent, condensation, differential density,
flew resistance, and voiding are ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal
phase. These phenomena all contribute to the PRiiR to IRWST heat transfer process. ,

The convective thermal resistance on the PRIIR tube it'ner surface is sensitive to (among
other things) the presence or absence of the condensation process. On the PRiiR tube
outer surface, the convective thermal resistance is sensitive to the flow rate through the
PIUIR tube bundle region in the IRWST. Reduced IRWST pool levels (due to boil off)
can lower the usable PRiiR bundle heat transfer area; the initial IRWST pool level is only
slightly above the elevatien span of the upper horizontal PRIIR tube bundle region. Pool
thermal stratification affects the heat sink temperature for the PRiiR tube outer surface
and the vertical distribution of that temperature. The differential density (i.e., the
difference in density between the fluid in the inflow and outflow sides of the PRllR
system piping) is the driving force for flow through the primary side of the PRilR system.
T he flow resistance of the PRiiR system (including the entire flow loop through the core)
balances the driving force created by the differential density. The volding from
noncondensible gas (see R25) accurnulated at the high point of the PRiiR inlet line (it is
an inverted trap configuration) may block the path for flow through the PRIIR heat
exchanger,

R21 Not used.

R22 Not used.

R23 lient transfer between the PIUIR and IRWST is ranked high during the passive decay
heat removal phase. This phenomenon represents the only means by which decay heat
may be removed from the RCS to the containment. PR11R heat transfer also is the only
continuous RCS decay heat removal mechanism durir.g this phase.

R24 Condensation in the stearn generator U tubes is ranked low during the passive decay heat
removal phase. This phenomenon can remove steam void from the U tubes (see R29).
Wall condensation inside the tubes can be caused by heat transfer to the steam generator
secondary. Interphase condensation inside the tubes can be caused by flow of cold water
into the U tubes from the PRiiR discharge.

R25 Noncondensible effects in the PRIIR are ranked medium during the passive decay heat
removal phase. Hydrogen gas will evolve from solution during the depressurization of
the RCS. The presence of this gas inside the PRIIR tube can degrade the heat transfer
process on the tube inner surft.cc. Voiding from noncondensib!a gas accumulated at the
high point of the PRiiR inlet line (its configuration includes an inverted trap) may block
the path for flow through the PRIIR heat exchanger.

NUREG/CR 6541 E 10
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Tchle E 3, (continued).

Ranking rationale for the obenomena in Tables E 1 and E 2

Code Ranking Rationale

R26 The pump flow resistance is ranked low during the passive decay heat remeval phase.
liere the pump flow resistance is the locked rotor resistance that is present fcilowing the
pump coastdown period (see R33), The pump resistance influences steam generator heat
transfer through its effect on the natural circulation flows through the RCS loops (i e.,
through the core, hot legs, steam generators, pumps, and cold legs). For the RCS loops,
the pump flow resistance is a significant fraction of the total loop resistance. The pump
resistance also influences PRiiR to IRWST heat transfer through its effect on the fbw
through the PRllR system natural circulation 109 (i.e., through the core, hot leg PRHR
inlet, PRilR heat exchanger, PRIM outlet, pump, and cold leg). For the PRHR system
loop, the pump resistance is only a small fraction of the total loop resistance.

R27 Steam generator safety relief $ alve (SRV) energy release and mass flow are ranked high
during the passive decay heat removal phase. When the SRVs are open, fluid is released
from the affected steam generator secondary system to the atmosphere. This fluid
contains radioactivity that was previously passed from the RCS into the affected
secondary system through the break. To terminate the atmospheric release, the RCS
pressure must, therefore, be maintained below he lowest SRV opening setpoint pressure.
SRV flow removes both rnass and energy frun die coupled RCS affected steam generator
system, llecause the SRV downstream pressure is atmospheric, flow through this path
will be dominated by critical flow processes.

R28 Steam generator primary to-secondary heat transfer is ranked high during the passive
decay heat removal phasc. Ileat exchanges between the RCS and both steam generators
influence the RCS pressure because they are major tenns in the RCS energy balance. The
possibility exists for reverse (i.e., secondary to primary) heat transfer.

R29 Steam generator secondary level and piessure, and voiding inside u tubes, are ranked
medium during the passive decay heat removal phase. Steam generator secondary
pressure determines the saturation temperature that is the heat sink for primary to-
secondary heat transfer (see R28). Steam generator secondary level influences that heat
transfer through its effect on the convective thermal resistance on the outside of the u-
tubes. T9be regions not submerged under the level do not efficiently transfer heat. The
level response in the affected steam generator is particularly uncertain because its
inventory is gained through the two break paths but may be lost through the safety relief
valves. Voiding inside the u tubes influences primary to secondary heat transfer through
its effect on the convective thermal resistance on the inside of the u tubes. If the void is
from steam, then the resistance may be low, due to wall condensation heat transfer (also
see R24). liowever,if the void is from noncondensible gas, the resistance may be high,
liydrogen gas evolves from solution in the RCS fluid during depressurization; this gas
can degrade the heat transfer process on the inner u tube walls, Volding from
noncondensible gas accurr.alated at the u tube high points may block the patt ' low

through the tubes,

10 0 Flashing in the reactor vessel upper head is ranked medium during the passive decay heat
removal phase. This region is prone to flash as the RCS is depressurized, and the bubble
created there cannot be readily collapsed. This phenomenon therefore affects the RCS ,

pressure response.
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Table E-3. (continued).

Rankine rationale for the nhenomena in Tables F 1 and E 2

Code Ranking Rationale
'

R31 ne CMT flow resistance is ranked low during the passive decay heat removal phase.

This phenomenon affects the CMT recirculation rate and, therefore, the period when the
CMTs are effective RCS heat sinks. Following termination of recirculation and if
draining occurs, this phenomenon affects the CMT draining rate. See R15 and R16 for
more discussion of CMT behavior.

y

R32 Interphasic condensation and pool Dow in the IRWST are ranked low during the passive
decay heat removal phase. Hese phenomena affect the Dow and temperature
distributions in the PRilR bundle region of the IRWST (ranked medium, see R20).
IRWST pool flow refers to natural convection flows in the large tank region away from
the PRHR bundle. Interphasic condensation refers to the collapse of bubbles formed due
to boiling on the outside of the PRilR tubes. This condensation may take place either in
the pool bundle region or elsewhere in the pool.

R33 Pump coastdown performance is ranked low during the passive decay heat removal phase.
The reactor coolant pump coastdown behavior influences the RCS energy balance
because it determines flows through the steam generator and PRHR system tubes.
Ilowever, this effect is limited because of the short coastdown period (about 2 minutes).

R34 Loop asymmetry effects in the upper plenum are ranked medium during the passive decay
heat removal phese. Loop asyrnmetry effects may be present because the break, PRIIR
system, and CMT system each are located on only one coolant loop. Therefore, plant
response may be sensitive to which steam generator is assumed to contain the tube
rupture. Existing analyses are insuffi lent to indicate whether these phenomena will ',e
important during this phase. While awaiting this indication, this phenomenon is a> signed
a medium ranking to show its potential importance.

R35 Condensate transport, condei stion, liquid distribution, and liquid holdup in the
containment interior are rani .cdium during the passive decay heat removal phase.

Hes: phenomena influence rRHR-to IRWST heat transfer (ranked high, see R23)
through their effect on the IRWST pool level (see R20).

R36 Containment interior to wall heat transfer is ranked high during the passive decay heat
removal phase. This phenomenon represents the removal of the reactor decay power from
the containment atmosphere to the containment shell. Natural convection,
noncondensible segregation, noncondensible effects, nonuniform steam / air distribution,
steam noncondensible mixing, and passive heat sink in the containment interior are
ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal phase. Rese phenomena affect
heat transfer processes on the inside surface of the containment shell.

R37 Containment exterior to ambient heat transfer is ranked high during the passive decay
heat removal phase. His phenomenon represents the removal of the reactor decay power
from the outer containment shell wall to its ultimate heat sink. The nine other
containment exterior phenomena are ranked medium during the passive decay heat
removal phase. These phenomena control the heat transfer processes on the containment
shell exterior.

R38 Pressurizer Dashing and level (inventory) are ranked medium during the passive decay
heat removal phase. Hese phenomena innuence RCS pressure. Flashing affects the
pressurizer level and slows RCS depressurization.

NUREG/CR 6541 E 12
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Appendix F - Detailed Results, Stentu Generator Tube Rupture
With ADS PIRT

This appendix presents the detailed results of the steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) with
Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) activa' ion PIRT. The detailed PlRT results are shown in
Tables F 1 through F 5, and the transient desciiption, overall phenomena ranking criteria, and specific
ranking rationales are shown in Table F 6. The information in Tables F.1 through F 5 is arranged to
conespond with the five phases of the accident scenario. These tables are organized in alphabetical order
according to the component name. Within the listings for esch component, the pertinent identified
phenomena are arranged by order of ranking. The right sides of these tables contain identifier codes that
refer the reader elsewhere in this report for further infonnation:

The code labeled " Ranking Rationale"(for example,"Rl") leads the reader to a description of the
logic leading to the ranking of each specific phenomenon; this information is found in Table F 6 in
this appendix.

The code labeled "Phtnomena Description"(for example, "Dl") leads the reader to a general
description of each phenomenon; this information is found in Appendix G. Table G.I.

Two codes are labeled " Type Geometry"(for example "Cl/Gl"). The "C" code leads the reader
to the physical geometries and general functions of the component under discussion; this
information is found in Appendix G, Table G 2. The "G" code leads the reader to more detailed
discussion of the specific phenomena associated with each of die components; this informatien is
found in Appendix G, Table G 3,

The " Supporting Evidence" code (for example, "El") leads the reader to references (geometrical,
experimental, and analytical) that provide background and corroborating information. This
irtformation is found in Appendix 0, Table G 4. It is noted that the supporting evidence is
currently being developed in experimental and analytical tasks both inside and outside the PIRT
task. Thus, the information in this table can be expected to increase as the supporting tasks are

completed.

The " Sublevel henomena" code (for example,"Sl") leads the reader to a list of contributing
phenomena affecting the primary phenomenon. The sublevel phenomena information is found in
Appendix G Table G 5.
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y Table F-1. FIRT for the initial depressurization phase of a SGTR with ADS.

#
m
o
n For codes shown in these cr'umns, See Tables:
p -

& F-6 G-1 G-2/G - C4 G-5
w
i Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Break (single SG Choking in complex geometries II RI1 D6 C3 El S66 ;

tube, two break paths) Mass flow II RI D46 C3/G6 El SI
~ '

Energy release M R2 D19 C3/G6 El St

Flow resistance M R7 D27 C3/G6 El Sil

Fuel rods Core power / decay heat II PJ D12 C3/G20 El S4

Stored e.,ergy release L R4 D68 C8!G21 El S2

Pressurizer Flashing II. R5 D21 Cl4/G33 El S5

lleater power II R5 D34 Cl4/G35 El S49

Level (inventory) 11 R5 D39 C14/G33 El S13

Vapor space behavior 11 R5 D77 Cl4/G33 El S60.n
"

Noncondensible elTects L R6 D50 Cl4 El S12

Stored energy release L R4 D68 Cl4/G35 El .S2

Steam generators Primary to secondary heat transfer II R8 D33 C16/G39 El SS3

Secondary pressure M Rio D64 C16/G39 El S17 !

SRV energy release M R9 D65 C16/G44 El SSI

SRV mass flow M R9 D66 C16/G44 El S50 ,

|

,

,

. . _ . - - - . . . . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . - _ _ . _ _ _ _ . - - - _ _ _ - . _ - ~ -. __
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Tchie F-2. PIRT fw the passive dec:y hett removal phase of a SGTR with ADS.

For codes shown in these co6 Ins, N Tables:

F-6 G-1 I G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

k Ranking Phenomena Type 5 ippetting Sublevel
Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Break (single SG Choking in complex geometries 11 RI1 D6 C3 El S66
tube, two bre k paths) Energy release 11- R89 Dl9 C3/G6 El St

Mass flow II R89 D46 C3/G6 El SI
_

Figwistance M R7 D27 C3/G6 El Sil

CJ ' legs 193 eparation in tees 11 R12 D56 C4/G8 El S8

Stu. d energy release L R16 D68 C4/G7 El S2

Core S' acoling margin M R14 D69 C5 El SS2

Flow resistance L Rl3 D27 C5/G12 El StI

Loop asymmetry effects L R15 D45 C5 El S9

Stored energy release L R16 D68 CS/GII El S27
"

CMT CMT-to-loop differential density 11 R17 D17 C6/G13 El S10

Flow resistance M Rl7 D27 C6/G13 El StI
Thermal stratification M R17 D73 C6/GI4 El S19

Downcomer/ lower Loop asymmetry efrects M R15 D45 C7/G16 El S9
plenum Condensation L RBI D9 C7/G18 El SIR

Stored energy release L R16 D68 C7/G15 El S2

Fuel rods Decay heat 11 R18 D12 C8/G20 El S4

Stored energy ri, lease L R16 D68 C8/G21 El S2

Ilot legs Flashing M R19 D21 C9 El SS
_

Loop asymmetry effects M Rl5 D45 C' 1 El S9

y Voiding M R19 D78 C9/G25 El S54

$ Stored energy release L R16 D68 C9/G !2 El S2
O
N
?
8:
i



_ ._____ _ _ _ _ - _ _

Table F-2. (continued).

g For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:
:.-

g
Fi F-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5
:n
g Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

& Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

IRWST Flew & temperature distribution in M R82 D23 C10/G26 El S24

PRilR bundle region

Pool thermal stratification M R82 DS9 C10/G26 El S19

Interphasic condensation L R83 D37 C10/G29 El SIS

Pool flow L R83 D57 C10/G26 El S24

Pressurizer Flashing M R90 D21 Cl4/G33 El SS

Level (inventory) M R90 D39 Cl4/G33 El S13

Noncondensible effects L R6 D50 Cl4 El S12

PRilR lleat transfer between PRilR and 11 R22 D32 C12/G30 El S28

IRWST

Condensation M R20 D9 Cl2/G30 'dl SIS

A Differential density M R20 D17 Cl2/G30 31 S10

Flow resistance M R20 D27 Cl2/G30 L1 Sii

Noncondensible efTects M R24 D50 Cl2/G31 El S12
_

Voiding M R20 D78 Cl2/G31 El S54

Pumps Coastdown performance L R84 D7 C15/G37 | __ El S14

Flow resistance L R25 D27 C15/pf8 El SIS i

. Steam generators Primary to secondary heat transfer 11 R27 D33 C16/GM _ El S53

SRV energy release 11 R26 D65 Cl*3/G44 El SSI

SRV mass flow II R26 D66 C16/G44 El S50

Secondary level M R28 D63 C16/G39 El S7

Secondary pressure M R28 D64 C16/G39 El S17

Tube voiding M R28 D75 C16/G39 El S16
_

Condensation in U-tubes L R29 D9 C16/G39 El SIR

'
_- - - . - _. ___. . _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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; Table F-2. (continued).

~
For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

F-6- G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5'

Ranking : Phenomena Type- Supporting .: Sublevel .--u

Component - Phenomena - Rank Rationale Description ' Geometry Evidence Pheno nena

Upper head / upper Flashing -M R30 D21 ' C18/G45 El SS

!Penum- Loop asymmetry effects M- R85 D45 C18/G46 El- S9 -~ t

Stored energy release L R16 D68- CIA /G47 El S2'

.

>

e

.a

.

b

.

E, g
O.
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g
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Table F-3. PIRT for the CMT draining to ADS actuation phase of a SGTR with ADS.z
C
;c For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:
$
N F-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5
;c

h Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

t Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

11reak (single SG Energy release 11 R36 D19 C3/G6 El Si

tube, two break Mass flow II- R36 D46 C3/G6 El Si
paths)

Choking in complex geometries M R36 D6 C3 El S66

Flow resistance M R36 D27 C3/G6 El SI1

Cold legs P131 to-cold leg tee phase separation 11 R31 D56 C4/G8 El S8

Loop asymmetry effects M R42 D45 C4/G9 El S9

Flashing L R32 D21 C4 El S5

Core Flashing L R32 D21 C5/G12 El SS

Flow resistance L R13 D27 C5/Gl2 El Sil

Loop asymmetry effects L R42 D45 C5 El S9

78 | Mass flow, including bypass L R33 D46 C5/G10 El S3

CMT Level 11 R34 D39 C6/G14 El Sl3

Flashing" M R35 E21 C6/G14 El SS

Condensation L R35 D9 C6/G14 El SIS

Flow resistance L R35 D27 C6/G13 El S1I

nennal stratification L R35 D73 C6/G14 El Sl9

Downcomer/ lower Loop asymmetry effects M R42 E45 C7/016 El S9

plenum Condensation L R81 E9 C7/G18 El S18

Level L R37 D39 C7/G17 El S13

Fuel rods Decay heat 11 R18 D12 C8/G20 El S4 |

Ilot le;.;s llorizontal fluid stratification M R39 D35 C9/G25 El S33

Flashing L R32 D21 C9 El S5

Phase separation in tees L R39 D56 C9/G24 El SC

-



Tchte F-3. (continued).

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

F-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

I.1WST Flow & temperature distribution in M R82 D23 C10/G26 El S24

PRilR bundle region

Pool thermal stratification M R82 D59 C10/G26 El S19

Interphasic condensation L .R83 D37 C10/G29 El SIS

Pool flow L R83 D57 C10/G26 El S24

PRllR Ileat transfer between PRilR and 11 R22 D32 Cl2/G30 El S28

IRWST

Condensation M R20 D9 C12/G30 El SIS

Differential density M R20 D17 Cl2/G30 El S10

Flow resistance M R20 D27 Cl2/G30 El StI

3 Noncondensible effects M R24 D50 Cl2/G31 El S12

Voiding M R20 D78 C12/G31 El S54

Pumps Flow resistance L R41 D27 C15/G38 El SIS

Steam generators Primary to secondary heat transfer 11 R38 D33 C16/G39 El S53

SRV energy release 11 R38 D65 C16/G44 El SSI

SRV mass flow 11 R38 D66 C16/G44 El S50

Secomfary level M R40 D63 C16/G39 El S7

Secondary pressure M R40 D64 C16/G39 El S17

Tube voiding M R40 D75 C16/G39 El S16

Condensation in, U-tubes L R29 D9 C16/G39 El SIS

Upper head / upper Flashing L R32 D21 Cl8/G45 El SS
7
d plenum

M
O
F5

Y
m
$
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' Table F-4. PIRT for the ADS blowdown phase cra SGTR with ADS.z
C

For codes shown in these columns See Tables:

d F-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5
;c

i Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

i Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Accumulators Flow 11 R44 D46 C1/G2 El S20

Noncondensible effects M R43 D50 C1/GI El S12
_

ADS Energy release 11 R45 D19 C2/G3 El S21

Mass flow 11 R45 D46 C" G3 El S21J

Flow resistance M R45 D27 C2/G3 - El Sii

Noncondensible effects M R45 D50 C2/G3 El S12

Break (single Choking in complex geometries M R47 D6 C3 El S66
SG tube, two Energy release M R47 D19 C3/G6 El Si
break paths)

Mass flow and direction M R47 D46 C3/G6 El S1 ;

Flow resistance L R46 D27 C3/G6 El SI1

] Cold legs Flashing L R32 D21 C4 El SS

Noncondensible efrects L R49 D50 C4 El S12 t

PBL-to-cold leg tee phase separation L R86 D56 C4/G8 El S8 ;

Stored energy release L R48 D68 C4/G7 El S2

Core Two-phase mixture level 11 R50 D39 C5 El S31

Flashing M R62 D21 C5/Gl2 El S5

Stored energy release L R48 D6R C5/GI! El S2

CMT Level 11 R51 D39 C6/G14 El S13

Flashing L R91 D21 C6/G14 El SS

Hermal strat 'ication L R91 D73 C6/G14 El S19

Downcomer/ Condensation L R81 D9 C7/G18 El SIS
lower plenum Flashing L RS2 D21 C7 El SS

Level L R37 D39 C7/G17 El S13

Noncondensible effects L RS2 D50 C7 El S12

Stored energy release L R48 D68 C7/G15 El S2

- _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ - _ - . - - _- .- . _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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Tr ble F-4. (continued).

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

F-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel
Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Fuel rods Decay heat II R92 D12 C8/G20 El S4

Stored energy release L R48 D68 C8/G21 El S2

Ilot legs Phase separation in tees 11 RS3 D56 C9/G24 El S8

CCFL M R54 Dl4 C9/G25 El S27

Countercurrent flow M R54 D13 C9/G25 El S32

Entrainment M R54 D20 C9/G25 El S23

Flashing M R54 D21 C9 El S5

llorizontal fluid stratification M R54 D35 C9/G25 El S33

Noncondensible effects L R54 D50 C9 El S12

Stored energy release L R48 D68 C9/G22 El S2
7
* IRWST Interphasic condensation M RSS D37 C10/G29 El SI8

Pool flow M R55 D57 C10/G26 El S24

Pool thermal stratification M RSS D59 C10/G26 El Sl9

Pool level L RS6 D58 C10/G26 El S25

Pool to tank structure heat transfer L RS6 D60 C10/G28 El S26

Pressurizer CCFI M R57 D14 Cl4/G34 El S27

Entrainment-De-entrainment M R57 D20 Cl4/G36 El S23

Level swell M R57 D40 C14/G36 El S13

Noncondensible effects L R57 D50 Cl4 El S12

Stored energy release L R48 D68 Cl4/G35 El S2

y PRilR lleat transfer between PRIIR and IRWST M R58 D32 Cl2/G30 El S28

$ Differential density L R59 D17 Cl2/G30 El S10 ,

Flashing L R59 D21 Cl2 El S5 |

[ Flow resistance L R59 D27 Cl2/G30 El SI1

$ Noncondensible effects L R59 D50 Cl2/G31 El S12

..



Tchte F-4. (continued).z
C

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables-

Pi F-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

:o Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevelg-
e Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

PRilR, Phase separation in tees L R59 D56 Cl2/G31 El S8

Continued

Steam Primary to secondary heat transfer L R60 D33 CI6/G39 El S53

generators Secondary level L R61 D63 C16/G39 El S7

Secondary pressure L R61 D64 C16/G39 El Sl7

Upper head / Entrainment/De-entrainment M R57 D20 C18/G46 El S23

upper plenum Flashing M R62 D21 C18/G45 El SS

Stored energy release L R48 D68 C1R/G47 El S2

Voiding L R57 D78 C18/G45 El SS4

Containment Condensation M R63 D9 C19/G48 El S18

(interior) Interior to wall heat transfer M R63 D86 C19/G48 El S72m

o Passive heat sink (stored energy) M R63 D81 C19/G48 El S67

Condensate transport L R63 D8 Cl9/G48 El .S37

Liquid distribution L R63 D43 C19/G48 El S38

Liquid holdup L R63 D44 C19/G48 El S38

Natural convection L R63 D48 Cl9/G48 El S36

Noncondensible effects L R63 D50 C19/G49 El S12

Noncondensible segregation L R63 D84 C19/G49 El S71

Nonuniform steam / air distribution L R63 D51 C19/G49 El S35

Steam-noncondensible mixing L R63 D67 Cl9/G49 El S68

Containment Exterior to ambient heat transfer M R63 D83 C20/G50 El S70

(exterior) PCCS es aporation M R63 D52 C20/G50 El S39

Air flow L R63 D82 C20!G50 El S69

Atmospheric temperature L R63 D2 C20/G50 El S43

Chimney effects L R63 D5 C20/G50 El S4I

_ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .



Table F-4.' (continued).

I
For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:

F-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry - Evidence Phenomena

Containment fiumidity L R63 D36 C20/G50 El S46

(exterior), PCCS mixture convective heat transfer L R63 D54 C20!G50 El S30

Continued
PCCS water flow L R63 D53 C20/G50 El S40 .

PCCS wetting L R63 DSS C20/G50 El S42

Radiation heat transfer L R63 D62 C20/G50 El S45

7'
C
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Table F-5. PIRT for the IRWST and sump injection p!nse of a SGTR with ADS.

For codes shown in these columns, See Tables:
h
5 F-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

$
Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevelm

i Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

ADS Energy release 11 R94 D19 C2/G3 El S21

Mass flow 11 R94 D46 C2/G3 El S21

Flow resistance M R94 D27 C2/G3 El SI1

Noncondensible efTects L R94 D50 C2/G3 El S12

Break (single Choking in complex geometries M R47 D6 C3 El S66

SG tube, tw Energy release M R47 D19 C3/G6 El S29

break paths)
Mass flow and direction M R47 D46 C3/Gb El S29

Flow resistance L R46 D27 C3/G6 El SI|

Cold legs Condensation L R65 D9 C4 El SIS

Noncondensible effects L R65 D50 C4 El S12

_7, Core Two-phase mixture level 11 R66 D76 C5 El S31

Flow resistance M R66 D27 C5/G12 El Sii"

Downcomer! Level 11 R68 D39 C7/G17 El S13

lower plenum Condensation M R69 D9 C7/Gl8 El SIS

! Fuel rods Decay heat 11 R92 D12 C8/G20 El S4 |

Ilot legs Phase separation in tees 11 R70 D56 C9/G24 El S8

CCFL M R71 D14 C9/G25 El S27

Countercurrent flow M R71 Dl3 C9/G25 El S32

llorizontal fluid stratification M R72 D35 C9/G25 El S33

IRWST Discharge line flashing M R87 D21 C10/G27 El S5

Flow resistance M R74 D27 C10/G27 El Sii

Pool level M R74 D58 C10/G26 El S25

Pool thermal stratification M R74 DS9 C10/G26 El S19

Pool to tank structure heat transfer L R75 D60 C10/G28 El S26

PRilR lleat transfer between PRilR and IRWST L R76 D32 Cl2/G30 El S28



Ttble F-5. (continued).

For codes shown in these columns, See Tab;es:
i

F-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5

Ranking Phenomena Type Supporting Sublevel

Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Steam Primary to secondary heat transfer L R60 D33 C16/G39 El S53

gerierators Secondary level L R61 D63 C16/G39 El S7

Secondary pressure L R61 D64 C16/G39 El S17

Sump Discharge line flashing M R87 D21 C17 El SS

Flow resistance M R77 D27 C17 El S1i

Fluid temperature M R77 D29 C17 El S34

Level M R77 D39 C17 El S13

Upper head / Entrainment/De-entrainment 11 R57 D20 Cl8/G46 El S23

upper plenum Voiding M R57 D78 CIS/G45 El S$4

-n Containment Interior to wall heat transfer 11 R88 D86 C19/G48 El S72

b (interior) Condensate transport M R88 D8 Cl9/G48 El S37

Condensation M R88 D9 C19/G48 - El S18

Liquid distribution M R88 D43 Cl9/G48 El S38

Liquid holdup M R88 D44 C19/G48 El S38

Natural convection M R88 D48 C19/G48 El S36

Noncondensible efrects M R88 D50 C19/G49 El S12

Noncondensible segregation M R88 D84 C19/G49 El S71

Nonuniferm steam / air distribution M R88 DSI C19/G49 El S35

Passive heat sink M R88 D81 C19/G48 El S67

Steam-noncondensible mixing M R88 D67 C19/G49 El S68

d
M
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g Table F-5. (continued).
C-

.

~ For codes shown in these columns, See Tables-

N F-6 G-1 G-2/G-3 G-4 G-5'
:n
@-

Ranking Pheno;nens Type Supporting - Sublevel

: Component Phenomena Rank Rationale Description Geometry Evidence Phenomena

Containment Exterior to ambient heat transfer 11 R88 D83 C20!G50 El S70

(exterior) Atmospheric temperature M R88 D2 C20/G50 l El S43

Air flow M R88 D82 C20/G50 El S69
'

Chimney effects M. R88 D5 C20/G50 El~ S4I

Ilumidity M R88 D36 C20/G50 El S46

PCCS evaporation M R88 D52 C20/G50 El S39

PCCS mixture convective heat transfer M RSS D54 C20/G50 El S30

PCCS water flow M- R88 D53 C20/G50 El S40

PCCS wetting M R88 D55 C20/G50 El S42

Radiation heat transfer M R88 D62 C'0/G50 El S45

7'
T

_ _ _ - _ _ - _ _
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Table F-6. Transient description and ranking rationale for the SGTR with single failure leading to ADS
PIRT.

Overall Transient Description and Top-level Ranking Rationale

Current knowlcJge is not suffkient to indicate with certainty whether automatic depressurization
system (ADS) actuation will occur folicwing a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event involving a
reasonable number of u-tubes. This PIRT assumes the double-ended rupture of a single steam generator
tube at the tubesheet, with an additional single failure that tends to promote ADS actuation. Regarding
that failure: A main steam line break (MSLB) combined with the SGTR could be lead to sufficient
additional reactor coolant syster.qRCS) cooldown and shrinkage to result in ADS actuation. However,
this sequence represents a double failure event. The ADS also could be inadvertently actuated by an
operator; however, this approach requires operator actions to be considered, and this was not desired. RCS
inventory loss can be increased (potentially leading to ADS actuation)if the RCS pumps failed to trip
automatically. Again, this approach was not desired because it requires operator action (the operators
could manually trip the pumps aft-r the automatic trip function failed). The single-failure assumed in this
PIRT is the failure of one CMT discharge line check valve to open. This approach features an increased
level reduction in the unaffected CMT, thereby promoting ADS actuation. The operators could not correct
this failure.

As described in the previous paragraph, this sequence is initiated by the double-ended rupture of a
single steam s;enerator tube at the tubesheet with an additional failure of the check valve on one CMT
discharge line to open. The availability only of safety grade plant systems is assumed. Subsequent plant
response is assuined to lead to ADS actuation and the fuel is assumed to remain covered throughout the
transient. Although the basic plant design objective of no core uncovery is assumed to be satisfied. this
sequence also involves a radioactive release to the atmosphere through the steam generator (SG) safety
relief valves (SRVs). One of the primary purposes of the PIRT is to ensure that the analysis code (s) have
adequate modeling for simulating the vessel inventory and release rate. The important hierarchical
elements in the code assessment structure are those affecting vessel inventory and release rate as described

below.

Phase Descriptions and Medium level Ranking Rationales

initial Depressurization Phase:

Descriction - This phase begins at the time of the tube rupture, when two break paths are opened between
the'RCS and the affected SG secondary system. The flow through the tubesheet side break is much larger
than that through the longer tube-side break. The feedwater control system reduces the feedwater flow rate
to compensate for the break flow, and, initially, the affected SG levels do not increase. The pressurizer
heater power increases to compensate for declining RCS pressure, and this effect slows the rate of RCS
depressurization. The RCS mass loss causes the pressurizer level to decline and the pressurizer gas bubble
expands. The RCS pressure eventually reaches the reactor trip low setpoint pressure. This occurrence ;

results in scram control rod insertion and turbine stop valve closure. Reactor power is quickly reduced to
the decay heat rate, causing RCS temperatures to fall, its fluid to shrink, and, therefore, its depressurization
rate to increase. Affected SG SRV opening causes a release of radioactivity to the atmosphere, and
climination of this release is the key to a satisfactory outcome for this event sequence. Break flow and
fluid shrinkage effects cause the RCS pressure to continue falling to the S signal setpoint pressure; this
occurrence marks the end of this phase.

Imnortant narameters a_nd dominant procenes RCS pressure is judged to be the parameter of primary
importance because it determines the tube rupture and atmospheric release rates. The processes important
for accurate simulation of this parameter are: net RCS mass and energy balances, critical flow through the
broken SG generator tube, and transient pressurizer inventory and gas bubble expansion.

F-15 NUREG/CR-6541 )
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Table F 6. (continuedf.
l

Passiv Decay IIcat Removal Phase:

Descrintion This phase begins at the time of the S signal, an occurrence that causes PRHR and CMT |

system actuations, reactor coolant pump trip, and feedwater isolation. The RCS loop Dows decline rapidly
i

from a forced circulation to a natural-circulation condition. The affected SG inventory increases as a result
of Dow through the ruptured tube; this now also sustains the affected SG secondary pressure near the SRV
opening setpoint pressure. The combination of unaffected CMT recirculation, energy release through the
affected SG SRVs, and PRilR system operatien removes core decay heat frem the RCS. The per#ormance
of the CMT system eventually degrades as Guid in the CMT tank is warmed. This event sequence assumes
that, eventually, CMT recirculation is interrupted (and afterwards the unaffected CMT level may begin
declining). The loss of recirculation event marks the end of this phase.

Important nmAmeters and dominant processes - RCS pressure isjudged to be the parameter of primary
importance because it determines the duration of the radioactive release to the atmosphere through the
steam generator SRVs. E processes important for accurate simulation of this parameter are: core, SG,
and PRHR heat transfer, natural circulation in the RCS coolant loops, loop asymmetrics, and SG SRV

critical Dow.

CMT Draining to ADS Actuation Phase:

Descrintion - This phase begins et the time unaffected CMT recirculation is interrupted. Plant behavior
during this phase is dominated by unaffected CMT draining and the phenomena that inauence it: PRHR
heat transfer, break mass flow rate, and Cashing and voiding within the RCS During this period, the break
may transition from choked to friction-dominated Dow, depending upon how closely the RCS pressure
approaches the affected steam generator secondary pressure. This phase ends when the level in the
unaffected CMT has declined to 67.5%.

Imnortant narameters and dominant nrocesses - The unaffected CMT level and RCS mass and energy
distributions are judged to be the parameters of primary importance because they determine the timing of
ADS stage 1 actuation. The processes important for accurate simulation of these parameters are: core,
steam generator and PRHR heat transfer, and natural circulation in the RCS coolant loops, including
asymmetries.

DS Blowdown Phase:

Descrintion - This phase begins when the level in the unaffected CMT declines to 67.5%. This occurrence
produces an ADS actuation signst and, after a time delay, the ADS first stage is actuated (see Reference 6,
Table 112, for details of the sequencing of ADS operation). ADS actuation results in a blowdown of the
RCS; ADS first, second, and third stages discharge thrcugh spargers submerged under water in the
IRWST. As the RCS pressure declines, regions with the warmest fluid and those at the lowest pressure
preferentially flash first, followed by cooler and higher pressure regions. Actuations of ADS second and
third stages occur at sp:cified time intervals following ADS first stage actuation. Actuation of ADS fourth
stage occurs upon attaining a level in either CMT of 20%, with an additional time-delay requirement.
Unlike the other stages, ADS fourth stage discharges directly into the containment loop compartments.
Plant behavior during this phase is dominated by the RCS blowdown, and this is determined by the RCS
mass and energy distributions, especially as they afTect the break and ADS flow rates and the CMT level.
Accumulator injection begins when the RCS pressure has fallen to the initial accumulator pressure.
Accumulator levels fall, and, eventually, nitrogen is injected from the accumulators into the RCS. As the
RCS pressure approaches that in the containment, flows through the ADS change from choked to friction
dominated. Break flow reverses during this phase because the affected SG secondary pressure becomes
higher than that in the RCS; the atmospheric release through the SG secondary SRVs ceases. The RCS

NUREG/CR 6541 F-16



Table F-6. (continued),

inveatory declines after accumulator injection ends, and it is critical that the core remains covered until
IRWST injection begins. This phase ends when the differential pressure between the RCS and the
containment has been reduced to 12.1 psi. His pressure difference is equivalent to the 28 ft static head
available for driving fluid from the IRWST into the reactor vessel. Onset oflRWST injection marks the
end of the ADS blowdown phase,

,

important narameters and dominant.pmscues The unaffected CMT level and ADS flow rate arejudged
to be the parameters of primary importance because they determine ADS staging and RCS depressurization
r:te. The processes important for accurate simulation of these parameters are: discharge flow (critical-
and friction dominated) and RCS mass and energy balances.

IRWST and Sumpinjection Phase:

Descrintion This phase begins when flow commences from the IRWST, through the direct vessel
injection lines, into the downcomer of the reactor vessel. This flow replenishes RCS inventory and
reverses the downward core level trend. Steam produced in the core is passed out the ADS valves into the
containment. In the cont .inment, steam is condensed on the inside of the containment shell, and the
condensate is retumed via gutters to the IRWST, where it is available as a core injection source. Core
decay heat is removed through the containment shell to its ultimate heat sink (the environment) via
evaporative, convective, and radiative heat transfer on the outside of the containment shell. The IRWST
injection rate may be unsteady. Increased injection rates may lead to decreased core steam production,
decreased quality and volumetric flow at the fourth stage ADS and, therefore, RCS repressurization which
results in a decreased injection rate. Most liquid that escapes returning to the IRWST (for example, that
Dowing from the ADS fourth stage) is collected in the containment sump which, like the IRWST. is
elevat'd above the elevation span of the core. Some liquid may be trapped in locations where it cannot
returt .o the IRWST or sump. Gravity-driven injection from the sump, similar to that from the IRWST,
returns liquid to the reactor vessel downcomer. The plant end-state for this accident includes: (1) no
ctmospheric release through the affected SG SRVs,(2) core inventory maintenance from IRWST anCor
sump injections, and (3) decay heat removal, across the containment shell, to the atmosphere.

Imnortant narameters and dominant nrocesses - The RCS-to-containment differential pressure isjudged to

be the parameter of primary importance because it determines the magnitude of the IRWST and sump flow
rates. The processes important for accurate simulation of this parameter are: ADS flow and pressure drop,
transient IRWST inventory, transient sump inventory, and containment and RCS mass and energy
balances.

Detailed Phenomena Ranking Rationales

Ranking rationales for the nhenomena in Tables F-1 through F-5

Code Ranking Rationale

R1 Break mass now is ranked high during the initial depressurization phase. This
phenomenon is the outuow term in the RCS mass balance. The pressurizer level falls
because of the net outDow of coolant from the RCS. The expansion of the pressurizer gas
tiubble determines the RCS pressure, the parameter of primary importance during this
phase.
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Table F-6. (continued). j

Rankine rationales for the obenomena in Tables F-1 throuch F-5

Code Ranking Rationale
I

R2 Break energy release is ranked medium during the initial depressurization phase. The
break energy release was judged less significant than the break mass flow (see RI). While
energy is removed at the break, for a SGTR, the break size is small and the influence of the
break on the RCS energy balance is smaller than other contributors (heat addition from the
core fuel rods and heat removal to the steam generators, see R3 and R8).

R3 Fuel rod core power / decay heat is ranked high during the initial depressurization phase.
This phenomenon is the major heat addition term .n the RCS energy balance. In addition,
removal of this heat is a basic safety issue.

R4 Stored energy releases to RCS fluid from the fuel rods and pressurizer tank wall are ranked
low during the initial depressurization phase. Significant energy is stored in the fuel rods
during normal reactor operation. This energy is retained in the fuel rods prior to the time
of reactor trip. After reactor trip, most of the initial fuel rod stored energy is quickly
removed to the RCS coo; ant. Since this effect is temporary, fuel rod stored energy release

wasjudged less significant to the RCS energy balance than the continuous fuel rod core
power / decay heat phenomenon (that is ranked high, see R3). Stored energy release from
the pressurizer vessel wall to fluid inside the pressurizer has a minor influence on the
pressurizer gas bubble expansion process that controls RCS pressure during this phase.

R5 Not used.

r(6 Noncondensible effects in the pressurizer are ranked low during the initial depressurization
and passive decay heat removal phases. Hydrogen gas will evolve from solution during
depressurization of the RCS. Accumulations of hydrogen in the pressurizer effect the
species of gas in the pressurizer bubble; expansion / contraction of this bubble controls the
RCS pressure.

R7 Break flow resistance is ranked medium during the initial depressurization and passive
decay heat removal phases. This phenomenon affects the highly-ranked break mass flow.
Flow through both break paths is at first dominated by crPical flow (see Ril). The flow
resistance affects the critical flow, particularly through the longer break path. As the RCS
depressurizes and the affected SG secondary system pressurizes, flows thorough these
break paths unchoke and become dominated by frictional flow resistance considerations.

R8 Steam generator primary-to-secondary heat transfer is ranked high during the initial
depressurization phase. This phenomenon is the major heat removal term in the RCS
energy balance.

k9 Steam generator safety relief valve (SRV) mass flow and energy release are ranked
medium during the initial depressurization phase. Existing analyses are insufficient to
indicate whether the SRVs will be opened during this phase. While awaiting this
indication, these phenomena are assigned a medium ranking to show their potential
importance.

R10 Steam generator secondary pressure is ranked medium during the initial depressurization
phase. The break flow is delivered against the affected steam generator secondary
pressure, and this pressure also determines if the safety relief valves are opened. The
pressures in the steam generator secondary systems determine the secondary-side
saturation temperatures affecting heat exchange between the RCS and the steam
generators.
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Table F 6. (continued).

Rankinc rationales for the thenomena in Tables F 1 throuch F-5

Code Ranking Rationale

Ril Choking in complex geometries is ranked high during the initial depressurization and
passive decay heat removal phases. This phenomenon determines the highly ranked break
mass flow for both break flow paths prior to the time when these paths unchoke (see R7).
Choking was ranked high (in comparison with the frictional resistance that is ranked
medium) because the modeling of critical flow processes in the unique geometries
associated with broken steam generator tubes is particularly uncertain.

R12 Phase separation at the cold leg-to-PBL tee is rr.nked high for the passive decay heat
removal picse. This phase is defined to end when CMT recirculation is intermpted by
accumulation of void at the top of one or both PBLs. Three mechanisms are postulated for
this accumulation of void: (1) flashing within the PBL,(2) flashing inside the CMT, with

,

vapor flowing into ke PBL, and (3) convection of void from the cold leg into the PBL.
This phenomenon was rar.ked high because it controls mechanism (3).

R13 Core flow resistance is ranked low during the passive decay heat removal and CMT
draining-to-ADS actuation phases. A large portion of the total resistance to RCS loop
natural circulation flow resides in the core. This phenomenon, therefore, affects the RCS
loop flow rate. Although this resistance is also present for PRHR system loop flow, the
resistance for that loop is dominated within the PRHR system itself(the PRHR system has
a much lower design flow rate than do the RCS loops).

R14 Subcooling margin is ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal phase. This
ranking indicates the importance of: (1) core coolability and (2) the effects of core void
generation on PRHR systcm heat removal and RCS depressurization.

RIS Loop asymmetric effects in the core, downcomer/ lower plenum and hot legs are ranked
low during the passive decay heat removal phase. This phenomenon is included to
highlight that the assumed failure of the check valve in one CMT discharge line to open
represents a source of additional asyrnmetry.

R16 Stored energy release to the RCS fluid from structures in the core, fuel rods, cold legs,
downcomer/ lower plenum, hot legs, and upper head / upper plenum is ranked low during
the passive decay heat removal phase. Heat that is initially stored in these structures
during normal reactor operation is released into the RCS as it depressurizes and cools.
However, these releases are judged to be less significant contributors to the RCS energy
balance than are the core decay power, and the CMT, steam generator, and PRHR system
heat sinks (see R18, R17, R27, and R22, respectively).

R17 In the CMT component, CMT-to-loop differential density is ranked high and thermal
stratification and flow reistance are ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal

phase. These phenomena influence CMT recirculation and :ts effectiveness as an RCS
heat sink. This heat sink is an important contributor to the RCS energy balance until the
time when CMT recirculation is interrupted. The differential density is the driving force
for CMT recirculation. Thermal stratification affects this driving force, the manner in
which CMT recirculation is interrupted, and the temperature of fluid discharged from the
CMT. The CMT flow resistance affects the CMT recirculation rate and, thereby, the

period when the CMT is an effective RCS heat sink.

Rl8 Fuel rod decay heat is ranked high during the passive decay heat removal and CMT
draining-to-ADS actuation phases. This phenomenon is the major heat addition term in
the RCS energy balance, and removal of this heat is a basic safety issue.
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Table F-6. (continued).

RADhing rationales for the nhenomena in Tables F 1 throuch F 5

Code Ranking Rationale

R19 Flashing and voiding in the hot legs are ranked medium during the passive decay heat
removal phase. Hot leg behavior is cf significance because Guid conditions in this
component determine the conditions of fluids entering the intact and broken steam
generator u-tubes and the PRHR system. Of particular importance is the steam content of
the hot leg fluid, as this affects break Cow and PRHR heat removal. Steam may be
produced in the core and passed into the hot leg, or it may be generated by flashing within
the hot legs. If the hot legs become sufficiently voided, then pure steam may be passed to
the steam generators and PkHR system.

R20 in the PRHlhomponent, condensation, differential density, flow resistance, and voiding
are ranked medium during the passive decay heat removal and CMT draining-to. ADS
actuation phases. These phenomena all contribute to the PRHR-to-IRWST heat transfer
process. The convective thermal resistance on the PRHR tube inner surface is sensitive to
(among other things) the presence or absence of the condensation process. The differential
density (i.e., the difference in density between the fluid in the inflow and outflow sides of
the PRHR system piping)is tha driving force for flow through the primary side of the
PRHR system. The flow resistance of the PRHR system (including the entire flow loop
through the core) balances the driving force created by the differential density. The
voiding from noncondensible gas (hydrogen, see R6) accumulated at the high point of the
PRHR inlet line (it is an inverted trap configuration) may block the path for flow through
the PRHR heat exchanger.

R21 Not used.

R22 Heat transfer between the PRHR and IRWST is ranked high during the passive decay heat
removal and CMT draining-to-ADS actuation phases, This phenomenon represents the
only means by which decay heat may be removed from the RCS to the containment during
these phases.

R23 Not used.

R24 Noncondensible effects in the PRHR are ranked medium during the passive decay heat
removal and CMT draining to-ADS actuation phases. Hydrogen gas will evolve from
solution during the depressurization of the RCS. The presence of this gas inside the
PRHR tube can degrade the heat transfer proct > on the tube inner surface. Voiding from
noncondensible gas accumulated at the high po: it of the PRHR inlet line (its configuration
includes an inverted trap) may block the path for flow through the PRHR heat exchanger.

R25 The pump Dow resistance is ranked low during the passive decay heat removal phase.
Here, the pump flow resistance is the locked-rotor resistance that is present following the
pump coastdown period. The pump resistance influences steam generator heat transfer
through its effect on the natural circulation flows through the RCS loops (i.e., through the
core, hot legs, steam generators, pumps, and cold legs). For the RCS loops, the pump flow
resistance is a significant fraction of the totalloop resistance. The pump resistance also
influences PRHR-to-IRWST heat transfer through its effect on the flow through the PRHR
system natural circulation loop (i.e., through the core, hot leg, PRHR inlet, PRHR heat
exchanger, PRHR outlet, pump, and cold leg). For the PRHR system loop, the pump
resistance is only a small fraction of the total loop resistance.
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- Table F-6. (continued).

Ranking rationales for the nhenomenn in Tables F-1 through F-5

Code Ranking Rationale

R26 Steam generator safety relief valve (SRV) energy release and mass flow are ranked high
during the passive decay heat removal phase. When the SRVs are open, fluid is released
from the affected steam generator secondary system to the atmosphere. This Guid contains
radioactivity that was previously passed from the RCS into the affected secondary system
through the break. To terminate the atmospheric release, the RCS pressure must,
therefore, be maintained below the lowest SRV opening setpoint pressure. SRV now
removes both mass and energy from the coupled RCS-affected steam genera'or system.
Because the SRV downstream pressure is atmospheric, flow through this path will be
dominated by critical Dow processes.

R27 Steam generator primary to-secondary heat transfer is ranked high during the passive
decay heat removal phase. Heat exchanges between the RCS and both steam generators
in0uence the RCS pressure because they are major terms in the RCS energy balance. The
possibility exists for reverse (i.e., secondary to-primary) heat transfer.

R28 Steam generator secondary level and pressure, and voiding inside u-tubes, are ranked
medium during the passive decay heat removal phase. Steam generator secondary pressure
determines the saturation temperature that is the heat sink for primary to-secondary heat
transfer (see R27). Steam generator secondary level influences that heat transfer through
its effect on the convective thermal resistance on the outside of the u-tubes. Tube regions
not submerged under the level do not efficiently transfer heat. The level response in the
affected steam generator is particularly uncertain because its inventory is gained through
the two break paths but may be lost through the safety relief valves. Voiding inside the u-
tubes influences primary-to secondary heat transfer through its effect on the convective
thermal resistance on the inside of the u-tubes. If the void is from steam, then the
resistance may be low, due to wall condensation heat transfer (also see R29). However, if
the void is from noncondensible gas, the resistance may be high. Hydrogen gas evolves
from solution in the RCS fluid during depressurization; this gas can degrade the heat
transfer process on the inner u-tube walls. Voiding from noncondensible gas accumulated
at the u-tube high points may block the path for flow through the tubes.

R29 Condensation in the steam generator U-tubes is ranked im during the passive decay heat
removal and CMT draining-to-ADS actuation phases. This phenomenon can remove

steam void from the U tubes (see R28). Wall condensation inside the tubes can be caused
by heat transfer to the steam generator secondary. Interphase condensation inside the tubes
can be caused by flow of cold water into the U tubes from the PRHR discharge.

R30 Flashing in the reactor vessel upper head is ranked medium during the passive decay heat
removal phase. This region is prone to flash as the RCS is depressurized, and the bubble
created there cannot be readily collapsed. This phenomenon, therefore, affects the RCS
pressure response.

R31 Phase separation in the cold leg-to-pressure balance line tee is ranked high during the
CMT draining-to-ADS actuation phase. As the CMT drains, void may be convected into
the pressure balance line through this tee, and this process has a direct effect upon the
CMT level that is one of the important parameters for this phase.
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Table F 6, (continued).

Rankine rationales for the obenomens in Tables F-1 throuch F 5

Cod + Ranking Rationale

R32 Flashing in the cold legs, core, hot legs, and upper head / upper plenum is ranked low
during the CMT draining to- ADS actuation phase. Flashing in the cold legs is ranked low
during 2he ADS blowdown phase. Liquid volume drained from the CMT must be replaced
by gas volume; flashing in these components represents one possible source of steam for
that purpose. Steam produced in the cold legs (or elsewhere, and convected into the cold
le[;s) must enter the pressure balance line to replace liquid drained from the CMT. The
CMT draining process determines the staging of ADS. See R62 for additional discussion
of flashing in RCS components during the ADS blowdown phase.

R33 Core mass flow (including bypass) is ranked low during the CMT draining-to-ADS
actuation phase. Although this phenomenon affects the coolant loop differential pressures,
it has a minimal influence on the RCS mass and energy distributions, as compared with the
other ranked phenomena in the break, core, PRHR, and steam generator components.

R34 The CMT level is ranked high during the CMT draining-to-ADS actuation phase. This
phenomenon is one of the important parameters listed for this phase. Activation of the
ADS is based upon the CMT level response, and this activation defines the end of this
phase.

R35 CMT flashing is ranked medium and CMT coadensation, How resistance, and thermal
stratification are ranked low during the CMT draining to-ADS actuation phase. The CMT 1

level response (see R34) is primvily determined by phenomena external to the CMT
(primarily those affecting the RCS mass and energy balances and distributions). While
CMT Dashing affects the onset of CMT draining, the other three phenomena affect only
the manner in which the CMT drains.

M6 Break energy release and mars flow are ranked high, and choking in complex geometries
and Dow resistance are ranked medium, during the CMT draining-to-ADS actuation phase.
The break mass flow and energy release directly affect the CMT level and RCS mass and
energy distributions. Choking and flow resistance determine the break Dow.

R37 The reactor vessel downcomer level is ranked low during the CMT draining-to-ADS
actuation and ADS blowdown phases. A downcomer level may fomi during these phases
because of steam flow (from the upper head into the upper downcomer through the bypass
nozzles), Gashing, and asymmetries in the cold leg fluid conditions between the CMT and
pressurizer loops. However, the downcomer level has only a minimal effect on the CMT
level and RCS mass and energy distributions, the important parameters for this phase.

R38 Steam generator primary to-secondary heat transfer is ranked high during the CMT
draining to-ADS actuation phase. Heat exchanges between the RCS and both steam
generators influence the RCS pressure because they are major terms in the RCS energy
balance. The possibility exists for reverse (i.e., secondary-to-primary) heat transfer.

Steam generator safety relief valve (SRV) energy release and mass ilow are ranked high
during the CMT draining-to-ADS actuation phase. When tb SRVs are open, fluid is
released from the affected steam generator secondary system to the atmosphere. This fluid
contains redioactivity that was previously passed from the RCS into the affected secondary
system through the break. To terminate the atmospheric release, the RCS pressure must,
therefore, be maintained below the lowest SRV opening setpoin: pressure. SRV Dow
removes both mass and energy from the coupled RCS affected steam generator system.
Because the SRV downstream pressure is atmospheric, flow through tnis path will be
dominated by critical now processes.
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Table F.6, (continued).

kakinc rationales for the ohenomena in Tables F-1 throuch F-5

Code Ranking Rationale

-R39 Phase separation in hot leg tees is ranked low and horizontal fluid stratification is ranked
medium durint che CMT draining to ADS actuation phase. The PRHR system inlet is
connected to the ADS stage 4 line that exits the top of one hot leg pipe. If steam resides in
the upper portion of the hot leg, then it may freely enter the PRHR system; this steam flow
naay entrain liquid. The PIRT committee believed the hot leg likely will be stra@ '
during this phase. These phenomena were included because they affect the state of the
fluid entering the PRHR system.

R40 Steam generator secondary level and pressure and voiding inside u-tubes are ranked
medium during the CMT draining to-ADS actuation phase. Steam generator secondary
pressure determines the saturation temperature that is the heat sink for primary to-
secondary heat transfer (see R38). Steam generator secondary level influences that heat
transfer through its effect on the convective thermal resistance on the outside of the u-
tubes. Tube regions not submerged under the level do not efficiently transfer heat. The
level response in the affected steam generator is particularly uncertain because its
inventory is gained through the two break paths but may be lost through the safety relief
valves. Voiding inside the u tubes influences primary-to-secondary heat transfer through

its effect on the convective thermal resistance va the inside of the u-tubes. If the void is
from steam, then the resistance may be low, due to wall condensation heat transfer (also
see R29). However, if the void is from noucondensible gas, the resistance may be high.
Hydrogen gas evolves from solution in the RCS fluid during depressurization this gas can
degrade the heat transfer process on the inner u tube walls. Voiding from noncondensible
gas accumulated at the u tube high points may block the path for flow through the tubes.

R41 The pump flow resistance is ranked low for the CMT draining to ADS actuation phase.
Here, the pump now resistance is the locked rotor resistance that is present following the
pump coastdown period. This resistance affects natural circulation flows around the RCS
loops (i.e., through the core, hot legs, steam generators, pumps, and cold legs). This
resistance also affects the flow rate through the PRHR system natural circulation loop (i.e.,
through the core, hot leg, PRHR inlet, PRHR heat exchanger, PRHR outlet, pump, and
cold leg). However, for this natural circulation loop, the pump locked-rotor resistance is a
small contributor to the overall loop resistance.

R42 Loop asymmetry effects were ranked medium in the cold leg and downcomer/ lower
plenum components and low in the core component during the CMT draining-to-ADS
actuation phase. Asymmetric conditions (pressures, temperatures, flow rates) within
and/or between RCS components may be present. The sources of these asyrnmetries are
the break location (e.g., it is located in only one of the two steam generators) and the plant
configuration (the pressurizer and PRHR system are connected on one coolant loop while
the CMTs are connected on the other). The importance of these asymmetry effects cannot
be determined until confirmation calculations are completed. In general, the PIRT
committee judged that asymmetric effects may significantly influence the progression of
the SGTR transient.

R43 Noncondensible effects in the accumulators are ranked medium in the ADS blowdown
phase. Expansion of the nitrogen gas bubbles within the accumulators controls the
differential pressure between the accumulator and RCS and, therefore, the rate at which
liquid flows from the accumulator into the RCS (this flow is ranked high, see R44).

R44 The accumulator flow is ranked high during the ADS blowdown phase. This flow is a
major RCS mass addition source.
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Table F-6. (continued).

Rankine rationales for the obenomena in Tables F-1 throuch F-5 ;

Code Ranking Rationale ;

R43 The ADS mass flow rate and energy release are controlling phenomena during the ADS
blowdown phase of the accident and are ranked high (ADS flow rate is listed as an
important parameter for this phase). The ADS flow resistance is ranked medium for the !

ADS blowdown phase because it affects the ADS fourth stage discharge after it unchokes
(because the differential pressure between RCS and containment has been reduced). The
effects of noncondensible gases are ranked medium for the ADS blowdown phase; the
accumulators empty and vent a large volume of nitrogen into the RCS (note the
noncondensible gas volume grows as the RCS continues depressurizing). This nitrogen
can affect both the flows and energy releases of the break and ADS.

R46 He break flow resistance is ranked low during the ADS blowdown phase. Break flow
wi'l reverse because the RCS pressure falls below the affected SG pressure after ADS is
opened. For most of this phase, the pressure difference actass the break path is expected
to be large enough for these reverse flows to choke (see P47). However, the break will be
duninated by friction during at least a portion of this phase.

R47 in the break component, choking in complex geometries, energy release, and mass flow
and direction are ranked medium during the ADS blowdown and IRWST and sump
injection phases. Break flow will reverse during the blowdown phase because the RCS
pressure falls below that in the affected SG after ADS is opened. During most of these
phases, the pressure difference across the break path is expected to oc large enough to
cause the broken tube flows to be dominated by critical flow processes, ne break flow
and energy release are contributors to the RCS mass and energy balances. However, these
balances are controlled by mass flow and energy release through the ADS.

R48 Stored energy release in the following components is ranked low for the ADS blowdown
phase: cold legs, core, downcomer/ lower plenum, fuel rods, hot legs, pressurizer, and
upper head / upper plenum. The RCS pressure and saturation temperature fall sharply
during this phase. As a result, remaining heat stored in metal structures in these
components is available to flow into the RCS coolant, However, this flow of heat is
expected to be a minor contributor to the overall RCS energy balance; energy loss through
the ADS is expected to dominate that balance.

R49 Noncondensible effects in the cold legs are ranked low during the ADS blowdawn phase.
Noncondensible gas expelled from the accumulators during this phase are expected to
preferentially reside within the cold legs and therefore alter the distribution of RCS fluid.

R50 Core two-phase mixture level is ranked high for the ADS blowdown phase. Regarding f

high core levels, a relationship between the care level and ADS flow rate has not been
established with current evidence. However, core level behavior can dramatically affect
the ADS discharge (if core level swells, then an increased flow ofliquid into the ADS will
result). This phenomenon was ranked high pending later evidence to the contrary.
Regarding low core levels for a SBLOCA, the minimum core level is attained at the end
of the ADS blowdown when the onset ofIRWST injection reverses the declining core
level trend. This trend is believed to apply for the SGTR accident as well. Therefore, this
phenomenon was also ranked high because it is an indicator of core uncovery and
coolability.

R51 The CMT level is ranked high during the ADS blowdown phase. This phenomenon is an
important parameter listed for this phase because initiation of fourth stage ADS is based
upon attaining a 20% CMT indicated level.
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Table F-6. (continued).

Rankine rat _ionales for the ohenomena in Tables F 1 through F-5

Code Ranking Rationale

RS2 Flashing and noncondensible effects in the downcomer/ lower plenum are ranked low in
the ADS blowdown phase. Prior to opening the ADS. the regions of the downcomer
above the water level will be filled with nitrogen that was previously expelled from the
accumulators The opening of the ADS will cause Guid everywhere in the RCS to flash.
Flashing will be preferential based upon location within the plant and upon the
temperature of Guld present. Therefore, during this phase, these phenomena may have
some effect on the ADS and break flow rates and, perhaps, upon the core level.

RS3 Phase separation in hot leg tees is ranked high during the ADS blowdem phase. Phase
separation in hot leg tees controls the quality of the Guid entering ADS stages I,2, and 3
(via the pressurizer surge line tee) and ADS stage 4 (through the ADS-4 tees).

R54 CCFL, countercurrent flow, entrainment, flashing, and horizontal fluid stratincation are
ranked medium and noncondensible effects are ranked low during the ADS blowdown

phase. These phenomena control the phase separation process at the hot leg tees (see
RS3) The inventory, inventory distribution, and flow behavior in the hot legs determines
the behavior at the pressurizer surge line and ADS stage 4 tees.

RSS In the IRWST, interphasic condensation, pool flow, and pool thermal stratification are
ranked medium during the ADS blowdown phase. ADS stages 1,2, and 3 discharge RCS
fluid into the IRWST through two spargers. The fluid flowing through the spargers has a
high steam content, perhaps superheated, at the near-atmospheric pressure inside the tank.
However, the IRWST Ouid is initially subcooled, so high interphase condensstion rates are
anticipated. The phenomena ranked here affect: (1) the manner in which the IRWST
performs the quenching process, (2) the state of the IRWST fluid (that later is injected into
the RCS), and (3) the containment pressure.

RS6 The IRWST pool level and pool-to-tank structure heat transfer are ranked low for the ADS
blowdown phase. After ADS stages 1,2, and 3 unchoke, the pool level has a minor effect
upon the pressure at the ADS sparger and, therefore, upon the unchoked ADS flow rate.
Over Gie long tt:m, the energy removed from the pool to its surroundings may be
important, but during this phase this energy removal was judged to be significantly smaller
than that introduced into the pool through the ADS.

R$7 In the pressurizer, CCFL, entrainment/de-entrainment, and level swell are ranked medium
during the ADS blowdown phase. The ADS mass flow and energy release are ranked high
during this phase (see R45). These phenomena determine the upstream Guid conditions
for the ADS stage 1,2, and 3 mass flow and energy release rates.

Noncondensible effects in the pressurizer are ranked low during the ADS blowdown
phase. Noncondensible ges is expelled from the accumulators into the RCS, and this gas
will find its way into the pressurizer as it flows out ADS stages 1,2, and 3 (see R45).

Upper plenum entrainment/de-entrainment is ranked medium during the ADS blowdown
phase and high during the IRWST and sump injection phase. The process of separating
liquid from steam in the upper plenum directly affects the state of Guid passed to the ADS.

Upper head voiding is ranked low during the ADS blowdown phase and medium during
the IRWST and sump injection phase. Expansion of the bubble in this region affects the
RCS pressure response during the blowdown period. During the final phase, the upper
head may refill, and this affects RCS Ouid distribution.
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Table F.6. (continued).

Ranking rationales for the nhenomena in Tables F-1 through F-5

Code Ranking Rationale

R$8 Heat transfer between the PRHR and IRWST is ranked medium during the ADS
blowdown phase. The importance of PRHR heat removal during this phase has not been
established. It is suspected that this heat removal may be overshadowed by ADS effects
during this phase. However, PRHR heat transfer has the potential to be important, so it
was ranked medium pending better information.

R59 in the PRHR component, differential density, flashing, noncondensible effects, flow
resistance, and phase separation in tees are ranked low in the ADS blowdown phase.
These phenomena can affect the PRHR heat removal rate (ranked medium, see R58) and,
theretore, they have been ranked low. Note that this is the only instance where phase
separation in tees has been ranked for the PRHR component. For normal PRHR flow
situations, tee phase separation is primarily ofinterest at the PRHR inlet line connection on
the hot leg, and this phenomenon was included in the listings for the hot leg component.
However, for the ADS blowdown situation, RCS conditions are chaotic, and the question
here is the manner in which the PRHR system outlet tee (on the steam generator outlet
plenum) might perform under potential reverse-flow conditions. Because the PRHR inlet
line is connected directly to one of the ADS fourth 4tage inlet lines, reverse flow through
the PRHR system is likely to develop as fluid rushes out the ADS fourth stage.

R60 Steam generator heat transfer is ranked low during the ADS blowdown and IRWST and
sump injection phases. During these phases, the RCS energy balance is controlled by
decay heat addition, energy addition from the break (reverse flow), and ADS energy
removal. The steam generators are essentially thermally-decoupled from the RCS because
fluid in the secondary system is significantly hotter than in the RCS (see R28).

R61 Steam generator secondary level and pressure are ranked low during the ADS blowdown
and IRWST and sump injection phases. These phenomena affect both primary to-
secondary heat transfer and the steam generator secondary safety relief valve flow.,

R62 Flashing in the core and upper plenum / upper head are ranked medium during the ADS
blowdown phase. This flashing will affect the RCS mass and energy distributions.
Flashing will be preferential (see R72), and the warmest RCS fluid will reside in the core
and upper head / upper plenum regions.

R63 Containment phenomena first appear of significance during this phase because of their
impact on the contcinment pressure response, which affects the timing of IRWST
injection. Little analysis is available to support the relative phenomena rankings. The
PIRT committee ranked the overall heat transfer on the interior and exterior surfaces of the
containment shell medium, along with the expected heat transfer processes on those
surfact.s (condensation on the inside and PCCS evaporative cooling on the outside). In
addition, passive heat sink is ranked medium because the effects of wall heat transfer
(containment shell, stmetural walls, and internal equipment) are expected to be greatest
during this phase, when the lluid-to-wall temperature differentials are the largest. The
other phenomena are ranked low.

R64 Break flow resistance is ranked low during the IRWST and , ump injection phase. This
phenomenon influences the break flow, but only during periods when the break is

unchoked (see R47).
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Table F.6. (continued).

Rankinc rationales for the obenomena in Tables F 1 throuch F,J

Code - Ranking Rationale

R65 in the cold legs, condensation and noncondensible effects are ranked low during the
IRWST and sump injection phase. The cold legs are expected to be an inactive RCS
region during this phase. However, these phenomena were left on the list because of the
pot.ibility for effects due to: (1) condensation of steam (entering this region through the
reactor vessel upper head /downcomer bypass path) and (2) large expansions of nitro;;en
(caused by total depressurization of the RCS).

R66 Two-phase mixture level in the core is ranked high during the IRWST aad sump injection
phase. The two phase mixture level determines the status of core coolability and affects
the differential pressure between the RCS and the containment. The core Dow resistance
is ranked medium during the IRWST and sump injection phase. This resistance affects the
RCS-to-containment differential pressure, but to a lesser extent than does the mixture

level.

R67 Not used.

R68 Downcomer level is ranked high during the IRWST and sump injection phase. This level
is the driving force for flow through the core. The static head created by this level is a
significant term affecting the RCS/ containment pressure balance.

R69 Condensation in the downcomer is ranked medium during th: IRWST and sump injection

phase, Steam may flow through the upper 'acad/downcomer bypass path (also see R81). If
condensation is present, it can alter the high ranked downcomer level (see R68).

R70 Phase separation in tees in the hot leg is ranked high during the IRWST and sump
irgjection phase. Separation at the ADS fourth-stage tees determines the energy and
content of the fluid mixture that is routed through the ADS to containment.

R71 CCFL and countercurrent flow in the hot leg are ranked medium during the IRWST and
sump injection phase. These phenomena contribute to the highly-raried hot leg phase
separation process (see R70) because they affect the fluid state and flow regime ir the hot
leg.

R72 Horizontal fluid stratification in the hot legs is ranked medium during the IRWST and
sump injection phase. Fluid conditions during this phase may be quiescent, and in that
case the hot leg would stratify Whether or not the hot leg fluid stratifies has a direct
influence on the phase separation in the hot leg tees (ranked high, see R70) and the state of
the mixture being passed on to the ADS.

R73 Not used.

R74 IRWST pool thermal stratification;, pool level, and flow resistance are ranked medium
during the IRWST and sump injection phase. Stratification affects the injection
temperature (the fluid present at the bottom of the tank is injected). Level provides the
driving force to push the injection flow through the total resistance (the IRWST piping
system flow resistance is an important part of the total). Therefore, the IRWST pool level
and flow resistance directly affect the injection flow rate.

R75 Heat transfer between the IRWST fluid and the tank walls is ranked low during the
IRWST and sump injection phase. The energy loss via this phenomenon is expected to be
much smaller than the other terms involved in the containment energy balance.
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Table F 6. (continued).

Ranking rationales for the ohenomena in Tables F-1 thmugh F 5

Code Ranking Rationale

R76 Heat transfer between the PRHR and IRWST is ranked low during the IRWST and sump

injection phase. The potential for this heat transfer remains, via ( ondensation of steam on
the inside of the PRHR tubes, llowever, the energy removal from the RCS is expected to
be dominated by the ADS fourth stage during this phase.

R77 Sump fluid temperature, level, and flow resistance are ranked medium during the IRWST
and sump injection phase, The sump fluid temperature is the RCS injection temperature
(the fluid present at the bottom of the sump is injec:ed). The sump level provides the
driving force to push the injection flow through the total resistance (the sump piping
system flow resistance is an important part of the total). Therefore, all these phenomena
contribute to the determination of the injection flow rate and temperature.

R78 Not used.

R79 Not used.

R80 Not used.

R81 Condensation in the downcomer is ranked low during the passiw say heat removal,
CMT draining-to ADS actuation, and ADS blowdown phases. RELAPS SDLOCA
simulations (see Reference 8) have shown that interphasic condensetir of steam flowing
from the upper head through the bypass into the upper portion of the reactor vessel :

downcomer can alter the break flow and progression of a SBLOCA sequence.
Condensation effects for the SGTR accident are expected to be similar to those in the

SBLOCA (also see R69).

R82 in the IRWST component, flow and temperature distribution in the PRHR tube bundle
region and pool thennal stratification are ranked medium during the passive decay heat
removal and CMT draining to-ADS ectuation phases. These phenomena are major
contributors (others are listed m R83) to PRHR to-IRWST heat transfer that is ranked high

(see R22). The convective thermal resistance on the outside of the PRHR tubes is
sensitive to the flow rate through the tube bundle Pool thermal stratification affects the
heat sink temperature on the outside of the PRHR tubes and the vertical distribution of that
sink temperature.

RS3 IRWST pool flow and interphasic condensrion are ranked low in the passive decay heat
removal and CMT draining-to-ADS sctuation phases. The flow and temperature
distributions in the PRHR bundle region are ranked medium during these phases (see
R82). IRWST pool flow and interphasic condensation affect those distributions and are,
therefore, ranked low. IRWST pool flow refers to natural convection flows in the large
tank region away from the PRHR bundle. Interphasic condensation here refers to the
collapse of bubbles that may be formed due to boiling on the outside of the PRHR tubes.
This condensation may take place either in the pool bundle region or elsewhere in the pool.

R84 Pump coastdown performance is ranked low for the passive decay heat removal phase.
The reactor coolant pump coastdown behavior will influence the primary-to-secondary
heat transfer because it determines the flow rates inside the steam generator and PRHR

system tubes. However, this effect is limited because of the short time duration of the
coastdown (about 2 minutes) and its decaying nature.
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Table F 6. (continued).

Rankinc rationales for the nhenomena in Tables F 1 throuch F-5

Code Ranking Rationale

R85 Asymmetric conditions (pressures, temperaturesc Dow rates) within and/or between RCS
components may be present. The sources of these asymmetries are the break location (i.e.,
it is situated in only one of the two steam generators) and the plant configuration (the
pressurizer and PRHR system are connected on one coolant loop, while the CMTs are
connected on the other). The importance of these asymmetry effects cannot be determined
until con 6rmation calculations are completed, in general, the PIRT committee judged that
asymmetric effects will induence the progression of the SGTR transient. Asymmetric
effects in the upper plenum are, therefore, ranked medium during the passive decay heat
removal phase.

R86 Phase separation at the cold leg-to-PBL tee is ranked low during the ADS blowdown
phase. Fluid behavior is sery dynamic during this phase, and the behavior at this tee will
affect the CMT level response and, ti.erefore, the ADS sequencing behavior.

R87 Discharge line flashing in the IRWST and sump irdection lines is ranked medium during
the IRWST and sump injection phase. The temperatures of the injection fluids will
depend upon behavior within the IRWST and containment. It is not known if fluid in
these lines will flash. However, if the fluid does flash, then the injection rate may oc
significantly affected by the increased injection-line pressure drop.

R88 Containment interior and exterior phenomena are ranked as follows during the IRWST and
sump injection phase:

The containment shell interior and exterior heat transfer represent the decay heat
removal to the ultimate heat sink and, therefore, are ranked high.

Condensation, natural convection, noncondensible effects, noncondensible
segregation, steam-noncondensible mixing, and nonuniform air / steam distribution
in the containment interior are all ranked medium because they contribute to the
determination of the containment pressure.

Condensate transport, liquid holdup, and liquid distribution in the containment
interior are ranked medium because they contribute to the determination of the
containment pressure.

The passive heat sink provided by the containment walls and interior structures
represents a significant contribution to the containment energy balance and is,
therefore, ranked medium.

PCCS evaporation, PCCS mixture convective heat transfer, PCCS water
flow, air flow, and chimney effects on the containment exterior are all
ranked medium because they affect decay heat removal to the ultimate
heat sink during this phase.

Containment exterior atmospheric temperature, humidity, PCCS wetting, and
radiation heat transfer are all ranked medium because they affect decay heat
removal to the ultimate heat sink.
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Table F-6. (continued).

Rankinc rationales for the nhenomena in Tables F 1 throuch F 5

_ Code
Ranking Rationale

R89 Break energy release and mass How are ranked high during the passive decay heat removal
phase. The break mass flow and energy release directly affect the RCS mass and energy
distributions.

R90 Pressurizer Dashing and level (inventory) are ranked medium during the passive decay heat
removal phase. These phenomena in0uence RCS pressure through their effect on the
pressurizer bubble expansion process. However, these effects are smaller than during the
previous phase because other RCS regions also Dash during this phase (see R19 and R30).

R91 Flashing and thermal strati 6 cation in the CMT are ranked low during the ADS blowdown
phase. These phenomena determine the CMT emptying behavior during the blowdown;
ADS fourth stage actuation is based upon CMT level attr.ining a low level setpoint.

R92 Fuel rod decay heat is ranked high during the ADS blowdown and IRWST and sump
injection phases. This phenomenon represents the major RCS energy source; this heat
must be removed to the ultimate heat sink.

R93 Not used.

R94 ADS mass How and energy release are ranked high, ADS flow resistance is ranked
medium, and ADS noncondensible effects are ranked low during the IRWST and sump
injection phase. The ADS mass and energy now rates directly affect the differential
pressure between the RCS and the containment. The ADS flow resistance affects the mass
and energy flow rates. Noncondensible gases affect the ADS mass and energy flows, but
to a lesser extent than during the previous phase (where noncondensible effects were
ranked medium, see R45). Peak Dow of noncondensibles from the accumulators into the
RCS occurs during the ADS blowdown phase.
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Appendix G - Common Supporting Documentation |
|

De tables provided in this appendix provide descriptive supporting information for the individual ,

PIRTs in Appendixes B through F. The identi0er " codes" shown in these tables are those referenced
'

within the individual detaileo PIRTs. Table G 1 provides brief descriptions of the general phenomena.
Table G 2 describes the physical geometries and general functions of the AP6(') components. Table G 3
provides more detailed discussions regarding the specine phenomena associated with each of the
cornponents. Table G-4 provides suppor'irg references. Table G 5 describes pertinent sublevel
phenomena related to each of the prirnary phenomena.

Tcble G 1. Phenomena descriptions for the PIRTS.

He phenomena identined and ranked in the P!RTs are deOned here. De " code" column shows the
indicator used in the master PIRTs to reference the information given in this table.

u .-

Code phenomena Description

Di Not used

D2 Atmosji itemperature The temperature of the atmosphere surrounding the containment
exterior. This temperature effects the heat transfer from the
containment exterior to the surrounding environment.

D3 Horon teactivity feedback The change in core reactivity due to an increase or decrease of
boron concentration in the moderating Guld.

D4 Channeling Concurrent, non uniform flow of Gulds with different properties
(temperature, density, boron concentration).

D5 Ch'mney effects The process wherein wind Dowing over the top of the
containment gap reduces the local static pressure, drawing air ou ,

of the gap to be replaced by air drawn into the bottom. Air in thi
gap between the containment exterior and its shroud is also
heated on the containment exterior, lowering its density and
causing it to rise and How out of the top of the gap. Eddies can
form on the downwind side of the containment exterior, causing
the heated air to recirculate through the containment gap.

D6 Choking in complex geometries The process w herein the critical now out of a component is
significantly affected by the geometry of the component. For
example, the critical Dow out of a sheared steam generator tube
is significantly affected by the large length to-diameter ratio on
the tube side break.

D7 Coandown performance The pump head and flow reductions that occui as the shaft and
impeller coast to a stop following disconnection of the motor
electrical power.

DB Condensate transport The process of delivering the steam condensed on the
containment interior to the IRWST.

D9 Condensation The process where steam is cooled due to contact with a colder
substance, resulting in change of phue from vapor to liquid.

DIO Cons ective heat transfer ne transport of energy to or from a surface by gross Guid
movement.
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Table G.I. (continued).

Code Phenomena Description

Dil Core channeling Concurrent, non uniform flow of fluids with different properties
'

(temperature, density, boron concentration) in the core.

D12 Core power / decay heat The ge er generated in the fuel rods due to either nuclear
fission, or decay of the fission products, and including the heat
conduction through the fuel, com ection and radiation across the
gap, conduction through the clad, and convection to the coolant.

D13 Countercurrent flow The process whereby liquid Cows opposite (counter) to the gas
How direction.

Dl4 Countercurrent Dow limiting The process by which interfacial drag and/or entrainment

(CCFL) prevents or limits liquid flow opposite (counter) to the gas flow
direction.

DlS Ciitical heat flux (CliF)/Dryout CilF refers to a depanure from nuclea'e boiling that causes a
sudden deterioration in heat transfer and results in a temperature
excursion of the heated surface and potential burnout. Dryout
refers to a temperature excursion of the heated surface due to
starvation of liquid.

D16 Not used

D17 Differential density ne difference between the cold and hot side average densities
for buoyancy driven flow circuits. This determines the driving
potential for the flov,.

D18 Not used
'

Dl9 Energy Release The transfer of energy associated with th flow of fluid mass out
of a system or component.

D20 Entrainment/de entrainment Entrair. ment is the process whereby liquid is captured (entrained
by a high-velocity stearu flow.

D21 Flashing ne process whereby fluid changes from the liquid state to the
vapor state due to a reduction in the fluid pressure (that lowers
the sattiration temperaturch

D22 Not used

D23 Flow & temperature distribution in Local fluid flow and temperature in the IRWST region
PRHR bundle region contaming the PRHR tube bundle.

D24 Fluid distribution Fluid flow profiles within a component.

D25 Break (Oow limiter) energy release The energy transfer associated with Guld flow out of the steam
line flow limiter.

D26 Break (Oow limiter) mass How The mass transfer associated with single and two phase flow out
of the steam line flow limiter.

D27 Flow resistance The hydraulic resistance to flow due to form and wall viscous
lorxs. These losses result in frictional pressure drops, which j

impede the flow. ]
D28 Flow split The distribution of fluid flows in dividing flow circuits. This

phenomenon also considers a potential temperature difference
between the dividing Dows.

,

D29 Fluid temperature A basic Ouid thermodynamic property.
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Table G-1, (condnued).
......f- _. 9..... .,5+ e_, ,:s... . .ag,,. , . ,,.... ,,, . .A. .,

Description
Code, Phenomena

D30 Touling The process w hereby contarninants, such as oxides, organic
matter, etc., build up on the surface of a structure, impeding the

heat transfer to or from the structure.

D31 lleat transfer The process whereby energy is transferred from a hot source to z
colder sink by virtue of their temperature difference.

D32 Ileat transfer between PlOIR and The process whereby energy is transferred between the PRRR
fluid and tubes and the IRWST pool fluid by virtue of their1RWST
temperature difference.

D33 lleat transfer between primary and The process in the steam generator whereby energy is transferre,
secondary from the primary coolant system fluid, through the steam

generator tubes, to the secondary coolant system Culd by virtue
of the difference in temperatures between Duids in the two

systems.

The electrical power applied to heating elements (rods located
D34 llenter power

near the bottom of the pressurizer).

D35 llorizontaliNid strati 0 cation The process whereby gravity forces produce vertical fluid
temperature and density gradients within a horizontal pipe. The
phenomena can include separated flow of hot and cold fluid
regions.

A measure of the quantity of water vapor contained in air. This
D36 Ilumidity

pararneter affects heat transfer from a component surface to a
surrounding air environment.

D37 Interphasic condensation The process w here steam is cooled due to contact with a colder
liquid, resulting in change of phase from a vapor to a liquid state
at the interface between the two phases.

D38 inventory (Steam volume The depressurization process in a region containing steam and

expansion) liquid, whereby the volume of steam expands as the liquid
inventory (and level) tre reduced.

for the CMT," level" refers to the volume fraction (specified in
D39 Level

percent) of the tank occupied by liquid (see page 3). For all
other components, " level" is the vertical height of a column of
single or two-phase nuid.

D40 Level swell The process whereby the two phase fluid level increases as the
fluid density decreases. The phenomena can be caused by
flashing, boiling, or convection of vapor into the component.

D41 Level swell & depletion The process whereby the two-phase fluid level first increases as
the fluid density decreases (see D40), but later falls because of a
loss of Guld mass out the top of the component.

D42 Liquid carry over The process whereby liquid separation is not complete within a
component, and liquid is carried out with the steam.

D43 Liquid distnbution The quantity and location ofliquid outside the reactor coolant
system (containment steam, inner w all condensate, IRWST,
sump, and lower containment compartments).
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Table G.I. (continued).

Code Phenomena
_

Description

D44 1 iquid holdup ne process whereby liquid How is delayed or prevented due to
trapping or storage.

D45 Loop asymrnetry A difference in thermal-hydraulle behavior that can be attributed
to the geometrically asymmetric arrangement of the PRiiR,
CMTs, pressurizer, and postulated break location.

D46 Mass now The mass transfer (single and two phase) into, within, or out of r

component or system.

D47 Moderator ternperature feedback The change in core reactivity due to an increase or decrease in
the temperature of the moderating fluid.

D48 Natural convection The process whereby energy is transported between a solid
surface and a liquid or gas by the cornbined action of heat
conduction, energy storage and mixing motion, where the mixinj .

motion is due solely to density differences caused by Culd
temperature gradients.

D49 Not used

D50 Noncondensible effects The degree to which the presence of noncondensible gases
impedes the heat transfer in any heat exchanger (PRIIR, core, or
steam generator) or directly affects the response of other
phenomena, such as mass now, condensation, Dashing, and
vapor volume expansion.

D51 Nonunifonn steam / alt distribution The process whereby steam entering the containment interior at
various locations mixes with air while gravity effects tend to
cause steam / air mixtures to separate. This produces nonunifonn

steam / alt mixture ratios within the containment interior. This
phenomena can effect the heat transfer to the containment shell.

D52 PCCS evaporation The process whereby Duld on the containment exterior surface
undergoes a change of state from liquid to vapor due to the
partial pressure of the vapor in the containment air gap being
below the saturation pressure of the liquid. This phenomena
affects the heat transfer from the containment exterior to the
surrounding environment.

D53 PCCS water How ne Dow ofliquid over the outer surface of the containment
shell. This phenomena affects the heat transfer from the
containment exterior to the surrounding environment.

D54 PCCS mixture convective heat The transport of energy from the containment exterior surface b,1

transfer gross fluid movement on the containment exterior surface and in
the containment air gap.

D55 PCCS wetting The extent and pattern ofliquid coverage on the containment
shell exterior surface. This phenomena affects the heat transfer
from the containment shell exterior to the surrounding
environment, since wetted surfaces exhibit greater convective
heat transfer than dry surfaces.
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Table G.I. (continued).

Code phenomena Description

D56 Phase separation in tees The separation of liquid from vapor in a two-phase mixture
undergoing acceleration due to changing flow direction. Vapor
accommodates the change in flow direction more readily than
liquid due to its lower momentum. Thus, vapor prefers to take
the branch while liquid prefers to take the run of a dis erging tee.

D57 Pool flow Local Guld flow in a pool.

D58 Pool level The vertical height of the fluid in a pool.

D59 Pool thermal stratincation The process whereby buoyancy effects produce anWor sustain
vertical Guld temperature and density gradients in a pool.

D60 Pool to tank structure heat transfer The energy transferred from the hotter liquid in a pool to the
colder surrounding tank walls, floor, and other structures.

D61 Preferential loop cooldown The tendency of one RCS loop to cool faster than the other due
to asymmetric conditions (for example as would be caused by
one steam generator blowing down to containment while the
other is isohted).

D62 Radiation heat transfer The process whereby heat flows from a high temperature body t<
a body at a lower temperature when the bodies are separated in
space. The region separating the bodies can contain some
medium or a vacuum.

D63 Secondary level The steam generator downcomer level as measured by plant
instruments. This level actuates various trips and indicates the
liquid mass available in the steam generator secondary.

D64 Secondary pressure The absolute pressure measured in the steam generator above tho
separator / dryer region.

D65 SRV energy release The energy convection associated with a mass flow out of the
steam generator secondary via the safety relief valves.

D66 SRV mass flow The mass transfer associated with a single or two phase mass
flow out of the steam generator secondary through the safety
reliefvalves.

D67 Steam noncondensible mixing The degree to which steam and noncondensible gases mix.
_

D68 Stored energy release The rate at which energy is released from warm metal structures
to the surrounding fluid.

D69 Subcooling margin The difference between the fluid saturation temperature (functio
of the Guid pressure) and the subcooled fluid temperature.
Provides a measure of the relative pro:dmity to saturation
conditions and the associated heat transfer regimes.

D70 Not used

D71 Not used

D72 Thermal driving head The vertical fluid density gradients caused by the differences in
Guld temperatures result in a buoyancy related potential to drive
fluio flow.
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fTcble G.I. (continued).
I

Description !,Code Phenomena -

4

D73 hermal stratification and mixing De process w hereby gravity forces produce a vertical density j
gradient in a component, resulting in a correspondinge ,

temperature gradient. His effect is reduced by mixing due to !

4 flow within the component caused by other phenomena. ;

i D74 Tube dryout The process whereby the local outer surface of a steam generatoi I

tube becomes completely dry due to a lack of liquid inventory in j
the secondary. |

D75 Tube voiding . De process wherein gas and/or vapor is trapped and accumulate ;
'

in steam generator tubes as the system liquid inventory is .

depleted. This phenomena causes a decoupling of the primary |
'

and secondary systems, reducing the energy transfer between
them.

~

,

D76 Two phase mixture level The vertical height of a continuous column of two phase mixtur<>

which results from the mixture volume (inventory) being less
than the component volume. ,

D77 Vapor space behavior The process whereby a vapor space volume expands or
compresses as the liquid inventory changes below the vapor 1
5 A. ulting in pressure reduction or increase in the vapor j

SLS -
D78 Voiding The pects whereby gas and/or vapor is transported through or

accumulates in a component.

D79 Not used

D80 Not used ;

D81 Passive heat sink llent transfer from fluids to structures and water pools, pypicall) i,

this phenomena refers to the containment. |

D82 Air flow Buoyancy driven movement of air on the outside of the
containment shell. ;

D83 Exterior to ambient heat transfer ne exchange of heat from the outside wall of the containment :

shell to the atmosphere, via a combination of convective, ;

evaporative, and radiative heat transfer processes.

D84 Noncondensible segregation The process whereby the water content of a steam. air mixture is ;

removed or reduced via wall condensation heat and mass ;
,

transfer, ne resulting mixture next to the wall has a lower, or !

no, steam content, and this reduces or terminates the i>

condensation process. {

D85 Steam generator asymmetric ne differing responses of the two steam generators, arising fron i

behavior differences in heat transfer, ne aspnmetric behavior can i

manifest itself as differences in fluid temperatures, flow rates, oi |
voiding.

.

D86 Interior to wall heat transfer The exchange of heat from the containment interior atmosphere i

to the inside wall of the containment shell via condensation,- f
convection, and radiation heat transfer processes, !

|
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Table G 1. (continued).

Code phenomena Description

D87 Condensation in ADS stages I,2, Condensation (see D9) processes within the ADS stage 1,2, and

and 3 and spargers in IRWST 3 piping network from the top of the pressurizer to the spargers.
Condensation may be interfacial (subcooled water may be
available from the IRWST) or wall (a portion of the discharge
lin's and the spargers are submerged under water in the IRWST:

D88 CMT.to IRWST differential head 5e difference in static heads between water standing in the
CMT (and its discharge line) and in the IRWST (and its
discharge line). The connection point between these two system ,

is in the direct vessel injection line.

D89 Sparger pipe level The water level in the ADS stage 1,2, and 3 discharge line. Thi:
line initially is submerged under water in the IRWST. This leve
must be depressed to the spargers in order to support now into
the IRWST.

D90 Mixing Interactions between cold liquid and warm liquid Duibegions.

D91 Upper head to-downeomer bypass During normal plant operation, this now path passes water from
now the top of the reactor vessel downcomer into the reactor vessel

upper head. The initial Guld temperature in the head is
determined by this now rate (and that of the guide tube path;
these two Dows are mixed in the upper head). Following reactor
coolant pump trip, communication through this flow path may bi
in either direction, in this PIRT, this phenomena generally is of
interest following pump trip, when steam may Cow from the
reactor vessel upper head into the downcomer. Disposition of
this steam can affect plant response in many ways (its
condensation affects the local pressure, may alter distribution of
the RCS im entory, and may alter the break Dow - especially for
cold leg and direct vessel injection line bicaks.

~ Ix/dryout Critical heat Dux/dryout (see D15) relates to core cooling duringD92 Critical hei t
the ADS blowdown period. RCS Ouid condi ions are chaotic,t

with Hashing and boiling widespread. This phenomena is
included to address the possibility that liquid starvation in the
core region rnay result in a fuel rod heatup during the blowdown

D93 Cont:i;nment pressure The thermodynamic total vapor pressure in the containment
region surrounding the RCS piping and vessels.

D94 Boiling The process whereby Culd changes from the liquid state to the
vapor state due to wall heat addition.

D95 Two-phase level in upper plenum The vertical height of the column of water (or two phase Guid)
within the reactor vessel upper plenum region (in particular, as il
compares with the elevation span of the hot leg connectionsk

D96 Liquid distribution The quantity and location of water within the various
compartments and regions of the containment.

D97 Liquid subcooling The difference between the local saturation temperature and Gui<
temperature within the various compartments and regions of the
containment.

_
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Table G-2. Component related geometric descriptions'.7
C
*C

g Code Comtenent Descrmtim

d Cl Accumulator ne accumulator is a large-radius, thick-walled, spherical tank AP600 contains two accumulators, each connected
g via a medium-diameter injection line, containing a check valve, to a passive safety injection sytem line. He

r accumulator is not an active component during normal plant operation, w hen it is partially-filled with borated water
(at the containment temperature) and pressurized (at a constant moderate pressure with nitrogen). If, during an~

accident, the primary coolant system pressure falls below the initial nitrogen rumm, water is injected from the
accumulator into the primary coolant system. His der cssm kation might be caused unintentionally, such as by a
break in the primary coolant system or intentionally, such as by the operation of the ADS. Note that in existing
pressurized water reactors, the accumulaters are cylindrical with spherical heads; the spherical AP600 accumulator,
therefore, provides difTerent relationships between the gas bubble volume, the gas / liquid interface contact area, and
the depth ofliquid in the tank than those in the accumulators of existing plants If the depressurization of the
primary coolant system is extensive, such as is the case with ADS operation, and all the water is expelled from the
accumulator, then nitrogen is injected into the primary coolant system. If the primary coolant system repressurizes.

~^

then accumulator flow is terminated; in this situation, reverse flow into the accumulator is prevented by the action o
the check valve. If the primary coolant system subsequently dupcumizes again, then accumulator injection
recommences whenever the primary coolant system pressure falls below the nitrogen r u n m c.

C2 ADS He purpose of the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) is to dep us> mire the primary coolant system
sufficiently so that borated water can drain by gravity from the In Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank

9 (IRWST) into the primary coolant system. His injection is only possible if the static head available from water in
the IRWST is greater than the differential pressure created by fluid escaping from the primary coolant system into
the containment. He principal flow path for this fluid escape is through the ADS (note, for accidents involving ,

breaks between the primary coolant system and containment, the break path is in parallel with the ADS path).
Therefore, the flow characteristics of the ADS are of great importance to overall safety of AP600. The ADS system |
is composed of four stages. Stages 1,2, and 3 pass fluid from the top of the pressurizer, through an intricate networ

'

:

of medium-diameter valves, and discharge lines to spargers submerged under water in the IRWST. Stage 4 passes
fluid from the hot leg, through a simple network oflarge-diameter pipes, directly into the containment atmosphere. |

Each ADS stage consists of two virtually-identical and completely-redundant trains (piping, valves, spargers, etc.). I
De ADS is activated upon an indication of declining primary coolant system inventory (a level in either core
makeup tank that is less than 67%). He relatively small valves in ADS Stage I are activated first. The
progressively larger valves in ADS Stages 2 and 3 are then opened sequentially based upon time delays after Stage :
activation. The largest valves are located in ADS stage 4, and these are opened upon an indication of a core makeu;
tank level below 201

'Within each accident category, the PIRTs subdivide the behavior according to the plant components. For the PtRTs, the AP600 system has been divided into
20 components and this table summarizes the functions and geometries of these components The " code" column shows the indicator used in the master PIRTs to
reference the information in this table.
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Table G-2. (continued).

Code Comrar.t Devriptton

G Break He break component refers to a rupture in the piumure boundary of the primary or secondary coolant sprem that is
assumed to open instantaneously. De definition of the break is different for the small break loss-of-coolant
accident, main steam line break, and steam generator tube rupture accidents-

Small Break LOCA

He break is an unisolable opening in the pressure boundary between the primary coolant system and ca.ctainment.
He break location is assumed to be in any one of the four cold legs. For convenience, the break is assund to be a
circular hole, but breaks ofirregular shape are not excluded. The size of the break is assumed to be 2-inch in
diameter or smaller. A break of this size is not sufficiently large to remove the full core decay heat. De break may
be located in any orientation on the pipe.

Main Steam Line Break

ne break is assumed to be the double-ended rupture of the main steam line from one steam generator. His break
opens two separate paths between fluid in the secondary coolant system and the containment atmosphere. One of
these paths is shorter and cannot be isolated; it represents flow that exits the affected steam generator (i.e., the one

9) whose steam line was assumed to be ruptured) into the containment. He other path is much longer, e q. ting'

flow that exits the unaffected steam generator through its steam line, the turbine inlet common to both steam lines,*

and then backward through the steam line of the affected steam gene ator to the pipe rupture. His longer path is
isolated within a few seconds of the break opening by closure of the main steam isolation valves. De broken pipin!
has a diameter of several feet, however the break flow through both paths is effectively restricted to that allowed by
the flow limiter that is located at the entrance from the steam dome ofeach steam generator to the main steam line.
The flow limiter has a flow area smaller than the full flow area of the ruptured steam line pipe.

Steam Generator Tube Rupture

His unisolable break is assumed to result from a clean double. ended rupture ofone steam generator tube at the tubi
sheet; the tube diameter is less than one inch. Whether the rupture occurs at the hot er cold end of the tube is not
specified. He break opens two separate flow paths between fluid in the primary and secondary coolant systems.
One of these paths is shorter,1spewting flow that exits from the steam generator inlet or outlet plemim through th :

Z tube sheet (the tubesheet side break). He other path is approximately 40 times longer than the first and represents
+

c flow that exits from the other plenum through the full length of the broken tube (the tube side break).
$
e
o
?
E
e



z Table G-2. (continued).
C
:n
g Code Component Desenption

N C4 Cold Legs ne cold legs are four large-diameter pipes that carry primary coolant from the discharges of the coolant pumps to

$ the reactor vessel downcomer during normal operation. He cold Icg piping runs are horizontal throughout their

r entire lengths, and these runs contain several large-radius, small-angle bends. He diameters, lengths, and
arrangement of the four cold legs are virtually identical. Ilowever, there are several asymmetries among the coki-

legs that are related to piping penetrations (only the major penetrations are discussed here). De two cold legs on
loop I (defined to be the one that the pressurizer is connected to) both contain small-diameter pressurizer spray
penetrations located near the pump discharges. Rese nozzles are oriented 30* above the horizontal in loop 2 (the
non-pressurizer loop), the medium-diameter core makeup tank pressure balance lines are connected to the tops of
both cold legs.

C5 Core ne reactor core is an arrangement of more than one hundred fuel assemblies, each composed of more than two
hundred vertical, small-diameter fuel rods (see C3). He fuel assemblies each also contain more than 20 guide tube!
and one instrument tube. He fuel rods are held in place by plates at their upper and lower ends, and by grid spacers
at many intermediate locations. The height of the heated core is 12 ft., as is common to most commercial ptmer
reactors. Coolant flows upward through the core; the flow areas through the bottom and top core plates and through
the grid spacers are smaller than the open flow area within the fuct rod bundle.

I C6 Core hiakeup Tanks The two core makeup tanks (ChfTs) are large thick-walled cylindrical vessels with spherical upper and lower heads.

O Dese tanks are elevated above the cold legs and are completely filled with borated water at the containment
/ temperature during normal operation. A large-diameter discharge line is connected from the bottom head of each

,

ChtT. His discharge line contains a normally-closed ChtT actuation valve and an orifice to limit the rate of flow
out of the ChfT; the discharge line delivers flow to the reactor vessel downcomer via the passive safety injection
system line. A large-diameter pressure balance line is connected to the upper head of each Ch!T. The pressure
balance lines are the inlets to the two Ch1Ts; they deliver flow from the two cold legs (see C4) ofloop 2 (the non-
pressurizer loop).

C7 Downcomer/ lower He reactor vessel downcomer is an annular fluid region, several inches thick, between the core barrel ami reactor
Plenum vessel wall. During normal operation, core coolant flows from the four cold legs, downward through the

downcomer, and into the lower plenum. Fluid entering the lower plenum is turned upward to the inict of the core.
He AP600 tower plenum arrangement differs significantly from those of existing plants; the AP600 lower plenum
is relatively open, with little resistance to flow, and contains a vortex suppression plate to sta5ilize the flow before i |
enters the core. The Passive Safety injection System terminates at two large-diameter Direct Vessel Injection

| Nozzles on the downcomer.
'

C8 Fuel Rods De core (see CS) is composed of thousands of fuel rods; the core heated length is 12 ft The fuel rods are
constructed from small-diameter, thin-wall zirconium iubes. Each fuel rod is loaded with hundreds of uranium
dioxide fuel pellets that are axially restrained with springs. Dere is a small radial gap between the outer radius of
the pellet and the inner radius of the tube; this gap is filled with an inert noncondensible gas.

. - = .



Table G-2. (continued).

Code Component Dewrmtion

C9 Ilot Legs The hot legs are two large-diameter pipes that carry primary coolant from the reactor vessel upper plenum to the
steam generator inlet plena during normal operation. De hot leg piping runs are horizontal as they Icave the reac%
vessel; each het leg has a single medium-angle, large radius bend that turns the pipe upward for several feet to meet
the steam generator inlet plenum. De diameters, lengths, and arrangement of the two hot legs are virtually identica .

Ilowever, there are several asymmetries between the hot legs that are related to piping penetrations (only the major
penetrations are discussed here), De hot leg on loop I contains a large-diameter penetration for the pressurizer
surge line; this nozzle is located on the top of the hot leg, about midway between the hot leg bend and the steam
generator inlet plenum, and leaves the hot leg at a right angle. De loop I hot leg also contains a penetration for the
PRIIR inlet; this medium-diameter nozzle is located on top of the horizontal hot leg. De hot legs of both loops als<
contain large-diameter nozzles for the ADS fourth stage; these penetrations are on the tops of the horizontal hot leg <
near the bend.

CIO IRWST The In-Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) is a very large irregularly-shaped compartment locate, l

around about one half of the AP600 containment periphery. He functions of the iRWST are to: provide the heat
sink for the PRIIR system (the PRIIR heat exchanger is immersed in the IRWST), provide the discharge sink for
ADS stages 1,2, and 3 (two ADS spagss are located within the IRWST), and provide the source of safety-grade
injection water following ADS blowdown. De geometries of the PRIIR heat exchanger and ADS spargers are

2 described, respectively, in C12 and C2. The IRWST injection lines are two medium-diameter pipes that cany fluid
from the bottom of the IRWST tank downward several feet to the Passive Safety injection System lines for injectior j-

into the reactor vessel. De IRWST is nearly filled wi:h water at the containment temperature during namal
operation; the normal water level is above the upper hodzontal tube bundle section of tim PRilR heat exchanger.
liowever, the pool level can vary, decreasing as water is boiled effor evaporated and increasing as a result of ADS
sparger discharge or condensate return from the containment interior (see Cl9).

ClI Not used

2'
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g Table G-2. (continued).
C
:n
tm Code Component Description
O
n Cl2 PRIIR He function of the Passive Residual IIcat Removal (PRIIR) system is safety-grade decay heat removal. De main

{ feature of the PRIIR system is its heat exchanger. De heat exchanger primary system is plumbed to the primary

T coolant system and the heat exchanger secondary system .s the water inside the in-Containment Refueling Water
~

Storage Tank (IRWST, see C10). De PRIIR primary-side inlet piping begins at a medium-diameter nozzle on tbc--

top of the loop-l (pressurizer-loop) horizontal hot leg section. ~!he inlet piping is a medium-diameter line that
contains a normally-open isolation valve. De inlet line contains an inverted trap (i.e., the inlet line rises to an l

elevation above that of the PRIIR heat exchanger inlet). The heat exchanger consists of an inlet plenum, hundreds |

oflong, small-diameter, thin-wall tubes, and an outlet plenum. De tube configuration is roughly 'C*-shaped. Fron
the inlet plenum, the tubes run I orizontally into the IRWST, turn downward, and then horizontally again, to the ;

outlet plenum that is located directly below the iniet plenum on the IRWST wall. The tube lengths encompassed by (
the vertical and horizontal sections are approximately the same. He tubes in the horitontal sections are on a squart
pitch; however, in the vertical section, this changes to a rectangular pitch. In the vertical section, the flow area inta
the tube bundle region in a cirection parallel to the IRWST wall is significantly larger than the flow area normal to
the IRWST wall. He medium-diameter pipe from the heat exchanger outlet plenum contains two nomially-closed
PRIIR actuation valves in parallel. Downstram from these valves, the outlet pipe from the heat exchanger connect
to the loop-l steam generator' outlet plenum.

Cl3 Not used
O

Cl4 Pressurizer ne pressurtzer is a large thick-waIIed cylindrical tank, with spherical upper and lower heads, that is elevrded above*
--

the hot legs. During normal operation, the pressurizer contains well-separated saturated water and steam. Primary"

coolant system yn.mm e centrol is attained by the canbined actions of pressurizer spray and heater power. De spra ,

nozzles are located in the steam space at the top of the tank and the heaters are located in the water space at the
bottom of the tank. He spray function is lost if the primary coolant pumps are tripped, and powering of the hea:cr=
is prevented if a low pressurizer level is sensed. Pressures above the desired range result in the opening of the spray
valves, admitting water at the cold leg temperature (see C4 for geometry of pressuriier spray piping) as a mist into
the pressurizer steam space Pressures below the desired range result in powering of the heaters. Fer pressures
within the desir ed range, both the spray and heaters are inactive. De y Lu surge line is a large-diameter pipe
from the bottom of the ymssurizer to the loop-l hot leg (see C9). De inlet lines for ADS stages I,2, and 3 (see C2
are connected to the top of the pressurizer.

CIS Reactor Coolant Pumps De four reactor coolant pumps function to circulate flow through the core and coolant locys during normal plant
operation. Two pumps are located at the outlet plenum of each steam generator, and each pump directs flow into
one of the two cold legs on each loop. De energy added to the primary system coolant when the pump motors ar
powered is, significant.

'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ ~
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Table G-2. (continued).

| Code Component Descrmtum
,

C16 Steam Generator De function of the two APOO steam generators is to remove the core heat during normal operation. Each steam
generator primary system consists of a thick-wall half-hemispherical inlet plenum (to which tie hot leg is connectet ,

see C9), a thick steel tubesheet, thousands of long, small-diameter, thin-wall, u-shaped tubes, and a thick-nll half ;
hemispherical outlet plenum (to which two reactor coolant pumps are connected, see CIS). Each steam generata
secondary system consists of a thick-walled cylindrical vessel with a large hemispherical upper head, an internal
downcomer arrangement, centrifugal steam separators, impingement steam dryers, and major nozzle penetrations fa

-

feedwater inlet and steam line outlet. De separators are cylinders, with internals shaped so that hid passing
through them is forced to negotiate a swirling flow path. Swirling the flow separates the high-density hid droplets
from the low-density steam. He dryers are arrangements of multiple vanes, designed to separate nter droplets
from steam by impingement as hid passes through them. De steam lines aie large-diameter pipes, and a flow
limiter is located at the steam line nozzles to restrict the hw rate out of the steam generator in the event of a large
steam line rupture. De steam generator safety relief valves dag hid from the steam region to atmosphere.

C17 Sump He sump is a compartment within the containment into which liquid may collect. Two medimn-diameter injectkm
lines, each containing a check valve, connect the Imttom of the sump to the passive safety injectkm system lines.
He function of the sump is to collect effluent from a pipe break so that it is available for injection into the primary :

'

coolant system. His function in many ways is comparable to that of the In-Contdnment Refueling Water Storage

[ Tank (IRWST, see C10). Ilowever, the sump and IRWST differ in several ways: During normal operation, the
sump is empty while the IRWST is nearly filled with water. De IRWST inventory can be increased due to ADSw

blowdown (through the spargers) or due to condensate returning from the containment heat removal system (see
C19) but the sump level can only be increased by flow from a pipe break. The water in the IRWST initia!!y is cokk

'

and may be heated toward the containment saturation temperature by PRIIR and ADS operatkm. Any water present
in the sump comes from break efhent and therefore can be expected to be Imt (perhaps at the containment
saturation temperature) unless cooled by ambient heat loss. De actual geometry of the sunp is not yet known, but t

is assumed the sump floor elevation is below the elevation of the IRWST floor and above the direct vessel injectice
nozzles on the reactor vessel downcomer. His assumption is reasonable because the sump must be krated lower
than the hot and cohl leg pipes in order to collect the eflinent from a pipe break, yet must be high enough to allow
gravity hw into the downcomer. Herefore sump injection involves a lower gravity driving head and a higher
temperature liquid than does IRWST injection. Further, due to elevati m considerations, sump injection cannot,

occur until the IRWST tevel falls below that in the sump, and this condition is not expected until very late (perhaps
days or weeks) into an accident scenario. For the IRWS7 level to be depleted, as injection rate must exceed its

Z replenishment hate (from tne containment cooling system condensate). His condition can occur on.y if a long time

h has elapsed since the reactor scram so that the total steam flow to the containment and resulting condensate return

y rate are reduced. Herefore, sump injection can occur only during the very late stages of an accident.

6
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-z Table G-2. (continued).,

c* 1

Code ! Compontnt Iksenptron

''n '

ClE UpperIIcad/ Upper The reactor vessel upper head and upper plenuta are two large fluid regions near the top of the reactor vessel De

[ Plenum upper plenum is located atop the core, and during normal operation functions to route coolant at the core outlet4

! r temp 4ure from the cere to the two hot legs. Coolant exiting the core is turned 90' to meet the hot legs, and to )
reach them must flow around multiple intemal structures. The upper head is located above the upper plenum. Ilow |

~

Ientering the upper head comes upward from the core through the guide tubes and upward through the bypass path
from the upper annulus of the downcomer. Flow leaves the upper head &mnward through a support plate into the i

Iupper plenum. The guide tube flow rate is higher than that of the bypass path, and therefore during normal
operation the upper head fluid temW4me is below, but near the core outlet temperature. Both the upper plenum |

and upper head contain very thick steel structures. many of which have small surface areas.

C19 Containment Interior De containment is a large free-standing medium-thickness steel shell that contains all of the components descdbed j

in Cl through Cl 8. He steel shell is cylindrical, with a hemispherical upper head. The function of the contammeni 1I
1 is to confine any fission products that may be released during an accident. To succeed at this function, the |

containment must remain leak free, even when pdued above atmospheric p ae as can occur during many
j accidents. Despite containing many components, the containment interior has a very large free volume that is filled

j with air during normal operation. The containment diameter is more than 100 ft. In addition to its steel shell and
internal components, the containment contents also include many thick reinforced concrete structures. He safety-
grade containment heat removal mechanism involves transferring heat from the containment atmosphere, across the

[ steel shell, to the environmental atmosphere.
"

C20 Containment Exterior De containment exterior consists of a large reinforced concrete structure that surrounds the free-standing
containment steel shell (see C19). He concrete structure acts as a missile barrier, but also functions to direct air'

flow to the outside surface of the containment she:1. The air intakes are large openings near the top of the concrete
structure. Air flows downward in an annular space inside the structure, turns and is dralled upward in another
annular space that has the containment shell as an inner wall, and finally is discharged back to the environmental
atmosphere near the top of the concrete structure. Ileat transfer on the outside of the containment shell is aided by
the Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) that sprays water on the top of the containment s!=ll
hemispherical head. This water flows dowmvard on the outside of the shell, and its evaporation, caused by heat
removed across the shell wall, aids the heat transfer process on the outside of dr shell wall.

. -- -_ . .



Table G-3. Phenomena related geometric and function descriptions.*

Component-Specific
Phenomena Dewription

GI Accumulator / The accumulator injection behavior is primarily determined by the expansion characteristics of its

Noncondensible Effects noncondensible gas (nitrogen) bubble. Initially, the accumulator gas and liquid are isothermal at the
containment temperature. If accumulator injection occurs *sce Cl).the accumulator pressure falls, and the ga
bubble volume expands at the same volumetric rate at which liquid is expe!!ed from the tank. This gas
expansion is accompanied by a cooling of the gas, and subsequent flows of heat from the accumulator liquid
and tank walls into the gas that tend to reheat the gas. De accu.nulator pressure is important because the
difference between it and the primary coolant system pressure is w hat drives the accumulator injection flow.
He accumulator pressure is determined by the gas bubble volume and the gas temperature.

G2 Accumulator / Flow The driving force for accumulator injection flow (s e Cl and GI) is the differential mre between the
accumulator gas bubble and the primary coolant system. He flow obtained with this driving force is thatj.
allowed by the flow resistances of the system, including the form losses at the tank exit and valve, and the
frictional losses in the injection line. As discussed in Cl, the accumulator will inject nitrogen into the primar, ,

coolant system once all ofits water inventory has been expelled. Further, accum stator injection will be
terminated if the primary coolant system is repressurized and the possibility exists for an intermittent
accumulator iniection mode.

O
y | G3 ADS / Flow Resistance, Mass The flow characteristics of the ADS determine both the timing of the primary coolant system blowdown and

Flow, Energy Release, the IRWST injection response following the blowdown. Dese flow characteristics include the mass flow rat
Noncondensible Effects, and of the coolant leaving the primary coolant system, its energy content, and the resistance to flow through the
Chokingin Complex ADS system piping and valves. The presence of noncondensib!c gas in the fluid flowing through the ADS cai |

Geometry alter the behavior of that flow. I
,

Ine ADS blowdown phase is controlled by the flow characteristics of ADS Stages 1,2, and 3 that determine
the rate at which mass and energy is expelled from the primary coolant system. Flows through thew paths art
driven by the pressure difference between the pressurizer and the spargers in the IRWS f. Ec fluid entering
the ADS lines may be single. phase liquid, single phase steam, or a two-phase mixture. During the blowdown
phase, the differential pressure across the ADS is large, and its perfinnance will be determined by choking
(critical flow). Herefore, only the geometry of the ADS (see C2) upstream of the choked kxation will be
pertinent.

I
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6. This table describes the phenomena related geometric and function considerations applicable to a speciGc component. The u,w.w.t related geometric and2

[ function descriptions are given in Table G-2. The " code" column shows the indicator used in the master P!RTs to reference the infonnation given in this table.



y Table G.3. (continued).

:c
Component-Specificg

- Phenomena Description
'

g

.[ G3 During injection phases (following an ADS blowdown) the ADS stages I,2, and 3 are inactive because the

I Cont. r usure difference between the primary coolant sptem and containment is low, and the ADS 3ru e in thes

IRWST are likely to be covered with water. Herefore, only ADS stage 4 may be actise during the injection~

phase and its flow characteristics are important because it is the principal mechanism for primary coolant
system decay heat removal. Fluid is expelled through ADS stage 4 by the pressure difference between the hot
leg regions of the primary coolant system and tie containment atmosphere. As with t!m earlier ADS stages,
the fluid entering the ADS stage 4 lines may be single-phase liquid, single-phase steam, or a two-phase
mixture. He difierential pressure across ADS stage 4 is small, and its performance will be determined by

,

subsonic, friction-dominated phenomena through the resistance of the entire length ofits piping network (see
C2). Because the ADS stage 4 operates at a lowe u , steam densities are low, fluid void fractions are
high, and the system may be required to pass significant quantities of noncondensible gas (released by the
accumulators during ADS blowdowri, see Cl). Dese factors affect the hw resistance and perfbemance of th -

stage 4 ADS.

G4 Break (SBLOCAyMass Flow, Fluid in the primary coolant sptem is accelerated out the break because therum in the containment is
Energy Reicase, Flow lower than that in the primary coolant system (see C3). His Nid can be single-phase liquid or steam, two-
Resistance Noncondensible phase liquid and steam, with or without noncondensible gas. As the hid is accelerated, its pressure falls and

$ EfTects localized fluid flashing chokes the &w (usua!Iy at the break plane). He mass hw rate through the break
typically is limited by critical flow until the ratio of the primary coolant system to containment p unm c falls*

below about 2. For lowerrumm e ratios, the break flow is determined by tie fkm resistance resulting from
frictional flow losses. De energy release at the break results from fluid at the upstream enthalpy being
convected out of the primary coolant system by the break hw rate. Noncondensible gases present at the i

break have the potential to alter the criticas flow rate, the frictional ru>me drop, and the break energy releas<
'

rate.

G5 Break (MSLByFlow Limiter Fluid in the secondary coolant system is accelerated out the break because the pressure in the containment is
Mass Flow, Flow Limiter lower than that in the secondary coolant system. His fluid can be single-phase steam or liquid, or two-phase

,

Energy Release, Flow steam and liquid. He mass flow rate through the break typically is limited by critical Nw at the &w limiter
Resistance (see C3)until the ratio of the e unm u in the secondary coolant system and containment falls below about 2.

Forlowere u- ratios, the break hw is determined by the Nw resistance resulting from frictional Nw
losses (of which the flow limiter is only ene component). De energy release at the break results from hid a1 -

the upstream enthalpy being convected out of the secondary coolant system by the break flow.

_ _ .- - _ _ _ _. ______U
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Table G-3. (continuM).

Component-Specifieg' DescriptionPhenomens

G6 Break (SGTR)/ Mass Flow, Fluid in the primary coolant system is accelerated out the break because the pressure in t!w secondary coolant

Energy Release, Flow system is lower than that in the prunary coolant system (see C3). His fluid can be single-phase liquid or4

Resistance steam, or two-phase liquid and stea n The break flow initially may be choked. Ilowes cr. tie ratio of primary . ,

to secondary system m3mo initially is only slightly above 2, and this ratio falls rapidly during the cou se el
a steam generator tube rupture event (because the primary system pressure ' alls and the secondary system
pressure rises). Derefore, the break mass flow is more often determined by the flow resistance causer * by
frictional pressure drop than it is by critical flow. De mass flow rate through the tubesheet side break is
markedly larger than that through the tube side break because of the much larger frictional pressure drop; <

associated with flow through the long tube. The energy release at the break results from fluid at the upse'

enthalpy being convected out of the primary ;oolant system by the break flow.

G7 Cold legs / Stored Energy Durmg normal operation, the cold legs carry fluid that is at the core intet temperature. The heat stored in the
Release pipe walls (that are fabricated from carbon steel, several inches thick, with a stainless steel cladding) is I

available to flow out into the primary coolant, that may be at significantly reduced temperatures during
accidents.

G8 Cold Legs /PBL-to-Cold Leg The core makeup tank (CMT) pressure balance lines penetrate the tops of the two Iwp 2 cold legs (see C4). co
Tee Phase Separation, Voiding Dese lines are the paths by which fluid enters the CMTs during their recirculation phase. Recirculation*

"
through a CMT stops when the associated cold leg saturates and voids. Under these conditions, steam may be
admitted into the CMT pressure balance line. His steam can collect at de top of the pressure balance line,
blocking the flow ofliquid to the CMT. Ilowever, it is the flow of steam into the pressure balance line that
leads to the blocked condition, and this steam flow is controlled by the processes occurring at the cold
leg / pressure balance line tee.

G9 Cold Legs / Loop Asymmetric ne lengths, diameters, and arrangements of the four cold le;:s are virtually identical. Ecre are, however, tw <
Effects asymmetries related to their penetrations (see C4): the two cold legs on loop 1 (the pressuriier kep) Im e

nozzles for pressurizer spray, while the two cold legs on loop 2 (the non-pressuriier loop) have nozzles for thi
core makeup tank pressure balance lines. In general, the pmurizer spray function is immaterial to accid nt |
simulations, and therefore asymmetries associated with pressurizer spray nozzles are not significant. Ilowcw .

considerable asymmetry in the conditions between the kep-I and kop-2 cold Icgs is expected because of the i

CMT pressure balance line configuration. In addition, there is a potential for asymmetric coki leg conditions
because the passive residual heat removal system is connected only to one loop (specifically, from the kmp I

c hot leg to the loop 1 steam generator outlet plenum).2

:n
g GIO Core / Mass Flow Including De core coolant flow is responsible for removing the heat generated within the fuel rods; this typically resuh1

p:5 Bypass in an increasing fluid temperature from the bottom to the top of the core. A small fraction of the total core
,

:n flow is bypassed around the core fuel assemblies and is used to cool ancillary regions within the reactor vesse . !

O l
i >
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Table G-3. (continued).7
C
N
g Component-Specific

Phenomena Desertption ;

g

$ . G11 Core / Stored Energy Release During normal operation, the fluid and structure temperatures are high. He heat stored in the structures is

I available to flow into the pnmary coolant. Since most wht sequences result in significntly mid core
fluid tempmimo, the structure temperatures generally lag those ef the adjacent fluid. Duri,g most ehts~

the structures tend to function as heat sources to the fluid; ituial structure temperatures typically are the same

as the adjacent fluid and the energy stored in the structures is released into the fluid as it coch. His
description covers the stored energy release from core structures (such as the surpat plates); the fuel rods are
treated elsewhere.

1

G12 Core / Flashing, Flow Because the total of the wetted perimeters of the fuel rods is so large, the hpfraulic diameter of the core is

Resistance, Voiding quite anall, and therefore its flow resistance is relatively high (as compared with that ofother features in the
primary coolant system flow loop). He flow restrictions at the core support plates and grid spacers resah in
lumped flow losses that are added to the distributed wall friction less. Ecsc flow resistances determine the
total core pressure drop and the r s.mm a distribution throughout the core. De accidents investigated
generally include a primary coolant system a ization, and the flashing behavior within the core isr
determined by the local fluid temperature and pressure distributicas. De voifing caused by flashing tends to
increase the flow resistance.

G13 Core Makeup Tants/CMT-to- When the CMTs are actuated, a recirculation flow is established. The flow loop is from the CMT discharge.o
Loop DifTerential Density, through the reactor vessel, cold leg, and pressure balance line, and back to the OtT. He distribution cf fluid*

.-

Flow Resistance, Voiding temperatures around this flow loop provides a buoyancy driving force fw flow through the kep. His driving"

force ism. mud by the flow losses around this loop. De major loop flow rout.nces are associated with the
reactor vessel, especially within the core, and the orifice in the CMT discharge line. De tall rm3m e balance
lines fill with hot water, and the density difference idw water in these lines and in the CMTs provides a'

continual driving force for the recirculation flow. Voiding within the pressure balance line (espedaily at the
top bend) can terminate CMT recirculation.

GI4 Core Mrkeup Tank / Level, Following CMT actuation, the recirculation flow (see C6) continually delivers warmer water to the top of the
Hermal Stratification, CMT. While some mixing between the inlet and tank water may occur.the warm water entering t!r- tank is

4

Flashing, Condensation, expected to remain near the top of the tank, thermally-stratifying the fluid in the tank. CMT thermal
Noncondensible Effects stratification affects the temperature of the fluid injected from the bottom of the tank, but more importantly th :

thermal distribution of the fluid in the tank affects the response of the tank level both during the OtT drainini ,

phase and during the ADS blowdown phase. During t!e draining phase, steam may be passed through the
G1T pm>mo balance line into the top of the tank. If the tank water is thermally stratified, then the warm
water residing near the tank level places a butter between steam and the cold water that .tr cents a
condensatiorr sink. Noncondensibles convected into the CMT or generated within the OtT as dissolved gas
comes out of solution afTects the condensation. During the ADS blowdown phase, the CMT flashing behavio
is affected by 'he thermal distribution of the liquid within the CMT. A!! of these phenomena are of
significance because tiey afTect the indicated CMT level, upon which the ADS actuation is based.

. . . ._. _. -- __ _ _ _ -_ - _ _ _ _
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Table G-3. (continued).

Component-Specific iDescriM nnPhenomena~

De structures in the downcomer and lower plenum generally are thick, but with relatisely small heat L.4crGIS Downcomer/ Lower Plenum
areas. In an accident situation, the release of energy stored in these structures during normal operation can bcdStored Energy Release
significant and extend over long penods.

G16 Downcomer/ Lower %ere may be nonuniform fluid temperature distributions in the downcomer during accident sequcr.ces

Plenum / Asymmetric EITects, because of the potential for different tensperature Guids entering the downcomer from the cold leg and the

Flow Distribution Direct VesselInjection nozzles.

De static head created by the liquid level standing in the downcomer is the driving fora, to push fluid threej- j
G17 Downcomer/ Lower I

PlwuirJLevel the core during phases with CMT, accume ator, or IRWST injection.8

GI8 Downcomer/ Lower Plenum / He flow of steam from the upper head, through the bypess,into the upp regions of the downcaner ca

Condensation, Flashing result in conde isation. He condensation of steam on cold walls and liquid within the downcorner affects
downcomer level and temperature. Flashing in the downcomer and lower plenum will occur during ADS

blowdown.

G19 Downcomer/ Lower Plenum! Dis specific phenomena applies only following discharge of nitrogen from the accumulators (for the accident L

Noncondensible E!Tects considered, this discharge will occur only during ADS blowdown). A very large volume of nitrogen will be
O released into the downcomer through the Direct Vessel Injection nozzles. Noncondensibic gas may after

is flashing and condensation p% or the distribution ofliquid.

G20 Fuel Rods / Core Power, Decay During operation, the nelear heat is released mainly within the fuel pellets, although minor fractions of tie

IIcat, CliF, and dryout heat are deposited elsewhere (in the nearby structures and fluids). Following a reactor scram, the rate at whici
heat is produced is quickly reduced to about 93% ofits initial rate because the nuclear fission process is
terminated. After scram, the core power is due mainly to fission product decay heat. He decay heat rate
initially is about 7% of the pre-scram core power, and its rate of decline is slow. A main safety concem is tha
both the fission and decay heat be continuously removed from the fuel rods.

G21 Fuel Rods / Stored Energy he nuclear heat, deposited mainly within the fuel pellet, must flow radially outward through the ft.el pellet,

Release gas-filled gap, and cladding to reach the core coolant on the outside of the zirconium fuel rod tube. He
thermal conductivity of the peitet is low,and that of the gap is even lower. During operation, the fuel pellet
temperatures are very high (thousands *F). He heat stored within the fucI rods therefore is very high, and its
release into the cooiant can be a significant phenomena.

G22 Ilot LegsrStored Energy During normal operation, the hot legs carry fluid that is at the core outlet temperature. He heat stored in the ,
2
C Release pipe walls (that are fabricated from carbon steel, several inches thick, with a stainless steel cladding) is

$ available to flow out into the primary coolant, that may be at significantly rufuced temperatures during

y accidents.

e
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y, . - Table G-3. (continued)..

t=,

:
Component-Specifich Code Dewitwion

'

Phc..e. 4. iT

}..
n

[ G23 llot Legs / Loop Asymmetric The lengths, diameters, and arrangements of the two hot legs are virtually identical There are, however, two

y' Effects asymmetries related to their penetrations (see C9) only tim bot leg on loop I has r.wiens for the
,

r n La surge line and PRHR inlet line. ' Asym..K:s rcp between the loop I and 2 hot legs may be~ e
).

expected due tor = mao draining effects, early ADS effects (stages 1,2, and 3 discharge from the top of th t'

pressurizer), and PRilR cffects.

- G24 flot Legs / Phase Separation in Phase separation at the hot leg /re au surge ime tee controls the state of the hid passed to the amkor ,

Tees and this affects ADS stage 1,2, and 3 performance. Phase separation at the hot leg ADS stage 4 tecs controlst

the state of the fluid passed out ADS stage 4 to the containment. Phase separation at the hot leg /PRHR inlet
line tee controls the state of the fluid entering the PRiiR system. All of these effects have the potential to be
significant.

G25 lict Legs /Entrainment, CCFL, These phenomena address the interactions between liquid and vapor witnin t!w hot leg and are important
llorizontal Fluid Stratification, because of their effect upon ADS and PRIIR performance (see G24). Specifically, the hid state and &w
Voiding, Countuc->ua Flow velocities ofliquid and vapor within the hot legs determine the behavior at the pressurizer surge line, ADS

stage 4, and PRilR inlet tees. If the hot leg hid is stratified (steam over liquid), then the fluid passing out
these tees will be primarily steam and its energy content will be high. If the steam flow rate is high enough,
then liquid droplets will be entrained by the steam flow and be carried out the tees. The CCFL (countuc-.uio

h hw limiting) and countercurrent flow phu,0,ncan are listed to address behavior where liquid may be stored* -

* within the hot Icgs. CCFL may prevent faPback ofliquid from the hot leg into the reactor vessel upper
plenum. Countui .ua &w may be encountered in a reflux cooling situation.

' G26 IRWST/ Pool Level, Pool Flow The pool level and temperature determine the static head available fc,r injecting coolant into the reactor vessel
and Temperature Distribution. The pool level also determines the extent to which the outside of the PRilR heat exchanger tubes are covered
Thermal Driving Ilead, and capable of removing heat. The sol &w and temperature distributions determine the heat transfer

, 'Ihermal Stratification coeflicients and sink temperatures appik:able on the outside of the PRilR heat excluager tubes. These &w
I and temperature distributions can vary with location within the tank, and are expected to be considerably

different in the free tank, near the PRilR heat exchanger tube bundle, and near the ADS spargers In IRWST.

regions with little induced or convected &w, the tank water is expected to thermally stratify (warm water
residing over cooler w*er)_

;

G27 IRWST/ Flow Resistance, The flow resistance of the IRWST discharge piping, fittings, and check valves can be a significant factor in
Discharge Line Flashing determining the injection flow rate. Flashing i's the IRWST discharge line may occur if the IRWST hid'

; | 1,ecca,cs hot enough, and in that event, the two phase flow in the discharge line can reduce the injection flow
rate.

G28 IRWST/ Pool-to-Tank Wall The boundaries of the IRWST are thick steel-lined concrete containment walls. These walls have the re.cnna*

ilent Transfer, Ambient Heat to be significant heat sinks for water in the tank _ in addition, ambient heat loss to these walls and from the'

I Loss pool free surface can be a significant fraction of the IRWST heat load.
4

i
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Table G-3. (continued).

Component-Specific
Phenomena Description

G29 IRWST/ Interphase ne interphase condensation phenomena for the IRWST regards the discharge of steam or twu. phase mixture
Condensation from the ADS spargers into IRWST pool or the condensation of steam generated by PRIIR heat transfer. De

sparger holes are of small diameter. He sparging process generally is expected to result in complete
condensation of the steam flow.

G30 PRilR/ Differential Density, ne PRilR-to-IRWST heat removal is the primary phenomena ofinterest for the PRilR system. Flow througl
Flow Resistance, PRIIR-to- the PRIIR primary side may be forced if the reactor coolant pumps are operating. Ilowever, in most accident
IRWST IIcat Transfer, sequences the primary coolant pumps will be tripped, and therefore flow through the PRIIR primary side mus -

Condensation be driven by natural-circulation buoyancy forces. Dese buoyancy forces are cencrated by the difference in
density between fluids in vertical sections of the PRIIR inlet and outlet l'w .hs. Most of the elevation
change in the PRIIR flow kwp is found over the elevation span of the PRI X heat exchanger tube bundle
vertical section. Herefore, the differ-nce in density between fluid in the PRIIR inlet piping and that in the
PRIIR heat exchanger tubes is the main driving force for fim through the PRIIR primary system. His llow
equilibrates at a rate such that the buoyancy driving force is tulanced by the llow resistances around the PRill .

primary-side loop.

G31 PRIIR/ Phase Separation in In general, voiding of the PRIIR inlet line improves the PRilR pri. nary-kwp natural circulation driving force.o
6 Tees, Noncondensible Effects, flowever, because the PRIIR inlet piping contains an inverted trap at its high point, the collection of void
~

Voiding (steam or noncondensibic gas) at that point can interrupt PRIIR primary-side flow. See discussions in C9,
C12, G24, and G25.

G32 Not used

G33 Pressurizer / Level (Inventory), Most accidents result in declining pressurizer level and pressure. He pressurizer is the only region in the
Vapor Space Behavior, primary coolant system containing saturated water during normal operation. Herefore, declining pressurizer
Flashing level and pressure results in expansion of the pressurizer vapor space and flashing of tie saturated w2ter to

steam. His pressurizer behavior generally controls the depressurization rate of the primary coolant system
during the initial phases of most accidents.

G34 Pressurizer /CCFL Countercurrent Flow Limiting (CCFL) phenomena may occur at the pressurizer / surge linejunction during
phases where the ADS stages I,2, and 3 are active.

G35 Pressurizer / Stored Energy During normal operation, the pressurizer fluid is at saturation for the primary coolant system pressure. He
Release,IIcater Power heat stored in the tank wall (that is fabricated from carbon steel, several inches thick, with a stainless steel

$ cladding) is available to flow out into the primary coolant, that may be at significantly reduced temperatures
y during accidents. In addition, heat may be added to the primary coolant by the pressurizer heaters.

Q
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z Table G-3. (continued).<

c
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Component-Specific- g g* DescriptionPhenomenag

[ G36 Pressurizer / Level Swell, Rese phenomena relate generally to pressurizer behavior during operation of ADS stages 1,2, and 3

I Entrainment, Thermal Specifically, opening of the ADS valves causes a blowdown of the prunary coolant system through the nozzle
Stratification, Mixing on the top of the pressurizer In this condition,the pressurizer fluid flashes, and the addition of this vapor~

swells the mixture level upward in the tank. The location of the flashing will be determined by the thermal
distribution ofliquid within the pressurizer. He steam flow rates may be high enough to entrain water
droplets, and these may impinge upon the pressurizer dome and be deentrained, instead of being carried out
the ADS line. The steam flows affecting this behavior may be generated internally, due to flashing within the
pressurizer, or extemally, due to flashing elsewhere in the primary coolant sptem and convected into the
pressurizer via the surge line. CCFL may occur at the surge line nozzle (see G34).,

G37 Reactor Coolant Pumps / He mechanical energy stored in each reactor coolant pump flyw heel (on the pump shaft) is considerable.
Coastdown Performance When power to the pump motor is interrupted, the coastdown of pump impeller, shaft, and motor requires

several minutes. This effect can be significant, because the pump continues to generate positive head and i
.

coolant loop flows during the coastdown period. Many plant system actuations are expected to occur during
the coastdown period, and therefore pump coastdown behavior can afTect behavior of these systems during4

their initiation periods.

G38 Reactor Coolant Pumps / Flow When power to the pump motor has been cut and the pump coastdown is complete, the pump impellero
h Resistance effectively represents a blockage that natural circulation flow through the coolant loop must negotiate. He
"

blockage is so large that the pump resistaace to flow can represent a very large part of the total loop flow i

resistance. De pump flow resistance is a strong function of the impeller status during natural loop circulatior .

If the loop circulation rate is high, the impeller might turn slowly in the loop flow, while if the loop ,

recirculation rate is low the impeller might not tum at all, due to pump shaft friction considerations. This'

distinction is significant because the flow resistance through a slowly-tuming impeller is much lower than tha
through a stopped impeller. ;

G39 Steam Generator / Primary-to- Rese steam generator-related phenomena pertain to the small breat LOCA and steam generator tube rupture !

W ondaryIIcatTransfer, accidents. Steam generator primary-to-secondary heat transfer is controlled by the fluid state and flow
j Secmlary Level, Secondary conditions on the primary and secondary sides of the tubes. Initially, the primary side pressures and
t Pre.sure, Tube Voiding, temperatures are higher than those on the secondary side, and heat transfer is from the primary to the

NonceMensible Effects secondary. Ilowever, during the accident progression the primary side pumuu and temperature tend to fa!I
below those of the secondary. He heat transfer in either direction can be adversely afTected by voiding on
either side of the tubes: Primary.to-secondary heat transfer can boil off secondary inventory and in the proces
void the outside of the tubes. Conversely, secondary-to-prin.ary heat transfer can boil water inside the tubes,s

j and once this has occurred, the heat sink on the primary side is lost. IIcat transfer in either direction also can

3
be adversely affected if noncondens%1e gas accumulates within the steam generator tubes. <

4
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Table G-3. (continued).

Component-Specificg
Phenomena Devytption

G40 Steam Genemor/Preferent al These phenomena pertain to the main steam line break accident. De double ended rupture of one steam line
Loop Cooldown, Asymmetric initially results in a blowdown of both steam generators; however, the main steam line isolation valves soon
Behavior close, effectively limiting further blowdown only to the steam generator with the ruptured steam line.

Biowdown of the afTected steam generator continues until the secondary pressure in that steam generator
rt aches the containment pressure. IIcat removal through the afTected steam generator is at a very high rate,
and this results in an asymmetric preferential primary system cooldown in tim coolant loop with the affected
steam generator. The cooldown of the afTected steam generator results in tic unalrected steam generator
becoming a heat source, with possible voiding of the u-tubes and interruption of natural circulation in the
unaffected loop. Afler the blowdowr. of the afTected steam generator ends, the unafTected steam generator
may become a heat sink again, depending on the amount of cooling provided by the PRilR. The asymmetric
behavior of the loops arises froen the asymmetric heat transfer to the steam generators.

G41 Steam Generatornhermal This phenomena pertains to the afTected steam generator primary side during a main steam line break accideni ,

Driving Head The high heat transfer rate from the primary coolant system to the alTected steam generator results in a large
differential temperature between the hot and cold legs o.: that loop. The large hot-to-cold density difference

{ drives natural circulation loop flow through the affected loop at a high rate.

G42 Steam Generator / These phenomena pertain to the alTected steam generator secondary side during a main steam line break"

Entrainment, Flashing, Level accid nt. The rapid blowdown of the affected secondary side at first causes its water to flash to steam, and thi L

Swell and Depletion, Tube added sic ,a both entrains liquid and swells the secondary level upward. As the blowdown continues, the
Dryout affected steam generator inventory is depleted as steam and liquid escape out the broken steam line.

Eventually, this inventory depiction lowers the secondary level and dries out the outer surface of the steam
generator tubes. Tube dryout significantly reduces the primary-to-secondary heat transfer.

G43 Steam Generator / Separator Hese phenomena pertain to the affected steam generator secondary side during a main steam line break
and Dryer Liquid Carryover accident _ Both the separators and dryers are designed to remove trace amounts ofliquid present in the fluid

passing through them during normal operation (see C16). During the initial portions of the blowdown of tir
afTected secondary, liquid is both raised upward and entrained by the high steam flow rate (see G42). These
processes generally flood the separator and dryer regions with water and under these conditions both the
separators and dryers may be expected to pass significant quantities of water. These phenomena are
significant because the water passed will escape the affected steam generator out the broken steam line. lhe

y afTected steam generator primary-to-secondary heat transfer controls the plant response during a main steam

y line break accident, and water passed out the steam line is not available to remove heat from the primary
O coolant system.
O
?
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g ''omponent-Specific
g Phenomena Dewrirvion

[ G44 Steam Generator / Safety Relief These phenomena pertain to the affected steam generator secondary side during a steam generator tube ruptur,

r Valve Mass and Energy Flows accident. The broken tube communicates rmery coolant system pcumc to the secondary side and'

pressurization of the secundary side results in opening the safety relief valves. The passage of fluid out the~

safety reliefvalves to the atmosphere removes both mass and energy from the combined (i.e., primary and j
i

; affected steam generator) system.

G45 Upper Picnum, Upper IIcad/ The upper plenum and upper head regions contain hot fluid and are elevated high in the reactor vessel, and
Flashing, Voiding, Vapor therefore during depressurization events the fluid there is among the first in the coolant system to flash. Uppe -

Space Compression plenum and upper head flashing cause these regions to void, and this voiding has the potential for displacing
water to elsewhere in the coolant system. For example, this displacement has been shown to cause a refi!!ing4

of the pressurizer after it has first emptied. Once the upper head fluid has flashed and this region voided,
interphase condensation is unlikely to co!! apse the voids. The fluid there tends to stratify (into a steam region l

located over a liquid region) with a small interphase heat transfer area that limits the interphase condensation
rate. A subsequent .,unm kation of the primary coolant system thus results in a simple compression of the
upper head steam space.

G46 Upper Plenum, Upper I(cad! These phenomena pertain primarily to the upper plenum region. Flow behavior in the upper plenum

o Loop Asymmetric Effects, determines the proportions of the total core r,utlet flow that is routed to each hot leg. An asymmetry in the
h Flow Split, Ertrainment, core outlet fluid conditions (for example, colder water on the side of the core adjacent to the affected loop
^

De-entrainment during a main steam line break accident) can be propagated through the upper pienum to the hot legs. Mixinq
of the core outlet fluid within the upper plenum reduces the asymmetry. Given the complexity of the internal
structures in the upper plenum, entrainment and de-entrainment phenomena can be important both to the f

pressure drop throuth the upper plenum, and the conditions of the fluids passed to tie hot legs.

G47 Upper Plenum, Upper llead/ During normal operation, the upper plenum and head contain fluid that is near the core outlet temperature. |2

Stored Energy Release The heat stored in the structures (that generally are fabricated from carbon steel, several inches thick, with a
stainless steel cladding) is available to flow out into the primary coolant, that may tw at significantly reduccd
temperatures during accidents. Stored energy release in the upper head region is more im;xxtant than in other'

regions because heat added to the fluid here tends to sustain a voided upper head (see G45).
! I
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Table G-3. (contim2ed).

Component-Specificg#
Phene nena ih scription

G48 Containment Interior / ne safety-grade contaimnent heat removal mechanism involves transferring heat from the containment
Condensation,Cmdensate atmosphere, across the steel containment shell, to the emironmental atmosphere. On the inside surface of the
Transport, Liquid Distribution, shell, heat transfer is by condensation of steam (flowing from ADS stage 4 and any breaks in the primary
Liquid IIoldup, Natural coolant system) on the cooler shell For this prons to be continuous, natural convection air flows within the
Convection, Passive IIcat containment must circulate the containment atmosphere, and this cirrulation is set up by the thermal etTects el
Sink, and Interior to WallIIcat cooling on the containment shell wall. The containrnent design calls for the condensate to flow dowitward on
Transfer the shell to a location above the IRWST (see C10). Here, a ser es of gutters co!!ccts the condensate and

retums it to the IRWST, where it is available for injection into the primary coolant system. Liquid holdup
refers to the inventory orcondensate that at any time is not in the IRWST: in other words, the condensate

i flowing on the inside of tne shcIl plus that trapped in locations where it cannot return to the IRWST. He
passive heat sink refers to energy transferred to and stored in structures without being transferred to the
environment.

G49 Containment Interior / Noncondensible gas has the potential to afTect the condensation heat transfer process on the inside of the
Noncondensible EfTects, containment shell (see C19 and G48) in two important ways. First, the containment atmosphere will be a

o Nonuniform Distributions of mixture of air and steam, and wall condensation heat transfer is degraded by the presence of the air. Since the

O Steam and Air, containment is initially air-filled, the air fractions of the containment atmosphere during accidents can be
Noncondensible Segregation, expected to be large. Second, nocuniform distributions of air / steam mixtures may be expected within the
Steam-Noncondensible containment. Steam will be evolving from a few localized sites (at the ADS stage 4 discharges and any '

Mixing assumed pipe break). Steam and air will be mixed and convected upward to reach the condensing surfaces.
Once there, the steam will be condensed out of the mixture, leaving pure air at the condensation site. He
efTects of these nonuniform distribution issues are not knowrt

G50 Containment Exterior / Air IIcat transfer on the outside of the containment steel sheII is by evaporation ofliquid deposited upon the shell ;

Flow PCCS Evaporation, by the Passive Containment Cooling System, and by convection to air flow upon the shell ne phenomena
,

PCCS Water Flow, PCCS that are termed PCCS-related regard the behavior of the liquid on the containment shell outer surface. He

i Mixture Convective Ileat other pher.omena regard the condition of the ambient environment, and the manner in w hich the atmosphere i: *

Transfer, PCCS Wetting, drawn into and discharged from the containment structure.
Chimney Effects,Ilumidity,
Atmospheric Temperature,

2: Radiation IIcat Transfer,

% Exterior-to-Ambient Ileat
g Transfer

ri ,

c !

b
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iTable G-4, Evidence supporting the PIRT phenomGna ranks.

in Revision 0 of this report, the perceptions regarding the phenomena and their ranking resulted
from the individual and collective knowledge of the PIRT development team members and reviewers and |

limited AP600 anal >11 cal and experimental information. The phenomena and rankings existing by the i

third quarter of CY 1994 (Revision 0 of this report) were based'upon the information shown under code
El. The additional information used to develop Revision 1 of this report is shown under code E2,

Code Reference

E1 P. A. Roth and M. G. Ortit, Effects of Containment Back Pressure on the Long Term
Coolability of the AP600 Design, Letter Report PDB 18 93, EG&G Idaho,lnc.,
December 24,1993.

M. G. Ortiz, et al., investigation of the Applicability and Limitations ofthe ROSA lY Large
Scale Test Facilityfor AP600 Sqfety Assessment, NUREGICR 5863, December l992.

Y. Kukita, et al.," ROSA AP600 Program: Condrmatory Testing of AP600 Design at the
ROSA V Large Scale Test Facility", Proceedings of 20th IVater Reactor Safety information
Alceting, NUIEG/CP 0126, October 1992.

J. E. Fisher, S. M. Sloan, and M. G. ortit, Preliminary RELAPS Scoping Calculationsfor
the IVestinghouse AP600 Design (Draft), EGG 2687. EG&G Idaho, Inc., September 1992.

S. M. Sloan," Code Assessment Studies of RELAPS Performed in Support of AP600
Thermal liydraulic Ar.alysis," Proceedings of the Ft(th International Topical hiceting on
Reactor Duermal Hydraulics (NURETH 3), Salt Lake City, Utah, September 1992.

Westinghouse Electric Co., AP600 Standard Sqfety Analysis Report, DE-AC03
90SFl8495, June 1992.

S. M. Modro, et al., Evaluation ofScaled integral Test Facility Conceptsfor the AP600,
EGO NE 10239, EG&G Idaho, Inc., May 1992.

T. D. RateIiff, Visuali:ation and Control of Vortical flow in the Lower Plenum of
IVestinghouse AP600 Reactor, M.S. Thesis: University of Tennessee, May 1992.

R. J. Beelman and S. M. Sloan,"Modeling AP600 with RELAP5",1991 ANSinternational
Topical Afecting on the Safety of Thermal Reactors, Portland, Oregon, July I991.

M. M. Corletti and L. E.11ochreiter, AP600 Passive Residual Heat Removal Heat
Exchanger Test, Westinghouse Electric Co. (Proprietary Class 2), WCAP 12666, February
1990.

L. E. Conway, Tests ofHeat Transfer and Water Film Evaporationfrom a Simulated
Containment to Demonstrate the AP600 Passive Containment Cooling System,
Westinghouse Electric Co. (Proprietary Class 2), WCAP 12667, January 1990.

C. M. Vertes," Passive Safeguards Design Optimization Studies for the Westinghouse
. AP600," Fifth Proceedings ofNuclear Thermal Hydraulics,1989 ANS Winter Alceting,
November 1989.
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Table G-4, (continued).

Code Reference
'

C1 W. A. Stes art, et al., Tests ofHeat Transfer and ll'ater Film Evaporation on a Heated .

'

Cont. Plate Simulating Cooling of the AP600 Reactor Containment, Westinghouse Electric Co.
(Proprietary Class 2), WCAP 12665, September 1988.

L. E. Conway "The Westinghouse AP600 Passive Safety Systems Key to a Safer.
Simplilied PWR," Proceedings of the International Topical Afeeting on the Safety ofNext
Generation Powr Reactors, Seattle, Washington,1988.

R. P. Vijuk and S. N. Tos et, Reactor Coolant System Design of the Advanced
ll'estinghouse 600 hill'e Pil'R, lECED,1987.

S. M. Sloan and R. R. Jones, CAIT Condensation Sensitivly Studies, Letter Report
PDB 19 93, EG&G Idaho, Inc., December 31,1993.

C.11. Davis, Upper Plenum Entrainment Studies, Letter Report PDB 20 94, EG&G Idaho,
Inc., June 23,1994.

C. B. Davis, Development of a Simptifled AP600 REL4P3 hlodelfor PIRT l'alidation,
Letter Report GEW 29 94, EG&G Idaho,Inc., August 3,1994.

J. E. Fisher, AP600 l'esselNodalitation Sensitivity Stua), Letter Report PDB 21 94,
EG&G Idaho, Inc., July 13,1994.

C. B. Davis and M. B. Rubin, AISLB in AP600 with Afatimum Cooldown, Letter Report
PDB 33 94, Lockheed Idaho Technologies, Inc., November 22,1994.

E2 R. A. Shaw, T. Yonomoto, and Y. Kukita, Quick Look Reportfor ROSA /AP600 Experiment
AP-CL 03, Japan Atomb Energy Research Institute, Memo 06-249, October 1994.'

Westinghouse Electric Company, Quick Look sportfor SPES 2 Afatrix Test S00401,
PXS T2R 020 (Proprietary), Preliminary, July 1994.

Westinghouse Electric Company, Quick Look Reportfor OSU AfatrLt Test SB),
LTCT nR 021 (Proprietary). Preliminary, Revision 0, August 1994.

Westinghouse Electric Company, Quick Look Reportfor OSU Afatrix Test SB3,
LTCT T2R 023 (Proprietary), Preliminary, Revision 0, August 1994.

Westinghouse Electric Company, Quick look Reportfor OSUAfatrit Test SB4,
LTCT T2R 024 (Proprietary), Preliminary, Revision 0, August 1994.

Westinghouse Electric Company, Quick Look Reportfor OSUhfarrit Test SB3,
LTCT-T2R 025 (Proprietary), Preliminary, Revision 0, August 1994.

Westinghouse Electric Company, Quick Look Reportfor OSU3fatrit Test SB7,
LTCT-T2R 027 (Proprietary), Preliminary, Revision 0, August 1994.
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Table G-4, (continued).

Code Reference

E3 C, D. Fletcher, et al., Adeauacy Evaluation ofREL4P3/A10D3for Simulating AP600 Small
Break Loss-of-Coolant Aecidents,INEL 96/0380 (Proprietary) October 1996.

C. B. Davis, et al., Evaluation and Assessment ofREL4P3/Af0D3 l'ersion 3.2.1.2for
Simulating the Long Term Phase ofSmall Break Loss of-Coolant Acciden.'s in the AP600,
INEL 96/0395, Octobet 1996.

M. G. Ot1\t, et al., Application of the Global Scaling Analysis Tools to the AP600
Integration Study, lNLL-9610117, November 1996.

S. Banerjee, et al., Topdown Scaling Analysts Alethodologfor the AP600 Integral Tests.
INEL 96/0400, November 1996.

Y
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Tame G 5. Sublevel phenomena descriptions for the P!RTs.

ALWR PlRT development is hierarchial; the criteria forjudging the relative importance of
phenomena is developed from a hierarchial treatment of the safety criteria to which the plants must
conform. The level of phenomena shown in the PIRT tables is one that is most appropriate for determining
the required code capability and uncertainty. However, wher, assessing code capabilities, it will be
necessary in some cases to evaluate lower level phenomena. For example, Dashing may be the

I
phenomenon of primary interest, but sublevel phenomena, such as interphase heat and mass transfer, may
be of great importance. The obvious sublevel phenomena are described below for each of the primary
phenomena used in the P!RTs. It is likely that at the time the code is assessed additional sublevel
phenomena will be identified. The " code" column shows the indicator used in the master PIRTs to
refetc tc me informatior. given in this table.

.

[ Code Primary Phenomena Sublevel Phenomena

St Break mass flow and energy release Critical and friction now, flashing, two-phase pressure drop

S2 Stored energy release and ambient Conduction and convection heat transfer |

heat loss

S3 Core mass Dow Friction flow

S4 Core power and decay heat Reactor kinetics (power) or power history (decay heat), gap
conductance, conduction and wall fluid heat transfer, boren

transpor'

SS Flashing Interphase heat / mass transfer, wall-fluid heat transfer, liquid
thermal distribution, pressure

S6 Not used

S7 Steam generator secondary level Interphase drag, pressure, flashing, level swell, wall-to-Duid
heat transfer

S8 Phase separation Floa regime, interphase drag, entrainment

S0 Loop asymmetry effects Fluid mixing, interphase drag

S10 Differential density Conduction and convection heat transfer, equipment
elevations, thermal stratification, liquid thermal distribution,
wall-Guid heat transfer, pressure, void distribution

Sii Flow resistance Wall friction and form loss (area change, orifice, bend) effects
_

S12 Noncondensible effects Wall and interphase heat transfer, flow regime, gas expansion
charact.ristics

S13 Level Interphase drag, flashing, level swell, liquid thermal
distribution, gas expansion relationship

Sl4 Pump coastdown performance inertia, shaft frhtion, flow momentum

SIS Pump flow resistance Locked rotor resistance

S16 Tube voiding Flashing, wall-to-fluid heet transfer, interphase heat and mass
transfer, flow regime, interphase drag

Sl7 Steam generator secondary pren'tre Wall-to-fluid heat transfer

S18 Condensation Interphase and/or/wal! heat transfer, noncondensible gas
effects

S19 |Thermalstratification Liquid to wall and vapor to wall heat tnnsfer, Guid mixing
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Tcbl3 G-5. (continu:d).

Code Primary Phenomena Sublevel Phenomena

S20 Accumulator flow Friction and ori0cc flow resistance, gas expansion relationship

S21 ADS mass now and energy release Critical and friction flow, flashing, two-phase pressure drop,
phase separation in tees, void transport

S22 - Not used

S23 Entrainment/De-entrainment interphase drag, now regime, void distribution, CCFL
-

S24 IRWST pool flow Thermal strati 0 cation, fluid mixing, interphase condensation,
wall to-Duid heat transfer, natural convection

S25 IRWST pool level Boiling heat transfer, interphase condensat%n evaporation,
draining

S26 IRWST pool to tank structure heat Conduction, convection, ambient heat los[

transfer

S27 CCFL Interphase drag, geometry dependence

S2E Ileat transfer between the PRHR Wall to-fluid heat transfer, conduction, and void distribution

a.nd IRWST-

S29 Subsonic break Dow and energy Friction flow, flashing, two-phase pressure drop

release _

S30 Convecti fe heat transfer Wall-to-fluid heat transfer, natural circulation

S31 Two-phase mixture level Level suyit, interphase drag, void distribution

S32 Counter current flow Interphasir. rag, flow regime

S33 Fluid stratification Fluid mixing, temperature distributien, flow regime, interphas'
condensation

S34 Sump fluid temperature Containment pressure, ambient heat loss

S35 Nonuniform steam / air distributions Gas species density, fluid mixing, natural convection, wall
condensation, noncondensible effects

S36 Natural convection Wall condensation, fluid mixing, noncondensible effects, gas
species density

S37 Condensate transport Flow of film on wall, droplet formation, interphase drag,
conduction and convection heat transfer, m 'FL

S38 Liquio distribution and liquid Flow of film on wall, droplet formation, interphase drag,
holdup conduction and convection heat transfer, CCFL, pooling

S39 PCCS evaporation Interphase heat and mass transfer, natural convection,
conduction, flow of film on wall, flow regime, droplet

,

formation, ambient humidity and temperature

S40 PCCS water flow Line and orifice flow resistance, film and droplet formation, ,

interphase drag, surface tension

S41 Chimney effects Wind direction and velocity, natural convection 1

S42 PCCS wetting Surface tension, surface characteristics

S43 Atmospheric temperature Worst-case environment

S44 Not used

S45 Radiatior. heat transfer Gas properties, s.tissivities, view factors
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Tchle G-5. (continu:d).
|

Code primary Phenomena Sublevel Phenomena'

S46 11umidity Worst-case environment

S47 Not used

S48 Not used

S49 Heater power Control as function of pressure, level

S50 SG SRV mass flow Critical Dow, flashing, two-phase pressure drop, valve actions

SS1 SG SRV energy release Critical flow, flashing, two-phase pressure drop, valve actions

S$2 Subcooling margin Primary pressure, fluid temperature distribution

SS3 Heat transfer between the primary Wall to-Duid heat transfer, conduction, and void distribution

and secondary
-

S54 Voiding Flashing, draining, wall-to-fluid heat transfer, flow regime,
interphase drag

555 Core channeling Fluid mixing, fluid thermal distribution

S56 Boron reactivity feedback Fluid mixing, core channeling, boron transport, diffusivn

S57 Critical heat flux Pressure, wall to-fluid heat transfer, void distribution, core
power, decay heat

S58 Moderator temperature feedback Fluid mixing, core channeling, wall-to fluid heat transfer

S$9 Thermal driving head Differ ential density, void distribution, natural circulation,
wall to-fluid heat transfer

S60 Vapor space behavior Interphase heat and mass tansfer, flow regime, interphase
area, gas expansion / compression characteristics, wall to-fluid
heat transfer

S61 Preferentialloop cooldown and Wall-to-fluid heat transfer, fluid mixing, loop asymmetry, flow
aspumetric behavior split, core channeling, reactor kinetics feedback

S62 Tube dryout Void distribution, level depletion, critical heat flux, wall heat
transfer, flow regime

S63 Liquid carryover Entrainment, deentrainment, centrifugal separation, flow
regime, void distribution, interphase drag

$64 Downcomer/ lower plenum flow Flow split, fluid mixing, fluid temperature distribution
distribution

S65 Upper head / upper plenum flow split Fluid minng, entrainment, deentrainment, flow regime, CCFL
interphase drag

S66 Choking in complex geometries Geometry dependence, critical and friction flow, flashing,
single- and two-phase pressure drop

S67 Passive heat sink Natural convection heat transfer, wall condensation

S68 Steam-noncendensible mixing Diffusion, natural convection, buoyancy

S69 Air flow Buoyancy, flow resistance, wall heat transfer

S70 Exterior to-ambient heat transfer See S39 through S48, and S69

S71 Noncondensible segregation Diffusion, buoyancy, natural convection, condensation heat
and mass transfer

S72 Interior to-wall heat transfer See SIS, S35 through S38, S45, S68, and S71
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Tcbl2 G-5. (continu:d).

Code Primary Phenomena Sublevel Phenomena

S73 Mixing Thermal stratification, buoyancy, turbulence
_

S74 Upper head to-downcomer bypass Flow resistance, condensation, steam flow, local

flow depressurization

S75 Sparger pipe level Condensation, flashing, local depressurization, vacuum

S76 Containment pressure Condensation, flashing, wall heat transfer, pool formation,

natural circulation

S77 Condensation in ADS stages 1,2, Wall condensation, interphase condensation, vacuum

and 3, and in spargers in IRWST

S78 Boiling Wall heat transfer, interphase heat and mass transfer, pressure,
subcooling'

S79 CMT to-IRWST differential head Density, density distribution, thermal stratification, static head
differential pressure

580 Two-phase level in upper plenum Level swell and depletion, entrainment/de entrainment,
flashing, phase separation, hot leg horizontal stratification

S81 Liquid distribution Flow split, gravity drain, thermal stratification, flow resistance

S82 Liquid subcooling Pressure, liquid temperature, thermal stratification, saturation
temperature

{
,
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Appendix II-Top-Down Scaling Analysis Ass:ssment ofImportant
Parameters affecting PIRT Findings

.

This appendix discusses the results of the Top-Down Scaling Analysis for the AP600 Integral Tests
(Reference H 1), and the significance of the results with regard to the interim findings of the Phenomena

- Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT). The main objective of the top-down scaling effort was to
develop an analysis methodology to interpret the data from various scaled facilities and relate this data to
the full size plant; The results from the scaling analysis will then be used to determine the sufficiency and
relevance of the data for code assessment. Since the scaling analysis is intended s . determine whether the

experimental data envelopes the important phenomena in each phase of a panicular AP600 transient, some
insights can be gained by comparing important system parameters or behavior from the top-down scaling
with important phenomena derived from the PIRT process. These comparisons, however, are by necessity
limited to first order effects innuencing system behavior and component interactions on a global basis
since the derivation of the nondimensional groups used in the top-down scaling was based on averaged
conservation equations for participating system components in each phase of the transients analyzed.
Therefore, local phenomena identified in the PIRT, such as condensation in the CMT or thermal
stratification in the IRWST cannot be directly compared with system level results from the top-down
scaling analysis. These local phenomena, however, may be important because of their potential influence
on the important system level responses, and therefore, should be addressed in the bottom-up scaling
approach which is being conducted in parallel with this top down scaling effort.

Scaling Methodology

The traditional approach to scaling is to establish similitude between experimental facilities of'

different size through development of a separate set of non-dimensional scaling groups for each facility or
system. The principal of similitude requires that the scaling groups for the different scale systems be the
same in order to ensure critical system phenomena are preserved. While this dimensional analysis
approach works well for relatively simple systems, as the number of variables increases or as the system of
interest becomes more complex, this process becomes increasingly difficult. The difficulty stems from the
resulting large numbers of nondimensional groups and the potential for conflicting requirements among
groups. Experimental effort required to determine the functional dependence of system response on all the
groups is time consuming, expensive, and can become impractical. Therefore, in very complex scaled
facilities like the three AP600 experimental facilities, it is desirable todevelop a methodology that reduces
the complexity and eliminates conflicting requirements among scaling groups while preserving first order
system effects.

,

Reference H-1 provides a detailed description of the top-down scaling methodology used in this
study. The methodology used averaged conservation equations and other simplifications to reduce the
dimensionality of the problem down to the system component level. This approach tended to remove fine-
scale phenomena while preserving the desired first order features of the system response. The scaling

' methodology, described in detail and demonstrated in Reference H 1, consisted of the following steps:

1. Defining the phenomenologically distinct phases of the transient; clearly identifying initiating
and end events. Although the PIRT was used as'a guide, it was necessary to divide the transient
into finer periods for which dominant processes were easily identified.

2. Identification and definition of subsystems and components and the interacth ns ofimportance,
During a transient, AP600 exhibits many time varying system phenomena, and not all
components participate all the time. Focusing on the participating components make it possible

*

to simplify the system and better define the interactions between components..

,
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3. Definition of the topology. A lumped paramet:r approach was used and found vtry valuable in
the definition of system variables, system interactions, and in establishing the framework from
which to derive dynamic system equations.

4. Development of governing equations for the topology constructed in Step 3 along with
necessary closure equations. Having identi0ed the components, phenomena, and potential
interactions, system equations consisting of a closed and complete set of governing equations

'

were defined. As a result of this exercise, several local or " bottom up" relationships required
for closure were identified and noted for further study. Among these, the most notable ones are
an entrainment model for ADS 4 and flow through ADS-4 valves.

5. Nondimensionalization of the equation set developed in Step 4. This is a mechanical but vital
step that leads to the definition of the nondimensional groups (IIs) that govern the similarity of
the system solutions.

6. Definition and selection of reference parameters for the Order of Magnitude Analysis. A most
important and sensitive step in which the reference variables are chosen according to the
objectives of the analysis. Our focus was on the response of the reactor vessel inventory and on
the interactions between all relevant components.

7. Order of Magnitude analysis to identify dominant nondimensional groups and equations. The
result of this step is a reduced set of nondimensional groups and equations that allow for the
selection of important variables, parameters, and relationships to evaluate and compare the data

and the plant.

8. Evaluation of results with experimental data. This step represents the validation of our choices
for reference parameters, equations, and interactions. It inhere distortions caused by non-
anticipated phenomena are identified, and where distortions from known geometry and
operational parameters are evaluated.

Applicability of Scaling Results to PIRT

The above methodology was applied to three distinct phases of the AP600 SBLOCA transient
(Reference H 1). These phases were the subcooled blowdown phase, the ADS-4 blowdown phase, and the
beginning ofIRWST irdection. However, the discussions in this appendix focus on the latter two phases
of the SBLOCA (the ADS-4 blowdown and the beginning ofIRWST injection) since the dominant
processes and interactions during these phases are expected to have the greatest influence on vessel liquid
inventory, which is the parameter of primary interest in both the PIRT and scaling study. Detailed
descriptions of the transient and the associated phases are contained in Section 3.1 of this PIRT report, and
in Section 5.0 of the Scaling Report. Although the scaling results obtained to date are relatively limited
and the transient phases used in the scaling analysis do not correspond directly to the transient phases used
in the PIRT, the scaling results confirm the PIRT results in those areas where comparisons can be made.
In addition, a review of the top-down scaling analyses underway for the rernaining transients evaluated in
the PIRT (Reference H 2) has not indicated results that would change the interim PIRT findings. |

Although the purpose of the top-down scaling was to determine the applicability and sufficiency of
experimental data for code assessment, and not to validate or confirm PIRT results, some observations on
the relative importance of phenomena derived from the scaling analysis and important phenomena derived
from the PIRT can be made. To make comparisons between the PIRT and top-down scaling results,
system parameters and variables that influence vessel inventory were identified. This was accomplished |

through the order of magnitude analysis in step 7 of the scaling analysis, which identified the dominant
nondimensional groups and equations that allow for the selection ofimportant parameters and variables

I affecting vessel inventory.

| NUREG/CR-654i H-2
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This approach resulted in the following dominant nondimensional groups for the ADS-4 blowdown
and IRWST injection Phases.

Based on the results obtained to date, these dominant groups are several orders of magnitude larger
than other non dimensional groups derived for these two phases, and no other important phenomena have
been identified that would change these groupings.

*

Four "important" phenomena resulting from the above dominant non-dimensional groups were
identified which can be related to the PIRT findings. These phenomena are 1) the CMT level and flow
resistance,2) the IRWST level and flow resistance,3) flow through the ADS-4 valves, and 4) entrainment
from the upper plenum to the hot legs and from the hot legs to the ADS-4 /line. In addition to the above
phenomena, an implication of the scaling analysis is that the pressurizer has a first order effect on when the
ADS 4 blowdown ends because the liquid in the pressurizer represents a manometric head on top of the
hot leg pressure and system pressure "seen" by the IRWST. While these phenomena relate specifically to
the ADS-4 blowdown and the beginning ofIRWST injection for an SBLOCA, as discussed later, these
same component related phenomena would be expected to be important during the same phases of other
transients when the system components are operating in a similar mode with similar boundary conditions.
Each of the above scaling related phenomena is discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

CMT Level and Flow Resistance. The PIRT identified CMT level as one of the parameters of primary
importance during ADS blowdown because it is one of the determining factors in the timing of ADS
staging and the RCS depressurization rate. Similarly, the scaling analysis identified CMT level as an
important parameter during the ADS-4 Howdown phase based on the dominant II groupings. Since CMT
liquid level also influences vessel mass inventory during the ADS stages 1,2, and 3, CMT liquid level
during these stages should also be a dominant parameter in the scaling analysis for these phases. The top-
down scaling also includes CMT flow resistance as an important parameter during the ADS-4 stage.
Although flow resistance is given s medium priority in the PIRT, it is the combination of CMT elevation
head and CMT flow resistance that determines the driving potential between the CMT and vessel.

The importance of CMT liquid levels during the ADS-4 blowdown stage was demonstrated in
Reference I with examp' from OSU and SPES experiments that had incorrect initial CMT levels at the
start of the ADS-4 blowdown. The signal that opened ADS-4 based on CMT level, was too early in the
OSU experiment, and too late in the SPES experiment. This resulted in too much CMT inventory
available to the vessel during its draining phase in the case of OSU and too inttle inventory available to
SPES. These results translated into a higher than expected inventory for OSU (higher level in the vessel)
and lower for SPES. While these anomalies were a result of experiment conduct, and not scaling
distortions, they do point out the importance of CMT level in determining the phase duration and vessel
minimum inventory.

Other than the combination of CMT liquid level and flow resistance, no other phenomena relating to
the CMT were identified by the scaling analysis that would change the PIRT results.

IRWST Level and Flow Resistance. IRWST level and flow resistance were identified in the PIRT and
top-down scaling analysis as important phenomena during the IRWST injection phase of a SBLOCA. The
combination of these parameters will affect the IRWST injection rate and the resulting vessel mass
inventory. The interim PIRT also identified IRWST pool thermal stratification as important during the
IRWST injection phase. Thermal stratification, however, is not identified in the scaling analysis since it is
a local IRWST phenomena that is not addressed in the scaling analysis approach, which uses average
property lumped parameters to characterize system level responses, in addition, discussions in the PIRT
identify the potential for unsteady or oscillating IRWST flows. This type of phenomena would also not be
recognized in the system scaling analysis since these are considered secondary affects. Howeser, there is
the potential that this unsteady behavior can influence liquid entrainment and carryover in the vessel. If
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I,

this behavior causes an incr:ase in average entr:ined liquid now out the ADS-4 valves, for example, then
the affect of the unsteady IRWST injection would influence ADS-4 How, which is identified as an
important phenomenon in the scaling analysis (discussed next). Therefore, although local IRWST |

phenomena cannot be confirmed in the global top-down scaling approach, the importance ofIRWST level ,

and now resistance are captured by the dominant non dimensional scaling groups. No other phenomena j

relating to IRWST inventory or transient behavior have been identified that would influence the interim
PIRT results.

Flow through ADS-4 Valves. Flow through the ADS 4 valves is identified as an important phenomena
during both the ADS blowdown and initialIRWST phases in both the interim PIRT and the top-down
scaling analysis. The PIRT identifies mass flow and energy release as important ADS phenomena because
of their induence on primary system pressure, and the timing and rate ofIRWST injection. The top-down
scaling also captures mass now and energy release in the dominant nondimensional groupings that include
thermodynamic fluid conditions and flow quahty, in addition, the Reference 1 scaling report noted that
local parameter or variable relationships influencing entrainment and the quality of the fluid leaving the
system through the ADS valves should be investigated from a " bottom up" point of view to adequately
address the ADS valve mass and energy release characteristics. The scaling report also notes that, while

the pressurizer is not a significant contributor of mass to the vessel during the ADS-4 blowdown, it is a
component that imposes head on the hot legs and thus influences the duration of the ADS-4 blowdown.
These insights from the scaling analysis confirm the importance of the ADS-4 mass flow and energy
release phenomena identified in the PIRT, but also suggest that potential local relationships and component
interactions should be in etigated further from a bottom up scaling point of view, and may influence the

PIRT rankings in the future.

Entrainment, Entrainment from the upper plenum to the hot legs and from the hot legs to the ADS-4 line
was identified in the scaling report as a phenomenon that should be given special attention because ofits
potential for in0uencing vessel inventory. The potential for entrainment affecting ADS-4 mass flow and
energy release was discussed in the previous section. Entrainment can also influence mass distribution
within the primary system and between the primary system and the containment. Redistribution of mass
between hot and cool regions of the primary system due to entrainment can influence depressurization
characteristics and phase durations. Similarly, entrainment can influence flow quality out the ADS-4
valves, resulting in the redistribution of mass between the primary system and the containment. Since the
PIRT identified reactor coolant system mass and energy balances as dominant processes during all phases
of a SBLOCA, and containment mass and energy balances were i6emified as important during the IRWST
phase, the potential impact of entrainment on these processes could he important. However, the local
processes and phenomena in0uencing entrainment behavior cannot be characterized using the top-down
scaling methodology described herein. 'Iherefore, entrainment is identified as a phenomenon requiring
more evaluation.

Conclusions

With regard to phenomena listed in the PIRT document, the most relevant phenomena frem the top-
down scaling point of view were 1) the CMT level and How resistance,2) the IRWST level and flow
resistance,3) How through ADS-4 valves, and 4) entrainment from the upper plenum to the hot legs and

- from the hot legs to the ADS-4 line. The dominant nondimensional groupings from the scaling analysis
confirmed the importance of these parameters with regard to their influence on vessel liquid inventory and
the duration of the transient phases. Beyond the observation that some local variable influences, like liquid i

I

entrainment, may require more detailed " bottom-up" analysis, no new phenomena or behavior w -
identified that would change the interim PIRT findings. Although the results discussed here are lineited to
the scaling analysis for the SBLOCA ADS-4 blowdown and initial IRWST phases, continuing analyses of
other transients listed in the PIRT (Reference 2) have not identified any significant discrepancies or
omissions in the interim PIRT findings,

i
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In terms ofinformation from th: scIling analysis that could be usefui as feedback to the PIRT, it was
concluded that system parameters and variables which determine the vessel inventory should be given
special attention. The order of magnitude analysis (step 7 of the scaling analysis) which focused on the
response of the reactor vessel inventory and on the interactions between all relevant components provided
a basis for this feedback Results from the order of magnitude analysis indicated that line resistance values
ue important factors in the values of the dominant nondimensional scaling groups and the overall response
of the system, and are therefore very important. Also, initial tank levels are also very important in
determining the duration of a phase and the pnmary safety criterion of the PIRT, the vessel minimum
inventory. Although unsteady behavior and oscillations in variables or parameters like pressurizer level
and IRWST injection appeared to be of secondary importance from a top-down scaling standpoint, more
detailed bottom-up analysis of this behavior may be warranted since the top-down scaling effort was not
intended to capture these behaviors. In addition, several other relations between variables were identified
as needing further study from tilocal or bottom up point of view. The most important of these were
entrainment and the quality of the fluid leaving the system through the ADS-4 valves.
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Appendix 1 - Applicati:n of the Anclytic:1 Hi:rcrchy Process
-to the AP600 SBLOCA Short-Term PIRT

I-1. INTRODUCTION

The AP600 is a new design for which there is no existing plant. Early in the PIRT development,'
there existed minimal experimental and analytical data with which tojudge relative phenomena
importance. Accordingly, in the PIRT development through Revision 1 of this report, it wasjudged that
there was an insufficient technical basis to warrant the use of a detailed numerical ranking scheme. Rather,
the ranking was based on low, medium and high importance categories with respect to a phenomenon's .

- influence on the parameter of importance.6 However, by December 1995, sufficient data from the AP600
devoted experiments and analytical studies had been obtained to make numerical phenomena ranking
attractive. Moving to a numerical ranking scheme allows for more precise evaluations of rdative
importance.' In addition, use of a numerical ranking process, such as the Analytical Hierachy Process
(AHP), forces a structured, logical and consistent ranking of the data base, taken as a whole. Derefore,
even though further new experimental and analytical evidence was to be available after December 1995, it
was judged results from the application of the AHP to the initial phases' of the SBLOCA would be most
useful in helping confirm more realistic ranking of the phenomena. Such application would also give
insights regarding the feasibility of combining the transient initial phases into a single treatment (i.e., a
short-term SBLOCA PIRT). It is the purpose of this appendix to document the ARP effort.

The remainder of this appendix documents the application of the AHP to the AP600 SBLOCA short-
term PIRT development. Section 2 describes the specific approach to developing AHP based insights
regarding the relative importance of phenomena to the plant response during the initial phases of the
transient. Section 3 provides the significant results from the AHP exercise. Section 4 summarizes the
significant conclusions derived from the AHP results. Pertinent references noted in the first four sections
are listed in Section 5.

I-2. APPROACH

I-2.1 Background

Humans have a high proficiency to determine the relative importance ofitems, one-to-another, when
the number ofitems does not exceed four. As the number ofitems in a group increases beyond four, the
ranking capability decreases at an increasing rate. Accordingly, methodologies have been developed to
organize large ranking problems in:o subsets '' ', capitalize on innate human talents. One such
methodology is the AHP which has been used to helpjustify the AP600 SBLOCA short-tenn PIRT
described elsewhere in this report.

As decisions become more and more complex, decision makers are faced with the challenge of
sorting through many variables to arrive at a sound decision. The AHP is a tool developed byT. L.
Saaty," that allows a systematic, logical approach to reduce complex issues into manageable pieces. The
decision maker can then sort through the variables and determine to what degree a particular variable will

* Preliminary PIRTs, and Revsion 0 and Revision 1 of this report.

* Minimum vessel inventory as described elsewhere in this report.

* High pressure, ADS blowdown, and initialIRWST injection.
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influ:nc2 the firti d: cision. The power of the AHP is centertd in its reduction of complex probl:ms to
one of many pair wise decisions. Only two items need be compared against one another; a much simpler
task than comparing an item to all others simult .neously. By arranging the items that influence a decision
in the form of a matrix and comparing appropriate pairs in this matrix to each other, each item is
automatically compared with every other item via the matrix algebra used in the process. Thereby, the
relative importance, one-to-another, of all the items on the final decision is determined.

As the name suggests, the AHP contains hierarchies or levels. The structuring of a complex problem
into hierarchies is the second strength of the methodology in that it also supports partitioning a complex

problem into subsets more amenable to ranking determinations. Each level contains items that will be
ranked one to another on the basis of their influence on an item in the next higher level. By starting at the
lowest level, the most fundamental level, the decision maker can rank items with respect to a more general
item contained in the next higher level. As the decision maker proceeds through the levels, the items
become more general until the most general item, the goal, is reached. Thus, the decision maker proceeds
as if building a pyramid. At the bottom he makes many specific decisions. As the process proceeds
toward the top fewer and fewer decisions are made and they become increasingly more general. Finally
the AHP manipulates the pair wise decisions made at each level to determine how important each are with
respect to the most general item, the goal.

1-2.2 Approach

The general approach is shown conceptually in Figure 1 1. Based on the evidence indicated in the
figure, independent pair wise ranking was performed by three of the PIRT Subgroup Thennal Hydraulic
(T/h) expert consultants for:

The relative importance of the phases that constitute the short-term PIRT, and.

The relative importance of the phenomena within each phase..

The INEEL staff then used AHP software'' to generate:

The relative importance of the phases taken as a whole,.

The relative importance of the phenomena within each phase, and.

The relative importance of the phenomena for the combined phase short term PIRT,.

for each of the three pair wise ranking input sets provided by Brent Boyack (BB), Peter Griffith (PG) and

Gearld Lellouche (GL).

Because the Revision 1 PIRT was considered to contain all plausible phenomena, it formed the basis

for the components and phenomena treated in the AHP application. A pair wise ranking scale of 1 to 5
was used by the PIRT Subgroup, where in judging the relative importance of two items, a and b:

1 = Items a and b are of equal importance
3 = ltem a is somewhat more important than item b
5 = ltem a is significantly more important than item b
1/3 = ltem b is somewhat more important than item a
1/5 = ltem b is significantly more important than item a.
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Time phase & phenomenaInformation base
pair wise ranking input:m

Rev 1 PIRT - B. Boyack, P. Griffith-

G. Lellouche
'

1" CLB Integrated
Analysis 1 f y

Phase Witnin Phase
Sensitivity R 3nkina: Phenomena Rankino:
Analyses: High Pressure High Pressure
ADS actuation Ar1S Blowdown ADS Blowdown .

PRHR HT InitialIRWST InitialIRWST I

Flow Resistance i

Thermal stratification
3 7 3 y

Consultant Expertise Phase importance Phenomena Ranks
Weighting Factors

'-

I 1

I
Combined High Pressure,

ADS Blowdown & Initial IRWST
SBLOCA PIRT

Figure 1 1. Conceptual application of AHP to AP600 SBLOCA short-term PIRT.

Ranks of 2 and 4, and 1/2 and 1/4 were available to further refine the above ranks if desired.'

The number of pair wise ranks, and each specific rationale for those ranks, constitute a very large
body of information that is not believed to be warranted for recording here. This information has been
archived by the INEEL staff, However, the general rationale for the ranking is given in the next section.

I-2.3 General Ranking Rationale

Infc mation from several sources feed the phenomena ranking process. In general order of
decreasing importance these are: 1) test data,2) scaling analyses,3) code calculations, and 4) expe.ience.
To the extent supported by this data base at any one point in time, the initial ranking rationale was centered
in implicit judgments of the combined importance of subsystems (components) and the specific
phenomena within each component. !n addition, because of the minimal amount of APo00 specific data
early in the program, an absence of significant information resulted in escalation of the ranks of those
specific phenomena to high; a conservative, but not necessarily realistic safety perspective. The
expectation was that as more AP600 specific evidence became available with time, updates of the PIRTs
would undergo a general tendency to decrease the ranks. ' Itis has proven to be true; however, it is
generally believed the PIRTs continued to be conservative rather than best estimate.

d The input ranking scale is arbitrary; however, the AHP matrix algebra produces " absolute" ranks in a 0 to I scale
as is common to this class of mathematical solutions. In addition, the software is designed to produce " normalized"

output ranks on a scale of 1 to 9, where it is normally interpreted that ranks of 1 to 3 denote low importance. 4 to 6
moderate importance, and 7 to 9 high importance.
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Another element in the ranking rationale was consideration whether a component was active or
inactive in any particular time period, ifinactive, no further effort was made to rank the
processes / phenomena in that component; they are " insignificant". For example, during the blowdown
phase the PSIS is inactive, therefore, there is no need to coacider further the importance of the system, its
component or its phenomena.

4

Although the early PIRTs were component /within component phenomena centered, it was
increasingly recognized that in the AP600 design there were significant interactions between subsy:tems.
The most important of these are: 1) depressurization,2) inventory depletion,3) inventory replacement,
and 4) core cooling. Depressurization is a key process because it is impossible to transition to long-term
core cooling until the PCS pressure is reduced sufficiently to permit accumulator injection and gravity-
induced injection from the IRWST and sump. Inventory depletion is a key process because the removal of
too much inventory can degrade core cooling and potentially result in core damage, inventory replacement
is a key process because inventory depletion is an inherent feature of the transition to long-term cooling.
Cooling the core is the process most directly related to public safety and protecting the investment in the
plant. Core cooling considers both coolant flow and core power, which is the traditional power to-cooling
relationship,

in summary, the ranking rationale remains strongly focused toward the component /within component
phenomena orientation. However, the system level interactions (see above) have been increasingly
introduced lato the ranking process, albeit in a more implicit than explicit manner.' For example, see the
system leve) related dominant processes in Figures 7 8 in the main body othis report.

1-3. AIIP RESULTS

I-3.1 Phase Importance

The initial SBLOCA phases considered in the AHP application were:

High pressure - Break initiation to ADS 1 actuation-

ADS blowdown ADS-1 actuation to initiation oflRWST injection.

Initial IRWST injection - Initial dynamic phase oflRWST injection.

The results from the AHP application are summarized in Table I-1.

' Explicit consideration of system level interactions is considered to be one of the significant lessons teamed. That
is, in reactor designs that are strongly dependent on weak gravity induced flows, system level interactions should be
explicitly introduced into the ranking process at the second hierarchical level (i.e., above the component /within
component phenomena level [s]).

NUREG/CR-6541 14
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Tr.bl2 I 1. Ihnking of time ph se importance!

Absolute Rank Normalized Rank INEEL Composite
Rank

Phase BB PG GL BB PG GL Absolute Norm

High pressure 0.0897 0.1460 0.0982 1 1 1 0.1113 1

ADS blowdown 0.6070 0.4738 0.5679 9 9 9 0.5496 9

Initial IRWST Injection 0.3033 0.3802 0.3339 4 7 5 0.3391 5

it may be noted that from the 19 normalized rank perspective there was no essential difference
among the three sets of ranks for the high pressure and ADS blowdown phases. There may be some
difference for the initial IRWST injection phase in that strictly speaking the phase was ranked moderate
and high by the different Subgroup members, in any case, there was a common view that the ADS phase
was most important, the initial IRWST phase of second importance and the high pressure phase least
important,8 The INEL composite rank shown in the table was somewhat arbitrarily formulated by
averaging the three individual ranks for each phase, and is provided just for information."

I-3.2 Within Phase Phenomena Importance

"Within phase" is used to denote the relative phenomena importance within each of the three time
phases noted in the previous section. That is, these ranks have not been weighted by the relative
importance af the three time phases. The results of applying the AHP software to each of the three
individual sets of pair wise ranking are summarized in Tables I 2 through I 4 for the three time phases of
interest. The Aim numerical ranks have been converted to their corresponding alpha ranks (see footnote
d) to allow for di.ect comparison with the published Revision 1 PlRT. In addition, the coh.mn "AHP
suggested Phase I ranks" lists the highest of the three individual ranks for each phenomenon. Shaded cells
indicate phenomena that were considered insignificant by the individual performing the ranking.

' The only value in recording the absolute ranks to four significant figures is to illustrate the numerical consistency
maintained by the AHP software.

8 This perspective of phase importance is also similar to that documented in a separate scaling analysis report.

" The individual consuhant phase rank sets are maintained for the subsequent ranking reported in this appendix.
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Table I-2. AHP within phase phenomena importance for high pressure phase.
,

Rev i ' " " " ' I AHPsuggested

Phesiemena pept pavut GM ' tenw*el Phase I ranks
Omenem

h'* H t t t | L
Auumulators

Noncor.densitse erfects e 't t t | t

tanergy rem y %t t H I H
g,g g

Mass flow H H H H | H

Condensanoo H t t t | L
Cold legt

hasains t t t M | %1

Loop asvmmetry effects y L t t | L

PfiL so cold legs tee phase separacon g L L M | %f

5tored energy release t t. L L I L

Thwrtra saanticanon H t t t | I,

h''"' 8 8 L L l M ! AI
Cxt

how resmance 1. M L f L | %1

Mass now, tactuding Dypass t st t | t | %I

i<cred energy rewase t M t | t | %f

sMi to cup canereousa censiry y y t, | M | %(
y

Condessence t M L | t | %T

Hast:ag H H L | M l H

Flow resistance M M t | t | %f

Level H H t | t | H

Thermai suaareauon and maanas H M t 4 i l \1

Coodessattoo y ( L | t | t
I g,ggj

How dismuon y L L | t | L
lower plenum

uvet t y t. | t | %{

Loop asymrtwiry effects M L L i t | L

$ cored enavry release t t i ! t | 0

Core Po*er/ decay Mat g g t } y | g
Fuel rods

54cred energy reiease 1 M t I 4f I St

Hashing L y ( | Nt | %g

Het legg
Honaontal sioid suaufwauva M M L | M | St

Loco asymmetry enects 1. L L | t | L

Phase separauca in sees t M L | M | Nf

stored energy rewus t. L t | t I L

Voiding M M t | M | 41
M | M|M s. *r ww w isspiuht u.out.vu

us PkHR bund:e region f I
IRW5T

interpnanc condensance t t t } t | L

Pootnow t t t | t | L

Poot novel M L t | t | L

Foui thetum saantwanon M i t I t I t,

Rashlag g g ( | y | gg
Pressanter

Levet staventory) M t t I M | NT

O "'1****"*" M L L I L ! L
PRiiR

Lhnereanal density V M t | Nf | Nf

Ho* remence M u t. I M | %1

he44 uantits between FRhR tt M L j M |
sad IRWST f_ | Si

Ncecoadenstbre ettects M t t | t | t

voidios M M t M y

'***"2***P'"*"'"' 1 1Pumps
How resistance

t tMmot
Pnmary to secondary tea transre

Seam genera m
e

secondarv levet
secondary pressure ( (
Tuos voiding M L t M M

H413885 t 1. t I t | L
g;pper head;

Loco asymenetry enects t t t L
speer p4enne

Srceed energy retease t t t | t | L

Lpcer peadvdowncomer Dutrass flow L t t L

V oid'8 8 1 t t | M | %1
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Table I-3. AHP within phase phenomena importance for ADS blowdown.

Rev I A W* *vh AHP suggested

Com pone nt Phenomena PfRT flavace e, e m.h ( einise *, Phase 2 ranks

Accumulators Flow H H H H H

Nancondensitile effects M M L M M

AD$ Energy reisue H M M H H

Mus flow H H H H H

Choking in rempies geometrv M M L M H

Flow resistance M M L L M

Noncondensible effects M M L L M

Break Energy retene M M M M M

Flow resinrance L M L L M

Mass flow M M M M M

Noncondensable effects L L L L L

Cold less Condensation L L L L L
Flashing L L L M M

Noncondensible effects M L L L L

PBL to-cold lees tee phase separation M t. L L L

Stored enerrv relene L L L L 1.
,

Thennat strauricanon L L L L L

Core h *8 h8 D8 H M L M M

Flow resistance H M L L M
Stored enerty release L M L L M

Subcooling margin H M L L M

Two-phasa marrure level H H L H__ H

CMT Fisshing -M L L M M

Flow reststance M L L L L

Level H hi L L Nt

Thermal strauftesuon and mtxint M t t t I.

Downcomer/ Condensation M L L L L

tower plenum Flashing L L L M M

Noncondensible effects t L L L L

t. L L I LStored energy release __

Fuelrods CHFedryout M M L M M
Core pwer/ decay neat H H L L H

Stored energy Niease L M _ f, L %f

CCFL M L L L LHot legs
Condensation M L t. L t,

Countercurrent flow M L L L L

Entrainment M L L L L
Flashing M L 1. M M

Honzontal flutd stranficauon M L L L L
Noncondensible effects L t. L L t

Phase separsuon in tees H t. I t t.
Stottd energy release L L L L L

[RW5T Interphasic condensanon y t, p

Pool flow M 1 t. [
Poc! level L L L L
Pool to tant structure heat transfer L L L L
Pool thermal stracticanon M L L L L
Soarger pire level 4 I L M Nt

.
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Table I-3. (continued).
Rev 1 A N* ve' | AllP suggested

Component P5enneena PtDT Rav sek C a '% | t clinuc%e l Phase 2 ranks

Pressunser CCFL M L L | L | L

Entrainmenude entrainment M M L | L | M

Level (inventory) H L L | L | L

Level swell M M L | M | M

Soncondensidie effects L L L | L | L

Stored eneryv relcue L L t
_

l

PRHR Differenual density L L L L

Flow restsieue L L L L

Flashing L L L L

heat tranater Detueen fkitk
vomwg ( t
Noncondens,ble effects 1, j,

L L L L
Phue seearaut_ n,in tres

Steam venerators Pnmary to seci ndary heat transfer L L L L

Condensauen y L t | t | LUpper hed
upper plenum Entrammens de-entrainment M L M | L | 41

3sh* ., M L _ | L | L'

Stored energy release L L L | L | L

L'pper head /downcomer bypass flow L L L | L | 1,

ntainment r:u
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Table I-4. AHP within phase phenomena importance for initial IRWST injection.

| AHP suggestedRev 1 A WP v6'

Com e one nt Phenomena ovat ~Bavsek fi- N | t * Hauch I Phase 3 ranks
A46 Energy release H M M | H | 8

Mass flow H M V I 4 I H

Flow resistance H L M L H
Nonconcensible effects L L L L
Condensarten in stages 1. 2. and 3 A03 and L

spartert (in IRW5_T)

Bred Energy release M L L | M | M
Mass flow M L L | M | M
Noncondensibie effects L L

_ L_ L

Cold legs Concensanon L L L | L | L
Noncondensible effects L L L L

PBL to<old legs tee phase separsuon L L L | L | L

Core B oilin g M H L | H | H

Plashtas M M L M
Flow resistance M M L | L j M
Mais flow. Including bvvass M H L | L } H
Subceoling margm M M L M
Two pnase nutture level H H H | H | H

CMT CM140-lRW Erf erenuai heaa H L L | H } g
Condensanon H L L L
Flow resistatice M L L L L
Noncondensible effects H L L L

Downcomerf Condensanon
. --

g s

lower plenum level
.

H H L H
.

Fuel rods CHFsorym L M L | M | M
Core power /decaw heat H H H H--_ . . _ . . . . . . _ .

Lountermrent Ho* M L L LHot legs
_

Horuontal fluid strauficauon M L L L
Phase separsuon in tees y t L L L

[RW$T Flow reststance unjection race . Leuoucne) H M H H
Pool flow H H L H
Pool to tant structure heat transfer L M L Ng

Poot thenna] strauficanon y M L M
Sparger pipe level L M L M

P esiume, level finventerv) M L L | M | M
Siemm senerators Prtmarv to secondary heat transfer L L L L

hme level H H L | M | M
Uppt head / Dondensand

' '

L L L L
opper piengro Noncondensible effecu L L L L

Two ettase level in ueoer cienum H A' L
. ~ . . . _ . . . . . _ . . . . . . - .

Contanament L44md GL2trieuuca L H L H

Ontanor) Lieutd subcooling L M L M
Pressure M ge y t M

1

!
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I-3.3 Phase Weighted Phenomena importance

" Phase weighted"is used to denote the AHP analysis in which the phase importance given in
Section 3.1 is applied to the within phase phenomena importance presented in Section 3.2. The product of
this two level hierarchy is the ranking for the three combined phases, or the short-term AHP PIRT. The j

signiGeant results are summarized in Table 15. The descriptions of the column AHP PIRT information i
|are:

Individual AHP phase weighted ranks - De ranks generated by the AHP software based on*

application of the phase weighting described in Section 3.1 to the within phase phenomena ranks '

described in Section 3.2 for each of the three individual sets of ranking, _

Revision I combined PIRT The highest phenomenon rank during the three phases ofinterest that+

were reported in the Revision 1 issue of this report,
Highest AHP phase weighted ranks - The highest phenomenon rank shown in any one of the three*

J

individual AHP phase weighted ranks, and
Highest AHP within phase ranks The highest phenomenon rank shown for any of the three within+

phase individual ranks for any of the three phases (Tables 12 - I-4).

1-4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I-4.1 Summary
.

Considerable new, but not necessarily complete, experimental, analytical and scaling AP600 speciGc f
evidence evolved through December 1995. This evidence was considered suf0cient to warrant numerical
ranking of the high pressure, ADS blowdown and initialIRWST irdection phases of the SBLOCA.
Accordingly, three members of the PIRT Subgroup of T/H Expert Consultants were requested to provide
individual pair wise ranking of the relative importance of the phases ofinterest and the phenomena that
occur within each phase. Using this information the INEEL staff applied AHP software to determine:

The relative importance of the phases taken as a whole (Table I 1),.

The relative importance of the phenoraena within each phase (Tables I-2 - 1-4), anda

The relative importance of the phase weighted phenomena for the combined phase short term AHP.

PIRT(Table I 5).

This data was further sorted to provide:

The highest AHP phase weighted ranks of the three sets ofindividual ranking (Table I-5), and.

The highest AHP within phase ranks of the three sets ofindividual ranking for all three phases of-

interest (Table I 5).

I-4.2 Significant Conclusions

The signi0 cant conclusions drawn from the information in Tables 1-1 - I-5, in their perceived order of
importance, are:

The new evidence combined with the strengths of AHP analysis has confirmed prior SBLOCA*

PIRTs contain a high degree of conservatism. This was to be expected based on the practice of
assigning high importance to insutTiciently understood phenomena until such time as evidence
existed to down-rank. The AHP analysis provides a more rigorous and cor.sistent basis to evaluate the

. degree of conservatism as a whole.
,
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Table I-5. AllP phase weighted ranks for the combined SBLOCA high pressure, ADS blowdown and initial IRWST injection phases.

Inihvibal AllP rduse weichsed rank s | Rev I Comtuned It.gh AllPl iaw llegisest Alli'd

Compment Phenomena IWrk Griffith | Lefkuxhe | P!RT weirlwed rants wohin I .aw ranksd

Accums lakws R* M M | M | 11 M Il-

Noncondensible cffccts M L | L | M M' h1

ADS Energy release M M | 11 | 11 16 ft

Mass flow M 11 | El | 11 11 11

Choting in complea geometry M L | M | M 'M tt

Flow resista:.ee M M | t. ! II M fl

Necondensible efIcets M t. | t. | M M M

Condensation in stages I,2 asul 3 ADS and L L L t. L

spargers(in IRWST)

that linergy release M M | M I M M ll

flow resistance M 1. | 1. ! 1. M M a

Mass flow M M | M | 11 M li '

[ Nonemulensible effects L L | L | L I. 1.

Cold legs condensasion t. 1. | L I It 1. t.
Flashing 1. 1. | M | t. M M
12xy asymmetsy effects L 1. | 1. | M 1. t.
Nonenwalensilde effects 1. 1. | 1. | M t. 't.

I111 k>cadJ legs see I isse sepasat' ms 1. I. | M | 1f M Md a

Shwed energy release t. f. | 1. | t. 1 I.
' thermal stratification 1. 1. | t. | 11 I. f.

_

Cine lloiting M 1, | M M kt 31

Ilathing M t. | M 11 M M

flow resistance M I, | t. il M M
Ixx, asymmetry effects 1, L | 1. 1. t. t.
Mass flow, including bypass M l. | 1. M M 11

Skwed energy release M L | L L M M
Subcooling margin M L | L !! M M

Two@ase mixture level 11 : M | 1r 11 11 11

IE
' O

h
?
&
t

-
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O Tat >Ie I-5. (continued).
o
71

Trutividual AllP phase weichted rank s | Rev i Cemlaned liighess AllPphase liigless AllP

Cswnfu mern fienusnena thwack | Griffith |1.cIltwair | PIRT weirlwed rants with4n iAase rants--

CMT CMT*kxe d flerential density 1. L | 'L | Il L M

CMTelRWSTddferential head I. I. -| M ! Il M ll

Camdensation L L | 1. | 11 L M

l' lashing M L | M | Il M 11

Ilow resistance M L | L | M M M

level M I, | l. | Il M ll
,

W-- .--lensible effects L L 11 1. L
Tirrmal stratification aval mising 1. I. | L | Il 1. M

lbwnsannerf Comiensation y L | L | y y y

hmer plenum litashing I, I. | l. | I. I. M

flow distritustion L L | 1. | M l. 1.

level ' M l. | t | 11 M 11

12xp asymmetry cffects L L | 1. | M l. l.
Nuncondensible elfects I, l. | L | 1. l. I._.

h Stored energy release L L | l. | l. l. l.

lisel vsnis Clll'/dryout M l. | M | M M M
Cswe twswerAlecay locat 11 1. | M | Il 11 11

Siswed energy release M L | 1. | 1. M 18

llut legs CCIL I. I. ! l. ! M I- I-
Formlensaakm 1. L | l. | M L 1.

C4=entercusreid ikew I. I. | 1. | M I. 1.

!!ntrainment L L | L | M l. I.
3; lashing I, I. | M | M M M
!lorirontal fluid stratificatke I. L | L | M L' M
Isxv asymmetry cffccts L 1. | 1. | I. f. I,

Noncondensible effects L L | L | l. L 1.

Phaw separation in sees I. L | M | Il M M
Stored energy re! case 1. L | L | 1. 1. I.
Voidsng L L | L | M I, M

. - - _ _ _-
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Talile I-5. (continued). .

Imhviluel AllPphase weichtn!raels | Rev i Cannbined liighest AllPphase linghes: AllP

Componene Plemwnena tw,3t | Griffith | 1rikuhe | PIRT weietaed ranks esthin pl.aw rank s

Flow and temperature dsstribution L L | L | M L M

IRWST in PW11R bomfie recion i I
l'iow reststaru c 1. M || M ll

Interpliasic condensation 1. I, | 1, | M t. L

Pml flow M L I L | li M 11

Piu d level 1. 1. | 1 | M I. 1.

Puoi to tank structure heat transfer t. I. L I. M

Powd alwrmal stratification M t. | M | 11 M M

| 11 L MSparger pipe Icvel L | L | L

Pressuriser CCIL t. f. | t. | M l. I

lintrainmentkle-entrainment M 1. | 1. | M M hi

Iladiing 1. I. | l. | M l. M

level (inventory) I, M | M ! 11 M M

level swell M t. | M | M M M

_!7 Nonerswiensitde ef fe is I. L | f. l. l. f.
-

Stored energy release L L L L L"

PRilR Camm.lensathan I, I. | t | M I. 1.

!)if ferential density L L | L | M I. M

llow resistence 1. 1. | 1. | M l. M

Ihhing 1, 1, I. I, t.

Ileat transfer Istween l'HilR | | M

anil lRWST 3. 1. I L I II 1.

Ninnewslenul>le ellet1s I. I. | t. | M t. I

Phase separation in tees L L 1. 1. 1.

Voiding L L | 1. | M l. M

Pumps Coast &wn lerttumance 3, I, | | g. t. 1.

Ilow resistance I, f. | | I. I. I.

Mixing 1. t. | | M l. I.

g Stearn generators 14 mary to secondary heat transfer g_ t. M q M

C Secorulary level J ,. |, ],

h Secondary pressure 1. L M I. 1.

9 Tube voiding L L 1. M t. M
O
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O
t
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Table I-5. (continued).

Indivhhot AllP nhw weichied rnets | Rev I Cominned thghest AllP ghw liighest AllP
Comiument Phemmaena tinyy t | Gdffh5 | Istkusthe | PIRT weichico rnis wi Ma rdiw rants

Sun p | Level M | L | M | Il M 11

Upper l.cg Coralensation I, t | t. | M I. 4.

utger pienum tintrainmera/de-entrainment t. M | t | M M M
Fladnnp t, t, 1. t. t.
Iny asymmetry elfeets I. I. L 1. I.

7 Noncondensible effects I. L L 1. 1.
E Sitwed energy eclease 3, t 1. I, t, 1.

Two pluse levet in upper plenum I, t. Il 1. t.
Urrer f eadhlowncomer bynass ibw t 1, | t | g. ,, g.

Voiding L g, | g | g g
n .ta,n ,rnt it,..a dimo.w,,, u ,. ,. , ,,

-

(icta mm ) 1.ht+ixi subcinding g, g, 9, g
Psenese y y | g, | g h,. ht

;

|
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|

|
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The introduction of the relative importance of time in 'the tr:nsient provides a c w perspective*
relative to making the PIRTs more realistic, in principle it is logical to assign less importance to a

'

high ranked phenomenon in a time period that is less important, than to a high ranked phenomenon in
a time period where the ongoing processes dominate the ultimate outcome of the plant response (for

,

example the ADS blowdown phase). This also allows further simplincation of the PIRTs in that
phases may be combined into larger blocks of time. There is a potential down side to this approach,
however. From the perspective that a phenomenon's behavior in a subsequent time period is at least
somewhat dependent on behavior in previous time periods, phase weighted ranking could, in
principle, tend to under rank some phenomena. The risk of such under ranking is considered to be

,

essentially nonexistent when several independent AHP analyses are performed and the most ,
conservative view taken of the several results. This has been done in the analysis reported here
(Table I 5, next to last column). The risk is further reduced by considering other evidence from such -
sources as parameter specine sensitivity studies, scaling analysis, etc. as is done elsewhere in this
report. The three independent views of the relative importance of the three time phases ofinterest
here have been generally suppc-ted by other evidence from scaling analysis. The scaling analysis
also well supports the plrusible phenomena used in the AHP study.
The AHP analysis that ignored the importance of time (or alternately assigned the same -*

importance to all time phases), the within phase AHP ranking, provides a most conservative
,

perspective of phenomena importance. This is particularly true where the most conservative ranks
from three independent within phase ranks are considered (Table 15, last column). However, this

,

perspective lends itself to helping identify the most cost effective areas where phase weighted ranking
should be further con 0rmed with other evidence.
Review of the AHP analysis ranking rationale, and other evidence, helped identify an.

important potential improvement in the PIRT process. That is, system level interactions (i.e.,i

between subsyste6omponents) should be explicitly considered in reactor designs that are strongly
dependent on weak gravity induced Dows. The PlRT process can be improved by the introduction of
system level interactions at the second hierarchical level (i.e., above the component /within
component phenome a level (s)).
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